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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In the near future, urban areas around the world will deal with a vastly in-
creasingnumberof freight transportmovements(Transmodal,2012). Handling
these freight flows is becoming increasingly difficult, causingmajor social, eco-
logical and economic problems. The main objective of this thesis is to identify
viable solution concepts for freight consolidation and coordination between
supply chain actors, contributing to an efficient and sustainable urban logist-
ics system. To this end, we develop a number of models and apply a variety of
analytical techniques from the field of operations research.

In Section1.1, weprovide themotivation for ourwork. Wedescribe the setup
of the research in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 gives a literature overview of themain
techniquesandconceptsused, ahigh-leveloverviewof related literature, andthe
literature gap that we address with this work. Finally, in Section 1.4 we outline
the structure of the thesis.

1.1. Researchmotivation

In this section, we describe the motivation for this research. We first high-
light several trends and statistics in urban freight transport. Subsequently, we
explain how these trends reduce the efficiency of freight transport, and as a con-
sequence have a negative impact on urban areas themselves. We proceed with
a high-level overview of solution concepts in the context of urban freight trans-
port, andaddressvarious implementation issuesassociatedwith these solutions.
Weconcludethesectionbydelineatingthescopeofour thesis, ourmainresearch
objective, and the research questions that we address.

1.1.1. Trends and statistics in urban freight transport. There are various
trends that contribute to an expected increase in the number of urban transport
movements. In this section, we highlight the most far-reaching trends, which
are expected to significantly impact the way the urban freight transport system
will be shaped in the future (Transmodal, 2012; Ploos VanAmstel, 2015).
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4 1. INTRODUCTION

Trends inurban logistics arenot equivalent everywherearound theworld; the
scope of ourworkwill be onEuropean cities. European cities are often similarly
structured, in the sense that they have gradually been constructed around me-
dieval city centers. Typically, commercial and residential premises are strongly
intertwined (Ambrosini and Routhier, 2004). European cities seek to preserve
this layout, as it provides synergy between agreeable living conditions and eco-
nomic activity. However, a consequence is that many European cities suffer
from spatial scarcity.

Worldwide, a strong population growth is projected over the next decades
(United Nations, 2014). The European population is expected to grow as well,
but at a relatively slow rate. Figure 1.1 shows the historical population growth
within the 28 current European Union member states, as well as projections of
demographicdevelopments (Eurostat, 2016). Fromanurban logisticsperspect-
ive, changes in demography are more influential than the absolute population
growth. Europe is facing an aging population; the share of people aged 65 years
orolder is expected togrowfrom18.9%in2015 to28.1%in2050(seeFigure1.2).
Many of the older people are eventually expected to move back from the sub-
urbs to city centers, with stores and services abundantly available (Transmodal,
2012). By the year 2025, over three-quarters of the European citizens are expec-
ted to live in urban areas; this percentagemay even rise to 84% in the year 2050.
With a large share of the people residing in urban areas, the demand for goods
in these areas will increase as well.

The role of the retailer has been changing over time, for an important part
due to the emergence of e-commerce. Whereas consumers used to purchase the
bulk of their goods at retailers located in the city center, these shops now have
to compete with highly efficient online stores. As a result, profit margins are
under pressure. Retailers increasingly adopt Just-In-Time principles, meaning
that they keep inventory levels at aminimum (Dablanc, 2011). The (expensive)
floor space allocated to storage can therefore be reduced, and subsequently ded-
icated to sales asmuch as possible. The result is that retailers tend to ordermore
frequently and in smaller quantities. An exemplary illustration of this develop-
ment are high-frequency stores, which have very small amounts of each good
on sale, and replenish these goods on an ad hoc basis. Furthermore, a resurrec-
ted interest in small-format stores can bewitnessed; the demand for such stores
is expected to reverse the trend of ever-expanding chains of large retail stores
(Dablanc, 2007; Transmodal, 2012). It is evident that these changing order pat-
terns will impact the operations of shippers and carriers.
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Figure 1.1. Eurostat projections of the population growth in
European Union member states.

Another observable trend is the increase in service levels. Many customers
expect deliverywithin 24 hours after placing an order. Companies likeAmazon
even started offering same-day delivery services (Hayashi et al., 2014). Fur-
thermore, receivers – particularly end-consumers – have more freedom in se-
lecting time slots and delivery locations. This makes it difficult to efficiently
utilize vehicle capacity, as carriers need to deal simultaneously with increased
shipment frequencies and decreased volumes (Boerkamps and vanBinsbergen,
1999; Savelsbergh andVanWoensel, 2016).

Afinaldevelopment thatwewishtostress is thediversificationof freightflows.
This trend ispartially inducedby theaforementionedriseof small-format stores.
Besides the traditional flows from manufacturers to retailers, there are altern-
ative freight flows that continue to grow. In the retail market, online purchases
have displayed double-digit annual growth figures, with the market share of e-
commerce rising from7.2% in 2014 to 9.4% in 2016 (Centre forRetail Research,
2016). The presence of online sales platforms also enables customers to directly
sell goods toeachother; this formofe-commercekeepsrising inpopularity. Due
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Figure 1.2. Eurostat projection of the age demography in European
Union member states.

to these developments, many retailers nowadays feel the need to participate in
e-commerce as well. Productsmay be delivered directly from the suppliers, but
retailers may also sell goods held in their shop inventory via the internet (Hay-
ashi et al., 2014). Furthermore, return streams are becoming more important.
These streams entail, e.g., the returns of goods purchased online, but also ser-
vices such as waste collection.

The aforementioned trends imply a drastic growth in the number of trans-
portmovements in urban areas, a development that could already be witnessed
in recent years (Transmodal, 2012). The fragmentation of freight flows makes
it increasingly difficult for carriers to efficiently perform last-mile distribution.
Last-mile distribution is already recognized as the least efficient segment of sup-
ply chain logistics (Gevaers et al., 2011). Given the fact that 85%of the transport
market is comprised by small freight carriers (Dablanc, 2011) –which often op-
erate only a single truck– the inefficiency of last-mile distribution is only expec-
ted toworsen. Thus,major challenges are awaiting in the future of urban freight
transport.
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1.1.2. Impactoffreighttransport inurbanareas. Freight transportmove-
ments within urban areas contribute to a number of problems, which are only
expected to increase in magnitude with the trends mentioned in the preceding
section. These problems can be divided into threemain categories (Quak, 2011;
Macharis et al., 2014), which we discuss now.

First, excess freight transport has a negative impact from an economic per-
spective. Urban infrastructures often do not suffice to handle large amounts of
freight transport. Congestion is a common problem in many cities. Further-
more, a lack of loading zones often forces trucks to double-parkwhile supplying
stores, thereby blocking the road for other vehicles. Congestion and blocked
roads cause higher transport costs, which translates into lower profits. Also,
an abundant number of trucks in the city centers reduces the attractiveness of
cities, particularly in shopping areas (Ambrosini and Routhier, 2004). Finally,
Europe has many historic city centers that are characterized by narrow streets
and monumental structures. In these settings, the problems related to freight
transport are amplified, as the system may easily be blocked by a single truck.
Additionally,monumental structuresmay be damaged by the vibrations caused
by heavy vehicles.

The secondconcernwithurban freight transport is its environmental impact.
Compared to cars, freight trucks generate disproportionally large amounts of
hazardous particles. Partially, this is caused by the fact that the trucks used for
urbandistribution are generally older andmorepolluting than trucks operating
over longer distances (Dablanc, 2007). Although freight transport comprises
about 15% of the total traffic in urban areas, it is responsible for up to 50% of
emissions (Dablanc, 2007). We particularly highlight the dangers of emission
with local consequences, such as aerosols, volatile hydrocarbons, and smog-
causing substances,whichcanaffectbothhealthandenvironment. Other envir-
onmental effects causedby freight transport are noise hindrance andvibrations.
Also in this respect, trucks have amuch larger impact than cars.

Thelastproblemclass thatwedistinguish is the social impact. In this category,
we consider effects that reduce the quality of life for urban residents. One con-
cern is the health impact of freight transport. The aforementioned emissions
are known to have a hazardous impact on people’s health. Also, a significant
share of road accidents can be attributed to abundant amounts of freight trans-
port (VanEssen et al., 2011). Furthermore, noise pollutionnegatively affects the
daily lives of residents. In addition, the presence of trucks in itself may be per-
ceived as a hindrance, e.g., due to blocking roads or hampering the accessibility
of shopping areas.
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Manyof the negative impacts of urban logistics are considered to be so-called
‘external costs’. Although the impacts are known, they are typically difficult to
accurately measure or to allocate to stakeholders. For example, it is clear that
congestion has negative effects on the economy, the environment, and the soci-
ety, but the translation into concrete financial metrics remains complicated.

It should be stressed that despite the negative effects, freight transport is a vi-
tal artery of the local economy. Goods that are consumedwithinurban areas are
typically produced in other areas; transporting goods such that they canbe con-
sumed at the desired place and time is an essential need of a well-functioning
economy. In addressing the negative effects of urban freight transport, one
should therefore also keep in mind the tradeoff with the viability of the city as
an economic entity.

1.1.3. Solution concepts. Both in academics and inpractice, various solu-
tion concepts have been proposed and implemented to reduce the negative ef-
fectsofurbanfreight transport. Weprovideabroadoverviewhere, following the
classification provided byQuak (2011) that distinguishes between four distinct
classes of solution concepts. The first two classes require changing the exist-
ing infrastructure of the transport system, whereas the last two classes aim to
reduce the impact of urban freight transport within the existing context of the
transport system. Solution conceptsmay be implemented individually, but also
in combination with each other, e.g., implementing regulation that supports
company initiatives. A setting in which one or more concepts are combined is
commonly known as an urban logistics scheme. Figure 1.3 gives an overview of
these solution concepts, and showhow they are linked to trends in urban freight
transport and implementation challenges. In the next sections, we will discuss
the elements of the figure.

1.1.3.1. Physical infrastructure. Thefirst class of solution concepts is on the
level of the physical infrastructure. This entails developing the proper infra-
structure to reduce the impact of urban freight transport. For example, the local
administrator might discourage the use of heavy trucks by placing obstacles on
the road, or alternative dedicate special traffic lanes to environmental-friendly
electric vehicles. A solution concept within the class of physical infrastructures
that we pay special attention to is the urban consolidation center (UCC). An
urban consolidation center is a transfer hub that is located in the proximity of
an urban area, serving as a physical decoupling point in the transport flow (Al-
len et al., 2012b). Inbound trucks no longer need to enter the city center, but
can instead unload at the UCC. Subsequently, goods stemming from multiple
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carriers can be temporarily held and bundled at the UCC. This allows to con-
struct more efficient delivery routes than the carriers could perform independ-
ently. Furthermore, the UCC can use dedicated delivery vehicles with a lower
environmental impact. Thepotential benefits ofUCCs are greatestwhen target-
ing independent carriers and receivers, which are typically associatedwith low-
volume, high-frequency deliveries. In addition, the UCC can provide a range
of value-adding services for the receivers, such as waste collection and storage.
For carriers, cost savings (the costs of last-mile distribution are disproportion-
ally high (Gevaers et al., 2011)) and legislative restrictions are themain reasons
to use a UCC. For receivers, poor accessibility by truck, lower receiving costs
(due to bundled deliveries), and the offer of value-adding services are reasons to
consider delivery via the UCC (Van Rooijen andQuak, 2010).

1.1.3.2. Reorganization of transport system. The second solution class en-
tails the reorganization of the transport system, e.g., a switch from traditional
truck transport to alternativemodes such as electric bicycles or boats. Measures
that require replacing existing resources are often capital-intensive, and require
a long-term commitment ofmultiple parties. Alternativemodes oftenhave cer-
tain advantages over truck transport, but are unable to handle the complete dis-
tribution of urban freight. Hence, the operators of separate modes must work
together in order to maintain an overall efficient distribution system. Often, a
neutral party is introduced into the supply chain to coordinate the planning and
financial exchanges between the actors.

1.1.3.3. Policy initiatives. We proceed to discuss the class of policy initi-
atives. On a high level, the legislation with respect to logistics is created by
(supra)national governments. Within the boundaries set by legislation, local
administrators apply specific measures for their own city or municipality. One
option that they have is to impose hard restrictions to (i) prevent certain vehicle
classes from entering the city, such as weight restrictions or engine require-
ments, or (ii) only allow certain vehicle classes in the city during designated ac-
cess times (Russo and Comi, 2010). Implementations that dictate a minimum
load factor exist as well. In addition to such restrictions, local administrators
may implementmeasures that encourage carriers to adjust their behavior. Such
measures include congestion charges, zone access fees, and parking costs. Al-
though not enforcing carriers to alter their operations, these policies give them
an incentive to operate more efficiently, entering the city at times during which
traffic is limited, avoiding certain areas of the city, or outsourcing their last-mile
distribution. On the other side of the spectrum, governments may financially
support initiatives that aim to reduce the impact of urban freight transport, for
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example by providing subsidies to carriers that use electric vehicles. On an ab-
stract level, the role of the administrator is to monetize external costs, and re-
distribute them in order to obtain better system-wide solutions.

1.1.3.4. Company-driven change. The final class of solution concepts that
we discuss is company-driven change. The transportation sector is known to be
highly competitive and subject to lowprofitmargins (Dablanc, 2007). Compan-
ies are therefore interested in initiatives that improve efficiency, which in turn
often reduces negative side-effects. This class is decomposed into technological
advances, planning, and cooperation initiatives. We start with a description of
technological advances. In general, trucks are becoming increasingly efficient
in their fuel use, while emission filters also help to reduce the environmental
impact of freight transport. Other improvements are continuously made with
respect to noise reduction and safety concerns. Furthermore, electric vehicles
and natural gas vehicles are becomingmore andmore technically viable altern-
atives togas-anddieselpowered trucks. Replacing the traditionalfleetwithsuch
vehiclesmay significantly reduce the hazardous impact of freight transport, but
currently such vehicles are considerablymore expensive.

Companies can internally improve their performance by utilizing existing
resources more efficiently. Novel planning algorithms, for example, can help
to improve the efficiency of operations. Furthermore, companies may achieve
higher efficiencies by cooperating with external parties, aiming to obtain syn-
ergies in a larger segment of the supply chain (Anderson et al., 2005). In this
context, we distinguish between horizontal and vertical collaboration. In hori-
zontal collaboration, companies that are active in the same stage of the supply
chain cooperate. An example is a coalition formed by multiple carriers, such
that they can bundle their freight and pool their vehicles to perform deliveries
more efficiently. Vertical collaboration entails extensive coordination efforts
with parties that are positioned upstream or downstream in the supply chain.
An illustration is an improved information exchange between a carrier and the
shippers, such that the carrier may anticipate future shipments in its schedule.

The improvements introduced by a company are often driven by develop-
ments in information technology. State-of-the art technology – such as GPS
andRFID tags – present newopportunities to improve operational efficiency. It
is nowcommonplace that companies possess detailed real-time information re-
gardingvehicle locations, inventory levels, andcapacity levels. Despite theavail-
ability of such information, there are still many business opportunities to put
this information to good use. The capabilities to physically respond to changes
in the system are currently not in line with the opportunities; companies might
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significantly improve their performance if they effectively use the abundance of
available data.

While information technology can be used to improve the efficiency of indi-
vidual business, it also opens doors for collaboration structures . This is perhaps
best illustrated by the concept of the Physical Internet, which gives a potential
preview of the logistics system of the future (Montreuil, 2011). In the Phys-
ical Internet, every transport order is accompaniedwith information specifying
its transport requirements (e.g., origin, destination, time windows), yet within
these requirements there is a highdegree of flexibility. Theprogress of the trans-
port order is monitored in real time. Similarly, the state of transportation units
(e.g., vehicle allocation, departure time, remaining capacity) is dynamically up-
dated. The transport orders are matched to available transport capacity as effi-
ciently aspossible, andallocationsmaybeupdated in real timebasedon the state
of the system. Thus– similar to thedigital internet – aparcelmaybe transported
by multiple carriers and transshipped at intermediate hubs, as long as it arrives
at the right destination at the desired time. Certain hubs function as entrance
and exit nodes of the system, these hubsmay correspond to theUCC(or smaller
satellite facilities) in the context of urban logistics. The European Technology
Platform ALICE has developed a road map, which is shown in Figure 1.4. It
shows the required developments in separate areas (including urban logistics).
Theeventualobjective is tohavea seamlessly integrated logistics systemby2050,
in which urban logistics would no longer be considered as an isolated system.
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Figure 1.4. Roadmap for the development of the Physical Internet
(source: European Technology Platform ALICE).

1.1.4. Implementation challenges. In Section 1.1, we described a number
of solutionconcepts thathavebeenproposed to improve theefficiencyandcom-
bat the hazardous impacts of urban freight transport. Here, we discuss various
challenges related to the implementation of such solutions.

On the policy side, governments and local administrators have to balance
between the negative impacts of urban freight transport and the performance
of the local economyAmbrosini andRouthier (2004). Particularly in periods of
economic turmoil – such as the recent economic crisis – the economic object-
ives typically gain priority, leaving administrators with little room to address
societal and environmental concerns. Budget cuts, legislative restrictions and
lack of political will form major obstacles for local administrators to effectively
address the problems caused by urban freight transport. Dablanc (2007) states
thatonlyverystrict regulationsmaysignificantly impact thebehaviorofcarriers,
yet such regulations often violate constitutional principles. Finally, particularly
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for smaller cities, municipalities often lack the specific knowledge to properly
analyze and implementmeasures.

Wiesenthal et al. (2011) list various barriers in the European transport sec-
tor that prevent transportation companies to successfully innovate and adopt
new practices. A major barrier is that innovations in this sector typically re-
quire high capital expenditure, which is often problematic given the low profit
margins in the industry. Also, the transportation sector is characterized by a
relatively conservative mindset, with decision makers that are not known for
quickly adopting innovative solutions. This mindset is reinforced by the com-
plexityof the sector; innovationscanseldombeaccomplishedwithout requiring
extensive coordination efforts with external parties. Finally, due to the strong
competition and high fragmentation in the sector, companies are reluctant to
share any information that may benefit their competitors, thereby hampering
the speed of development.

From the demand perspective, it is the receiver that normally initiates the
transport flow by placing an order. However, after agreeing with the shipper
on a delivery time, they are no longer involved in the logistics planning pro-
cess (Verlinde et al., 2012). The shippermay subsequently deliver the orderwith
its own distribution means, but usually a professional carrier is hired to con-
duct the transport. There is no direct contractual obligation between receiver
andcarrier. Although recentdevelopments such as track-and-trace systems im-
provethecommunicationbetweenbothparties, thecontactbetweenthemisstill
largely restricted to the deliverymoment. Inefficiencies on both sides are there-
fore often left unaddressed. In addition, transport costs are usually embedded
in the order price, therefore receivers do not know howmuch an order delivery
actually costs. As receivers have no insight in how their order patterns affect the
transport flows – and hence have no financial incentive to alter these patterns –
it is challenging tomake receivers change their behavior.

Urban consolidation centers are at the heart ofmany initiatives in city logist-
ics, yet the concept did not make a breakthrough in practice. In an exhaustive
overview of UCC initiatives, pilots, and feasibility studies, Browne et al. (2005)
note that the success rate of UCCs is low. As an illustration, the authors report
that out of 200 known UCCs in Germany, only 15 were still in operation at the
time of the study. Furthermore, the economic viability of UCCs is being ques-
tioned (Muñuzuri et al., 2005; Verlinde et al., 2012; Janjevic et al., 2013). The
required transshipment introduces additional costs. For a transshipment in a
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transport chain to be financially viable, these additional costs should be com-
pensated by a reduction in the last-mile costs (Konings, 1996; Trip and Bon-
tekoning, 2002). The high costs of the UCC are an obstacle that prevent its use
for last-mile distribution, particularly because external costs are oftennotmon-
etized. This obstacle is partially caused by the absence of generally established
business models for UCCs (Allen et al., 2012b; Van Duin et al., 2016). Receiv-
ers may to some extent benefit from receiving bundled deliveries. However, as
transport service costs are already embedded in the original order price (often
implicitly) that is paid to the shipper, receivers often perceive the payment of
additional transport costs to the UCC as an unnecessary expense. Also, ship-
pers do not give a discount on transport costs when receivers list the UCC as
their delivery address. Due to the unwillingness of receivers to pay additional
transport costs, it is typically the carrier that incurs the full costs for the last-
mile distribution. For carriers, the potential savings by outsourcing last-mile
distribution are often outweighed by the costs of theUCC,making outsourcing
an unappealing alternative (Janjevic et al., 2013). The UCC has the potential to
reduce external costs, yet these benefits are primarily garnered by the residents.
Thus, the imbalance in the allocation of (external) costs and gains is a key chal-
lenge for UCCs to overcome. Furthermore, both carriers and receivers often
perceive a lack of added value from UCCs (Verlinde et al., 2012). Both parties
are often satisfied with their existing transport arrangements, and do not see an
urgentneed touse theservicesofaUCC. It shouldalsobenoted thatoutsourcing
the last-mile distribution rises issues such as contractual obligations, insurance,
etc. (Gonzalez-Feliu, 2012). A final reason for failure is that UCCs tend to rely
too much on subsidies (Browne et al., 2005; Kin et al., 2016). At the time when
theUCC stops receiving financial support, they have often still failed to commit
sufficient customers to reach the break-even point.

Arguably the biggest challenge in achieving sustainable solutions for urban
freight transport is the fact that multiple stakeholders are involved. In most
urban supply chains, one can distinguish between the roles of shippers, receiv-
ers, carriers, urban residents, and the local administrator (Macharis et al., 2014).
It shouldbenoted that a single entity canhavemultiple roles, e.g., a residentmay
also be a receiver and a shipper. The objectives corresponding to each role are
typically divergent (Bektaş et al., 2015), whichmakes it challenging to find solu-
tions that are beneficial to all actors involved.

We illustrate the difficulty to align objectives with an example. Night deliver-
ies allow to distribute freight flowsmore evenly over time, alleviating the strain
on the transport system during peak traffic hours. From the perspectives of the
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local administrator and carriers, this may be seen as beneficial. However, res-
idents may complain about the noise levels at night, whereas the receivers may
needtoemployadditionalpersonnel toreceive thegoodsoutsideopeninghours.
The conflicting arguments regarding night deliveries show how difficult it is to
find solutions to which all parties are willing to commit.

Another discrepancy that we highlight is the definition of efficient routes
(Verlinde et al., 2012). Suppose a truck visits customers in five different cities
duringa single route. Fromtheperspectiveof the carrier, thismaybeanefficient
route, being able to achieve a high load factor and minimizing travel distance.
However, from the perspective of the city, it is undesirable that a heavy truck
enters the city center to deliver only a relatively small volume. Again, we see
how different objectives impact the perceived quality of a solution.

Diverging objectives may partially be overcome by re-allocating gains and
costs over the actors; in particular local administrators can adopt the role of dis-
tributor. When finding a solution that yields system-wide gains, onemight the-
oretically be able to allocate the gains and costs in such away that all actors com-
mit to a solution. This can for example be done by monetizing environmental
and social costs,whichcan subsequentlybedividedover actors via freight trans-
portpricingandsubsidizing. However, it isnot trivial tofindacorrect allocation
that satisfies every actor.

To conclude, there are no clear-cut solutions to increase transport efficiency
and tackle environmental and societal challenges. In particular, it is difficult to
achieve environmental objectives without jeopardizing financial performance.
Urban logistics takes place in a complex environment, in whichmultiple stake-
holders pursue their own objectives. As local administrators only have limited
ability and resources to address city logistics, implementing and enforcing strict
regulation is typically not easily achievable. It is therefore imperative that solu-
tions in urban freight transport are based on a solid business case that satisfies
the objectives of all actors involved.

1.2. Research setup

In Section 1.1, we described the motivation of our research. In this section,
we present the setup of our research. We demarcate our research scope, define
the main objective of our thesis, and introduce the research questions that we
address in this thesis.

1.2.1. Research scope and objective. This research is conducted as part of
the CONCOORD project, which stands for Consolidation and Coordination.
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CONCOORD is a European research project, in which various academic insti-
tutes and industry partners collaborate. The overarching concept of the project
is to stop considering separate transport flows in urban areas, and rather con-
sider the transport system from a holistic point of view. Subsequently, we de-
velop models and algorithms to optimize transport flows within the integrated
system. This entails the pooling of orders, exchanging information, and shar-
ing physical resources. The goals of the project are to identify ways to organize
urban logistics in a more efficient manner and to reduce the negative societal
and environmental impacts of urban freight transport.

Based on the objective of the project, we demarcate the research scope of our
thesis. Various market sectors are distinguished within the domain of urban
freight transport. On a high level, we may distinguish between retail, parcels
and post, HoReCa (Hotels, Restaurants and Catering), construction, and waste
collection (Transmodal, 2012). Each sector has vastly different logistic systems
and faces unique business challenges. The contributions of this thesis linkmost
strongly to the retail sector. The retail sector is suitable for our study on co-
ordination and consolidation in urban logistics, as (i) retail orders often com-
prise small volumes, (ii) the relatively simple goods make sharing of resources
more viable, and (iii) coordinating logistics structures can be designed for the
long term. Parcel logistics revolves around small-volume deliveries, thus mak-
ing this an interesting sector for consolidation studies as well. However, parcel
logistics is often controlled by a small number of delivery services, which con-
trol dedicated hub-and-spoke networks that facilitate efficient transport. These
networks functionwell due to economies of scale associated with the large total
amounts of volume handled (Çetiner et al., 2010). Next, HoReCa logistics is
for a large part composed of service logistics and food transport, therefore in-
volving a lot of specific requirements that require tailored solutions (Verlinden
et al., 2016). Construction logistics is often inefficiently organized, but typically
revolves around temporary building projects, whichmakes this sector less suit-
able to study long-term solution concepts (Allen et al., 2012b). Finally, waste
collection is inherently a pickup process, and often cannot be combined with
the transport of other goods (Buhrkal et al., 2012).

Althoughwe link to retail logistics in this thesis, thefindings cannotbe gener-
alized to the entire retail sector. Many retail supply chains are already efficiently
organized. Particularly larger retailers (e.g., retail chains) often have dedicated
logistics systems; freight consolidation for these systems already takes place in-
ternally. We instead focus on the freight transport movements associated with
small, independent receivers. Such receivers – which account for 30-40% of
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daily deliveries in urban areas (Transmodal, 2012) – are most vulnerable to the
trends discussed earlier in this chapter. They typically have no direct control
over their shipments, which is particularly challenging if they receive goods
from multiple suppliers. Generally, they do not pay directly for transport, and
do not interact with the carriers. The consequences are low vehicle fill rates and
much time spent on receiving deliveries (Transmodal, 2012).

Theoptimizationproblemcorresponding to theholistic viewof theCONCO-
ORD project can be viewed as a resource-allocation problem, in which we seek
tomatch the resourcesof the systemasefficiently aspossible to the jobs thatneed
to be executed. Consequently, we focus on environments inwhichmultiple act-
ors participate that arewilling to share their resources. In such an environment,
there is a key role for high-level actors that facilitate and coordinate the collab-
oration between independent actors. This is often the task of a Logistics Service
Provider (LSP). More specifically, we look at the role of a fourth party logistics
service provider (4PL) as a central coordinator in the system. 4PLs do not own
any transport resources or physical facilities themselves, but instead work to-
gether with a number of contracted carriers. This allows them to match orders
and available vehicle capacity in an efficient manner, while maintaining a neut-
ral position in the market. The second facilitating role that we highlight is that
of theUCC; to efficiently bundle freight it should collaborate with both carriers
and receivers.

Although thepotential ofpooling transportorders andresources canbe read-
ily seen fromasystem-wideperspective, suchsolutionsare lessobvious fromthe
viewpoint of the individual actors. On a horizontal level, centralized solutions
often require actors to cooperate with competitors. On a vertical level, actors
typically have conflicting objectives, making it challenging to find solutions to
which all actors in the supply chain are willing to commit. Furthermore, the
coordinating parties (the 4PL and theUCC) require adequate solutionmethods
to tackle the complex decision problems that they face in integrated logistics
systems.

To address these problems, we define a research objective and a number of
corresponding research questions. The main research objective of this thesis
can be formulated as follows:

To develop mathematical models that support high-level act-
ors in consolidated freightplanning, and toobtainquantitative
insights into thechallengesandrequirements toestablish integ-
rated logistics systems, inwhich independentactors coordinate
their decisions to improve the efficiency of urban transport.
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1.2.2. Researchquestions. Intheprevioussection,wedefinedthemainre-
search objective. In this thesis, we address this objective by answering a number
of corresponding research questions. These research questions are formulated
below.

1. How can we efficiently allocate dynamically arriving orders of fractional
truckload size to transport resources that operate in a networkwith transfer hubs?
We consider a 4PL that operates on a network with contracted carriers, and as-
sume that orders of a known size arrive that are subject to pickup- and delivery
times. Within the time constraints, we have the flexibility to schedule orders as
efficiently as possible, using the opportunities to adjust departure times and to
reload goods at transfer hubs. In Chapter 2, we develop a solution method to
schedule orders of fractional truckload size, allowing to alter both the physical
routes and thedeparture timesof orders in response to consolidationopportun-
ities that arise over time.

2. Howcanwe efficiently plan the last-mile distribution of dynamically arriving
orders at an urban consolidation center?
To answer this question, we assume that the urban consolidation center does
not have perfect knowledge regarding future arrivals, but that there exists a
stochastic model that represents the arrival process. Based on the existence of
such a stochastic model, we develop a solution method which is described in
Chapter 3. This solutionmethod produces a consolidation policy that supports
UCCs in theirdecisionwhichsubsetoforders todispatchat adecisionmoment.

3. How canwe test the behavior and interaction of autonomous actors in urban
supply chains under a variety of circumstances?
To analyze how autonomous actors make decisions under varying scenarios,
and how this impacts the overall financial and environmental performance of
the system, we develop an agent-based simulation framework in Chapter 4. We
define theKPIs, objective functions, anddecisions for the different stakeholders
that are active within urban supply chains.

4. What are abstract representations of urban supply chains for small retailers
in Western European cities, which can be used to test the impact of interventions
in urban freight transport?
Weprovide an abstract representation of aWestern European city in Chapter 5.
Weobtain the properties of this abstract city based on a literature study, publicly
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available data sources, and expert interviews. In addition, we define various
receiverprofiles to reflect the largevarietyof retailers’ orderpatterns inpractice.

5. How is the urban freight system affected when combining various company-
driven initiatives and government regulations?
To address this question, wemake use of the simulation framework that we de-
velop inChapter4. Using theabstract representationof aWesternEuropeancity
as a test instance, inChapter 5,we test scenarios that combine various company-
driven initiatives and government regulations. In the same chapter, we meas-
ure their impacts on both the performance of the individual actors and the sys-
tem as awhole, and evaluatewhich urban logistics schemes significantly reduce
system-wide costs, while simultaneously generating commitment from the in-
volved stakeholders.

6. Whatare theprospects for anurbanconsolidation center ina realistic setting?
Again applying the simulation framework developed in Chapter 4, we perform
a case study in Chapter 6. We create a realistic test instance based on the city of
Copenhagen. On this instance, we evaluate the prospects of a startingUCCun-
der various subsidy schemes. Both the test instance and the experimental setup
are validated bymeans of expert interviews.

In Chapter 7, we reflect on the individual research questions, and show how
they together provide an answer to the main research objective. Furthermore,
we provide various suggestions for future research that can help to expand this
answer.

1.3. Literature overview

This section is divided into three parts. In the first part, we reflect on the lit-
erature related to our research questions. We restrict ourselves to a high-level
overview in this chapter,while explicitly contrastingourwork to existing literat-
ure on specific topics in the corresponding chapters. The second part describes
the literature gaps that we address with this thesis. In the third part of this sec-
tion, we provide a general overview of the operations research techniques and
concepts that are used in this thesis.

1.3.1. Related literature. Wediscuss themain literature classes that are re-
lated to the work in this thesis. The first class is consolidation in networks with
reloads, the second class is the delivery dispatching problem, and the third class
is the evaluation of initiatives in urban freight transport.
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1.3.1.1. Consolidation innetworkswith reloads. Theuseof urban consolid-
ation centers has a prominent role in this thesis. In a broader logistics perspect-
ive, aUCCcanbeviewedas a transferhub. Inessence, a transferhub is a logistics
facilitywhere freight canbe shifted to anothermodality (e.g., fromaheavy truck
to a delivery van), but it also facilitates the unloading and reloading of goods on
the level of the individual vehicle, i.e., splitting or merging loads if this yields
consolidation benefits (Crainic andKim, 2006). The reloads apply, for example,
when small loads delivered by several trucks are bundled into a single delivery
van.

We can use networks with transfer hubs to transport Less-than-Truckload
goods. We consider a setting in which the transfer hubs allow for the reload
of goods and the transport means (which may be trucks, but also for example
barges and trains) operating on this network may be subject to timetables. We
classify the corresponding planning problem as a dynamic pickup and delivery
problemwith reloads and timetables. Literature on this problem is scarce. Bock
(2010) describes a local search algorithm for the dynamic variant, focusing on
real-time applications. Although providing a rich model, multiple modes op-
erating on fixed routes and their corresponding timetables are not addressed.
Ferrucci and Bock (2015) provide a tabu search heuristic that builds upon the
framework provided by Bock (2010). Another heuristic solution for the dy-
namic problem is described by Goel (2010). His proposed solution evaluates
routingand shipmentdecisionsona time-expandednetwork that includesmul-
tiple modalities and timetables.

1.3.1.2. Delivery dispatching problem. A key objective of a UCC is to dis-
patch freight as efficiently as possible, therebyminimizing both transport costs
and environmental impact. Therefore, an important decision for UCCs is the
timing of dispatching orders. In the literature, this decision problem is known
as the Delivery Dispatching Problem (DDP). In the DDP, order arrivals follow
a stochastic process and are dispatched in batches at a given decision moment
(Minkoff, 1993). The aim of solving the DDP is to find a consolidation policy
that returns the optimal dispatch time for an accumulated set of orders. With
each new arrival, the decision maker assesses (i) the time elapsed since the first
order in inventory arrived, and (ii) the volume of the accumulated orders. The
consolidation policy is based on one or both of thesemeasures. Dispatching the
accumulated orders is subject to a cost function, in which route duration and
route costs are pre-defined inputs (Minkoff, 1993).
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Relatively little work has been done on the optimization of consolidation
policies in the DDP; most studies rather focus on evaluating existing consol-
idation policies (Çetinkaya, 2005; Mutlu et al., 2010; Bookbinder et al., 2011).
Studies that do address optimization tend to consider only volume and arrival
time as order properties, and present results that are valid only for a limited set
of distributions. Çetinkaya and Bookbinder (2003) derive results on optimal
policies that are either quantity-based or time-based, but do not combine both
measures into a hybrid policy. Bookbinder et al. (2011) describe a generic solu-
tion method, which can handle several distributions. Finally, Cai et al. (2014)
present an algorithm that returns an optimal consolidation policy for the DDP
under a number of restrictions. Although some papers on optimal policies ex-
ist, they are generally valid only for a limited set of distributions, and run into
computational difficulties when trying to solve large instances.

1.3.1.3. Evaluation of initiatives in urban freight transport. We explained
that many urban logistics initiatives fail, in part due to a lack of analysis. De-
cision makers tend to implement measures without quantifying the results up
front, and do not take into account how different types of stakeholders are af-
fected (Bektaş et al., 2015). Consequently, measures often do not have the im-
pact that was intended.

Taniguchietal. (2012)provideanoverviewof techniques thatareusedtoeval-
uate initiatives in urban freight transport. Various manners exist to quantitat-
ively analyze initiatives inurban freight transport. Fornow,werestrict ourselves
to a brief assessment of agent-based simulation, which is considered the most
suitable method to study the behavior of and interaction between the various
stakeholders for urban logistics schemes (Taniguchi et al., 2014). Agent-based
simulation is not fit to study detailed interactions (Bektaş et al., 2015), yet it is
suitable to deduce generic insights into the system performance. A number of
agent-based simulation studies in the context of urban logistics have been per-
formed(Taniguchi andVanDerHeijden, 2000;Tamagawaet al., 2010;VanDuin
et al., 2012; Wangapisit et al., 2014). They define various stakeholders in the
urban areas, and test a number ofmeasures, mainly governmental policies. The
studies mentioned tend to focus on the simulation methodology, with the nu-
merical component serving primarily as an illustration of themethod. Further-
more, most of them run experiments on 5×5 grids, rather than more realistic
urban networks.

1.3.2. Literature gap. With this thesis, we aim to address several gaps in
the literature. These gaps, and the specific contributions thatwemake, are listed
below.
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Chapter 2 contributes to the literature in two ways. First, we present an al-
gorithm to schedule the transport of LTL freight via networks with reloads,
thereby contributing to the limited number of dynamic planning studies in this
field. We deviate from existing studies by explicitly focusing on heuristics that
construct consolidated routes, rather than the more improvement-based heur-
istics typicallyencountered in literature. Inaddition, ourproblemdescriptionas
a time-dependent intermodal network with reloads and timetables contributes
to the formal definition of this problem class. Second, we present an efficient
method to identify and plan consolidation opportunities in a delimited solu-
tion space, for which various parameters can be fixed to control the maximum
computational effort.

InChapter 3, we extend theDeliveryDispatchingProblem (DDP) by embed-
ding timewindows into theproblem formulation. Theabsenceof timewindows
is a major shortcoming in the traditional DDP, as they are an integral compon-
ent of real-life logistics. The inclusion of time windows significantly enriches
the problem; the UCC operator must decide which subset of orders to dispatch
at a given decisionmoment. Our extension to theDDPprovides a better fitwith
real-life consolidation problems, allowing for applications to dispatching prob-
lems in general. We contribute to existing literature by (i) formulating aMarkov
decision model to capture the dynamic and stochastic nature of the DDP with
time windows, and (ii) designing an algorithm that can handle large instances
of this problem class.

Contrasted to existing agent-based simulationmodels in urban logistics, the
contributionof the evaluation framework thatwe introduce inChapter 4 is two-
fold. First, we take into account the transport process outside the city. As last-
mile distribution accounts for only part of the transport process, a narrow per-
spective does not properly assess the decisions made by shippers and carriers.
Second, we explicitly include various forms of cooperation between compan-
ies, while existing studies tend to have a strong focus on testing governmental
policies. As practice shows that successful schemes require both policies and
commitment from companies, a framework including both aspects is essential
for proper evaluation of these schemes.

The main literature contribution of Chapter 5 is that a variety of schemes is
discussed. We referred to a number of studies that tested various measures, yet
these studies are applied to specific instances and test only a small number of
measures. For these reasons, it is difficult to derive general conclusions from
these studies. We overcome this difficulty by (i) designing abstract representa-
tions of urban supply chains based on the literature and expert interviews, (ii)
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testing a large number of scenarios which combine various measures, and (iii)
performing sensitivity analysis on the results.

Finally, Chapter 6 contributes to the literature with quantitative insights into
urban logistics schemes. In contrast to Chapter 5, this chapter has a more nar-
row scope, and focuses explicitly on the viability of aUCC.Toobtain results that
are credible to real-life UCCs, we strive for a high degree of realism in our case.
The test instance is inspired by the city of Copenhagen; we use an actual UCC
location and real retailer locations, andworkwith the corresponding street net-
work. Data from the literature, as well as real UCC data, are used to reflect the
properties of the urban supply chains. Again, we conduct expert interviews to
validate both the setup of the study and the case data.

1.3.3. Operations research techniques and concepts. This thesis draws
upon various techniques from thefield of operations research to solve a number
of optimization problems. Here, we give a brief overview of the main concepts
and techniques that are applied.

1.3.3.1. Graph theory. Commonly, transport problems are represented by
means of a graph. In such a graph, the nodes represent physical locations, such
as pickup- and delivery locations or urban consolidation centers. The nodes
are connected by a set of arcs. A basic graph contains only travel durations or
travel distances between the nodes, yet much more properties can be attached
to both the nodes and arcs. In the context of urban logistics, such properties
could be, e.g., transshipment costs, zone access fees to the city center, or emis-
sion functions. In dynamic applications, the properties of a graph may change
over time, for examplewhen consideringmultiple scheduled vehicle departures
on the same line-haul service. Suchdynamics canbe representedby either time-
dependentgraphsortime-expandedgraphs(Westetal.,2001;Köhleretal.,2002;
Ding et al., 2008).

1.3.3.2. Mathematicalprogramming. Mathematicalprogrammingisanop-
timization technique widely applied in the field of logistics. Particularly com-
mon in the field of transportation are linear programs (LPs) and integer linear
programs (ILPs). In an (I)LP,we formulate an objective functionwith a number
of decision variables and a set of constraints thatmust be satisfied. Such amodel
yields a solution space in the form of a polyhedron. With advanced solvers, LPs
can be solved in a highly efficient manner; other variants of mathematical pro-
grams posemore computational challenges (Dantzig, 1998;Williams, 2013).

1.3.3.3. Markov decision models. Markov decision models are well-versed
to represent transportation problems with dynamic and stochastic properties.
In a Markov decision model, a set of decision moments is defined in discrete
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time; thesemoments are separated by time intervals. At each decisionmoment,
the system is in a certain problem state, in which a number of actions can be
taken. Each action yields a direct reward (or cost). Furthermore, new random
information arrives at the decisionmoments. A prerequisite for the application
of Markov decision models is that the memoryless property is satisfied. If this
is the case, then the transition from the current to the future problem state does
not dependon events that occurred in the past. If this property holds, the future
state depends on the current state, the action that is taken, and the random in-
formation process. This implies that future rewards are subject to randomness,
however – if we know the transition probabilities – we can compute expected
future values. By taking into account all possible actions and outcomes corres-
ponding to a problem state, the expected value of a given state at a given point
in time can be computed. Consequently, it is possible to calculate the optimal
policy by backwards induction. Using this notion,Markov decisionmodels can
be solved to optimality withmathematical programming or dynamic program-
ming (Bertsekas, 2005; Puterman, 2014).

1.3.3.4. Approximate dynamic programming. When considering problem
instances of realistic sizes, Markov decision models often suffer from compu-
tational intractability. In fact, the size of the decision problem typically grows
exponentiallywith respect to the instance size in three areas: the state space, the
outcome space, and the action space. Approximate dynamic programming is
a modeling framework that enables to solve stochastic optimization problems
of realistic sizes, combining techniques fromdynamic programming,mathem-
atical programming, simulation, and statistics. It does not guarantee finding
optimal policies, but instead aims to return close-to-optimal policies for prob-
lem instances that cannot be solved exactly within reasonable time (Si, 2004;
Powell, 2011).

1.3.3.5. Heuristics. Aheuristic is a systematicmethod to create and/or im-
prove a solution for an optimization problem. As we generally deal with prob-
lems that are too large to solve to optimality, heuristics are an integral part of our
solution concepts. Heuristics do not guarantee an optimal solution, but often
provide good or close-to-optimal solutions within limited computational time
(Lenstra, 1997;Winston andGoldberg, 2004; Campbell and Savelsbergh, 2004;
Bräysy andGendreau, 2005).

1.3.3.6. Discrete-event simulation. Discrete-event simulation is a frame-
workusedtomodel thefunctioningofasystemasadiscretesequenceofevents in
time. Themodel contains a finite number of decisionmoments, which are sep-
arated by discrete time steps. At every decisionmoment the system is in a given
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problem state, based upon which a number of actions can be taken. Discrete-
event simulationgenerates a sequenceof randomevents; the combinationof the
current state, the action that is taken, and the event that occurs, the transition
from the current state to the state at the next decision moment is determined.
In discrete-event models, the system does not change in between decision mo-
ments. Under this assumption, after making a decision we can instantaneously
jump to the next decisionmoment, rather than performing a simulation in con-
tinuous time. To ensure statistic validity of the model, events are typically gen-
erated randomly. The performance of decision-making policies is evaluated by
perform a sufficiently high number of simulation runs. (Jerry et al., 2005; Law,
2007).

1.3.3.7. Agent-based simulation. A special form of discrete-event simula-
tion that we highlight is agent-based simulation. Rather than assuming the role
of a single decision maker, we explicitly model multiple decision makers. Each
decisionmaker is represented by a so-called ‘agent’, which is an artificial repres-
entation of a real-life actor. Every agent aims to optimize the value of its own
objective function, which depends on both its own actions and the current and
future states of the system. The latter at least partially depends on the decisions
ofother agents. Hence,wecanobservehowthe systemfunctionsunderavariety
of scenarios, and how agents interact with each other. Agentsmay differ in their
degreeof intelligence indecisionmaking. Reactiveagents simplyapply the same
fixedruleon theprevailing stateof the system,whereas learningagentsmayalter
their decisions based on their past and forecasted results. Agent-based simula-
tion canbeused either to analyze thebehavior of actors in existing systems, or to
optimize a problemvia the agent intelligence (Gilbert, 2008;Niazi andHussain,
2011).

1.3.3.8. Solutionmethods for the Vehicle Routing Problem. After represent-
ing the transportationproblem in the formof agraph, routing algorithmscanbe
applied to construct routes that serve all customers. In order tominimize costs,
the carrier wants to construct routes that are as efficient as possible. The clas-
sical example of this problem is theTraveling SalesmanProblem (TSP),which is
a restricted version of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). In the TSP, a single
truck is dispatched from a depot, and must visit every customer before return-
ing to the depot. The objective is to find a solution that visits all customers and
travels theminimumdistance or completes the route inminimum time.

When generalizing the TSP to a problem in which multiple vehicles may be
dispatched, we obtain the VRP. This introduces an additional dimension to the
problem, as it also requires a decision on which vehicle visits which subset of
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customers. TheVRP is arguably the best studied problem in the transport liter-
ature, and many different variants have been studied. Variants that are typical
forurbansettings include, e.g., time-basedandweight-basedaccess restrictions,
delivery time windows, emission objectives, and congestion effects.

WedistinguishbetweentwobranchesofresearchwithintheVRPcommunity.
One branch studies exact solution methods. Exact solutions generally rely on
mathematical programming or dynamic programming. Nowadays, fairly large
instances can be solved to optimality within reasonable computational time.
The other branch of VRP research is dedicated to heuristics. Heuristic solu-
tions allocate customers to vehicles based on a ourset of rules. We can distin-
guish between constructive heuristics and improvement heuristics. Construct-
ive heuristics generate an initial solution, whereas improvement heuristics seek
to transform existing solutions to improve their quality. Despite the advances
made in the development of exact solutionmethods, heuristic solutions are still
commonplace in practice, particularly in real-time applications (Laporte, 1992;
Crainic and Laporte, 1997; Golden et al., 2008).

1.4. Structure of the thesis

This thesis is divided into four parts. The outline of the thesis is presented in
Figure 1.5. This chapter belongs to Part I, and provides the motivation, context
and scope of our research.

Part II contains two chapters inwhichwe address challenges faced in the con-
text of an integrated logistics system. These chaptersmainly focus on the opera-
tions researchmethodology, describing and solvingoptimizationproblems that
are facedby the coordinatingparties in the supply chain. Thedecisionprocesses
of carriers and shippers start well outside the city boundaries, and the upstream
decisionsmay have a significant impact on the last-mile delivery. It is therefore
essential togain insights into thedecisionsmadeonthe line-haulaswell; carriers
typicallymake thebulkof their costs andprofiton the line-haul. Westartbyana-
lyzingconsolidationof less-than-truckloadorderson the line-haul inChapter2.
We consider the decision process of a 4PL, which assigns dynamically arriving
orders to a specific set ofmodes and corresponding departure times. Transport
units can be transshipped at transfer hubs that connect the arcs. Also, the hubs
facilitate reloading freight fromone transport unit to the other. For this setting,
we develop a planning algorithm, which we test for a variety of network config-
urations. Next, inChapter 3, we study the last-mile dispatch decision from the
perspective of the UCC. We consider a UCC at which orders arrive according
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to a random arrival process. The UCC faces the decisions which orders to dis-
patch andwhich orders to hold to consolidatemore efficiently at a later point in
time. We formally define this problem as a Markov decision model, and solve
realistic-sized instances by introducing a solutionmethod based onApproxim-
ate Dynamic Programming.

In Part III, we introduce an agent-based simulation framework, which we
subsequently use to perform numerical experiments. Chapter 4 introduces the
framework itself, in which we integrate the decision problems of multiple act-
ors. We introduce the various agent types that interact in the context of urban
logistics, and define their objective functions and KPIs. Also, we discuss the
techniques that can be applied to solve the optimization problems faced by the
actors. In our assessment, we distinguish between the physical streams, the in-
formation streams, and the monetary streams that occur between the actors.
Subsequently, we apply this simulation framework in Chapter 5. We design
representative virtual cities basedondataobtained fromthe literature, and test a
variety of both government measures and company-driven initiatives on these
instances. We also apply the simulation framework to a setting with an addi-
tional layer of realism, based on the city of Copenhagen. This study is described
in Chapter 6. We use real network data obtained from OpenStreetMap. We
study a startingUCC, forwhich both receivers and carriers can periodically de-
cide to opt-in or opt-out for its services. The local administrator facilitates the
UCC. The goal is to find a subsidy scheme that allows the UCC to operate in a
self-sustained way after a limited period of time.

Finally, in Part IV, Chapter 7, we present ourmain conclusions. First, we re-
flect on the individual research objectives. Subsequently, based on the results
obtained from the simulation studies, we formulate generic recommendations
for practice. Finally, we provide some directions for future research, as well as a
brief outlook on the urban logistics system of the future.
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CHAPTER 2

Planning orders in networks with reloads

In this chapter1, we provide insights in the consolidation of orders in net-
works with reloads. Studies on urban logistics often tend to focus solely on the
last-mile distribution of goods, yet orders are generally transported to the city
from a remote location. The efficiency of transport within urban areas is our
primary research interest, but it should be viewed within the context of a larger
logistics system. Although the costs for last-mile distribution per kilometer are
higher than those on the line-haul (Gevaers et al., 2011), the cost proportion
for carriers on the last-mile is often modest in comparison with the line-haul
costs, due to themuch larger distance covered on the latter. Transport planners
therefore primarily aim to achieve high capacity utilization on the line-haul. In
this chapter, we therefore study the decision process on the line-haul, given a
dynamicorder arrival process. Wepresent a solutionmethod for a coordinating
4PL; this agent aims to transportorders as efficiently aspossible, usinganetwork
of contracted carriers. This chapter discusses how coordination can be used to
efficiently consolidate small freight flows, and embeds the last-mile distribution
in a supply chain perspective.

The chapter is structured as follows. First, we present a problem introduc-
tion anddemarcation of our scope in Section 2.1. Weprovide a literature review
in Section 2.2, assessing studies on several topics that are relevant to our work.
Section2.3 outlines theproblemsetting, followedby adescriptionof the consol-
idation algorithm in Section 2.4. We conduct numerical experiments on several
networks, measuring the performance of the algorithm – both with respect to
costs andemissions–under a varietyof circumstances (Section2.5). Section2.6
closes the chapter with themain conclusions.

1This chapter is based on the paper W.J.A. van Heeswijk, M.R.K. Mes, J.M.J. Schutten & W.H.M.
Zijm (2016). Freight consolidation in intermodal networks with reloads. Flexible Services and
Manufacturing. (VanHeeswijk et al., 2016b)

33
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2.1. Introduction

Various forms of networks with reloads exist. As mentioned, a network with
reloads can link the urban consolidation centers of a variety of cities, using the
reload opportunities at the centers to ensure efficiency both on the line-haul
andwithin the urban areas. Furthermore, on the scale of an individual city, one
might envision a one-tier or two-tier network, linking large distribution centers
at the city limits to smaller satellite facilities in close proximity to or within the
city center. Especially for large cities or metropolitan areas, such a structure is
relevant. Also, networks with reloads are applicable to intermodal transport,
where route segments are operated by various transport modes such as trucks,
barges, and trains. Reload operations are performed at the hubs connecting
thesemodes.

In this chapter, we will use the case of intermodal transport as an illustration
for our solution method. First, the concepts of timetabling and reloads in this
form of transport are more advanced than in road transport, thus resulting in a
closer fit with current practice. Second, the transport modes significantly vary
in terms of travel speeds and emission, thereby yielding amore interesting ana-
lysis of the impacts of consolidation decisions. Finally, we have a real data set
available for intermodal transport,whichallowsus tobettervalidate thesolution
method.

Intermodal transport is becoming an increasingly important alternative to
road transport. Developments in real-time information provisioning, planning
systems, governmental regulation, and more consideration of external costs
(e.g., emissions, congestion, noise hindrance),make intermodal transport both
increasingly relevant and competitive. In a typical intermodal setting, a load is
placed inacontainer (oranother transportationunit, suchasa trailer), pickedup
by a truck at the customer, then transported via one ormore railroad/waterway
connections that are linked by transfer hubs, and finally distributed by truck
towards its destination location. The transfer hubs allow for transshipments
of containers from one modality to another, but also facilitate the unloading
and reloading of goods on the level of the individual container, i.e., splitting
or merging loads if this yields consolidation benefits (Crainic and Kim, 2006).
Although intermodal networks are traditionally associated with transporting
full containers, the use of transfer hubs that allow for reload operations could be
regardedas a step towards thePhysical Internet (Montreuil, 2011). Reloadoper-
ations enable to create a dynamic transport network, viawhichwe can transport
small volumes by allocating them to the large load capacities of existing trans-
port flows.
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From an environmental perspective, the potential benefits of increasing the
share of intermodal transport is twofold. First, the additional flexibility offered
by such networks allows for more efficient transport, thus requiring less trans-
portmovements. Second, barges and trainshavedistinct advantagesover trucks
in termsof emissions. A shift fromroad transport toother transportmodesmay
significantly reduce emissions and other external costs (Janic, 2007). However,
for fractional container loads, it is challenging to integrate these modes with
road transport while maintaining high container fill rates. To be a financially
viable alternative for direct road transport, the detour- and transshipment costs
of intermodal transport have to be compensated by a reduction in transport
costs (Konings, 1996; Trip and Bontekoning, 2002). For networks with reloads,
consolidating orders in a container results in lower transport costs and allows
to divide the transshipment costs per container over multiple loads, but at the
expense of additional reload costs.

Weconsider the case inwhich the logistics coordination in an intermodal set-
ting is in the hands of a 4PL service provider, i.e., a logistics service provider that
matches orders to the transport services of external carriers. The 4PL matches
incoming orders – specified by a volume, a pickup location, a delivery location,
and a corresponding time window – to contracted carriers. In an intermodal
setting, the 4PL can construct routes between a pickup location and a deliv-
ery location by combining various route segments (arcs) that connect transfer
hubs, each arc beingoperatedby a separate vehicle. Wedistinguishbetween two
sorts of arcs. Main arcs are fixed connections between two hubs, and are oper-
ated by a specific type of modality (in this chapter either barge, train, or truck).
These modalities may operate according to a timetable. Free arcs are connec-
tions between any two points in the network, and are operated by trucks that
can be commissioned at any desired time. The key distinction between both
types is that there exist regular transport flows onmain arcs, while transport on
free arcsmust be rented for the individual order.

Although intermodal networks have the potential to significantly improve
transport efficiency, attention for consolidation in networks with reloads re-
mains limited. This chapter aims to contribute to this knowledge domain,more
specifically, to the operational planning of consolidated routes in a dynamic en-
vironment. We present a scheduling algorithm that is able to efficiently identify
andplan consolidated routes for networkswith reloads, andmight serve as a de-
cision support system for 4PL planners. The 4PL can take into accountmultiple
criteria toevaluate routes, e.g., costs,CO2 emissions, andduration. As the trans-
portmarket is characterized by strong competition and lowprofitmargins, cost
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minimization remains the leading objective for most 4PLs. However, the res-
ulting efficiency gains themselves significantly contribute to a reduction inCO2

emissions; we measure this reduction in the numerical experiments. We illus-
trate the algorithmusing a case study at a leading 4PL based in theNetherlands,
which is active in the European transport market. In this chapter, we apply the
algorithm on intermodal networks in which containers are placed on and lif-
ted from the transport modes at transfer hubs. For the sake of completeness,
wenote thatmany transportmodes are designed to carrywheeled cargo. There-
fore, liftingoperations areoftennot required inwaterway transport and railroad
transport. As the associated transshipment costs are lower and transshipment
times are shorter, intermodal transport becomes amore attractive alternative in
this case. We therefore see applications of the consolidation algorithm in this
context as well.

2.2. Literature on consolidation in intermodal transport

In thischapter,weconsider theconsolidationofgoods inan intermodal trans-
port setting. Intermodal transport is formally defined as the transport of goods
via at least two arcs that are operated by distinct transport means, with trans-
shipments taking place at transfer hubs (Dewitt and Clinger, 2000; Crainic and
Kim, 2006). Examples of such hubs are rail yards, harbors, and inland termin-
als (Groothedde et al., 2005; Bektaş and Crainic, 2008). A common feature in
intermodal transport is the use of fixed timetables, particularly in railroad- and
waterway transport (Macharis and Bontekoning, 2004). Despite the increas-
ing number of applications of intermodal networks, serious knowledge deficits
exist in the research fields of multi-modality, network design, and operational
planning (Veenstra and Zuidwijk, 2010).

Macharis and Bontekoning (2004), Caris et al. (2008), and SteadieSeifi et al.
(2014) provide overviews of intermodal transport research, and all indicate that
only few studies have been performed on operational planning. Additional
insights can be obtained from the conceptually related ride-sharing problem.
Someproblems in this field also consider the fixed schedules of public transport
and transfers between different transport means. An overview on the dynamic
ride-sharing problem can be found in Agatz et al. (2012).

Before assessing the studies that relate to our problem, we refer to a number
of studies that provide building blocks to construct routes in an intermodal set-
ting. In a full truckload setting, Boardman et al. (1997) use a k-shortest path
algorithm to perform intermodal planning, evaluating multiple routes before
selecting the route that best fits the established criteria. By coupling a vector
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of path length estimates to each vertex and using these estimates as a criterion
on whether to evaluate a route, the authors keep computational time limited.
Ziliaskopoulos and Wardell (2000) explicitly take into account timetables and
transfer times, making use of Bellman’s optimality principle while recursively
updating time windows for every route segment. Horn (2004) provides an arc-
expansion approach for the problem with timetables. He starts by generating
routes consisting of only a single arc, and gradually increases the number of
arcs in a route while simultaneously establishing upper bounds. He states that
this procedure generally leads to an optimal schedule quickly: good routes tend
to contain only few arcs, as this keeps detour distance and transshipment costs
limited. Mes and Iacob (2016) use a comparable arc-extension approach, gener-
ating a large number of routes, and storing the k best routes as suitable planning
options.

To incorporate timetables in operational planning problems on a graph, we
distinguish between two approaches. The first is to create a time-expanded
graph, where each arc is characterized by a time component (Ford Jr and Fulk-
erson, 1958; Köhler et al., 2002). A separate arc is generated for each departure
time in the timetable, allowing to include specific properties such as the realized
fill rate on the vehicle. The major drawback of a time-expanded graph is that it
can become very large, although this disadvantage is partially mitigated by the
need to consider the graph only over a limited time interval. Furthermore, po-
tentially many geographically identical routes are generated, differing only in
their departure times. Thealternative approach is to consider a time-dependent
graph (Ding et al., 2008; Delling and Wagner, 2009). The graph itself is then
definedonly in space; time-dependent arc characteristics are taken into account
by applying a function with the departure time as input.

We classify our problem as a dynamic pickup and delivery problem with re-
loadsandtimetables. Amongstothers,Oertel (2000),Chang(2008)andMasson
et al. (2013) address the static variant of this problem. Due to the complexity of
the problem, heuristics are used to solve it, mainly utilizing local search prin-
ciples. Literature on the dynamic variant of the problem is scarce. Bock (2010)
describes a local search algorithm for the dynamic variant, focusing on real-
time applications. Although providing a richmodel, differentmodes operating
on fixed routes and their corresponding timetables are not addressed. Ferrucci
andBock (2015) provide a tabu searchheuristic that builds upon the framework
provided by Bock (2010). Another heuristic solution for the dynamic problem
is described by Goel (2010). The proposed solution evaluates routing and ship-
ment decisions on a time-expanded network that includes multiple modalities
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and timetables. However, the consolidation role of transfer hubs is explicitly left
out of consideration.

Our contribution to the intermodal planning literature is twofold. First, we
presentanalgorithmtoschedule the transportofLTLfreightvia intermodalnet-
works, thereby contributing to the limited number of dynamic planning studies
in this field. In particular, wedeviate fromexisting studies by explicitly focusing
on constructing consolidated routes, rather than themore improvement-based
heuristics typically encountered in literature. In addition, we believe that our
problemdescription as a time-dependent intermodal networkwith reloads and
timetables contributes to the formal definitionof this problemclass. Second,we
present an efficient method to identify and plan consolidation opportunities in
a delimited solution space, for which various parameters can be fixed to control
the computational effort.

2.3. Problem formulation

We study a dynamic planning problem with reloads and timetables. Orders
are tentatively planned once they become known. Our choice to consider dy-
namicplanningrather thanstaticoptimization (overa rollinghorizon) ismotiv-
ated by two arguments encountered in practice. First, the time between pickup
and delivery in an intermodal setting spans several days, and volumes with the
same order-destination pairs are low. Whenmodalities with low travel speed or
lowdeparture frequenciesareconsidered, adelayof theactualplanningmoment
might result in exclusion of routes with longer duration. This would eliminate
certain opportunities for consolidation. Second, we design the algorithm to be
used as a decision support tool for planners at a 4PL, allowing todirectly reply to
customers requests while retaining flexibility to consolidate with future orders.
For these reasons, we directly plan orders when the shipper poses a request,
while retaining the opportunity to alter the plan at a later stage.

Our representation of the intermodal network is as follows. Let G = {V,A}
be a directed graph withV the set of vertices andA the set of arcs. VH⊂V rep-
resents the set of transfer hubs in the network. The remaining vertices signify
the subset of order origins, VO ⊂V \VH , and the subset of order destinations,
VD ⊂V \VH .The set of arcs can be divided into a set of free arcsAF ⊂A and
a set of main arcs AM = A\AF . Every vertex pair in the graph is connected
by a free arc, and operated by vehicles without time schedules. Free arcs can
therefore be used to link origins anddestinations either directly to each other or
to transfer hubs, but may also facilitate transport between hubs. The main arcs
connect fixed vertex pairs of the subsetVH , andpossibly operate on a timetable.
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Asinglehubpair canbe connectedbymultiple arcs, representing the availability
of variousmodalities or carriers.

Each arca∈A is described by a tuple (va,v′a,τ tra ), where va∈V is the starting
vertex of the arc, v′a∈V is the end vertex of the arc, and τ tra ∈R+ is the determ-
inistic transport time (based on the transport means operating the arc). An arc
connects exactly one vertex pair, meaning that containers using this arc are not
reloaded or transshipped at intermediate hubs. Every arc has a corresponding
volume-dependent transport cost functionCtr

a : l 7→R+, with l being the order
volume. We define a transshipment as moving a container from one mode to
another. We use ctmv to denote the costs of placing a container on amode at hub
v at the start of the arc, and ctmv′ to denote the costs of lifting the container off the
mode at the end of the arc. We split the transshipment costs in two components
to ease the cost allocation to individual orders, since a reload may take place
between lifting and placing the container. We define a reload as unloading or-
ders fromone container and subsequently loading them into another container;
the corresponding reload costs at hub v are given by crlv . Finally, τ tmv denotes
the transshipment time at hub v∈VH .

Let i ∈ N and j ∈ N be order indicators, with order i representing an order
that just became known, and order j an open order (i.e., an order that has not
yet started the lastmain arc of its route). Eachorder i canbedescribedby a tuple
(vOi ,v

D
i ,t

min
i ,tmax

i , li). Here, vOi ∈ VO is the origin vertex and vDi ∈ VD the
destination vertex. The order has an earliest pickup time tmin

i ; from this time
onwards the order can be retrieved from the origin vOi . Furthermore, it has a
strict deadline tmax

i ; the ordermust arrive at its destination vDi at or before this
time. Finally, we define the set of feasible order sizes – expressed in terms of
fractional container capacity – asL= { 1

y ,
2
y ,...,1}, with integer y≥ 1. The size

of order i is li∈L.
Wemakeanumberofkeyassumptions in thedefinitionofourproblem. First,

we assume that consolidation is only possible on the main arcs. Free arcs gen-
erally correspond to first-mile and last-mile transport; typically a 4PL will out-
source the task of constructing detailed routes to the carrier. Our second as-
sumption is that carriers utilize a concave and monotonically increasing cost
functionwith respect to volume, reflecting economies of scale. This assumption
is in linewith general practice, and retains a large degree of flexibility. Third, we
assume that all travel times and transshipment times are deterministic. Trans-
shipment times are independent of whether reloads take place; in practice the
time required for a reload is often minor compared to the full transshipment
time. A fourth assumption is that reload costs are independent of the volume
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moved; a fixed fee is charged for every reload operation. Also, we assume that
reload costs are independent of the time the orders are held at the transfer hub,
i.e., no holding costs are charged. Fifth, as we consider hard time windows, we
assume that for every order a time-feasible route exists. Sixth, we ignore capa-
city constraints on the main arcs. We do this because we adopt the perspective
of an individual 4PL; the volumes handled by such actors typically onlymargin-
ally contribute to the total container capacity on trains and barges. However, we
note that this assumptioncanbe relaxed inourproblem, by simply removing the
departure of a completely filledmode from the timetable.

2.4. Consolidation algorithm

In this section, we describe the consolidation algorithm. First, we briefly de-
scribe our solutionmethod in Section 2.4.1. Subsequently, we outline the three
key steps of the algorithm: planning k individual routes for an incoming or-
der (Section 2.4.2), constructing a decision tree with all consolidation actions
(Section 2.4.3), and finally evaluating and implementing consolidation actions
(Section 2.4.4).

2.4.1. Solution method. We briefly explain the general idea behind the
consolidation algorithm. The algorithm is triggered by every new order arrival.
First, a largepresetnumberofunconsolidated routes is generated for thenewor-
der, ofwhich thek best routes are stored. Togenerate the initial routes,weuse an
arc expansion approach comparable to Horn (2004) andMes and Iacob (2016).
The key benefits of thismethod are that it is efficient, takes into account the cost
structure of routes (small numbers of arcs generally yield the cheapest routes),
and its computational effort can be controlled. To incorporate timetables in the
model, we make use of a time-dependent graph, considering the case in which
the departure time is the only varying component (hence, travel times and costs
remain constant). Time-expanded graphsmay require a large value for k in or-
der tomaintain sufficientdiversity in the routes, although theunique arcswould
allow for quicker evaluation. In a time-expanded graph, consolidation oppor-
tunities could already be assessed during route generation, i.e., the costs on an
arc may be conditioned on its current fill rate. However, the time-dependent
graph allows for a more generic approach towards the planning problem. Par-
ticularly when departures are frequent, the time-dependent graph provides a
more compact representation than the time-expanded graph. Themain reason
for choosing time-depending graphs is that the departure windows allow for
flexibility in the departure time even after consolidating. To realize this, we ap-
ply a mapping function which generates a set of feasible departure times based
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on the corresponding timetable, if such a table exists. The mapping function
onlyneeds to be appliedwhenmutual arcswith overlappingdeparturewindows
are identified. Such an evaluation is somewhat more complex than for a time-
expanded graph, but requires to evaluate each physical arc only once.

After obtaining the k best routes, we construct an evaluation set for every
main arc in each of these routes that include all consolidation opportunities on
the arc. A consolidation opportunity for a given order exists if a route corres-
ponding to an open order (or set of orders) has (i) the same main arc incorpor-
ated in its routeas the routeof thecurrentorder, (ii) amutually feasibledeparture
timeon thearc, and (iii) sufficient capacity in the container to add theneworder.
To assess the consolidation opportunities on the various main arcs in conjunc-
tion, we construct a decision tree to compute the achievable savings and check
whether theconsolidationactionyieldsa time-feasible schedule forallorders in-
volved. Note that theopportunity refers toconsolidationonasinglearc,whereas
the action refers to a unique combination of opportunities. Consolidation di-
vides the fixed transshipment costs per container over the consolidated orders
and typically reduces transport costs, but also introduces reload costs. The con-
solidation savings should compensate for using routes that are more expensive
from the perspective of the individual order.

After consolidating, we fix the routes of orders that are consolidated on at
least one arc of their respective routes, and update the departure schedules and
container fill rates. We fix the routes because (i) if not, replanning routes may
undo existing consolidation actions, therefore potentially requiring to re-solve
the static problem at every order arrival, (ii) it significantly reduces the solution
space, and (iii) it requires to change the selectionofmodesatmostonce,which is
preferable inmostpractical settings. Althoughwegeographicallyfix routes after
consolidation, further consolidation and the adjustment of departure windows
remains possible on these routes. Themain structure of the algorithm is shown
in the flowchart in Figure 2.1. Throughout this section, we use pseudo-code to
describe the algorithm. We use a running example to illustrate its working.

2.4.2. Generating k routes for an incoming order. For each incoming or-
der i, we start by generating routes using a k-shortest path procedure similar to
Mes and Iacob (2016), based on iteratively expanding the number of main arcs
in a route. Free arcs are added to ensure the route connects the order origin to its
destination. As good routes generally contain only a few main arcs, we expect
to identify these routes and their costs early in the process. Storing alternative
routeswithhigher initial costs than thebest individual routeprovidesmorecon-
solidation opportunities. However, for these routes to be economically feasible,
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Figure 2.1. Flowchart with the main steps of the consolidation
algorithm. The algorithmic procedure for each column is outlined in
the subsequent sections.

their higher costs should be compensated by the consolidation savings. Thus,
we want to exclude routes that are so expensive that the savings are unlikely to
outweigh the additional costs. For this purpose, we introduce a factor β>1. To
set a dynamic threshold, wemultiplyβ with the cost of the cheapest route found
so far; we do not store a route if its costs exceed the threshold. Hence, we should
setβ such thatwe can reasonably expect a route to contribute to improving solu-
tions (e.g., β = 1.2 implies no route is allowed to be over 20% more expensive
than the best route). Also for partially constructed routes, we canuseβ to check
whether we can discard them, thereby considerably speeding up the procedure.
InTheorem 2.1 (Appendix 2A), we provide a theoretical upper bound onβ that
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guarantees that the optimal solution canbe foundwithin the routes having costs
lower than the threshold resulting from β. Finally, we also discard routes that
are not time-feasible.

Aftergeneratinga largenumberof routes,westore thek least expensive routes
for the individual order. Theorder is tentatively scheduled to follow the least ex-
pensive route. Timetablesmay result in slack in the schedule; departure policies
– setting a tentative departure time – determinewhere in the schedule this slack
will be allocated. The chosen departure policy impacts the consolidation op-
portunities on the route, given that we continue to seek for consolidation op-
portunities while the route is being executed (Powell, 1987).

To formally describe the properties of a route, we introduce some mathem-
atical notation. LetRi denote the set of all k stored routes for order i. A route
ri,n ∈ Ri, with n ∈ {1, ... ,k}, is an ordered set of arcs – both main arcs and
free arcs – connecting vOi to vDi . We define an indicator z ∈ {1,2,...,|ri,n|} to
specify the arc sequence of a route. We refer to the zth arc incorporated in ri,n
as ai,n,z∈ri,n; a route is formally defined by the ordered set ri,n=

∪|ri,n|
z=1 ai,n,z .

Each arc ai,n,z ∈ ri,n has an associated departure window [tedi,n,z,t
ld
i,n,z]; depart-

ing at any point in time within this window ensures that the destination can be
reached before the delivery deadline. Let Ti,n,z be the set of feasible departure
times on arc ai,n,z . We define a function Ta that maps the departure window to
a set of feasible departure times, i.e., Ta : (tedi,n,z,tldi,n,z) 7→ Ti,n,z . If no timetable
exists for the arc (e.g., a free arc), every departure time within the window is
feasible, otherwise Ti,n,z contains a finite number of departure times. Finally,
we introduce a number of counters used in the algorithm: M is the number of
main arcs in a route,Mmax the maximum number of main arcs that we allow
in a route, #RoutesM a loop variable for the number of routes containingM
main arcs, and #Routesmax

M the maximum number of routes that we generate
containing M main arcs. We describe the route-generating procedure in Al-
gorithm 2.1. For each number of main arcs, we generate the specified number
of routes. We select the requirednumber ofmain arcs; the connections from the
origin to the first main arc and from the last main arc to the destination are ob-
tainedbyadding free legs. If themainarcsdonot connect to eachother, free arcs
are added to connect these as well. We keep track of the cheapest route found
so far; routes with costs that exceed the costs of the cheapest route bymore than
a factor β are discarded. From all the routes generated, we store the k routes
with the lowest costs. In Algorithm 2.2, we calculate the departure windows for
all arcs; the same algorithm is also used to update the departure windows after
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consolidation. In the latter case,we can input amutually feasible departurewin-
dow [t̂edi,n,z, t̂

ld
i,n,z] of two orders to synchronize their departure windows. The

algorithm recursively computes the feasible departure times based on the de-
parture times, travel times, and handling times at the adjacent arcs.
Algorithm 2.1: Generate routes
1: ◃ Initialize

parameters: β∈R>1,M
max∈N

2: n 7→1,Ri 7→∅,R′
i 7→∅

3: ◃Generate direct route
ri,1 7→(vOi ,vDi ,τ tra )

4: ◃Add ri,1 to empty route setR′
i

R′
i 7→{ri,1}

5: ◃ Store ri,1 as cheapest route
r∗i,n′ 7→argminri,n′∈R′

i
C(ri,n′)

6: forM :=1 toMmax do
7: ◃ Set number of routes to generate

#Routesmax
M 7→N

8: for #RoutesM :=1 to #Routesmax
M do

9: ◃ Initialize
z 7→2,n 7→n+1, ri,n 7→∅

10: while |ri,n∩AM |<M do
11: ◃ Select newmain arc

a 7→AM \ri,n
12: ◃Nomain arc in route yet

if |ri,n∩AM |=0 then
13: ◃Add connecting free arc

ri,n 7→{(vOi ,va,τ trai,n,1
)}∪ri,n

14: end if
15: ◃Main arcs do not connect

if v′ai,n,z−1
̸=va then

16: ◃Add connecting free arc
ri,n 7→{(vi,n,z−1,va,τ

tr
ai,n,z

)}∪ri,n
17: ◃ Increment z

z 7→z+1
18: ◃Main arcs are now connected

end if
19: ◃Assign indices tomain arc

ai,n,z 7→a
20: ◃Add selectedmain arc to route

ri,n 7→{ai,n,z}∪ri,n
21: ◃ Increment counter

z 7→z+1
22: endwhile
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Algorithm 2.1 (continued): Generate routes
23: ◃Add final free arc

ri,n 7→(v′i,n,z−1,v
D
i ,τai,n,z )

24: ◃Obtain feasible departure times per arc
(tedi,n,z,t

ld
i,n,z) 7→Algorithm2.2,∀ai,n,z∈ri,n

25: if @Ti,n,z=∅ andC(ri,n)≤βC(r∗i,n′) then
26: ◃Add ri,n to route setR′

i

R′
i 7→R′

i∪{ri,n}
27: ◃Update cheapest route if necessary

r∗i,n′ 7→argminri,n′∈R′
i
C(ri,n′)

28: end if
29: end for
30: end for
31: ◃ Store k routes with lowest costs

return: Ri 7→R′
i

Algorithm 2.2: Calculate/update departure windows
1: ◃Optional input, only for schedule update

parameters: t̂edi,n,z∈R+,t̂ldi,n,z∈R+

2: ◃ Initialize
tedi,n,1 7→tmin

i ,tldi,n,|ri,n| 7→tmax
i

3: for z :=2 to |ri,n|−1 do
4: for z′ :=z to |ri,n| do
5: ◃Recursively update earliest departure times

tedi,n,z′ 7→max(t̂edi,n,z′ ,t
ed
i,n,z′−1+τai,n,z′−1

+τ tmv′
a
i,n,z′−1

)

6: end for
7: for z′ :=z downto 1 do
8: ◃Recursively update latest departure times

tldi,n,z′ 7→min(t̂ldi,n,z,t
ld
i,n,z′+1−τai,n,z′+1

−τ tmva
i,n,z′+1

)

9: end for
10: ◃ Find feasible departure times

Ti,n,z 7→(tedi,n,z,t
ld
i,n,z) :Ta

11: ◃Update departure times on ai,n,z

tedi,n,z 7→min(Ti,n,z),t
ld
i,n,z 7→max(Ti,n,z)

12: end for
13: return: (tedi,n,z,t

ld
i,n,z),∀ai,n,z∈ri,n

Example 1: Route structure for incoming orders
Consider the network as described in Figure 2.2, where order 1 has a load size
f1 = 0.3, pickup location 1, and delivery location 1′. Suppose k = 4. We denote
each route r1,n ∈Ri as an ordered set of arcs; every free arc is referred to as 0. In
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this example, suppose that route r1,2 is the least expensive solution, such that this
route is set as the initial best solution.

Table 2.1. Characteristics and k routes for order 1.
Order 1
f1 0.3
r1,1 0
r1,2 0-1-0
r1,3 0-1-2-0
r1,4 0-1-3-0

1'
1

2

3

1

Figure 2.2. Initial best solution for order 1, utilizing only main arc 1.

Order 1 has an earliest pickup time of 11.40 and a latest delivery time of 20.00
on the same day. Assume that vehicles traverse main arc 1 with an hourly depar-
ture, that traversing this arc takes twohours, and that the reload time is alwayshalf
an hour. In Figure 2.3, the corresponding time schedule for the route is provided,
given a latest departure policy. In this figure, window 1 indicates the time interval
in which departure on main arc 1 yields a feasible schedule.
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Free arc Main arc 1 Free arc

13.00 14.00 15.00 16.00

Travel time Transshipment timeSlack

12.00 17.00 18.00 19.00 20.00

Window  1
11.40

Figure 2.3. Gantt chart for route r1,2 under a latest departure policy;
window 1 indicates the feasible departure window.

2.4.3. Constructionofadecision tree. Afterwehavegeneratedandstored
k routes for the new order i, we look for consolidation opportunities to reduce
the system-wide costs. Let j ∈ N refer to an open order, i.e., an order that has
not reached its destination yet. LetJ be the set of all open orders, excluding the
current order i. For an open order j, we use the route indexm∈{1,...,k}. Con-
solidation opportunities are arcs found in both ri,n∈Ri and rj,m∈Rj ,∀j∈J ,
for which (i) a mutually feasible departure time exists and (ii) container capa-
city is sufficient to consolidate the orders. Wenote that order jmayalreadyhave
been consolidated with other orders at a preceding decisionmoment.

To retain flexibility and account for possible future consolidation opportun-
ities, we assign orders to a container to be transported via the main arc, rather
than to a transport means departing at a fixed time. Let q,q′∈N,q ̸= q′ be con-
tainer indices. We define a consolidation opportunity Ωq,a as the set of order-
and route indices representing the orders (and their corresponding routes) cur-
rently assigned to container q on arca. Wemay always decide not to consolidate
on an arc; we define the corresponding opportunity asΩq,a= {(0,0)}. The re-
maining feasible consolidation opportunities with order j on arc a in routem
are denoted by Ωq,a ∋ (j,m). We also keep track of the orders that are con-
solidated with order i on arc a in route n during the consolidation process; we
describe the corresponding set as Ω̂q′,a. Before consolidating on route n, we
have Ω̂q′,a = {(i,n)}. After a consolidation action x takes place – described
in more detail later on – we update the set of consolidated orders and obtain
Ω̂x
q,a=Ω̂q′,a∪Ωq,a; subsequentlywe update Ω̂q′,a andΩq,a aswell. Note thatwe

move goods from container q′ to q, requiring a reload.
After we confirm that consolidating order sets Ω̂q′,a andΩq,ai,n,z is feasible,

we can storeΩq,ai,n,z in the evaluation set Si,n,z . As the opportunity to not con-
solidate always exists, it is guaranteed that |Si,n,z| ≥ 1. To keep the evaluation
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set as small as possible, we can use the upper bound on attainable savings as de-
scribed inTheorem2.2. A setΩq,a∋(j,m) is not included inSi,n,z if this bound
is negative. When route ri,n contains multiple main arcs, wemight consolidate
with distinct order sets on the variousmain arcs. We define the action space for
route ri,n asXi,n=

∏|ri,n|
z=1 Si,n,z .

Aconsolidationactionx∈Xi,n represents auniquecombinationof consolid-
ationopportunities, i.e.,x=

∪|ri,n|
z=1 Ωq,ai,n,z . We assess all actions to (i) compute

their corresponding savings (reload costs can only be computedwhen assessing
consolidation on all main arcs simultaneously) and (ii) check whether actions
are time-feasible (as consolidation actions alter the departure windows of the
entire schedule). To this end, we construct a decision tree for every ri,n ∈ Ri,
with every path representing an action. Aswe show inTheorem2.3, thenumber
of actionsmay increase exponentiallywith thenumberofmain arcs in the route.
In apractical setting, routes rarely containmore than twomainarcs, keeping the
decision tree at a well-manageable size. We assess consolidation opportunities
per main arc with one order set Ωq,a at a time; simultaneously evaluating all
possible combinations of orders may result in an unfeasibly large decision tree.
Instead, after selecting thebest action fromthe tree,weupdate theorder sets and
departure windows, and use them as input to construct a new decision tree. We
repeat this procedureuntil nomore feasible cost-savingactions canbe found. In
Algorithm 2.3, we outline the procedure to create evaluation sets and decision
trees.

The costs of a route ri,n∈Ri of order i – taking into account possible consol-
idation actions – consist of three components, (i) the transport costsCtr(i,n),
(ii) the transshipment costs Ctm(i,n), and (iii) the reload costs Crl(i,n). We
give detailed descriptions of these functions in Appendix 2B; for a general un-
derstandingof the algorithmweonlyneed the aggregate cost functionC(i,n)=
Ctr(i,n) +Ctm(i,n) +Crl(i,n). In the experiments, we also demonstrate a
multi-objective cost function, inwhichwemonetize emissions, delays, and hub
risk (representing, e.g.,missed connections and damage during handling). This
extensionshowshowplannersmayembednon-financial objectives into thecost
function.

The savings S(x) for an action x ∈Xi,n are given by the difference between
the total costs before andafter consolidation. Savings are composedof (i) the re-
duction in transport cost, plus (ii) the reduction in transshipment costs, minus
(iii) the additional reload costs, minus (iv) the cost differences between the best
routes and the evaluated routes of the orders involved. We provide the formal
definition of the savingsS(x) in Appendix 2B.
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Algorithm 2.3: Create decision tree for ri,n
1: ◃Initialize

Si,n,z 7→{(0,0)},∀ai,n,z∈ri,n,Xi,n 7→∅
2: for all ai,n,z∈ri,n do
3: for all j∈J do
4: for all rj,m∈Rj do
5: ◃Mutual main arc in ri,n and rj,m∈Rj,m

if ∃ai,n,z=aj,m,z′ and
6: ◃Mutual departure time on arc ai,n,z

Ti,n,z∩Tj,m,z′ ̸=∅ and
7: ◃ Sufficient capacity to consolidate order sets∑

(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,ai,n,z

li′+
∑

(j′,m′)∈Ωq,ai,n,z

lj′ ≤1 and

8: ◃Order set not yet in evaluation set
(Ωq,ai,n,z ) /∈Si,n,z and

9: ◃Orders i and j have not been consolidated before
(j,m′) /∈ Ω̂q′,ai,n,z

,m′∈{1,...,k} then
10: ◃Add order set to evaluation set

Si,n,z 7→Si,n,z∪{Ωq,ai,n,z}
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: ◃Create decision tree

Xi,n 7→
∏|ri,n|

z=1 Si,n,z

16: for all x∈Xi,n do
17: ◃Negative savings, infeasible route combination

if S(x)<0 or ∃(j,m),(j,m′)∈x,(j,m) ̸=(j,m′) then
18: ◃Remove infeasible actions

Xi,n 7→Xi,n\{x}
19: end if
20: end for
21: ◃Return set of feasible, cost-saving actions

returnXi,n

Example 1 [Continued]: Construction of a decision tree
Cycling through all k routes for order 1, assumewe now arrived at route r1,3, with
trajectory 0-1-2-0. Suppose three open orders (2,3 and 4) have main arcs in com-
monwith this route, that are feasible in departure time and capacity, and therefore
included in the evaluation set. Orders 2 and 3 were already consolidated in an
earlier stage, hence only one route remains for both of these orders. Order 4 still
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has four available routes, Figure 2.4 shows the current schedule, Table 2.2 shows
all available routes for the orders.

1

2

3 4'

1'

3'2'

2 34

1

Figure 2.4. Current routes for orders 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Table 2.2. Order properties for orders 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Order 1 2 3 4

Fill quantity 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5
Route(s) r1,1: 0 r2,1: 0-1-2-0 r3,1: 0-2-0 r4,1: 0

r1,2: 0-1-0 r4,2: 0-1-0
r1,3: 0-1-2-0 r4,3: 0-1-2-0
r1,4: 0-1-3-0 r4,4: 0-1-3-0

In Table 2.3, the timetable corresponding to the relevantmain arcs is presented,
giving the departure times with the routes that are eligible for leaving at each de-
parture time between parentheses. The transshipment times at the transfer hubs
are 30 minutes.

When constructing the evaluation set, we see that consolidation atmain arc 1 is
feasible for three routes of order 4, corresponding to two nodes in the decision tree.
Onmainarc2, consolidation ispossiblewithr2,1,r3,1, andr4,3. Observe that since
orders 2 and 3 utilize the same container on main arc 2, this consolidation oppor-
tunity needs to be assessed only once. Finally, on both arcs we can also choose not
to consolidate, leaving the original timewindow intact. With five opportunities on
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Table 2.3. Timetable on main arcs 1 and 2, showing the feasible
departure times for orders 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Main arc Feasible departure time with corresponding route sets Travel time
1 13.00 {r1,3}, {r4,2}, {r4,3}, {r4,4} 2 hours

14.00 {r1,3}, {r4,2}, {r4,4}
15.00 {r1,3}, {r2,1}, {r4,2}, {r4,4}

2 15.30 {r1,3}, {r4,3} 1 hour
16.30 {r1,3}, {r2,1,r3,1}
17.30 {r1,3}

main arc 1 and three on main arc 2 (including not consolidating), we have fifteen
combinations to assess. However, not all of them are feasible. It is not possible to
combine different routes for order 4 in the same schedule, while it is not possible
either to consolidate both on main arc 1 with r2,1 and on main arc 2 with r4,3
due to time constraints. As shown in Algorithm 2.3, such infeasible combinations
are identified and discarded. The decision tree in Figure 2.5 shows all combina-
tions. By calculating the savings corresponding to each path, the decision maker
can determine the consolidation opportunity with the largest feasible saving.

r4,2 r4,3 r4,4

r4,3

Main arc 1       

Main arc 2      r2,1r2,1r2,1 r4,3r2,1r4,3 r4,3

r2,1

r2,1 r4,3

Figure 2.5. Decision tree containing all feasible combinations of
consolidation opportunities for route r1,3. The empty nodes represent
the action where we do not consolidate. The dotted nodes represent
infeasible actions.

2.4.4. Verifying actions and updating the solution. In the previous sec-
tions,weshowedhowtogenerateroutesandhowtoconstruct thecorresponding
decision trees. Thenext step is to identify theconsolidationactions that yield the
largest savings. We evaluate the consolidation actions for every ri,n ∈Ri. The
procedure to evaluate these actions consists of (i) generating a decision tree cor-
responding tori,n, (ii) selecting the feasible action that yields the largest savings,
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(iii) updating the schedules. Attempting tofill up the remaining container capa-
city, we recursively execute these three steps until no cost-saving actions can be
identified, and store the obtained savingsSi,n. After performing this evaluation
for all ri,n∈Ri, we select the solution (e.g., the set of actions for a certain route)
that yields the largest savings, thereby also taking into account the cost differ-
ences between routes. In Algorithm 2.4, we describe the evaluation procedure.

After identifying and fixing the best set of actions x∗i,n, we must update the
schedules accordingly. As we may consolidate with distinct order sets on the
various main arcs in a route, this could also affect the departure schedules of
orders that we do not consolidate with. As an example, suppose that we consol-
idate orders i and j on a given main arc. Further suppose that on a subsequent
main arc in its route, order j was already consolidated with order j′. Then the
departure timeof order j′ maybe affected by consolidating order i, even though
orders i and j′ are not consolidated. We therefore distinguish between consolid-
ated and interrelated orders. The latter refers to every order forwhich departure
times may need to be adjusted due to a consolidation action. Formally, we de-
note the set oforders interrelated toorder j according toEquation (2.4.1),where
we combine all existing sets of consolidatedorders corresponding to the current
action. To ensure that the planning is updated consistently after a consolidation
action, wemust update the schedules for all order-route pairs (j′,m′)∈ Ω̃j . We
outline this procedure in Algorithm 2.5.

Ω̃j=

|rj,m|∪
z=1

∪
(j′,m′)∈Ωq,aj′,m′,z

|rj′,m′ |∪
z′=1

Ωq,aj′,m′,z′ (2.4.1)

Example1 [Continued]: Updating thedeparturewindowsafterconsolidation
Basedon thedecision tree as constructed in the preceding section,wedecide to con-
solidate r1,3 on main arc 1 with r4,4 and on main arc 2 with {r2,1,r3,1}. In this
example, we describe how the departure windows are updated for consolidation,
and how updating affects the rest of the schedule. We again assume that depar-
tures are tentatively scheduled as late as possible; however, earlier departure times
can be selected to facilitate consolidation. From Figure 2.6, the mutually feasible
departure times on both arcs can be observed.

It canbeseenthat13.00, 14.00and15.00are feasibledeparture times forbothor-
der 1 and 4. However, when selecting 15.00, consolidation atmain arc 2 would no
longer be possible. Hence, 13.00 and 14.00 are the only feasible departure times for
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Free arc Main arc 1 Free arc

Travel time Transshipment timeSlack

Main arc 2

13.00 14.00 15.00

Free 
arc

Main arc 1
Free 
arc

Main arc 3

Main arc 2

Main arc 2

Free 
arc

Free 
arc

Free 
arc

Free 
arc

3,1r

4,4r

1,2r

1,3r

Main arc 1

Window 1

12.00

Window 2

Window 1

16.00 17.00 18.00 19.00 20.00

Figure 2.6. Gantt charts of routes before consolidation. A mutually
feasible departure time must exist to consolidate on any given arc.

this particular combination. The departure window is therefore narrowed, caus-
ing scheduled slack after the secondmain arc. The schedule after consolidation for
order 1 is shown in Figure 2.7.

Free arc Main arc 1 Free arcMain arc 2

13.00 14.00 15.00 16.00 17.00

3,1r
12.00 18.00 19.00 20.00

Window 1

Travel time Transshipment timeSlack

Figure 2.7. Gantt chart of route r1,3 after consolidation on both main arcs.
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Algorithm 2.4: Evaluate decision tree
1: ◃Copy departure schedules

T̂i,n,z 7→Ti,n,z , T̂j,m,z′ 7→Tj,m,z′ , ∀j∈J ,∀rj,m∈Rj

2: for all ri,n∈Ri do
3: ◃ Initialize

Si,n 7→0,x∗i,n 7→∅∀n∈{1,...,|Ri|},
4: ConsolidationPossible 7→‘true′
5: whileConsolidationPossible= ‘true′ do
6: ◃Generate decision tree

Xi,n 7→Algorithm2.3
7: ◃ Select action with highest savings

x 7→argminx∈Xi,n
(S(x))

8: for all ai,n,z∈ri,n∩AM do
9: for all (j,m)∈Ωq,ai,n,z do
10: ◃ Select mutual arc

aj,m,z′ 7→rj,m,ai,n,z=aj,m,z′

11: ◃ Earliest mutual departure time
t̂edi,n,z 7→max(tedi,n,z,t

ed
j,m,z′)

12: ◃ Latest mutual departure time
t̂ldi,n,z 7→min(tldi,n,z,t

ld
j,m,z′)

13: ◃Update departure windows for (i,n)
(t̂edi,n,z,t̂

ld
i,n,z) 7→(t̂edi,n,z,t̂

ld
i,n,z) :Algorithm2.2

14: ◃Update departure windows for (j,m)
(t̂edj,m,z′ ,t̂

ld
j,m,z′) 7→(t̂edi,n,z,t̂

ld
i,n,z) :Algorithm2.2

15: end for
16: end for
17: if @T̂i,n,z=∅ then
18: ◃Update set of consolidated orders

Ω̂x
q,ai,n,z

7→̂Ωq,ai,n,z∪Ωq,ai,n,z ,∀ai,n,z∈ri,n
19: ◃Update best consolidation action

x∗i,n 7→x∗i,n∪{x}
20: ◃Update all departure windows

(t̂edi′,n′,z′ ,t̂
ld
i′,n′,z′) 7→Algorithm2.5

21: ◃Update savings for routen
21: Si,n 7→Si,n+S(x)
22: else
23: ◃Remove infeasible action x

Xi,n 7→Xi,n\{x}
24: end if
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Algorithm 2.4 (continued): Evaluate decision tree
25: if Xi,n=∅ then
26: ◃No consolidation opportunities

ConsolidationPossible 7→‘false′
27: end if
28: endwhile
29: end for
30: ◃ Select solution with highest savings

n 7→argminn∈{1,...,|Ri|}(Sn)

31: ◃Update real departure windows
(tedi′,n′,z′ ,t

ld
i′,n′,z′) 7→(t̂edi′,n′,z′ ,t̂

ld
i′,n′,z′),∀(i′,n′)∈Ωx

q,ai,n,z
,∀ai′,n′,z′ ∈ri′,n′

32: ◃Delete remaining routes for i
Ri 7→ri,n,|Ri|=1

33: ◃Return consolidated orders and updated departure windows
returnΩx

q,ai,n,z
,∀ai,n,z∈ri,n ,

[tedi′,n′,z′ ,t
ld
i′,n′,z′ ],∀ai′,n′,z′ ∈ri′,n′ ,∀(i′,n′)∈

∪
ai,n,z∈ri,n

Ωx
q,ai,n,z

Algorithm 2.5: Update schedules for interrelated orders
1: for all (j,m)∈x∗i,n do
2: ◃Construct sets of interrelated orders

Ω̃j 7→
∪|rj,m|

z=1

∪
(j′,m′)∈Ωq,a

j′,m′,z′

∪|rj′,m′ |
z′=1 Ωq,aj′,m′,z′

3: end for
4: ◃Construct set of orders interrelated to i

Ω̃i 7→
∪|ri,n|

z′=1 Ω̃j

5: for all (i′,n′)∈ Ω̃i do
6: for all (j′,m′)∈ Ω̃i do
7: if ∃ai′,n′,z=aj′,m′,z′ then
8: ◃ Earliest mutual departure time

t̂edi′,n′,z 7→max(tedi′,n′,z,t
ed
j′,m′,z′)

9: ◃ Latest mutual departure time
t̂ldi′,n′,z 7→min(tldi′,n′,z,t

ld
j′,m′,z′)

10: ◃Update departure windows for i′
(tedi′,n′,z,t

ld
i′,n′,z) 7→(t̂edi′,n′,z,t̂

ld
i′,n′,z) :Algorithm2.2

11: ◃Update departure windows for j′
(tedj′,m′,z′ ,t

ld
j′,m′,z′) 7→(t̂edi′,n′,z,t̂

ld
i′,n′,z) :Algorithm2.2

12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: ◃Return departure windows for interrelated orders

return (tedi′,n′,z,t
ld
i′,n′,z),∀ai′,n′,z∈ri′,n′∀(i′,n′)∈ Ω̃i
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2.5. Numerical experiments

In this section, we describe the experiments to test the performance of the al-
gorithm. In Section 2.5.1, we identify three key design choices of the algorithm
and describe alternative solution methods as a benchmark to test the impact of
these choices. Section 2.5.2 describes our experimental settings and instances,
consisting of both virtual networks and a real-life case of a Dutch 4PL. In Sec-
tion 2.5.3 we provide the numerical results of the simulation study, providing
insights in the cost performance, impact onCO2 emissions, and computational
times.

2.5.1. Solutionmethodsforbenchmarks. Threekeydesignchoices for the
algorithm are that a) the search space for consolidation opportunities is limited
to k routes per order, b) routes are geographically fixed after consolidating, and
c) orders are planned dynamically. Although these choices greatly reduce the
computational effort, they may also prematurely eliminate fruitful consolida-
tion opportunities. In Table 2.4, we propose a number of alternative solution
methods (denoted by π) as benchmarks to evaluate the impact of these design
choices.

To assess the impact of a), we use various settings for k to evaluate the mar-
ginal contributions of storing an extra route (πk=k′); this solutionmethod is the
consolidation algorithm thatwe introduced in this chapter. The rationale is that
as routes become more expensive, they have lower potential for savings, hence
their marginal contribution to the solution quality will decrease. To quantify
the impact, we compute multiple comparison metrics, using the basic solution
methods πdir and πint. Here, πdir always directly transports orders from ori-
gin to destination by road transport, and πint uses the cheapest (possibly inter-
modal) route for each individual order. The solutionmethod πint is equivalent
to πk=1, absent the possibility to consolidate.

To test the effect of design choice b), weuse a solutionmethodwherewe com-
pletely replan all orders that are not yet shipped. We do this by replanning all
openorders at eachneworder arrival, therebyessentially solving the staticprob-
lem at every arrival. The orders are planned one-by-one according to a given
sequence. We consider two formsof sequences, (i) sorted basedon the latest de-
livery time (πtim), and (ii) random planning sequence πrnd. The first sequence
form gives priority to urgent orders, granting them more opportunities to be
consolidated. With the random sequence benchmark, we test multiple random
sequences and select the cheapest solution. Evaluating all possible sequences
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would solve the static variant of the problem to optimality, but this is computa-
tionally unmanageable for larger instances.

Finally, we define the benchmark for design choice c). The optimal solution
can only be achieved by having perfect foresight for all orders to come and solv-
ing the associated static scheduling problem (with all future orders included) to
optimality with πopt. We define ‘optimality’ here within the constraint that a
finite number of routes is available; as before, we take into account only k routes
for each order. The acquired solution is always at least as good as the optimal
solution to the dynamic problem (the same is not truewithout perfect foresight,
as solutions eliminate certain future consolidation opportunities once they are
fixed). Due to the high computational effort, this solution method can only be
applied to instances containing a small number of orders.

Table 2.4. Solution methods used as benchmarks.
Solutionmethod Description
πdir Shortest route (single free arc), direct transport from origin

to destination
πint Cheapest (possibly intermodal) route, not allowing

for consolidation
πk=k′

Consolidation algorithmwith various settings k∈N
πtim Re-solve static problem at order arrival, orders sorted

on latest delivery time
πrnd Re-solve static problem at order arrival r times,

using r∈N random sequences
πopt Solve static problemwith perfect foresight to optimality

2.5.2. Experimental settings. Weperformnumerical experimentson four
virtual networks, each one representing generalizations of common consolida-
tion scenarios. In Figure 2.8, panel a) shows a cluster with pickup locations, a
cluster with delivery locations, transfer hubs in the center of both clusters, and
a single main arc connecting these two hubs (STR). Panel b) shows a split net-
work, consisting of a single origin cluster and two distant destination clusters
(SPL). Panel c) shows a triangular network (TRI), wheremaking a detour could
yield additional consolidation opportunities. Finally, panel d) shows a scaled-
down version of a semi-random network (RND). The pickup points and dis-
tributions are uniformly generated within a distance of 1000km

#hubs from randomly
selected hubs, based on the notion that hubs tend to be positioned within areas
of high demand and vice versa. Orders generated have a preset minimum dis-
tance of 250km between origin and destination, and always move to the right.
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Therandomnetworksvary in thenumberofhubsand thenumberofmainarcs–
denoted as RND(# hubs/#main arcs) – namely RND(15/30), RND(20/40), and
RND(20/100). For all virtualnetworks,weconsider variantswhere allmainarcs
are operated by either trucks, electric trains, diesel trains, or barges.

Besides the virtual networks, we also perform experiments on the 4PL case.
We study their operations on theRhine-Alpine corridor, which connects a vari-
ety of economic regions in theNetherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
Italy. The4PL ships orders (with an average volumeof 0.33 container) from sev-
eral locations in theNetherlands to avarietyof locationswithin this corridor. To
facilitate this transport, the 4PL utilizes a network operated by various contrac-
ted carriers. This dedicated network consists of 37 hubs, which are connected
by 110 waterway and railroad arcs. We use the real timetables and travel times
for these arcs.
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Figure 2.8. Graphical representation of the four virtual networks
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each network; in the actual experiments much larger numbers of
orders are available at the same time.
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Themode characteristics used in the experiments are shown inTable 2.5. The
travel speeds permode are acquired from the Dutch 4PL, averaging over often-
used train connections and barge connections. We obtain container volume
data and the CO2 emission permodality (calculated by 2020 engine standards)
from Boer et al. (2011). Emissions are computed on a well-to-wheel basis, in-
cluding both exhaust emission and upstream emission (i.e., electricity produc-
tion and refinement). We consider containerized average density goods; for
these goods container volume is more restrictive than weight. Extrapolating
the figures for twenty-feet containers to forty-feet containers (Boer et al., 2011),
we set a full container load equal to 21 ton.

For trucks, we take into account the load factor when computing CO2 emis-
sions. Emissions stronglydependsonwhether the truckdrives in anurbanarea,
non-urban area, or on amotorway; we take the average emissions over the road
shares corresponding to a truck trailer. The obtained bounds on CO2 emission
are 589 gram/km(empty truck) and897 gram/km(full truck); Boer et al. (2011)
assume that between these bounds, emission increases linearly with the trans-
ported weight. For trains and barges, we use the average container weight to
computeCO2 emissions, as container consolidation by the 4PL onlymarginally
affects the total weights of thesemodes.

For a 4PL to successfully consolidate freight, it is essential that the prices
charged by carriers give an incentive to consolidate. By consolidating, carriers
themselves are able to reduce their costs by economies of scale, i.e., lower costs
due to higher utilization of assets (Berwick and Dooley, 1997; Krajewska and
Kopfer, 2006). This is because fixed asset costs can then be divided over more
orders. If this decreasing cost function for the carrier is properly reflected in the
prices they charge, the 4PL might be able to benefit from higher utilization as
well. However, prices agreed upon between shippers and carriers do not neces-
sarily reflect the actual costs that are made to provide the service. Precise cost
allocationmay be difficult, as operational transportation costs depend onmany
factors (Yan et al., 1995). A cost function may, among other things, depend on
average fill rate, haul length, shipment size, percentage of LTL traffic, and com-
position of output (Spady and Friedlaender, 1978). Such factors are often only
partially reflected in the prices charged by the carrier. In container transport,
for example, it is common to charge a flat rate per container rented, regardless of
its fill rate. Clearly, such price functions give the 4PL a strong incentive to attain
a high fill rate. At the other end of the spectrum, the rates charged by parcel ser-
vices usually do not offer incentives to consolidate (Klausner andHendrickson,
2000). The associated price function, which is linear in the number of packages,
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would make a 4PL almost indifferent about consolidating. Clearly, the larger
the cost reductionwhen combining loads into the same container, themore be-
neficial it becomes for the 4PL to actively consider consolidation opportunities.

Our standard cost functions, shown in Table 2.5, are based on the case of the
Dutch 4PL; costs are normalized for confidentiality reasons. For the experi-
ments on virtual networks, all modes have a fixed rate per container. For the
real-life case, the barges and trains on the main arcs use the same fixed rates.
However, to more accurately reflect the costs that they make for road trans-
port, the trucks on the free arcs have a capped linear cost function of the form
min(1,0.31+0.78·l). Finally, we set the costs for a single transshipment oper-
ation (container lift or placement) at 22 (hence 44 for a full transshipment) and
for a reload (per order, including both unloading and loading) at 35.

To demonstrate how the algorithm is able to handle multiple criteria, we test
an extension in which we monetize various additional objectives. We add the
following costs to the original objective function: 40 per tonCO2 emission (see
Maibach et al. (2008), based on 2020 standards), 0.10 per hour of additional
transport time (compared to direct transport), and 20 per order transfer to rep-
resent hub risk.

For the virtual networks, orders are randomly generated, with their origin,
destination and volume– selected from the set of order sizes { 1

25 ,...,
25
25}–being

drawn from uniform distributions. The times between order arrivals follow a
Poisson distribution with amean of 3 hours. Wemake use of common random
numbers, thus excluding the influence of stochastic fluctuation when compar-
ing the performances. Orders can be picked up directly after becoming known;
the latest delivery time is 5days ahead. Modesoperatingon themainarcsdepart
every 6 hours. For our case study, we use an order set of theDutch 4PL, consist-
ing of 1006 orders transported over a quartile in 2013. Their actual locations,
order volumes, pickup- and delivery times are used. The operating modes are
subject to the real timetables and travel speeds. The case study shows to some
extent how the algorithm performs under non-uniform distributions. Future
researchmay further explore the impact of such distributions.

We conclude this section with the key simulation settings. Unless specified
otherwise, for the virtual instances we use 6 replications with 650 order arrivals
– setting both the warm-up and cool-down periods equal to 25 order arrivals –
to achieve a relative cost error of at most 5% for the 95% confidence intervals.
Based on preliminary tests that determine the marginal contributions for vari-
ous levels for k, we use k = 2 for the straight and split networks, k = 3 for the
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triangularnetwork,k=31 for the randomnetworks, andk=40 for the4PLnet-
work. Furthermore,we setβ=2,meaning thatwe store routes beingup to twice
asexpensiveas thecheapest route found. Settings forβ>2didnot showanyper-
formance improvement. Some other values 1<β < 2 yielded comparable res-
ults, while requiring less computational effort. However, as β=2 already yields
reasonable computational times for the simulation study, we did not attempt to
fine-tune this setting. Finally, preliminary tests indicate that a latest departure
policy clearly and consistently outperforms an earliest departure policy due to
offering more flexibility and consolidation opportunities. We stress that we as-
sume deterministic travel times in the experiments; in practical applicationswe
might add some safetymargin to account for disturbances. In the experiments,
every order therefore leaves its route vertices as late as the corresponding depar-
ture windows allow. The algorithm was coded in Plant Simulation 11, and ran
on a computer with 8GB RAMand a 2.90GHz Intel Core i7 processor.

Table 2.5. Mode characteristics as used in the numerical experiments.
Mode Costs per km Speed CO2 CO2 gram/

(normalized) km/hour gram/ton/km container/km
Truck 1.00 68 - 589-897
Train (electric) 0.51 55 12 252
Train (diesel) 0.51 55 31 651
Barge 0.33 15 31 651

2.5.3. Numerical results. Wedivide the presentation of the numerical ex-
periments in two parts: (i) the performance of the algorithmunder various net-
work settings and (ii) the performance of the algorithm compared to several
alternative solutionmethods. Westart bypresenting theperformance for a vari-
ety of networks. First, we describe the results for the experiments on the virtual
networks, using the standard settings. In Table 2.6, we provide key insights on
the performance of the algorithm. We show the reduction percentages in costs
andCO2 emissions, aswell as the increase in containerfill rate, compared to res-
ults obtained with the benchmarks πdir, πint, and πk=1. The first two policies
(whichdonot consider consolidation)are clearlyoutperformedboth in termsof
costs and emissions. Compared to road transport, electric train networks yield
the greatest reduction in CO2 emissions, as the CO2 emission of electric trains
is significantly lower than the emission associated with trucks. Similarly, the
low costs of barges translate in the greatest reduction in terms of costs. Diesel
train networks perform worst in terms of emission. For the semi-random net-
works, direct road transport even outperforms diesel train transport. For the
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first three network configurations, comparison to πk=1 indicates that storing
k>1 routes has virtually no effect. Due to the small diversity in routes for these
networks, the algorithm is generally able to use the best routes of orders when
consolidating, such that storing more than one route has a negligible impact.
However, for the random networks we see that the added flexibility of storing
more routes can yield 3-17% reduction in CO2 emissions, 3-12% cost savings,
and a 14-50% improvement in fill rates. Furthermore, we show the results for
themulti-objective extension in Table 2.6 aswell; the tests are performed on the
semi-random truck networks. We see that while average savings decrease, in-
termodal transport is still financially attractive. The impactonemissions andfill
rates is negligible. Hence, the solutions appear to be fairly robust when taking
into account non-financial objectives of the planner. We conclude our analysis
with somenotes onhow typical solutions look like. Theuse of twoormoremain
arcs within one route is exceptional. Compared to direct transport, the average
increase in travel time is 22%. Of the consolidated solutions, the average dray-
age distance comprises 32% of the route. The average volume of consolidated
orders is 0.41 container load; orders with a volume over 0.60 are notably more
difficult to consolidate.
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Table 2.6. Key results from the numerical experiments. The per-
centages show the improvement in performance of the algorithm,
relative to the results obtained with the benchmark policies. For the
transportmodes, we use the abbreviations R (road transport by truck),
T_e (electric train), T_d (diesel train), and B (barge). The symbol *
indicates that the instance was solved with a multi-objective function.

Cost reduction CO2 reduction Increase fill rate
Network πdir πint πk=1 πdir πint πk=1 πdir πint πk=1

STR-R 28% 28% 0% 28% 28% 0% 73% 73% 0%
STR-T_e 52% 28% 0% 74% 36% 0% 74% 74% 0%
STR-T_d 52% 28% 0% 32% 92% 0% 74% 74% 0%
STR-B 62% 23% 0% 43% 40% 0% 73% 73% 0%
SPL-R 13% 13% 13% 15% 15% 15% 36% 36% 36%
SPL-T_e 52% 30% 0% 74% 35% 0% 72% 72% 0%
SPL-T_d 52% 30% 0% 33% 92% 0% 72% 72% 0%
SPL-B 62% 25% 0% 42% 38% 0% 68% 68% 0%
TRI-R 20% 20% 20% 22% 22% 22% 62% 62% 62%
TRI-T_e 49% 26% 0% 71% 33% 1% 71% 71% 1%
TRI-T_d 49% 26% 0% 25% 86% 3% 71% 71% 1%
TRI-B 59% 20% 0% 40% 38% 2% 69% 69% 2%
RND(15/30)-R 12% 12% 12% 17% 17% 17% 50% 50% 50%
RND(15/30)-T_e 31% 14% 5% 54% 18% 5% 54% 54% 17%
RND(15/30)-T_d 31% 14% 5% -20% 46% 12% 54% 54% 17%
RND(15/30)-B 42% 9% 3% 26% 27% 8% 51% 51% 14%
RND(20/40)-R 12% 12% 12% 17% 17% 17% 49% 49% 49%
RND(20/40)-T_e 32% 13% 5% 54% 17% 4% 54% 54% 18%
RND(20/40)-T_d 32% 13% 5% -19% 43% 9% 54% 54% 18%
RND(20/40)-B 43% 9% 3% 27% 27% 9% 52% 52% 16%
RND(20/100)-R 12% 12% 12% 17% 17% 17% 47% 47% 47%
RND(20/100)-T_e 35% 13% 8% 57% 15% 3% 54% 54% 24%
RND(20/100)-T_d 35% 13% 8% -10% 39% 9% 54% 54% 24%
RND(20/100)-B 46% 8% 5% 29% 28% 16% 50% 50% 25%
RND(15/30)-R* 8% 8% 8% 17% 17% 17% 46% 46% 46%
RND(20/40)-R* 9% 9% 9% 17% 17% 17% 45% 45% 45%
RND(20/100)-R* 7% 7% 7% 17% 17% 17% 43% 43% 43%
Real-life 4PL case 15% 6% 6% 31% 20% 20% 28% 28% 28%
Average 34% 17% 5% 30% 33% 9% 57% 57% 21%

Next, we discuss the results of the experiment with the real-life 4PL case. Or-
ders transported from the Netherlands to Germany do not favor the use of the
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intermodal network; for distances below200km intermodal transport is not be-
neficial. For distances over 500km we see the most use of the intermodal net-
work. Therefore,withoutconsideringconsolidation,only21%oforders is trans-
ported via the intermodal network. When considering only the best routes, the
215 intermodal routes use 28 distinct main arcs. Consequently, when we only
consider the best routes (k=1), only few consolidation opportunities exist. As
indicated by the results in Table 2.6, increasing planning flexibility by storing
multiple routes notably increases the performance, illustrating the added value
of the algorithm. Compared toπk=1, costs are reducedwith 6%,CO2 emissions
drops by 20%, and container fill rates are increased by 28%.

We continue with the results regarding our evaluation of the design choices
by comparing to the benchmark methods. First, we assess the impact of stor-
ing k routes. Figure 2.9 shows the outcomes for applying k = {1,2,...,40} on
three semi-random truck networks; 15 hubs with 30 main arcs, 20 hubs with
40 main arcs, and 20 hubs with 100 main arcs. The same procedure is applied
to the real-life network. The added value of storing more alternative routes is
significant, yielding savings up to 12% compared to πk=1. Note that the saving
potential for the 4PL case is lower due to the larger number of short-distance or-
ders. Marginal savings decrease with increasing settings of k; the lower quality
of the stored routes decrease the savings potential. As illustrated in Figure 2.9,
the marginal savings decrease, such that at a certain point storing additional
routes no longer significantly impacts the solution quality. This implies that we
can fix k at some level, such that higher values for k would not yield additional
benefits. Furthermore, we note that a higher setting for k does not guarantee a
higher saving. Thismay seemcounter-intuitive at first. However, a higherk res-
ults in a higher probability to identify and fix opportunities withminor savings
shortly after the order becomes known, thus reducing consolidation opportun-
ities (potentially with a greater savings potential) later on.

We proceed with the benchmark results of fixing routes after consolidating.
Our instances are the 20/40 semi-random networks for truck, train, and barge.
Tokeep theexperiment computationallymanageable,weuse the relatively small
setting of k=5; recall that the benchmarks policies re-solve the static problem
at every order arrival. Whereas the algorithm takes less than 1 second to plan an
order, πrnd takes close to 10 second per order. Also, it is not scalable to larger
instances, making this benchmark method unfit as an online solution method.
The policyπtim outperforms our algorithm 0.4% on average. In Figure 2.10, we
show the performance gap between the algorithm and πrnd. Testing up to 50
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random sequences, we see that the performance gap remains below 3%, seem-
ingly converging to a stable performance gap.

The last design choice that we test is that of planning orders dynamically by
comparing the performance to πopt. As the benchmark policy is computation-
ally intensive, we require a small and simplistic instance for this experiment.
We run 1,000 instances on the straight truck network (STR-R), each consist-
ing of 7 orders. Solving these toy-sized instances on average takes 15 seconds
per instance, compared to a fraction of a second for the k-path algorithm. We
emphasize that πopt yields a high upper bound due to perfect foresight, as the
dynamic planning problem does not entail future information. In Figure 2.11,
we show the average deviation. In 38% of the instances, we obtain the optimal
solution with our algorithm; the average deviation in terms of costs is 4.7%.
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2.6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that networks with reloads have the potential for sig-
nificant improvements, both in terms of transport costs and environmental im-
pact. However, the required transshipments introduce a financial barrier for
this shift. For intermodal transport to compete with direct transport of LTL
goods, it is essential that freight is consolidated as much as possible. We there-
fore have proposed an algorithm to dynamically plan routes in intermodal net-
works with transshipments and reloads. Timetables of the modes are captured
in a time-dependent graph. We use an intuitive arc-expansion approach to effi-
ciently construct multi-arc routes. The best k routes for every order are stored,
yielding a controlled solution space to search for consolidation opportunities.
To facilitate consolidation, we create flexibility in both space and time, by (i)
storingmultiple geographically distinct routes for every order, and (ii) usingde-
parture windows rather than fixed departure times. The algorithm is designed
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as a decision support tool for human planners at 4PLs, allowing to plan orders
usingmultiple modes and to provide a direct reply to their customers.

Tomake the algorithmsuitable for onlineplanning,wehave introduced three
key design choices to restrict the search space. We experimentally tested the
impact of these design choices by introducing alternative solution methods as
benchmarks. First, we assessed the effect of storing only k routes. We have
shown that due to decreasing marginal savings, a relatively small number of
stored routes alreadycaptures the savingspotential. Second,weassessed the im-
pact of fixing routes once they contain consolidated orders. We compared our
algorithm to a policy inwhichwe solve the static problem at every order arrival.
The cost reduction compared to the algorithm remains below 3%. These results
indicate which improvements can be achieved by, e.g., extending the algorithm
with local search techniques. Finally, we have tested the impact of considering
dynamic planning rather than static planning, e.g., the effect of directly plan-
ning incoming orders rather than periodically re-optimizing the schedule. For
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this purpose, we solved small instances to optimality, yielding an average per-
formance gap of 4.7%. Aswe assumedperfect foresight for this benchmark, this
provides an upper bound for the results.

Formultiplenetworks,wedemonstrated thepotentialofour solutionmethod
to significantly and consistently reduce costs andCO2 emissions, while improv-
ing vehicle fill rates. First, we performed numerical experiments on a variety of
virtual networks. Compared to direct road transport, on average we save 34%
in costs, reduce CO2 emissions by 30%, and improve the container fill rate by
57%. Compared to the case in which we consolidate on the best routes only,
the additional flexibility yields 5% cost savings, 9% CO2 reduction, and a 21%
increase in fill rate. Furthermore, we performed a numerical experiment on a
real-life 4PL network. For orders transported from the Netherlands to Austria
and Italy, consolidated planningnotably improves the performance. Compared
to consolidation on the best route only (i.e., k=1), our solution method saves
6% in costs, 20% in CO2 emissions, and 28% in container fill rate. The results
indicate that the flexibility introduced by the solutionmethod has the potential
to significantly reduce both costs and CO2 emissions, thus being a promising
planning tool for 4PLs active in intermodal transport.

Thenumerical results show that consolidated trips typically contain only one
main arc. Detours of over 20% are common, implying that networks with re-
loads not necessarily need to offer perfect connections between origin and des-
tination to facilitate consolidated trips. The orders that aremost viable for con-
solidated trips require nomore than 40% transportation unit volume, and have
an origin-destination distance of at least 250km.

In this chapter, we studied a coordinated method to consolidate LTL freight
on line-haul networks with reloads. We have shown that for the 4PL, the flex-
ibility to replan routes and alter dispatch times significantly improves transport
efficiency. In the next chapter, wewill focus on last-mile deliverieswithin urban
areas via an urban consolidation center (UCC).The two chapters in Part II link
in various ways. Whereas this chapter addresses consolidation in the line-haul
operations, Chapter 3 studies consolidation in the last-mile distribution. When
adopting a broad perspective, transport operations take place within a network
of cities that have their own UCCs. Clearly, the consolidation decisions made
on the line-haul segmentswill impact the operations of theUCCs. In particular,
the decision whether to directly transport orders to their destination or instead
use theUCC is important from the perspective of the urban area. Furthermore,
replanning orders on the line-haul affects the arrival process at theUCC. Given
the flexibility that the 4PL has to adjust its transportation decisions, one can
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imagine that the arrival process at the UCC is prone to uncertainty. This is par-
ticularly the case when the 4PL and UCC operator do not exchange real-time
arrival information. Under this uncertainty, the challenge for the UCC is to
correctly time the dispatch of orders, such that they can carry out their last-mile
deliveries as efficiently as possible. This problemwill be addressed inChapter 3.

Appendix 2A: Runtime and upper bound analysis

We provide three theorems and their corresponding proofs. Theorem 2.1
gives an upper bound on the savings for a given route; this result can be used
to set β such that optimal solutions are guaranteed to be in the search space.
Theorem 2.2 provides an upper bound on the savings achievable by consolidat-
ingwith a given order, which allows to exclude certain orders from the decision
tree up front. Finally, Theorem 2.3 gives the computational complexity of eval-
uating the decision tree (Algorithm 2.4).

Theorem 2.1: Let Ctr
a be a concave monotonically increasing cost function of

thefill rate l∈Lonarca. Letri,n bearoute in the tentative route setR′
i and letr∗i,n′

be the cheapest route inR′
i. Let lmin=min(l|l∈L) be the smallest possible order

size and define S̄∗ =Mmax · 1
lmin ·Ctr

a

(
lmin

)
−Ctr

a

(
( 1
lmin )·lmin

)
+( 1

lmin −
1) · (ctmv +ctmv′ ) as the maximum attainable savings for every route. Setting β =
C(r∗

i,n′ )+S̄∗

C(r∗
i,n′ )

guarantees that the optimal solution will never be discarded a priori.

Proof: Suppose that
∑

(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′ < 1, such that consolidation remains pos-

sible. From the inequality posed in Equation (2.6.1), we see that∃Ω̂x
q,a=Ω̂q′,a∪

Ωq,a such that

Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′+
∑

(j′,m′)∈Ωq,a

lj′

≤

Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′

+Ctr
a

 ∑
(j′,m′)∈Ωq,a

lj′

 .
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Hence, maximum savings on transport costs are obtained by consolidating
to a fill rate of 1. Recall that with every action x∈Xi,n, we consolidate with at
most one order set per arc. It follows that before Algorithm 2.4 terminates, we
can consolidate with up to 1

lmin ∈N orders per arc. By means of deduction, the
following inequality holds

Ctr
a

(
1

lmin
·lmin

)
≤

Ctr
a

(
(

1

lmin
−1)·lmin

)
+Ctr

a

(
lmin

)
≤

Ctr
a

(
(

1

lmin
−2)·lmin

)
+2·Ctr

a

(
lmin

)
≤

...≤
1

lmin
·Ctr

a

(
lmin

)
.

As every l ∈ L may be expressed by lmin · y, with y ∈ N, the upper bound
for the savings is 1

lmin ·Ctr
a

(
lmin

)
−Ctr

a

(
1

lmin ·lmin
)
, achieved by consolidating

with 1
lmin orders of size lmin.

Next,weshowthat foranyconsolidationactionxandanya∈AM , the savings
on transshipment costs are ctmv +ctmv′ :

∑
(i′,n′)∈Ωx

q,a

(
ctmv

|Ω̂x
q,a|

+
ctmv′

|Ω̂x
q,a|

)
=

ctmv +ctmv′ ≤
2·
(
ctmv +ctmv′

)
=∑

(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,a

(
ctmv

|Ω̂q′,a|
+

ctmv′

|Ω̂q′,a|

)
+

∑
(j′,m′)∈Ωq,a

(
ctmv
|Ωq,a|

+
ctmv′

|Ωq,a|

)
.

Hence, the savings on transhipment costs on any arc when consoidating two
route sets are ctmv +ctmv′ = 2 ·

(
ctmv +ctmv′

)
− (ctmv +ctmv′ ). It readily follows that

wemaximize savings on transshipment costs by consolidatingwith asmany or-
ders as possible, i.e., we again only consolidate with orders of size lmin, thereby
saving ( 1

lmin −1)·(ctmv +ctmv′ ).
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Theorem 2.2 states that an upper bound on savings is found by consolidation
on all main arcs in a route. LetMmax 7→N be the maximum number of main
arcs we allow in a route, and let a∗∈AM be the arc that yields the highest upper
bound on savings, obtained by solving

a∗ 7→argmax
a∈AM

(
(

1

lmin
)·Ctr

a

(
lmin

)
−Ctr

a

(
1

lmin
·lmin

)
+(

1

lmin
−1)·(ctmv +ctmv′ )

)
.

Wedenote the corresponding savings (representing the upper bound on sav-
ings for any route) as

S̄∗=Mmax · 1

lmin
·Ctr

a

(
lmin

)
−Ctr

a

(
(

1

lmin
)·lmin

)
+(

1

lmin
−1)·(ctmv +ctmv′ ) .

It follows that ifC(ri,n)≥C(r∗i,n′)+S̄∗, the potential consolidation gains for
ri,n will never suffice to obtain a solution with lower costs than r∗i,n′ . Thus, the
value for β that never excludes improving solutions is given by

β=
C(r∗i,n′)+S̄∗

C(r∗i,n′)

�

Theorem2.2: For alla∈A, letCtr
a be a concave,monotonically increasing cost

function of the fill rate l∈{ 1
y ,...,1}, with y∈N. Let i be an order which we seek to

consolidate with j∈J . Let x be the action that consolidates on all a∈ri,n∩rj,m,
and let r∗j′,m′′ be the cheapest route for order j before consolidation. The upper
bound on savings by consolidating on the routes ri,n and rj,m is given by
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S̄j,m=
∑

a∈ri,n∩rj,m

(
Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′

+

Ctr
a

 ∑
(j′,m′)∈Ωq,a

lj′

−Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂x

q,a

li′

)+
∑

a∈ri,n

(
ctmv

|Ω̂q,a|
+

ctmv′

|Ω̂q,a|
+

ctmv
|Ωq,a|

+
ctmv′

|Ωq,a|
− ctmv

|Ω̂x
q,a|

−
ctmv′

|Ω̂x
q,a|

)
−

∑
(j′,m′)∈x

(
C(rj′,m′)−C(r∗j′,m′′)

)
−

|x|· 1

|Ωq,a|·|ri,n∩AM |
(
C(ri,n)−C(r∗i,n′)

)
−

min
a∈ri,n∩rj,m

2·Crl(a) .

Proof: We first show that maximum savings in transshipment costs are at-
tained when consolidating on all mutual arcs a ∈ ri,n ∩ rj,m′ . Depending on
possible previous consolidations of order j, for all mutual arcs we have a set of
consolidated orders Ωq,a, with (j,m) ∈ Ωq,a. To define the set of orders cur-
rently consolidated with order i on arc a, we have Ω̂q′,a. Finally, we denote the
set of orders after consolidating orders i and j as Ω̂x

q,a = Ω̂q′,a∪Ωq,a. Clearly,
|Ω̂q′,a| ≤ |Ω̂x

q,a|. Given that ctmv ≥ 0,∀v ∈ VH , the following inequality holds
∀a∈ri,n∩rj,m, such that overall transshipment costs areminimized by consol-
idating on all mutual arcs:
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ctmv

|Ω̂x
q,a|

+
ctmv′

|Ω̂x
q,a|

≤

ctmv

|Ω̂q,a|
+

ctmv′

|Ω̂q,a|
≤

ctmv

|Ω̂q′,a|
+

ctmv′

|Ω̂q′,a|
+

ctmv
|Ωq,a|

+
ctmv′

|Ωq,a|
.

We show that the lowest transport costs are also achieved by consolidating
on all mutual arcs. To show this, we make use of the fact that the function
Ctr
a (l),∀a ∈ A is concave and monotonically increasing. Given these prop-

erties, the following inequality is satisfied when substituting the fill rates of all
orders involved (before and after consolidation) into Equation (2.6.2):

∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂x

q,a

li′∑
(i′′,n′′)∈Ω̂x

q,a

li′′
Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′′,n′′)∈Ω̂x

q,a

li′′

= (2.6.1)

1·Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′′,n′′)∈Ω̂x

q,a

li′′

≤

1·Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′′,n′′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′′

+1·Ctr
a

 ∑
(j′′,m′′)∈Ωq,a

lj′′

=

∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′∑
(i′′,n′′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′′
Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′′,n′′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′′

+

∑
(j′,m′)∈Ωq,a

lj′∑
(i′′,n′′)∈Ωq,a

lj′′
Ctr
a

 ∑
(j′′,m′′)∈Ωq,a

lj′′

.
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We showed that both transport costs and transshipment costs areminimized
by consolidating on all a ∈ ri,n ∩ rj,m. By substituting the corresponding ac-
tion into Equation (2.6.6), we would get an upper bound that deducts the cost
differencesC(rj,m)−C(r∗j,m′) andC(ri,n)−C(r∗i,n′) from themaximum sav-
ings. However, the latter term cannot be fully allocated to S̄j,m. Let wj′,m′ ∈
[0,1],∀(j′,m′) ∈ x be an allocation weight, subject to

∑
(j′,m′)∈xwj′,m′ ≤ 1.

We show that this allocation constraint is necessary to guarantee that S(x) ≤∑
(j′,m′)∈x S̄j′,m′ for any action x. For the sake of our proof by contradiction,

suppose that
∑

(j′,m′)∈xwj′,m′>1, and thatΩq,a∩Ωq′,a′ =∅,∀a,a′∈ri,n,a ̸=a′
(i.e., we consolidate with a unique order set on every main arc in ri,n). The fol-
lowing inequality thenholds– implying that thesumofupperboundsonsavings
are lower than the actual savings obtained by solving Equation (2.6.6) – which
is a contradiction. ∑

(j′,m′)∈x

S̄j′,m′ =

∑
a∈ri,n

(
Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂q′,a

li′

+

Ctr
a

 ∑
(j′,m′)∈Ωq,a

lj′

−Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂x

q,a

li′

)+
∑

a∈ri,n

(
ctmv

|Ω̂q′,a|
+

ctmv′

|Ω̂q′,a|
+

ctmv
|Ωq,a|

+
ctmv′

|Ωq,a|
− ctmv

|Ω̂x
q,a|

−
ctmv′

|Ω̂x
q,a|

)
−

∑
(j′,m′)∈x

(
C(rj′,m′)−C(r∗j′,m′′)

)
−

∑
(j′,m′)∈x

wj′,m′
(
C(ri,n)−C(r∗i,n′)

)
≤

S(x).

We have established that
∑

(j′,m′)∈xwj′,m′ ≤1must hold to establish a feas-
ible upper bound. In theory, we could freely allocate the weightswj′,m′ , as long
as this property is satisfied. However, to guarantee that the sum of wj′,m′ for
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independently established upper bounds never exceeds 1, without loss of gen-
eralitywe setwj,m= 1

|Ωq,a|·|ri,n∩AM | . From this definition, it follows that for any
x, the inequalityS(x)≤

∑
(j′,m′)∈xS̄j′,m′ holds.

Finally, we relax the assumption that reload costs are 0. IfwehaveCrl(ri,n)≥
0, it isno longerguaranteed thatmaximumsavingsare attainedbyconsolidating
on all mutual main arcs. However, we know that for any x with (j,m) ∈ x, at
least two reloads are required, such that theminimum reload costs are given by
argmina∈ri,n∩rj,m2·C

rl(a). Hence, when including reload costs, we obtain the
upper bound. With this proof, we establish an upper bound on the maximum
savings that canbeattainedbyconsolidatingorders iand j using routesri,n∈Ri

and rj,m∈Rj . �

Theorem 2.3 Let Ri be the route set corresponding to order i which we seek
to consolidate, J be the set of open orders, k be the number of routes stored per
order, and lmin ∈ (0,1] be the smallest possible load size. Take ri,n ∈ Ri such
that |ri,n| ≥ |ri,n′ |,∀ri,n′ ∈ Ri. Algorithm 2.4 has a worst-case complexity of
O(k · 1

lmin ·(|J |·k)|ri,n|).

Proof: Recall that the set of actions is defined as Xi,n =
∏|ri,n|

z=1 Si,n,z , with
Si,n,z being the evaluation set for arcai,n,z . Clearly anorder cannot be allocated
to more than one container on an arc, such that for every order-route combin-
ation per arc, there exists at most one consolidation opportunityΩq,a ∋ (j,m).
As we have an open order set of size |J | and up to k routes per order, it fol-
lows that there are at most |J | ·k≥Si,n,z opportunities per arc ai,n,z ∈ ri,n to
consolidate order i with some order j ∈J . As route ri,n contains |ri,n| arcs, a
decision tree contains up to (|J | · k)|ri,n| actions. For every decision tree, we
consolidate with at most one order set per arc, hence we must evaluate up to
1

lmin decision trees per route ri,n′ ∈Ri. The same procedure is repeated for all
ri,n′ ∈ Ri, hence computational effort increases linearly with the number of
routes |Ri|=k. Hence, the worst-case complexity for Algorithm 2.4 is given by
O(k · 1

lmin ·(|J |·k)|ri,n|). �

Appendix 2B: Cost functions and savings

In this appendix, we provide detailed cost functions for a route ri,n, adopting
a generic notation that handles both consolidated and unconsolidated orders.
The transport costs are given by
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Ctr(i,n)=
∑

ai,n,z∈ri,n

li∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂x

q,ai,n,z

li′
Ctr
a

 ∑
(i′,n′)∈Ω̂x

q,ai,n,z

li′

 . (2.6.2)

Transshipment costs are shared by all orders in the same container. From a
system point of view, transshipment costs can be arbitrarily allocated to orders
transported in the same container. We therefore equally distribute them over
all orders in a container:

Ctm(i,n)=

|ri,n|∑
z=1

ctmv

|Ω̂x
q,ai,n,z

|
+

ctmv′

|Ω̂x
q,ai,n,z

|
. (2.6.3)

To ease the notation of the reload costs, we first provide the cost formula per
ai,n,z∈ri,n,z< |ri,n|:

Crl
a (ai,n,z)=


crlv′ if |Ω̂x

q,ai,n,z
∩Ω̂x

q,ai,n,z+1
|=1,

max(|Ω̂x
q,ai,n,z+1

|,|Ω̂x
q,ai,n,z+1

|)>1 ,

0 otherwise
.

(2.6.4)

The total reload costs for order i are given by

Crl(i,n)=
∑

ai,n,z∈ri,n,z<|ri,n|

Crl
a (ai,n,z) . (2.6.5)

Finally, we define S(x) as the savings of an action x ∈ Xi,n. To account for
the cost differences between routes for the same order, let r∗i,n′ ∈Ri,r

∗
j,m′ ∈Rj ,

be such thatC(r∗i,n′)≤C(ri,n),∀ri,n∈Ri andC(r∗j,m′)≤C(rj,m),∀rj,m∈Rj .
The savings for an action x∈Xi,n are defined as
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S(x)= (2.6.6)

∑
ai,n,z∈ri,n

(
Ctr
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(i′,n)∈Ω̂q′,ai,n,z
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+Ctr
a
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|Ω̂q′,ai,n,z
|
+

ctmv′
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|
+

ctmv
|Ωq,ai,n,z |

+
ctmv′

|Ωq,ai,n,z |

− ctmv
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q,ai,n,z

|
−

ctmv′

|Ω̂x
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|

)
−

Crl(ri,n)−
(
C(ri,n)−C(r∗i,n′)

)
−
∑

(j,m)∈x

(
C(rj,m)−C(r∗j,m′)

)
.



CHAPTER 3

Last-mile dispatch decision problem

In this chapter1, we address the last-mile dispatch decision problem that the
operator of a UCC faces. As shown in the previous chapter, the flexibility to
dynamically adjust the departure times can significantly improve the transport
efficiency on the line-haul. With the development of the physical internet, the
degree of flexibility in transport is expected to further increase. However, the
freedom to re-plan poses challenges for the last-mile distribution. If the ex-
act arrival times of orders are unknown, the UCC operator needs to deal with
orders that arrive according to a randomprocess. To efficiently execute the last-
miledistribution, theUCCoperator shouldconsidervehicleavailability, current
inventory, and expected order arrivals to schedule the urban transport as effi-
ciently as possible over time. We represent this optimization problemover time
as a Markov decision model. A solution model based on approximate dynamic
programming is proposed to solve realistic-sized instances of this problem.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 gives an introduction and
motivation to the problem. Section 3.2 provides a literature review on the DDP
andother relatedworks. We specifically focus on transportationproblemsdeal-
ing with both dynamic and stochastic properties. Section 3.3 gives a formal
definition of the DDP-TW and the corresponding decision problem, which is
modeled as aMarkovDecision Problem. Section 3.4 elaborates on our solution
method. The setup of the numerical experiments is given in Section 3.5. The
corresponding results – including managerial implications – are discussed in
Section 3.6. Finally, we present the conclusions of our work in Section 3.7.

1This chapter is based on the papers: W.J.A. van Heeswijk, M.R.K. Mes, & J.M.J. Schutten
(2015). An approximate dynamic programming approach to urban freight distribution with
batch arrivals Lecture Notes in Computer Science 9335, 61-75 (Van Heeswijk et al., 2015) and
W.J.A. van Heeswijk, M.R.K. Mes, & J.M.J. Schutten (2017). The delivery dispatching problem
with time windows for urban consolidation centers. Transportation Science, 1-37 (VanHeeswijk
et al., 2017b)
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3.1. Introduction

This chapter studies the dispatch decision that a UCC operator faces, when
dispatching orders at discrete decisionmoments. At each decisionmoment, the
operator must decide on the composition of order batches to dispatch. Cost
minimization requires that vehicles are used as efficiently as possible. There-
fore, the operator has an incentive to wait for future orders to arrive, whichmay
result in better consolidation opportunities and more efficient tours. However,
in real-life settings, theorder arrival process is subject to replanning anddisrup-
tionswithin the supply chain. Thedegree of communication between the actors
within the supply chaindictates howaccurate the informationon future arrivals
is. Furthermore, dispatch decisions are generally bound by time windows, as
well as vehicle availability and storage capacity. The operator faces complete or
partial uncertainty in the arrival process, and wants to determine the optimal
consolidation policy that minimizes the costs under this uncertainty.

Weconsider a setting inwhicharrivingorders aredynamically revealed to the
operator. Orders either arrive at the consolidation center without advance no-
tice, or are pre-announced to arrive at a future point in time. Once orders arrive
at the consolidation center, they can be dispatched to the customers in the city.
Arrivingordersmayhave a large variety indestinations, dispatchwindows, load
sizes, etc. With the dispatch decisions, the operator aims to minimize costs by
consolidating orders based on these properties, striving for high utilization of
vehicle capacity andminimal travel distance. Basedonboth the available know-
ledge regarding current orders and the anticipation of new orders, the operator
is able tomake informed consolidation decisions.

Toformalize theproblem,weextendtheDeliveryDispatchingProblem(com-
monly abbreviated toDDP)by including timewindows. Wewill refer to this ex-
tension as the DDP with time windows, or DDP-TW. The absence of time win-
dows is amajor shortcoming in the traditionalDDP; timewindows are an integ-
ral component of logistics in general, and perhaps evenmore so in an urban lo-
gistics context. Shipment consolidation policies stemming from the traditional
DDP indicate when the full accumulated set of orders should be dispatched.
However, when orders are subject to time windows, one tends to dispatch or-
ders with distinct time windows at different times, holding on to some orders
for a later dispatch time. Hence, in this setting the decision maker wants to
know which subset of orders to dispatch. Therefore, our extension to the DDP
provides a better fit with real-life consolidation problems, allowing for applica-
tions to dispatching problems in general.
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The dynamic and stochastic nature of our DDP is modeled by means of a
Markov decision model. Solving instances of this model provides an optimal
consolidation policy. In line with the DDP definition as provided by Minkoff
(1993), we explicitly separate the dispatch decision from the routing decision.
Although the focus of this chapter is on the dispatch decision, we also demon-
strate an integrated method that embeds the routing decision. We apply a cost
function that estimates the transportation costs for dispatching a given set of
orders. After determining which orders to dispatch, a VRP algorithmmay sub-
sequently be applied to obtain detailed delivery tours. The objectives of this
chapter are to formally define the DDPwith dispatch windows, to design an al-
gorithm that can handle large instances for this problem class, and to apply it to
an urban logistics context.

3.2. Literature on dynamic and stochastic dispatching problems

Wepresent a literature overview that includes studies on theDDPand several
related problems. We refer to recent literature studies for these related prob-
lems, andhighlight a number of studies that address characteristics comparable
to our problem. We discuss various solution approaches to transport problems
with dynamic and stochastic properties, and evaluate their suitability to solve
the DDP-TW.We conclude with the literature gap that we address.

Optimization problems that embed both stochastic and dynamic properties
are notoriously hard to solve (Powell et al., 2012). Even though stochastic in-
formation is recognized as an integral aspect of optimization in transport prob-
lems, the majority of papers in the transport literature focus on deterministic
problems. Traditionally, mathematical programming and (meta)heuristics are
used to handle high-dimensional transport problems. However, these meth-
ods generally do not cope well with stochastic information being revealed over
time (Powell et al., 2012). Successful incorporation of stochastic information
in solution methods is still an ongoing development (Powell et al., 2012; Stead-
ieSeifi et al., 2014). Suitable solution methods are usually based on either (i)
approximating a value function that uses analytical expressions to define the
stochastic process or (ii) sampling scenarios and solving the decision problems
for the corresponding outcomes (Lium et al., 2009; Pillac et al., 2013). The latter
methodisgenerallyapplied toextendheuristicsandmathematicalprogramsde-
signed fordeterministicproblems towards stochasticproblems. Akeychallenge
with scenario sampling is to correctly represent the stochastic process; incor-
rect sampling may yield poor results (Lium et al., 2009). When approximating
a value function, the stochastic process is fully defined, but the corresponding
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expected values may be hard to compute. These expected values therefore tend
to be computed offline; the resulting policies can subsequently be used in online
decision-making. As these policies return decisions as a function of the input
state, they tend to be faster than online samplingmethods.

In the DDP, order arrivals follow a stochastic process and are dispatched in
batchesatagivendecisionmoment (Minkoff,1993). Theaimofsolving theDDP
is to find a consolidation policy that returns the optimal dispatch time for an ac-
cumulated set of orders. With every new arrival, the decisionmaker assesses (i)
the timeelapsed since thefirst order in inventory arrived (representing themax-
imum service delay, as experienced by the customer), and (ii) the volume of the
accumulated orders. The consolidation policy is based on one or both of these
measures. Dispatching the accumulated orders is subject to a cost function, in
which routeduration and route costs are pre-defined input (Minkoff, 1993). For
our DDP-TW, we study recurrent consolidation policies, meaning that the dis-
patching decision depends on the state of the problem (Higginson and Book-
binder, 1995; Powell, 2011). The stochastic and dynamic elements embedded
in such DDPs give rise to the use of Markov decision models (Minkoff, 1993).
AlthoughMarkovdecisionmodels are useful to definedecisionproblems, prac-
tical implementations generally suffer from intractably large state spaces and
expected values that cannot be calculated exactly (Minkoff, 1993; Powell, 2011;
Pillac et al., 2013). Çetinkaya (2005) provides an overview on DDP literature,
although describing the problem class as ‘inventory and shipment consolida-
tion decisions’. Relatively few studies address the optimization of consolida-
tion policies; instead most studies focus on evaluating existing consolidation
policies (Çetinkaya, 2005; Mutlu et al., 2010; Bookbinder et al., 2011). Studies
that do address optimization tend to consider only volume and arrival time as
order properties, and present results that are valid only for a limited set of dis-
tributions. Çetinkaya and Bookbinder (2003) derive results on optimal policies
that are either quantity-based or time-based, but do not combine both meas-
ures into a hybrid policy. Bookbinder et al. (2011) describe a generic solution
method based on a batch Markovian arrival process, which is able to cope with
amultitude of distributions. However, all transition probabilitiesmust be com-
puted to describe the arrival process. This is computationally challengingwhen
considering orders withmultiple stochastic properties. Finally, Cai et al. (2014)
present an algorithm that – under the assumption of a specific cost structure –
returns an optimal consolidation policy. The drawback of this algorithm is that
every statemust be visited, thus it requires the state space to be sufficiently small
to fully enumerate.
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Wenow look at various problem classes related to the DDP-TW.TheVehicle
Routing Problem (VRP) is concerned with routing rather than dispatching de-
cisions. Despite this key distinction, it has some overlap with the DDP-TW. A
common characteristic is that both problems are customer-driven. Assigning
time windows to orders is common in VRPs. However, in a VRP the time win-
dows usually only affect the routing decision, not the dispatching decision as
in the DDP-TW. Ritzinger et al. (2016) provide a literature overview of the dy-
namic and stochastic VRP, which generally considers re-optimization during
the execution of routes. The VRP variant that has the strongest relation to our
DDP-TW combines dynamic order requests with stochastic customer inform-
ation. Examples of works that address this variant are Simão et al. (2009) and
Ulmer et al. (2015).

Also the Inventory Routing Problem (IRP) has ties to the DDP (Minkoff,
1993). The IRP addresses repeated stock replenishment froma facility to a fixed
set of customer locations, the product quantities to deliver, and the decision
when to visit a location. The facility optimizes these decisions, given the – pos-
sibly stochastic – depletion rates at the customers. The dispatching decision is
an integral part of the IRP. A key distinction between the DDP and the IRP is
that the latter is generally not order-based. This implies that the facility is not
subject to an inbound arrival process, and goods are typically not coupled to in-
dividual customers. Furthermore, only one or several types of goods have to be
distributed along the customers. For the solution of stochastic IRPs, generally
either mathematical programming is applied, or Markov decision models are
heuristically solved. We mention a few IRP studies that handle both dynamic
and stochastic properties. An example is the study of Coelho et al. (2012), who
propose a heuristic solution with scenario sampling for this IRP class. Bertazzi
et al. (2013) formulate the stochastic IRP as aMarkov decisionmodel, and solve
the associated decision problem with a hybrid rollout algorithm. An overview
of the IRP literature can be found in Coelho et al. (2014).

The next related problem class that we address is Service Network Design
(SND). SNDentails the selection and timingof transport services. Known solu-
tion methods mostly use mathematical programming, (meta)heuristics, and
graph theory. The majority of SND studies focus on deterministic instances.
SteadieSeifi et al. (2014) mention a number of SND studies that do incorporate
stochastic demand, e.g, Lium et al. (2009) and Meng et al. (2012). Solutions to
the stochastic SND generally are multi-stagemathematical programs, in which
scenarios are added to reflect uncertainty in future demand. Lium et al. (2009)
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state that generating a compact yet representative scenario tree is one of the key
challenges in this solutionmethod.

Finally, we discuss the emerging problem class of same-day deliveries. In
same-day delivery problems, the decisionmaker dynamically receives order re-
quests during the day, and must decide when to dispatch a vehicle that delivers
(a subset of) the accumulatedorders. If a request is not fulfilledduring theday, a
penalty is incurred. Voccia et al. (2015)defineacorrespondingMarkovdecision
model andpropose a solutionmethodbasedon scenario-sampling. Arslan et al.
(2016) solve a ride-sharing variant of the problem using a rolling horizon ap-
proach. Klapp et al. (2016) study a single-vehicle variant of this problem, where
the customers are located on a line (as a consequence, route duration depends
only on the customer located farthest away from the depot). They propose both
a rollout algorithmand a solutionbased on approximate linear programming to
address the stochasticity embedded in the problem.

Thecontributionof this chapter is threefold. First,we formulate aMarkovde-
cision model for the DDP-TW, in this way formally defining the time-window
extension of the DDP.Second, we develop a solution method to solve large in-
stances of this problem class. Based on the stochastic modeling frameworks of
TopalogluandPowell (2006)andPowell (2011) fordynamic resource-allocation
problems, we develop an algorithm based on Approximate Dynamic Program-
ming (ADP) to solve the DDP-TW. The main contribution is the design of our
value function approximation, while also reflecting on several implementation
issues that are encountered in the design phase. In particular, we contribute to
literature by studying a variety of basis functions that canbeused to estimate the
downstream costs of decisions. Third, we formulate an Integer Linear Program
(ILP) to solve the decision problem within the ADP algorithm. With the ILP,
we find approximate solutionswhen the embedded decision problemcannot be
enumerated within reasonable time.

3.3. Problem formulation

This section introduces the decision problem, which we model as a Markov
decision model. We aim to provide a generic formulation, such that it can be
applied to a variety of instances. We assume that the characteristics of arriving
orders are stochastic and have a probability distribution that is known to the
UCC operator. When an order is pre-announced or arrives at the center, its ex-
act properties are revealed. Certain variables that are treated as stochastic in our
description may be known in practice. In that case, the random variable can
simply be replaced by the actual information regarding future orders, creating
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a restricted instance of the problem. We optimize over a finite set of decision
moments T = {0,1,...,T}, which are separated by equidistant time intervals.
Thedispatching decisions aremade at decisionmoments t∈T . The equidistant
time intervals that separate the decision moments correspond to a setting in
which the consolidation center dispatches orders a few times a day. This choice
ismotivated by the commonpractice that consolidation centers oftenmake two
delivery rounds per day (Bohne et al., 2015; Nesterova and Quak, 2015). The
practice of dispatching vehicles at fixed times may be reinforced by access time
restrictions set by local governments, only allowing trucks within the city cen-
ter during one or two time intervals per day (Nuzzolo et al., 2012). We stress
that the aforementioned motivation applies to modeling decision moments at
pre-defined times, not to the actual practice of commencing delivery tours at
each decision moment. The model that we define does not require to dispatch
orders at every decision moment. Furthermore, our model does not place any
restrictions on the length of time intervals between decisionmoments.

Thefollowingpropertiesaremodeledas randomvariables in theproblem: the
number of orders arriving per decisionmoment, order volumes, order destina-
tions, and thedispatchwindow. Everyordermust be shippedwithin its dispatch
window. We choose to use dispatchwindows at the consolidation center, rather
than the more common delivery windows at the receiver. The main reason for
this choice is that it simplifies thepresentationof theproblem. In a typical urban
logistics setting, adopting dispatch windows rather than delivery windows will
not pose problems. Urban deliveries are characterized by relatively short travel
times;when time intervalsbetweendispatchingmomentsare set relatively large,
a feasible delivery plan can generally be constructed within this interval. In ad-
dition, Cherrett et al. (2012) state that themajority of independent retailers (the
typical target customers for an urban consolidation center) have no influence
on the exact delivery times. Nevertheless, we stress that delivery windows can
be handledwithin the solutionmethod; in Section 3.3.5 we provide suggestions
for this extension.

At every decision moment t∈ T , we must choose which subset of the accu-
mulated orders to dispatch. To take into account the impact of this decision on
the future,we evaluate the effects of postponing thedispatchof orders. Itmaybe
possible to combine postponed orders into a dispatch batch with future orders,
thereby decreasing overall costs. As such, we optimize over a planning horizon
rather than at a single decision moment; we measure the impact of current de-
cisions on the downstream costs, i.e., the expected costs over the remainder of
the horizon.
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We consider an urban area with a fixed set of customer locations (i.e., order
destinations). Last-mile distribution takes place via a consolidation center at
the edge of the area. Our representation of the urban distribution network is
as follows. Let G = {V ∪0,A} be a directed graph, with V ∪0 being the set of
vertices andA being the set of arcs. Vertex 0 represents the consolidation cen-
ter in the network. The remaining vertices signify the set of order destinations
V={1,2,...,|V|}.

3.3.1. Fleet description. For the orders transport we restrict ourselves to
vehicles with capacity 1, although the method allows to handle heterogeneous
fleets as well. We distinguish between primary and secondary vehicles. The set
of primary vehicles – denoted by Qpr – is finite, and either represents a fleet
owned by the consolidation center or a rented fleet. To ensure feasible solu-
tions at all times, we assume that there are always enough secondary vehicles
in the set Qse to dispatch all accumulated orders, and that secondary vehicles
are more expensive than primary vehicles. We refer to an individual vehicle as
q∈Qpr∪Qse. Secondary vehicles may represent an actual backup option (e.g.,
renting additional vehicles in case of shortage) or a dummy fleet with infinitely
high costs. Such a dummyfleet effectively serves as a bound on vehicle capacity,
and eases the formulation of themodel. We only dispatch secondary vehicles if
all primary vehicles are in use.

A vehicle q dispatched at decision moment t ∈ T has a finite and determin-
istic route duration rt,q∈{1,...,τMaxRoute}. The dispatched vehicle is available
for dispatch again at t + rt,q , where rt,q is determined by the deployed rout-
ing function ∆ : Vt,q 7→ {1, ... , τMaxRoute},∀q ∈ Qpr ∪Qse, with Vt,q ⊆ V
being the subset of locations visited by vehicle q. Aftermaking a dispatchingde-
cision, the route durations rt,q determine the next dispatch availability of each
vehicle. As we take into account downstream costs in the decision, we must
keep track of the dispatch availability of primary vehicles both now and in the
future; the return time of secondary vehicles is not relevant for our decisions.
The earliest availability of vehicle q, relative to the current time t, is denoted by
τt,q ∈ {0,...,τMaxRoute}; vehicle q can only be dispatched at decision moment
t if τt,q = 0. When dispatching a vehicle q at time t, we set τt,q = rt,q . As the
index is relative to the decision moment, it is updated. We store the dispatch
availability of each primary vehicle – based on preceding dispatching decisions
– in the vectorQt=[τt,1,τt,2,...,τt,|Qpr|].

3.3.2. Order types. An order is characterized by four properties: destina-
tionv, load size l, earliestdispatch time te, and latestdispatch time tl. Werefer to
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every unique combination of these four properties as the order type (v,l,te,tl).
The order destination is represented by a vertex v∈V . The size of an order is an
element l∈L,withL={ 1

y ,
2
y ,...,1}beingthediscretizedsetof feasible loadsizes,

andk∈N. Theelement l=1 represents a full load for anurbanvehicle. Next,we
formulate the dispatch windows. As all time indices are relative to the decision
moment t, dispatchwindowsforaccumulatedordersmustbeupdatedover time;
we introduce thisprocedure inSection3.3.6. Everyorderhasadispatchwindow,
within which the order must be dispatched from the depot. The dispatch win-
dow is defined by an earliest dispatch time te∈T e and a latest dispatch time tl∈
T l. Order typeswith te>0describepre-announcedorders forwhichallproper-
ties are known and deterministic, but that have not yet arrived at the consolida-
tion center. We impose that te≥0, as knowledge regardingdispatch times in the
pastdoesnot impact thedecision,while te forapre-announcedorder isbounded
from above by τMaxAhead. Hence, the set of feasible earliest dispatch times is

T e={0,...,τMaxAhead} .

The latest dispatch time cannot be a moment in time before the earliest dis-
patch time, we therefore impose that tl ≥ te. If tl = 0, it is mandatory that the
order is dispatched. Furthermore, we set a maximum length τMaxWindow ∈N
on the dispatch window, such that te≤ tl≤ te+τMaxWindow. Hence, we have

T l(te)={te,...,te+τMaxWindow} .

3.3.3. State description. We have introduced all properties that define an
order type. Let It,v,l,te,tl ∈N be the available number of orders of a given type
at decision moment t. We capture the deterministic knowledge regarding both
pre-announced orders and accumulated orders at t as

It=[It,v,l,te,tl ]v∈V,l∈L,te∈T e,tl∈T l .

For the sake of readability, we omit from here on the set notation when re-
ferring to these elements. We continue to define the state of the problem. The
state at decision moment t is denoted as St in state space S ; its definition com-
bines the earliest possible dispatch time of each primary vehicle as embedded in
vectorQt and the deterministic order knowledge stored in vector It:

St=[Qt,It] .
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3.3.4. Action description. We now describe the actions we can take in a
state. Let lmax ∈N be the maximum number of orders that can be held in the
consolidation center, i.e., the maximum inventory remaining after a decision.
This maximum should take into account some safety margin to anticipate the
orders thatmay arrivewithin a time interval. At eachdecisionmoment t, wede-
cide howmany orders of every order type in inventory to dispatch. Orders that
are not dispatched remain in inventory, and are available at the next decision
moment. Let the integer variable xt,v,l,te,tl,q describe the number of orders of a
specific type to be dispatched at t, served by vehicle q. As a consequence of as-
signing orders to individual vehicles, the route durations of dispatched vehicles
may vary. A feasible action at decisionmoment t is given by

xt(St)=[xt,v,l,te,tl,q]∀v,l,te,tl,q , (3.3.1)
where∑

v,l,tl

(It,v,l,0,tl−
∑

q∈Qpr∪Qse

xt,v,l,0,tl,q)≤ lmax , (3.3.2)

∑
q∈Qpr∪Qse

xt,v,l,te,tl,q≤It,v,l,te,tl ∀v,l,te,tl , (3.3.3)

∑
q∈Qpr∪Qse

xt,v,l,0,0,q=It,v,l,0,0 ∀v,l , (3.3.4)

xt,v,l,te,tl,q=0 te>0,∀v,l,tl,q ,
(3.3.5)∑

v,l,tl

xt,v,l,0,tl,q ·l≤1 ∀q , (3.3.6)

rt,q≤τMaxRoute ∀q , (3.3.7)
xt,v,l,te,tl,q∈N ∀v,l,te,tl,q . (3.3.8)

Constraint (3.3.2) ensures that atmost themaximum inventory remains after
dispatching. Observe that only orderswith te=0 are part of inventory. Wenote
that one might instead place a bound on the maximum volume with a similar
constraint. With Constraint (3.3.3), we ensure that we cannot dispatch more
orders of a certain type than are available at the decisionmoment t. Constraint
(3.3.4) stipulates that all orders with a latest dispatch time equal to the current
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time need to be dispatched. Constraint (3.3.5) prevents the dispatch of pre-
announced orders that are not yet in inventory. Constraint (3.3.6) ensures that
the order volume assigned to a vehicle does not exceed its capacity, whereas
Constraint (3.3.7) prevents violations of the maximum route duration. Recall
fromSection 3.3.1 that the route duration is the outcome of routing function∆.
Finally, Constraint (3.3.8) ensures that the number of orders dispatched of any
type is nonnegative. The set of feasible actions in a given state is described by
Xt(St).

3.3.5. Cost function. When evaluating a state, we must compute the dir-
ect costsC(St,xt) for all actions inXt(St). We reiterate that we consider a two-
phase solution method, where we first make the dispatching decision based on
approximate routing costs, and subsequently optimize the route for the selec-
ted dispatch decision. Although we will perform some numerical experiments
in which we integrate the routing problem and heuristically solve it, our main
focus is on the dispatching decision. The approximate routing costs must be
computed for every possible action for a large number of states. Therefore, an
efficient cost function is required. For this study, we use the approximation for-
mula of Daganzo (1984) to estimate the routing costs.

Daganzo’s formula is known toprovide good estimates ofVRPdistances (Ro-
busté Antón et al., 2004). The formula is based on the notion that when in-
creasing the number of locations in an area, the length of the tour visiting these
locations asymptotically converges to a constant multiplied by the square root
of the number of points and the service area (Daganzo, 1984). After determ-
ining the total tour length with Daganzo’s formula, we determine the number
of vehicles required. We assume that the total distance to cover is equally dis-
tributed over the dispatched vehicles, thus resulting into identical route dura-
tions for all vehicles. We emphasize that these identical route durations only
apply to the particular cost function that we define here, not to the model it-
self. After determining the required travel distance, we incrementally increase
the number of vehicles, until it satisfies themaximum route duration constraint
and there is enough capacity to carry the total volume of dispatched orders. The
costs are composed of three elements: a fixed cost per dispatched truck, distant-
dependent route costs, and handling costs per location visited. To demonstrate
that route durations may be different, we will also perform experiments in Sec-
tion 3.6 that allow vehicles dispatched at the same time to have different route
durations.

Thecost functiondeployedinthischapter is subject toseveralmajorsimplific-
ations. For the sake of completeness, we stress that more advanced expressions
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exist aswell, whichprovide accurate estimates formore realisticVRPs. Figliozzi
(2009) presents expressions for multiple VRP variants, for example taking into
account capacity constraints and time windows at the customer. The paramet-
ers for such expressions can be determined a priori by first generating a large
number of routes (preferablywith the routing algorithm that is eventually used)
and then apply regression to estimate the parameters in the expression.

3.3.6. Transitionfunction. Basedontheorderarrivals thatmayoccurdur-
ing the planning horizon, we can compute a consolidation policy πt∈Πt, with
πt :St 7→xt, andΠt being the set of possible policies. To model the uncertain-
ties with respect to the properties of arriving orders, we introduce five random
variables. These are (i) the number of orders Ot arriving in the time interval
(t−1,t], (ii) the order destination V , (iii) the order size L, (iv) the earliest dis-
patch timeT e, and (v) thewidth of the dispatchwindowTwindow. Based on the
realizations of these random variables (given by the lower case representation
of the variables), we can deterministically compute the latest dispatch timewith
T l = T e+Twindow. The corresponding probability distributions are discrete
and finite. To represent all probability distributions with a single variable, we
define the exogenous information variable Ĩt,v,l,te,tl ∈ N, which indicates the
number of arrivals of order type (v, l, te, tl) in the interval just before t ≥ 1.
The generic variableWt captures all exogenous information, i.e., all orders that
arrive between t−1 and t (i.e., beforemaking decision xt):

Wt=[Ĩt,v,l,te,tl ]∀v,l,te,tl t≥1 .

Wenowproceed to describe the transition fromSt to the next stateSt+1. The
transition is affected by the action xt and the new arrivalsWt+1. Orders that
are not dispatched remain in inventory, hence must be included in St+1. Fur-
thermore, we adjust the dispatch windows, as it is always relative to the current
time. Actions determine the change in vehicle availability fromQt toQt+1, and
update the remaining orders in inventory. For a given action, we have rt,q as
the route duration for a dispatched vehicle q ∈ Qpr. By combining the route
durations for dispatched vehicles with the earliest dispatch times stored inQt,
we can computeQt+1. This gives us the transition functionSM :

St+1=[Qt+1,It+1]=S
M (St,xt,Wt+1) , (3.3.9)

where
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It+1,v,l,0,tl =
1∑

t̃e=0

(It,v,l,t̃e,tl+1)−
∑

q∈Qpr∪Qse

xt,v,l,0,tl+1,q+Ĩt+1,v,l,0,tl

(3.3.10)
∀v,l,tl ,

It+1,v,l,te,tl =It,v,l,te+1,tl+1+Ĩt+1,v,l,te,tl (3.3.11)
te>0,∀v,l,tl ,

τt+1,q=max(0,τt,q−1,rt,q−1) ∀q . (3.3.12)
Constraints (3.3.10) states that thenumberofanorder typeat t+1 is thenum-

ber of the order type thatwe have inSt, minus the number of the order type that
is dispatched at t, plus the number of the order type that arrives at t+1. Con-
straint (3.3.11) is similar, but takes into account that orders with te> 0 cannot
be shipped. Constraint (3.3.12) ensures thatQt+1 is consistently updated.

3.3.7. Objective function. The objective when solving the problem is to
minimize the total dispatching costs over the full planning horizon, denoted by∑
t∈T

C(St,xt). The costs corresponding to t > 0 cannot be computed determ-

inistically beforehand, as we do not know which orders will arrive within the
planning horizon. Instead, weminimize the expected future costs by summing
over all possible future outcomes, which is classical backwards dynamic pro-
gramming. Let Ωt be the set of all possible order arrivals, and let ωt ∈ Ωt be a
particular realization of order arrivals, hence of the random variableWt. We
can now introduce the optimality equation

Vt(St)= min
xt∈Xt(St)

(
C(St,xt)+ (3.3.13)

∑
ωt+1∈Ωt+1

P(Wt+1=ωt+1)Vt+1(St+1|St,xt,ωt+1)

)
.

We describe the expression for P(Wt). For t≥ 1, let ot be the number of or-
ders arriving in the interval (t−1,t], with ot ∈{0,1,...,omax

t }. The probability
of ot orders arriving is given byP(Ot=ot). The probability of an arriving order
being of a certain order type (i.e., the unique combination of order properties)
follows from the multivariate distribution P(V,L,T e, T l). The properties of
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these random variables have been outlined at the beginning of this section. The
probability function for new arrivalsP(Wt=ωt), with t≥1, is given by

P(Wt=ωt)=P(Ot=ot)
ot!∏

Ĩ
t,v,l,te,tl

∈ωt

Ĩt,v,l,te,tl !
(3.3.14)

·
∏

v,l,te,tl

P(V =v,L= l,T e= te,T l= tl)
Ĩ
t,v,l,te,tl . (3.3.15)

3.4. Solutionmethod

For realistic instance sizes, the decision problem becomes intractably large
in terms of state space, action space, and outcome space. Appendix 3B shows
the sizes of these spaces. Powell (2011) refers to this phenomenon as the ‘three
cursesofdimensionality’, andprovidesanApproximateDynamicProgramming
(ADP) framework that addresses these problems. Based on this framework, we
develop an ADP algorithm that we use to solve the DDP-TW. ADP is a solu-
tionmethod that uses simulation to solve instances of problems represented by
a Markov decision model. It consists of an offline and an online phase. In the
offline phase, we aim to find a good policy by learning from repeated observa-
tions. The computational effort to learn a good policymay be considerable, but
the offline phase only needs to be completed once. After learning the policy, it
can be applied in the online phase. In this phase, the policy is no longer altered
based on observations. The online application of the policy requires that de-
cisions can be generated sufficiently fast for decision-making. During the off-
line learning phase, we learn estimates for the downstream costs corresponding
to state-action pairs. This is done by performing a Monte Carlo simulation, in
which we (i) step forward in time, (ii) sample a random order arrival scenario,
and (iii) learn the value of being in a given state byobserving its associated costs.
By repeatedly doing so, we become able to recognize good actions. The goal is
to obtain the optimal consolidation policy, which can subsequently be used for
onlinedecisionmaking. In this section,we separately discuss the three curses of
dimensionality that we address. Subsequently, we give an overview of the ADP
algorithm. We conclude the section with the design of the basis functions.
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3.4.1. Dimensionality of the outcome space. We start by addressing the
size of the outcome space. In traditional dynamic programming, when evalu-
ating a given state-action pair, we compute its downstream costs by multiply-
ing the value for every possible outcome state St+1, given (St,xt,ωt+1), with
the probability that arrival scenario ωt+1 occurs (see Equation 3.3.13). In our
problem, the number of order arrival scenarios increases exponentially with
the maximum number of arrivals. For realistic numbers of arrivals, this results
in very large outcome spaces. Therefore, rather than evaluating the full out-
come space for every action,we replace the expression for thedownstreamcosts∑
ωt+1∈Ωt+1

P(Wt+1 = ωt+1)Vt+1(St+1|St,xt,ωt+1) with a single cost estimate.

For this purpose, we introduce the concept of the post-decision state (Powell,
2011). The post-decision state Sx

t is the state immediately after action xt, but
before the order arrivalsωt+1. Applying actionxt in stateSt results in a determ-
inistic transition to the post-decision stateSx

t . We express this transition in the
function

Sx
t =S

M,x(St,xt) , (3.4.1)
where

Ixt,v,l,te,tl =It,v,l,te,tl−
∑

q∈Qpr∪Qse

xt,v,l,te,tl,q ∀v,l,te,tl , (3.4.2)

τxt,q=max(rt,q,τt,q) ∀q∈Qpr . (3.4.3)
For the problem, the post-decision state comprises (i) the number of orders

per type remaining at the UCC and (ii) the updated vehicle availability after
the dispatching decision. In the offline learning phase, we operate on the post-
decision state as follows. For a given state St, we make a decision xt to ar-
rive at the post-decision state Sx

t . Then, we randomly sample an order arrival
ωt+1∈Ωt+1 and observe the costs of the next stateSt+1. Weuse these observed
costs to improve the estimate for the downstream cost E{Vt+1(St+1)|Sx

t } for
post-decision state Sx

t . Thus, by using the estimated value of the post-decision
state rather than the values of all possible pre-decision states at t+1, we need to
evaluate only a single outcome per action.

3.4.2. Dimensionality of the state space. Weproceed to address the prob-
lem of the large state space. As mentioned before, we learn values by observing
states in the offline learning phase, which we encounter by randomly sampling
order arrivals. Suppose thatwewoulduse a lookup table containing estimates of
the downstream costs for each post-decision state. Filling this table implies that
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we should visit every post-decision state at least once to estimate its associated
downstream costs. As the size of the state space grows exponentially with the
number of order types, for realistic-sized instances we would need to perform
manysimulation iterations to learnall these values. Rather thanexplicitly learn-
ing the expected downstream cost E{Vt+1(St+1)|Sx

t } for every post-decision
state, we replace this term with a single function that returns estimates for the
downstream costs of all post-decision states, regardless of whether we visited a
state before. This function, known as the value function approximation (VFA)
fordownstreamcosts (Powell, 2011), is denotedby V̄ n

t :Sx
t 7→R. Thekeybenefit

of the VFA is that we no longer need to fill a lookup table with all the expected
downstream costs.

Before applying the learned policy in an online setting, the parameters of V̄ n
t

must be learned offline via observations. In the solution method, the VFA is a
function that contains a number of variables that explain the cost structure of
the problem, using so-called basis functions (Powell, 2011). Adopting the ADP
terminology, we refer to an explanatory variable as a ‘feature’. Let F be a set of
features (which we can compute based on the post-decision state), with f ∈F
representing anexplanatory variable for the true value function, for example the
numberofprimary trucks available or the volumeper receiver. Furthermore, let
ϕf :S

x
t 7→R be a basis function of feature f . Such a basis function is often equal

to the feature itself, but may also be a polynomial or another mathematical op-
eration performed on the feature, e.g., the number of primary vehicles squared.
A set of basis functions is denoted as ϕ ⊃ ϕf (St),∀St ∈ S . Such a set may be
viewedas anaggregate statedescription, retaining sufficientdetail to capture the
cost structure, but requiring less variables to do so. For example, the number of
primary vehicles available at t+1 and the volume per receiver held in the UCC
may be good indicators to estimate the downstream costs, while requiring only
1+ |V| variables instead of the full state description. In Section 3.4.5, we will
discuss the basis function design for themodel. Finally, let θnt,f be a weight cor-
responding toϕf atdecisionmoment t. Asweconsiderafinitehorizonproblem,
ateachdecisionmoment t∈T thedownstreamcostsarecomputedover the time
interval t+1,...,T , i.e., downstream costs are time-dependent. Therefore, we
learn weights separately for each decision moment t∈ T . We use the iteration
counter n to track the number of iterations performed, and we use V̄ n

t (Sx
t ) to

denote theVFAduring the offline learning phase. We obtain the value function
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approximation

V̄ n
t (Sx

t )=
∑
f∈F

θnt,fϕf (S
x
t ) ∀t∈T . (3.4.4)

To improve the estimate of the downstream costs, after every iteration n we
must update the weights θnt,f ,∀f ∈ F ,t ∈ T . For the weight updates, we use a
regression procedure, whichwe discuss in Section 3.4.5.5. Aswe use a single set
of weights to estimate all downstream costs, new observations adjust the cost
estimates for all states that we may encounter. To exemplify, suppose that the
number of primary vehicles available at t + 1 is the only basis function, im-
plying that we have one estimated weight at t. By multiplying this weight with
the number of primary vehicles in the post-decision state corresponding to a
certain action, we obtain the downstream cost estimate corresponding to that
post-decision state, even if we never visited that state before.

3.4.3. Dimensionality of the action space. The final curse of dimension-
ality that we address relates to the action space. By now, we have replaced the
original objective function with a function in which the VFA (operating on the
post-decision state) reflects the estimateddownstreamcosts. As a consequence,
thedecisionproblemreduces toadeterministicminimizationproblem. Bysolv-
ing this problemat decisionmoment t for iterationn, the best action – given the
estimate V̄ n−1

t (Sx
t ) – is found:
x̃nt = argmin

xt∈Xt(St)

(
Ct(St,xt)+V̄

n−1
t (Sx

t )
)
. (3.4.5)

Although the computational effort required to solve the decision problem
sharply decreases by operating on the post-decision state rather than the full
outcome space, we are still required to evaluate every action xt ∈ Xt(St). For
our problem, the action space increases exponentially with the number of or-
ders. Therefore, complete enumeration of all decisions is not feasible for large
instances. Generally, either mathematical programming or metaheuristics are
used to solve large decision problems inADP (Powell, 2009). In this chapter, we
describe a mathematical program to handle large action spaces. We formulate
the decision problem – which is solved within the ADP – as an Integer Lin-
ear Program (ILP). This ILP solves Equation (3.4.5), and is subject to the set of
action constraints (3.3.2)–(3.3.6) and post-decision constraints (3.4.2)–(3.4.3).
Thepost-decisionvariables are required to compute thebasis functions. As ILPs
can be solved relatively fast with the solvers available nowadays, we can handle
much larger decision problems than enumeration would allow. However, the
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decision problem remains computationally challenging due to the need to pre-
compute 2|V| route durations to cover all subsets of destinations that might be
visited,whichwould all require a correspondingdecisionvariable in the ILP.We
therefore propose an additional simplification. Instead of explicitly computing
all possible route distances,wedefine a set of approximate travel distance classes
as input for the ILP. The formulation of the ILP enforces that the approximate
distance used to compute the routing costs in the ILP is at least equal to the dis-
tance computed with the Daganzo formula. The more distance classes that we
pre-define, the closer we can approximate the actual travel distance. To set the
number of distance classes such that both accuracy and computational speed
are satisfactory, we measure the performance gap with preliminary numerical
experiments. With the ILP, we can solve the large instances within reasonable
time, and closely approximate the solutions from theDaganzo formula. The full
ILPmodel is shown in Appendix 3A.

We conclude our discussion of the actions with a note on incorporating ex-
ploration while learning the dispatching policy. Solving the deterministic min-
imization problem in Equation (3.4.5) yields the best action given the current
VFA to estimate the downstream costs. Especially in the early iterations, the es-
timates for the downstreamcostsmaybe poor. As a consequence, the algorithm
might continuously visit the same suboptimal post-decision states, while never
learning the values of better states. To avoid this form of cycling, we do not
always select the ‘best’ action. Instead, with probability ϵ ∈ (0,1) we select a
random action xt ∈ Xt(St). This so-called ϵ-greedy strategy allows us to ex-
plore new states (Powell, 2011). However, too much exploration will decrease
the quality of the estimates for the (near-)optimal states that we are interested
in. We therefore test various settings for ϵ, such that we find the right balance
between visiting new states and accurately learning the values of good states.

3.4.4. Algorithmicoutline. Wehave explainedhowwehandle thedimen-
sionality of the outcome space, state space, and action space of the problem. Al-
gorithm 3.1 provides the outline of the ADP algorithm; a detailed description
of the full procedure can be found in Powell (2011). To update the value func-
tions, we make use of a backward pass procedure (Sutton and Barto, 1998), in
which theVFAs are updatedonly after completing a full forward iteration. With
every iteration n, we generate a random order arrival path ωn = {ωn

1 ,...,ω
n
T }.

At every t ∈ {0,...,T − 1}, we solve Equation (3.4.5) to obtain the action that
minimizes the sum of direct costs and estimated downstream costs. To facilit-
ate exploration of the state space, we choose a random action with probability
ϵ. After selecting an action, we generate a random order arrivalWt+1(ω

n), and
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find the next state St+1 by solving Equation (3.3.9). This procedure is repeated
until reaching t = T . After completing the forward iteration, we move back-
wardstorecursivelyupdate V̄ n−1

t (Sx
t ), basedontheobserveddownstreamcosts

v̂nt =Ct(St,xt)+v̂
n
t+1. Weperformthisupdatewitha regressionprocedure that

we discuss in Section 3.4.5.5, the updating function is defined as follows:
V̄ n
t−1(S

x
t−1) 7→UV

(
V̄ n−1
t−1 (Sx

t−1),S
x
t−1,v̂

n
t

)
. (3.4.6)
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Algorithm 3.1: ADP algorithmwithVFA
1: ◃ Initialize cost estimates

V̄ 0
t (St)=0, ∀t∈T , ∀St∈S .

2: ◃ Set probability ϵ to select random action
ϵ 7→[0,1].

3: ◃ Set the number of iterationsN
N 7→N

4: forn :=1 toN do
5: ◃ Select an initial state

Sn
0 7→S

6: Generate a sample path
ωn 7→

∪
t∈T Ωt

7: for t=0 to T do
8: ◃ Find the best action with Equation (3.4.5)

x̃nt 7→argmin
xt∈Xt(St)

(
Ct(St,xt)+V̄

n−1
t (Sx

t )
)
.

9: ◃Generate sample value ϵ̂t
ϵ̂t 7→[0,1]

10: ◃Discard best action if ϵ̂t≤ϵ
if ϵ̂t≤ϵ then

11: ◃ Select random action
xt 7→Xt

12: end if
13: ◃Obtain post-decision stateSx

t with Equation (3.4.1)
Sx
t 7→SM,x(St)

14: if t<T then
15: ◃Obtain sample arrival realization

Wt+1 7→ωn
t ∈ωn

16: ◃Calculate state at t+1with Equation (3.3.9)
St+1 7→SM (St,xt,Wt+1)

17: end if
18: end for
19: for t=T downto 1 do
20: if t<T then
21: ◃Add downstream costs to direct costs

v̂nt 7→Ct(St,xt)+v̂
n
t+1.

22: end if
23: ◃Update weights θnt,f ,∀f ∈F ,t∈T with Equation (3.4.6)

V̄ n
t−1(S

x
t−1) 7→UV

(
V̄ n−1
t−1 (Sx

t−1),S
x
t−1,v̂

n
t

)
24: end for
25: end for
26: ◃Return consolidation policy πADP

return V̄ N
t (Sx

t ) ∀t∈T .
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3.4.5. Basis function design. We conclude this section with the design of
the basis functions. We discuss the following design-related topics: (i) a cat-
egorization of the basis functions for the DDP-TW, (ii) the selection of a set of
basis functions, (iii) the pitfalls of non-segregated basis functions, and (iv) the
updating procedure to learn the weights corresponding to basis functions. Fi-
nally, we present the selected sets of basis functions thatwe test in the numerical
experiments.

3.4.5.1. Categorizationofbasis functions. Theselectedsetofbasis functions
should accurately represent the downstream costs. Hence, the basis functions
need to capture the cost structure of the problem. In Section 3.5, we introduce
the sets of basis functions that we will test. For now, we restrict ourselves to
presentingacategorizationof thebasis functions. Thecost structureofourprob-
lemmainly depends on (i) the locations visited, (ii) the volume dispatched, (iii)
the number of primary vehicles available, and (iv) the flexibility to postpone or-
ders. The basis functions should reflect one or more of these properties. It is
important that basis functions within a set are independent of each other; as we
learn the weights bymeans of regression, wemust avoid collinearity. We divide
the basis functions into three categories that are assumed to be independent:
vehicle-based, location-based, and volume-based. A time component may be
added to each category, e.g., computing vehicle availability up until the max-
imum route duration. By carefully selecting a set of basis functions that incor-
porates these factors, we are able to estimate the values of post-decision states,
even thosewedidnot visit before. As such, theVFAenablesus to copewith large
state spaces.

3.4.5.2. Exploration of the state space. Solving the deterministic minimiz-
ation problem in Equation (3.4.5) yields the best action given the current VFA
to estimate the downstreamcosts. Especially in the early iterations, the estimate
for the downstream costs may be poor. As a consequence, the algorithm might
continuously visit the same suboptimal post-decision states, while never learn-
ing the values of better states. To avoid this form of cycling, we do not always
select the ‘best’ action. Instead, with probability ϵ ∈ (0,1) we select a random
action xt ∈ Xt(St). This so-called ϵ-greedy strategy allows us to explore new
states. However, toomuch explorationwill decrease the quality of the estimates
for the (near-)optimal states that we are interested in. We therefore test various
settings for ϵ, such thatwefind the right balance between visiting new states and
accurately learning the values of good states.

3.4.5.3. Design of basis functions. As explained in Section 3.4.2, our solu-
tionmethod requires the design of a set of basis functions. A key difficulty here
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is todefine a set that enables us to accurately approximate thedownstreamcosts.
Weobtain afirst senseof goodbasis functionsbyperforming regressionanalysis
on the exact values of states; these values are obtained by solving small instances
to optimality. We compute theR2 values (i.e., the coefficient of determination
that describes the fit of the model) of various sets of basis functions to evaluate
howwell they explain the costs.

Although theR2 values give an initial insight into the quality of basis func-
tions, ahighexplanatoryvaluedoesnotguarantee that thecorrespondingpolicy
that we learn also performs well (Pérez Rivera and Mes, 2016). There are three
key reasons for this. First, as we only observe a sample of the state space, the
weights that we learnwith ADPmay differ from those obtainedwith regression
analysis on the values of all states. Second, we can only compute exact values for
small instances; these instances do not capture all the dynamics embedded in
the problem. Third, correctly estimating the downstreamcosts is important, yet
good policies may be obtained without accurate estimates of the downstream
costs (Chang et al., 2013). Essentially, we require estimates that allow us to rank
actions correctly, such that we are able to consistently select good actions. For
these reasons, we also compare the performance resulting from our basis func-
tion designs.

3.4.5.4. Use of non-segregated basis functions. Non-segregated basis func-
tions (e.g., the ratio of vehicle capacity and volume per dispatch time) combine
several features and therefore may have a higher explanatory value. However,
they are difficult to combinewith other basis functions due to thehighprobabil-
ity of introducing collinearity. Another drawback is that the associated weights
may be more difficult to learn, as we try to simultaneously learn the impact
of multiple explanatory variables. Furthermore, we also incorporate the basis
functions within the ILP formulation; the use of non-linear basis functions po-
tentially requires a large number of artificial variables. In the design of the basis
functions, we therefore focus on basis functions that are both linear and segreg-
ated.

3.4.5.5. Regression procedure to update the weights. After every simulation
iteration, we must update the weights corresponding to the basis functions to
improve the VFA. We do this by regressing the VFA on the observed data. The
regression procedure that we use is known as recursive least squares for non-
stationarydata(Powell,2011); thisprocedure isbrieflydescribedinAppendix3C.
A shortcoming of this procedure is that it is sensitive to outliers. Unstable beha-
vior of the regression is common for large sets of basis functions in particular.
This instability follows fromobservingdeviating values, towhich the regression
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procedure responds by assigning a very large weight to a basis function of small
magnitude. Subsequent observations may then yield extreme estimates. Bur-
ger and Repiskỳ (2012) discuss these problems, as well as various other pitfalls
in least squares regression. In the design of the basis functions, we aim to keep
the number of basis functions relatively low; as a rule of thumb, we consider
sets that contain 10 or less basis functions as sufficiently small. Furthermore, by
using only additive basis functions – rather than, e.g., polynomials, multiplica-
tions, anddivisions–wepreventbasis functions fromreturningextremely small
values; the smallest non-zero value that wemay obtain relates to volume-based
basis functions and is equal tomin(l|l∈L). All other basis functionsuse integer
counters, such that their smallest non-zero value is 1.

3.4.5.6. Selected basis functions. Having discussed the categories of basis
functions for the problem and the design requirements, we now introduce the
sets of basis functions that wewill test in the numerical experiments. The selec-
ted basis functions reflect one ormore of these categories; we first test sets con-
taining separate basis functions, and then sets that combine multiple aspects.
We now describe the 13 sets of basis functions that we test in the numerical ex-
periments, with the aim of finding the basis functions that yield the best ADP
policy. The sets are shown in Table 3.1. Every set of basis functions ϕ contains
a constant to capture the average costs of a state. The set ϕ1 contains only such
a constant; note that this set assigns the same value to every post-decision state,
as such yielding the direct cost-minimization policy πmin. In set ϕ2, we con-
sider the total number of destinations that we may visit at the current decision
moment t. Set ϕ3 describes the number of primary vehicles available from t to
t+ τMaxRoute. Set ϕ4 gives the volume per latest dispatch moment, e.g., the
urgent volume at various decisionmoments. Inϕ5, we keep track of the volume
per destination. Setϕ6 contains the number of orders per order type. As this set
does not aggregate state data, it is not a well-designed set of basis functions; this
set is addedonly for illustrativepurposes. Theremainderof the sets (ϕ7-ϕ13) are
either linear combinations or non-segregated combinations of the aforemen-
tioned sets. Again, we stress that non-segregated basis functions do notmeet all
our design requirements and are included for the sake of illustration.

3.5. Experimental setup

In this section,wedescribe the setupof thenumerical experiments. Themain
goal of the experiments is to identify the set of basis functions that enables us to
most accurately capture the cost structure of the problemand showhow the res-
ulting policy that we learn performs relative to a variety of benchmark policies.
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Table 3.1. Selected sets of basis functions.
Set Basis functions # basis functions
ϕ1 Const. 1
ϕ2 Const.+# available destinations at te=0 2
ϕ3 Const.+# vehicles 1+τMaxRoute

ϕ4 Const.+Total vol. per tl 1+τLatestDispatch

ϕ5 Const.+Total vol. per v 1+|V|
ϕ6 Const.+# orders per type 1+|I|
ϕ7 Const.+# Vehicles/# available destinations 2
ϕ8 Const.+# Vehicles/Total vol. per tl 1+min(τMaxRoute,τLatestDispatch)

ϕ9 Const.+# destinations per tl 1+τLatestDispatch

ϕ10 Const.+Vol. per destination per tl 1+(τLatestDispatch ·|V|)
ϕ11 Const.+# available destinations+ 2+τLatestDispatch

Total vol. per tl
ϕ12 Const.+# vehicles+Total vol. per tl 1+τMaxRoute+τLatestDispatch

ϕ13 Const.+# available destinations+ 2+τMaxRoute+τLatestDispatch

# vehicles per τt+Total vol. per tl

We distinguish between experiments in the offline learning phase and the on-
line phase. In the offline learning phase, we evaluate the sets of basis functions
as defined in Section 3.4.5.6. For each set of basis functions we learn the cor-
responding dispatching policy; subsequently, we compare the performances of
these policies with each other. In the online phase, we test the performance of
the ADP policy obtained with the best set of basis functions only, relative to a
number of benchmark policies. For large instances, we also report the compu-
tational times required to solve the decision problem.

We divide the experiments in three classes – small (S), medium (M), large
(L) – each class having its own purpose. Preliminary tests on medium-sized
instances indicate that 5,000 iterations suffice to learn a policy; further obser-
vations do not significantly increase the quality of policies. We test the online
performance of policies using 1,000 iterations. In the offline learning phase, we
select a random action with probability ϵ = 0.05. Preliminary tests on a rep-
resentative instance indicated this as the best-performing setting, having tested
ϵ∈{0,0.05,...,0.25}. Thepolicyobtainedunderϵ=0performedtheworst,with
a difference in solution quality of 3.3% compared to ϵ = 0.05. Our algorithm
is coded in Delphi XE6 and we use a computer with 8GB RAM and a 2.90GHz
Intel Core i7 processor. The ILP is solved with CPLEX 12.2.

The outline of the remainder of this section is as follows. In Section 3.5.1, we
define the properties of all the test instances. Section 3.5.2 describes the bench-
mark policies that we use to evaluate the performance of the policies that we
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learn with ADP. In Section 3.5.3, we describe the procedure that we use to gen-
erate a set of representative initial states, fromwhichwedrawat the start of every
iteration.

3.5.1. Instance properties. In this subsection, we describe the properties
of the instances that we perform experiments on. We define 2 small instances,
20 medium-sized instances, and 2 large instances. With the experiments on
small instances, we primarily evaluate the behavior of ADP in the offline learn-
ing phase, comparing the resultswith the exact results. Weperform tests on two
instances,namedS1andS2. ForS1,weconsider threecustomers locatedatequal
distances from the depot, while for S2 the depot-destination distances vary. We
consider a dispatch window of width 1, and no pre-announced orders. The in-
stances are sufficiently small (93,000 states) to be solved exactly with dynamic
programming. With the obtained values, we compute the explanatory power of
thebasis functionsbycomputing theR2 valueandunveil possibledependencies
between them. We do this formultiple sets of basis functions and then test how
closely we approximate the exact values with the corresponding policies.

Ourexperimentsonthemedium-sizedinstances(#states≫1022)provide in-
sights into both the offline learning phase and the online phase. Table 3.2 shows
the main properties of these instances. We consider up to 15 arrivals per de-
cisionmoment and up to 30 orders in inventory. We are primarily interested in
the performance of ADP in relation to two properties: (i) the degree of dynam-
ism (DoD) and (ii) the flexibility in dispatching times. Thedegree of dynamism
is the ratio between the number of orders with the property te=0 (i.e., not an-
nounced inadvance)and the totalnumberoforders (Larsenet al., 2002). ADoD
of 1 indicates that all orders become known dynamically, whereas DoD=0 im-
plies that all orders arepre-announced. With theflexibility indispatching times,
we refer to themaximumwidth of the dispatch windows of orders. The first six
instances (M1-6) vary both theDoDand theflexibility indispatching times. We
take the first 10 customers of the 25-customer Solomon instanceR101, scaled to
a10km×10kmarea. Weconsider instanceswithmaximumdispatchwindowsof
1 and 2 respectively, providing us with two levels of flexibility. Furthermore, we
vary theDoD, testing ratiosof 0, 0.5, and1. Theremaining instances are variants
ofM2 andM5, in which we test the effects of skewed demand (M7-8), different
customer locations (M9-10), variations in fleet sizes (M11-14), distances scaled
to a 50km×50km area (M15-16), and tests in which we use a routing algorithm
within the ADP method (Clarke-Wright savings algorithm with 2-opt) instead
of using Daganzo’s formula (M17-18). Finally, in M19 and M20 we test more
realistic instances inspiredby the cityofCopenhagen. We take the locationof an
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Figure 3.1. Copenhagen test instance, showing the low-emission zone
(shaded area), the UCC location (large red marker), and customer
locations (blue markers). ©OpenStreetMap contributors

existing urban consolidation center, 10 real customer locations within the low-
emission zone of Copenhagen (see Figure 3.1), and compute the corresponding
distancematrix using theOpenStreetMap implementation of Luxen andVetter
(2011). We again solve these instances with the routing algorithm as used in
M17-18.

Finally, we perform simulation experiments on two large instances (# states
≫ 10178). For these instances, we consider up to 40 arrivals per decision mo-
ment and inventories up to 60 orders. We test two instances: the 25-customer
Solomon instanceR101 (L1) and the 50-customer Solomon instanceR101 (L2),
again scaled to a 10km2 area. The results in the online phase are compared to
those of the benchmark policies that we describe in Section 3.5.2. The contri-
bution of these experiments is to demonstrate that realistic-sized instances can
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Table 3.2. Settings for the medium-sized instances.
Instance Description
M1 DoD 1, τMaxWindow=1
M2 DoD=0.5, τMaxWindow=1
M3 DoD=0, τMaxWindow=1
M4 DoD=1, τMaxWindow=2
M5 DoD=0.5, τMaxWindow=2
M6 DoD=0, τMaxWindow=2
M7 AsM2, 2 customers 50% demand
M8 AsM5, 2 customers 50% demand
M9 AsM2, but with last 10 customers R101
M10 AsM5, but with last 10 customers R101
M11 AsM2, but with 4 vehicles
M12 AsM5, but with 4 vehicles
M13 AsM2, but with unlimited fleet size
M14 AsM5, but with unlimited fleet size
M15 AsM2, but with 50km2 network
M16 AsM5, but with 50km2 network
M17 AsM2, but with routing algorithm
M18 AsM5, but with routing algorithm
M19 AsM17, but with Copenhagen network
M20 AsM18, but with Copenhagen network

be handled by applying the ILP for the decision problems. Finally, we provide
insights into the computation times required to solve the ILP.

3.5.2. Benchmark policies. In this subsection, we define the benchmark
policies that are used to evaluate the performance of the ADP policies. We in-
troduce threemyopic policies and one lookahead policy.

The small instances of the problem can be solved to optimality, giving us an
exact benchmark for theADPmethod. However, these instances donot capture
all the dynamics embedded in the problem, whereas medium-sized instances
cannot be solved exactly. To evaluate the online performance of ADP, we com-
pare with three consolidation policies without lookahead, as well as a rollout
policy that incorporates a downstream cost estimate based on randomly gener-
ated future orders (Goodson et al., 2017). Under the firstmyopic policy πdirect,
we always ship orders as soon as possible, as long as primary vehicle capacity is
available. With the secondmyopic policy πpost, we postpone asmany orders as
possible, until an order reaches its latest dispatch time. For both policies, we fill
up a vehicle that is to be dispatched with orders that are sorted and assigned as
described in Algorithm 3.2; the sortingmechanism gives priority to orders that
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aremore urgent, and for equally urgent orders prioritizes smaller volumes. The
thirdmyopicpolicy isπmin,whichenumerates the full setof actionsandminim-
izes the direct costs without estimating downstream costs. As no extra costs are
charged to transport additional orders to locations that are already visited, we
dispatch as much volume as possible if the costs are equal. Thus, the three my-
opicpoliciesmakeuseof consolidationopportunities byutilizing the remaining
capacity of dispatched vehicles, but do not take into account the stochastic ar-
rival process.

We proceed to explain the lookahead policy πroll. We apply this benchmark
policy to the medium-sized instances; later on we will explain why we do not
use this lookahead policy for the large instances L1 and L2. The idea behind
πroll is thatwe generate a number of sample arrival paths andheuristically solve
the decision problems for these paths, thereby obtaining an estimate for the
downstream costs. This benchmark policy is comparable to the rollout pro-
cedures as presented in, e.g., Goodson et al. (2013) and Goodson et al. (2017).
More precisely, our benchmark policy may be viewed as a version of the post-
decision rollout that is described in Goodson et al. (2017), in which we look
ahead for multiple time steps. To apply πroll at a given decision moment, we
first generate a setΩm, which containsm random arrival paths of length τ roll,
i.e., ωm = {ωm

t+1, ... ,ω
m
t+τroll

}. We then enumerate all actions xt – meaning
that the action space should be sufficiently small – to obtain the direct costs
C(St, xt), ∀xt ∈ Xt. Next, we select a path ωm ∈ Ωm, and obtain St+1 =
SM (St, xt,Wt+1(ω

m
t+1)). After arriving in St+1, we use the heuristic-based

policy πdirect to obtain decisions for the remainder of the horizon, and de-
note the resulting costs as Ṽt(St, ωm). These costs are calculated recursively
for t′= t+1,...,t+τ roll using

Ṽt′(S
′
t,ω

m)=C(St′ ,xt′)+Ṽt′+1(St′+1,ω
m) , (3.5.1)

with St′+1=S
M (St′ ,xt′ ,Wt′+1(ω

m
t′+1)) and xt′ 7→St′ :πdirect. We repeat this

procedure for every post-decision state and for all arrival pathsωm∈Ωm. Thus,
the estimated post-decision values are obtained as follows:

V̂t(S
x
t )=

∑
ωm∈Ωm

Ṽt+1(St+1,ω
m)

|Ωm|
. (3.5.2)
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After estimating the post-decision values, we obtain the best decisionby solving
argmin
xt∈Xt(St)

=C(St,xt)+V̂t(S
x
t ) . (3.5.3)

We do not compare the performance of ADP with post-decision rollout in
L1 and L2, as the procedure is not directly scalable to large action spaces. Spe-
cifically, our rollout procedure requires to calculate downstream costs for every
post-decision state in advance. As the ILP is designed to handle outcome spaces
that are too large to enumerate, we also are unable to pre-generate the down-
stream costs for all post-decision states. This problem might be overcome by
either assigning downstream costs to aggregated post-decision states or by re-
ducing the decision space. However, the design of such benchmark policies
would justify a separate study, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.

Algorithm 3.2: Heuristic rules for πdirect and πpost in pseudo-code.
1: Sort available orders based on lowest tl.
2: Sort available orders with equal tl based on smallest size.
3: while orders with tl=0 are unassigned do
4: Assign order with tl=0 to vehicle.
5: endwhile
6: while remaining inventory exceeds lmax do
7: Assign first capacity-feasible order on list to vehicle.
8: if policy is πdirect then
9: while capacity from primary vehicles is sufficient do
10: Assign first capacity-feasible order on list to vehicle
11: endwhile
12: end if
13: if policy is πpost then
14: while capacity from already dispatched vehicles is sufficient do
15: Assign first capacity-feasible order on list to vehicle.
16: endwhile
17: end if

3.5.3. Generating sets of initial states. In this subsection, we describe the
procedure togenerate setsof initial states fromwhichwedrawat the start of each
iteration. To learnapolicywithADPbasedonagiven initial state,wemight start
every iterationwith the same initial state andobtain apolicy tailored to that spe-
cific state. While this isuseful for testingpurposes, inpractical settingswemight
not repeat the entire offline learningphase for every statewe encounter. Instead,
wewant to perform the offline learning phase only once, obtaining a policy that
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is applicable to all states over a longer period of time. However, randomly gen-
eratingan initial state at every iterationmayresult inpoliciesbasedonstates that
we rarely encounter in practice. To obtain a set of realistic initial states S ′⊂S ,
we perform a predefined number of simulation iterations with πdirect – start-
ing every iteration with a randomly generated initial state – and store the state
encountered at T/2 (avoiding possible warmup and cool-down effects) in S ′.
Next, at the start of each iteration n, we select Sn

0 ∈ S ′ with a probability pro-
portional to the frequency it was observed. As order arrivals are random, we
still visit states St /∈S ′. However, by learning based on commonly encountered
states, the results provide a better fit in practical settings.

3.6. Numerical experiments

This sectionpresents thenumerical results of the experiments. First, we show
the results for small instances, then for medium-sized instances, and finally for
large instances. Whenpresentingresults for theoffline learningphases,we focus
on the identificationof suitable sets of basis functions. Whendiscussing the res-
ults for the online phases, we compare the performance of the best ADP policy
(using the most suitable set of basis functions) to various benchmark policies.
For each class of instances, we will provide a separate outline of the results that
we discuss.

3.6.1. Experiments on small instances. We separately present the results
of the offline learning phase and the online phase. In the offline learning phase,
we test various sets of basis functions, forwhichwe assess howwell they approx-
imate the optimal outcomes obtained with dynamic programming, while also
discussing the properties of good sets of basis functions. In the online phase, we
apply the dispatching policy that we learned for the best set of basis functions
and compare the results obtained with this policy to the optimal outcomes.

3.6.1.1. Results offline learning phase. To assess the explanatory value for
various sets of basis functions, we compute theirR2 values and test how these
sets perform in the offline learning phase. Using the procedure described in
Section 3.5.3, we obtain a state set S ′. For each simulation run, we use a state in
S ′ as the initial state and learn the corresponding policy. We consider a set of
basis functions as a candidate set to apply on larger instances if it satisfies the fol-
lowing criteria: (i) the basis functions in the set are independent of each other,
(ii) every basis function in the set contributes significantly to theR2 value, (iii)
regression can be performed within reasonable time, (iv) the number of basis
functions is scalable to larger instances, (v) the numerical outcomes are robust
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Table 3.3. R2 values and value gaps for various sets of basis functions.
Set Basis functions S1 S2

R2 Avg. gap R2 Avg. gap
ϕ1 Const. - 6.76% - 6.14%
ϕ2 Const.+# available destinations at te=0 0.16 2.80% 0.14 3.57%
ϕ3 Const.+# vehicles 0.34 6.77% 0.31 6.14%
ϕ4 Const.+Total vol. per tl 0.35 2.11% 0.32 2.78%
ϕ5 Const.+Total vol. per v 0.27 2.97% 0.31 3.34%
ϕ6 Const.+# orders per type 0.35 5.27% 0.40 5.36%
ϕ7 Const.+# Vehicles/# available destinations 0.41 5.63% 0.37 6.21%
ϕ8 Const.+# Vehicles/Total vol. per tl 0.23 6.48% 0.20 6.70%
ϕ9 Const.+# destinations per tl 0.14 2.92% 0.12 3.50%
ϕ10 Const.+Vol. per destination per tl 0.35 2.97% 0.39 3.34%
ϕ11 Const.+# available destinations+ 0.48 2.05% 0.43 2.76%

Total vol. per tl
ϕ12 Const.+# vehicles+Total vol. per tl 0.69 2.31% 0.62 2.92%
ϕ13 Const.+# available destinations+ 0.82 2.03% 0.74 2.75%

# vehicles per τt+Total vol. per tl

for all states in S′, and (vi) the average value gap (difference between optimal
value and estimated value) is small.

The results for the sets of basis functions are shown in Table 3.3. We observe
some discrepancies between the R2 values and the actual performance of the
corresponding policies that we learned. In general, we see that sets including
the volumeper tl yield estimates of good quality, which indicates that this prop-
erty well explains the ranking of values of states. During the experiments, we
observed that combining more than three types of basis functions often results
in unstable behavior. Similar instabilities are found when combining multiple
basis functions of the same type, e.g., two volume-based basis functions. Non-
segregated, nonlinear functions do not yield favorable results in terms of ac-
curacy, and are notably difficult to combine with other basis functions. The set
ϕ13 yields the best results of all tested sets. This set consists of the following
basis functions: a constant, the number of available destinations, the number of
vehicles available per dispatch time t+1,...,τMaxRoute, and the total volumes
sorted per latest delivery time. We note that the set captures the key properties
of the cost structure as listed in Section 3.4.5, while only requiring a total of 4
basis functions for the small instances to estimate the downstreamcostswith an
error of less than 3%. In comparison, a set such asϕ6 containsmanymore basis
functions, but yields considerably worse estimates.
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Figure 3.2. Histogram of absolute differences between exact values
and ADP estimates for all states in S ′.

3.6.1.2. Results online phase. We illustrate theADPperformance using the
policy learned with setΦ13 on S1, comparing ADP estimates to exact values for
the states inS ′. Figure3.2 shows thedistributionof absolutedeviations fromthe
optimal value. For virtually all states, ADP yields estimates that are somewhat
higher than the optimal value, with an average absolute deviation of 1.9%. The
tendency to overestimate costs follows fromusing suboptimal policies to estim-
ate the downstream costs (Powell, 2011). For 0.24% of the states, the estimated
and optimal values differ bymore than 5%; these deviations cause the tail on the
right. In Figure 3.3, we show the ADP estimates for all S0 ∈S ′, plotted against
the optimal values. This plot provides insight into the ranking ofADP estimates
compared to the true ranking. We see that the ranking is rather well-preserved;
ADPwill not select actions that deviatemuch from the optimum.

3.6.2. Experimentsonmedium-sizedinstances. Weseparatelypresent the
results of the offline learning phase and the online phase. In the offline learn-
ing phase, we again test the performance for various sets of basis functions to
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Figure 3.3. ADP estimates plotted against exact values for all states in S ′.

evaluate how they performunder increased complexity, this time comparing to
the direct cost minimization policy. In the online phase, we take the best set of
basis functions to obtain the ADP policy; we compare this policy to a variety of
benchmark policies on 20 different instances. Based on the results, we describe
the instance properties under which ADP performs best. Furthermore, we dis-
cuss how the performance of ADP relates to both the performance of myopic
policies and the rollout policy.

3.6.2.1. Results in offline learning phase. In the medium-sized instances,
the number of order types ismuch larger than in the small instances. Therefore,
we test how the sets of basis functions performunder this increased complexity.
From Table 3.3, we take the sets of basis functions for which the correspond-
ing policies yielded a value gap smaller than 5% on both S1 and S2. We repeat
the offline learning phase for each set of basis functions meeting this criterion,
yielding us 8 ADP policies. We re-evaluate the performance of these sets on
M2 and M5, as these may be considered as hybrids of the other medium-sized
instances. To learn πADP , we randomly draw an initial state from S ′ at every
iteration. Subsequently, we measure the performance of all policies relative to
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Table 3.4. Performance of various ϕ on M2 and M5, relative to ϕ1.
Set Basis functions Avg. gap (M2) Avg. gap (M5)
ϕ1 Const. 0% 0%
ϕ2 Const.+# available destinations at te=0 -0.6% 0.2%
ϕ4 Const.+Total vol. per tl 4.2% 10.1%
ϕ5 Const.+Total vol. per v 5.0% 9.9%
ϕ9 Const.+# destinations per tl 3.4% 7.5%
ϕ10 Const.+Vol. per location per tl 3.7% 7.8%
ϕ11 Const.+# available destinations+Total vol. per tl 2.4% 8.9%
ϕ12 Const.+# vehicles+Total vol. per tl 7.7% 13.3%
ϕ13 Const.+# available destinations+ 7.9% 14.0%

# vehicles per τt+Total vol. per tl

the performance using set ϕ1. The results are shown in Table 3.4. Similar to the
results for the small instances, for bothM2 andM5 the best results are obtained
withϕ13. Observe that the relative improvement inM5 is notably stronger than
with M2; it appears that ADP performs better when there is more flexibility in
the dispatching decision, i.e., when the dispatch windows of orders are wider.

3.6.2.2. Results in online phase. In this section, we test the performance of
ADP policies on the medium-sized instances M1-M20, using the policies ob-
tained with the set of basis functions ϕ13. Again, we randomly draw an initial
state from S ′ at every iteration. We learn πADP individually for eachmedium-
sized instance and evaluate the performance to the benchmark policies. We run
the rollout policy πroll for various numbers of sample paths and lengths of the
sample path, e.g., πsample

2,5 denotes a policy with 2 sample paths of 5 time units
each.

The computational results of the simulation phase are shown inTable 3.5. We
highlight the main takeaways from the results. First, we see that ADP consist-
ently and significantly outperforms all myopic benchmark policies. The values
obtained by the rollout procedure are closer, although ADP typically outper-
forms the post-decision rollout as well. These results indicate that looking into
the future pays off for theDDP-TW. Second, we observe that ADP outperforms
rollout more strongly when considering wider dispatch windows. Voccia et al.
(2015) suggest that–due to the largernumberofpossible arrival paths–a longer
lookahead horizon requires more sample paths. This hypothesis appears to be
confirmedbyour results: whenusingonly 2or 5 samplepaths, the rollout policy
performs on average better with a lookahead interval of 1. When comparing
ADP to the rollout procedures, the results seem to indicate that ADPwith VFA
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is more useful when considering decisions that have an impact on multiple fu-
ture decisionmoments, taking into account the large number of paths required
for the rollout procedure. Third,ADPperformsbestwhen theproblem instance
offers sufficient flexibility in terms of dispatch times, while vehicle capacity is
scarce (M11-14). Fourth, we see that for larger networks (M15-16), ADP per-
forms relatively strong. For these instances, travel costs have a relatively high
weight compared to visiting costs, whereas restrictions onmaximumroute dur-
ation become more stringent. Finally, we note that the performance of ADP
decreases when the basis functions do not properly address problem-specific
characteristics (e.g., in the case of uneven demand distributions, see M7-8). A
similar effect isobserved formore realistic instances (M17-20),whichare solved
with a routing algorithm. Comparing to the results of πmin, the outcomes sug-
gest that lookahead has less added value for these instances. Interestingly, this
effect is also observed for the rollout benchmarks; increasing the number of
sample paths does not necessarily improve performance for these instances. As
the outcomes of the routing algorithm are more difficult to learn than those of
theDaganzo formula, additional basis functionsmight be necessary to improve
the performance of πADP for these instances.
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Table 3.6. Simulation performance of ADP policies against bench-
mark policies, relative to ADP with ϕ13.

Instance πdirect πpost πmin Avg. solving % solved Diff. with
time ILP within 60s cost function

L1 7.9% 6.7% 20.8% 3.08s 100.00% 1.44%
L2 6.9% 6.0% 18.9% 5.96s 99.31% 1.81%
Average: 7.40% 6.35% 19.85% 4.52s 99.66% 1.63%

3.6.3. Experimentsonlargeinstances. Thissubsectionreflectsonthesuit-
ability of our solution method to handle large action spaces. First, we compare
the results of the ADP policy (learned using the best set of basis functions) to
those obtained with the myopic benchmark policies. Second, we provide stat-
istics on the computational time required to solve the ILP.

For the large instances, we deal with state spaces of size≫ 10178 and action
spaces with sizes up to 2120. Enumerating all actions within reasonable time is
not possible for these instances. In the experiments, we solve the decision prob-
lemat eachdecisionmomentwith the ILP. InSection3.4.3,weexplained that the
ILP requires to define a set of pre-defined input distances. The smaller this set
is, the faster we can solve the ILP, but at the cost of reduced accuracy. Based on
preliminary testing onmedium-sized instances, we define 30 distinct distance-
to-depot sums to estimate the actual travel distance of a decision. On average,
this setting yields an average absolute cost difference between the ILP (using
the approximate distances) and the Daganzo function of less than 2%. The res-
ults of the experiments on L1 and L2 are shown in Table 3.6. As stated before,
we compare the performance of ADP to the myopic benchmark policies. The
benchmark policies are clearly outperformed, although the performance gaps
are not as large as for the medium-sized experiments. A possible explanation
for the smaller performance differences is that it might be more challenging to
learn a good ADP policy due to the larger state space (more iterations may be
required to properly learn values) and the introduction of the distance approx-
imation error (as the approximation to some degree overestimates the direct
costs). In addition to the performance gaps, we provide statistics on the time it
takes to solve the ILPwithCPLEX.Although significant computational effort is
required in the offline learning phase (as we need to solve the decision problem
forN iterations timesT+1 time periods), the ILP is shown to be fast enough to
solve the decision problem in the online application.
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3.7. Conclusions

Weaddressed the dispatching problem faced by operators of urban consolid-
ation centers. These centers have a key role in many urban logistics initiatives,
as they allowbundling of fragmented freight flows to facilitate efficient distribu-
tionwithin urban areas. Theoperator of the center receives less-than-truckload
orders that need to be distributed as efficiently as possible, but does not have
perfect foresight into the arrival process. The operator periodically dispatches
batchesof accumulatedorders, taking intoaccountbothcurrent and future con-
solidation opportunities. To provide a formal definition of this problem, we
extended the Delivery Dispatching Problem by including dispatch windows.
We formulated this problem as aMarkov decisionmodel. Likemany stochastic
models, this Markov decision model becomes computationally intractable for
larger instances of the problem. Tobe able to solve larger instances, weprovided
an ADP algorithm based on value function approximation, with which we are
able to overcome the computational problems associatedwith large state spaces
and outcome spaces. The consolidation policy is learned offline and might be
periodically updated, e.g., if the stochastic arrival process changes. The learned
policy can be applied to online decision problems. To address computational
problemswith large action spaces, we formulated an ILPmodel that canbe used
to solve the decision problemwithin the ADP algorithm.

In the numerical experiments, we demonstrated a three-step methodology
to find suitable VFAs for realistic-sized problems. First, we showed how to use
small instances to evaluate basis functions, using the exact values obtained by
dynamic programming as a benchmark. We tested various sets of basis func-
tions. The set of basis functions yielding the best approximations contains the
following explanatory variables: (i) the number of possible destinations to visit
(ii) thenumberof vehicles availableperdispatch time, and (iii) the total volumes
per latest delivery time. The resulting policy returns values that on average de-
viate 2.39% from the optimal values. Second, we evaluated the performance of
the ADP policies on variousmedium-sized instances, testing the effects of vari-
ousnetwork settings andflexibility indispatchwindows. To evaluate thequality
of the ADP policies, we compared their performance to two policies based on
heuristic rules, to a direct cost minimization policy, and to a post-decision rol-
lout policy. Using the best set of basis functions, we obtained a ADP policy that
consistently outperformed the benchmark policies. The myopic benchmark
policies are typically outperformed by 10-15%, the rollout benchmark policies
are outperformed by 2-8%. Third, we solved two large instances – having state
spaces of sizes≫ 10178 and action spaces of sizes up to 2120 – using the ILP to
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solve the decision problems within ADP. The results illustrate the applicability
of the algorithm for realistic-sized instances. Again, the resulting ADP policy
outperformed the benchmark policies, for these instances the myopic bench-
mark policies are outperformed by 6% to 20%. On average, we solved the ILP
in 4.52 seconds in the large instances, which is fast enough for online decision
making. However, due to the large number of iterations needed in ADP, the
required computational effort to learn the consolidation policy remains signi-
ficant. Therefore, heuristic reduction of the action space might be beneficial
before implementing our approach in practice.

This chapter considered the dispatch procedure from the perspective of an
independent UCC. The model included pre-announced orders, which reflects
the possibility of communication between the line-haul carrier that supplies the
city and the UCC itself. Nevertheless, in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we focused
on freight consolidation from the perspective of isolated decision makers. The
discrepancybetween theirperspectives alreadybecameclear to someextent; the
LSP prefer the flexibility to replan orders (implying variation in the arrival pro-
cess for theUCC), whereas planning for theUCCwould be notably easierwhen
all order arrivals are known up front. This illustrates the difficulties in align-
ing the objectives of various actors. In Chapter 4, we introduce an agent-based
simulation framework, inwhichwe explicitlymodel the various actors involved
in urban supply chains. This framework allows us to evaluate the system-wide
impact of the decisions of individual actors. Furthermore, it enables us to test
a variety of governmental interventions, collaboration structures, and inform-
ation exchange protocols.

Appendix 3A: ILPmodel for large action spaces

Asstated inSection3.4.3,weuseanILPtosolvedecisionproblemsthatcannot
be solved in reasonable time by full enumeration. We present the ILP model in
this appendix, starting with introducing the notation required for the objective
function. Asnoted in themain text,we replace theoriginal cost function (which
allows all travel distances)with a cost function based on a limited set of distance
classes to keep the size of the input manageable; only the number of locations
visited and the numbers of primary and secondary vehicles dispatched determ-
ine the costs. Compared to the action formulation defined earlier, we therefore
omit the subscript q, as we no longer assign orders to individual vehicles. The
parameterscpr,fix andcse,fix indicate thefixedcostsperprimaryandsecondary
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vehicledispatched. Theparametersqpr,max andqse,max are themaximumnum-
bers of primary and secondary vehicles that canbedispatched,wedefine corres-
ponding sets Q̂pr={0,...,qpr,max} and Q̂se={0,...,qse,max}. The binary vari-
ables zprqpr and zseqse indicate whether qpr ∈ Q̂pr primary vehicles and qse ∈ Q̂se

secondary vehicles are dispatched. Let d∈D={0,1,...,dmax} be an index cor-
responding to a pre-defined sum of distances-to-depot δd ∈ R+, such that we
have a set of distances{δ0,δ1,...,δdmax}with δd<δd+1,∀d∈D\dmax. Theaver-
agedistance-to-depot isapproximatedbyδd/|V ′|. Wesetδdmax =

∑
v∈Vd0,v ; al-

though the theoretical value that guarantees feasible solutions at all timeswould
bedouble thisnumber, the selectedmaximumvaluesuffices forall our solutions.
Furthermore,wedefineN ={0,...,|V|} as the set containing thenumber of loc-
ationswemay visit. The variable travel costs depend on the number of locations
visitedn, the distance class d for the approximate sumof distances-to-depot δd,
and the dispatched number of primary vehicles qpr and secondary vehicles qse.
These costs aregivenbyparameter cvarn,d,qpr,qse ; thebinaryvariablezn,d,qpr,qse in-
dicates whether the model chooses the corresponding combination of number
of locations, distance class, and vehicles dispatched. When customer v ∈ V is
visited, handling costs chdlv are incurred. A visit to a location is indicated by the
binary variable zvisv . The objective function for the decision problem is

min
xt∈Xt(St)

( ∑
qpr∈Q̂pr

zprqpr ·qpr ·cpr,fix+
∑

qse∈Q̂se

zseqse ·qse ·cse,fix+

∑
n∈N

∑
d∈D

∑
qpr∈Q̂pr

∑
qse∈Q̂se

zn,d,qpr,qse ·cvarn,d,qpr,qse+

∑
v∈V

zvisv ·chdlv +
∑
f∈F

θt,f ·ϕf (Sx
t )

)
.

The objective function is subject to a number of constraints. First, we intro-
duce several inventory-based constraints. Constraint (3.7.1) warrants that after
an action, at most lmax orders remain in inventory. Constraint (3.7.2) ensures
that no more orders of a certain type can be shipped than the number available
of that type. Constraint (3.7.3) stipulates that all orders with tl = 0 must be
dispatched, while Constraint (3.7.4) prevents orders with te>0 frombeing dis-
patched. Finally, Constraint (3.7.5) ensures that the post-decision inventory is
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calculated correctly.∑
v∈V

∑
l∈L

∑
tl∈T l

(It,v,l,0,tl−xt,v,l,0,tl)≤ lmax , (3.7.1)

xt,v,l,te,tl ≤It,v,l,te,tl (3.7.2)
∀(v,l,te,tl)∈V×L×T e×T l ,

xt,v,l,0,0=It,v,l,0,0 (3.7.3)
∀(v,l)∈V×L ,

xt,v,l,te,tl =0 (3.7.4)
te>0,∀(v,l,tl)∈V×L×T l ,

Ixt,v,l,te,tl =It,v,l,te,tl−xt,v,l,te,tl (3.7.5)

∀(v,l,te,tl)∈V×L×T e×T l .

Constraints (3.7.6) and (3.7.7) are included to compute the artificial binary
variable zaway

τr for all route durations. A value zaway
τr = 1 indicates that dis-

patched vehicles are still away at t+τaway
r , whereas zaway

τr =0 indicates that the
dispatched vehicles are available again. Travel times depend on the number of
locationsn visited, the approximate sum of distances-to-depot δd, and the total
number of dispatched vehicles qpr+qse. Feasible travel times are given by the
parameter sn,d,qpr+qse ≤ τMaxRoute. The value of zaway

τr is 1 for all τr at which
vehicles are executing a route and 0 when they are available for dispatch again.

zaway
τr ≥

∑
n∈N

∑
d∈D

∑
qpr∈Q̂pr

∑
qse∈Q̂se

(zn,d,qpr,qse ·sn,d,qpr+qse)−τr

τMaxRoute

(3.7.6)
∀τr∈{0,...,τMaxRoute} ,∑

τr∈{0,...,τMaxRoute}

zaway
τr =

∑
n∈N

∑
d∈D

∑
qpr∈Q̂pr

∑
qse∈Q̂se

zn,d,qpr,qse ·sn,d,qpr+qse .

(3.7.7)
The variable qprt,τr indicates the number of vehicles available for dispatch at

t+τr. Variable qx,prt,τr indicates the same for the post-decision state. With con-
straints (3.7.8), (3.7.9), and (3.7.10), we consistently update the post-decision
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availability of primary vehicles based on the average dispatch time:
qx,prt,τr ≤qprt,τr (3.7.8)

∀τr∈{0,1,...,τMaxRoute} ,

qx,prt,τr ≤qprt,τr−
∑

qpr∈Q̂pr

zprqpr ·qpr+(1−zaway
τr )qpr,max

(3.7.9)
∀τr∈{0,1,...,τMaxRoute} ,

qx,prt,τr ≥qprt,τr−
∑

qpr∈Q̂pr

zprqpr ·qpr (3.7.10)

∀τr∈{0,1,...,τMaxRoute} .

Thebinaryvariablezdisd corresponds to thedistanceparameterδd. Constraint
(3.7.11) states that the capacity of the dispatched vehicles should be sufficient to
carry all dispatched orders. Constraints (3.7.12) and (3.7.13) ensure that the
approximate sum of depot-to-customer distances is at least equal to the actual
sum. Constraint (3.7.14) ensures that no secondary vehicles are dispatched un-
less all primary vehicles have been dispatched. Finally, constraints (3.7.15) and
(3.7.16) state that only one integer number of vehicles may be dispatched, both
for primary and for secondary vehicles.∑

qpr∈Q̂pr

zprqpr ·qpr+
∑

qse∈Q̂se

zseqse ·qse≥
∑
l∈L

∑
v∈V

∑
te∈T e

∑
tl∈T l

xt,v,l,te,tl ·l , (3.7.11)

∑
v∈V

zvisv ·d0,v≤zdisd ·δd ∀d∈D , (3.7.12)∑
d∈D

zdisd =1 , (3.7.13)

zprqpr,max ≥zseqse ∀qse∈Q̂se\0 , (3.7.14)∑
qpr∈Q̂pr

zprqpr =1 , (3.7.15)

∑
qse∈Q̂se

zseqse =1 . (3.7.16)
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Constraints (3.7.17) and (3.7.18) ensure that zvisv = 1 if and only if location
v is visited. Constraint (3.7.19) states that the total number of locations visited
is equal to the sumof unique locations visited; its correct working is asserted by
Constraint (3.7.20).

zvisv ≥

∑
l∈L

∑
te∈T e

∑
tl∈T l

xt,v,l,te,tl

Itotal
∀v∈V , (3.7.17)

zvisv ≤
∑
l∈L

∑
te∈T e

∑
tl∈T l

xt,v,l,te,tl ∀v∈V , (3.7.18)

∑
n∈N

nzlocn =
∑
v∈V

zvisv , (3.7.19)∑
n∈N

zlocn =1 . (3.7.20)

The set of constraints (3.7.21)–(3.7.25) enforce that zn,d,qpr,qse =1 for exactly
one combinationof thenumber of locations visited, total tour distance, primary
vehicles dispatched, and secondary vehicles dispatched.

zn,d,qpr,qse ≤zlocn (3.7.21)

∀(n,d,qpr,qse)∈N×D×Q̂pr×Q̂se ,

zn,d,qpr,qse ≤zprqpr (3.7.22)

∀(n,d,qpr,qse)∈N×D×Q̂pr×Q̂se ,

zn,d,qpr,qse ≤zseqse (3.7.23)

∀(n,d,qpr,qse)∈N×D×Q̂pr×Q̂se ,

zn,d,qpr,qse ≤zdisd (3.7.24)

∀(n,d,qpr,qse)∈N×D×Q̂pr×Q̂se ,

zn,d,qpr,qse ≥zprqpr+zseqse+zdisd +zlocn −3 (3.7.25)

∀(n,d,qpr,qse)∈N×D×Q̂pr×Q̂se .
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Finally, the values of the decision variables are subject to:
zaway
τr ∈{0,1} ∀τr∈{0,...,τMaxRoute} ,

zprqpr ∈{0,1} ∀qpr∈Q̂pr ,

zseqse ∈{0,1} ∀qse∈Q̂se ,

zlocn ∈{0,1} ∀n∈N ,

zvisv ∈{0,1} ∀v∈V ,

zdisd ∈{0,1} ∀d∈D ,

zn,d,qpr,qse ∈{0,1} ∀(n,d,qpr,qse)∈N×D×Q̂pr×Q̂se ,

Ixt,v,l,te,tl ∈N ∀(v,l,te,tl)∈V×L×T e×T l ,

qx,prt,τr ∈N ∀τr∈{0,1,...,τMaxRoute} ,

xt,v,l,te,tl ∈N ∀(v,l,te,tl)∈V×L×T e×T l .

Appendix 3B: Proofs for the sizes of state, action, and outcome space

We first provide two lemmas regarding the number of order types and the
number of vectors that denote vehicle dispatch availability. These results are
laterused inproving thesizesof the state space, actionspace, andoutcomespace.
For the proofs we rely on various standard results from the field of combinator-
ics, such as the binomial coefficients to compute the numbers of multiset com-
binations andmultiset permutations.

Lemma 3.1 Let It,v,l,te,tl with v ∈ V, l ∈ L, te ∈ T e, tl ∈ T l represent
a unique order type. We define τMaxAhead ∈ N as the maximum number of
time units an order can be known in advance, and τMaxWindow ∈ N as the
maximum number of time units between the earliest and latest dispatch time.
Let T e = {0, ... , τMaxAhead} be the set of allowed earliest dispatch times, and
T l={te,...,te+τMaxWindow} be the sets of corresponding latest dispatch times.
Then, the number of unique order types is given by

(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)·|V|·|L| .

Proof: The set T l is dependent on T e, as we impose that by definition te≤ tl
for every order type (v,l,te,tl). As we have te ∈ T e = {0,...,τMaxWindow}, it
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follows that there are |T e|=1+τMaxWindow earliest dispatch times. Further-
more, we have tl ∈ T l = {te,...,te+ τMaxWindow}, such that we have |T l| =
τMaxWindow+1,∀te ∈ T e latest dispatch times. It follows that the number of
unique dispatch windows is given by (τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1). The
remainder of the order-defining variables are independent of the dispatch win-
dows. Any combination of a valid time window with an arbitrary destination
v ∈ V and an arbitrary load size l ∈ L represents a unique order type. Hence,
(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)·|V|·|L| unique order types exist. �

Lemma 3.2 Let Qpr be the set containing the primary vehicles, with q ∈ Qpr

representing an individual vehicle. The vector Qt = [τt,1, ... , τt,|Qpr|] repres-
ents the earliest availability per vehicle, with τt,q ∈ {0, ... , τMaxRoute}. Let
τ cum ∈ {0,...,|Qpr| · τMaxRoute} represent the cumulative route duration from
all primary vehicles that are dispatched. Let ξτcuma – with a∈N – be a vector de-
scribed by [na1,na2,...,na|Qpr|] with naj ∈ {0,...,τMaxRoute},∀j ∈ {1,...,|Qpr|}

that satisfies
|Qpr|∑
j=1

naj =τ
cum and naj ≤naj+1,∀j∈{1,...,|Qpr|}. LetΞτcum be the

set containing all these vectors. The number of possible vectorsQt is given by

|Qpr|·τMaxRoute∑
τcum=0

∑
ξτcuma ∈Ξτcum

|Qpr|!∏
na
j∈ξτ

cum
a

naj !
.

Proof: By definition, the vector Qt has a length |Qpr|. For every vehicle
q ∈ Qpr, the set from which we draw τt,q contains τMaxRoute + 1 elements.
The dispatch decisions per vehicle are independent of each other, meaning that
we can obtain the expressions forQt by computing all multiset permutations.

Take an arbitrary τ cum 7→{0, ... , |Qpr| · τMaxRoute} and a corresponding
vector ξτcuma 7→Ξτcum . Every permutation of ξτcuma represents a valid vehicle
vectorQt. The number ofmultiset permutations are computed by themultino-
mial coefficient (

|Qpr|
na1,...,n

a
|Qpr|

)
.
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For 0 < τ cum < Qpr| · τMaxRoute and |Qpr| > 1, the set Ξτcum contains
multiple vectors ξτcuma that satisfy the restrictions. As every vector ξτcuma ∈
Ξτcum by definition contains a unique combination of numbers, the corres-
ponding permutations are unique as well. Hence, we sum the permutations
of all ξτcuma ∈ Ξτcum . It is eminent that the vectors ξτcuma are unique for every
distinct value τ cum. Therefore,wealso sumthenumberofpermutationsover all
τ cum ∈{0,...,|Qpr| ·τMaxRoute}. It follows that the number of unique vehicle
vectorsQt is given by

|Qpr|·τMaxRoute∑
τcum=0

∑
ξτcuma ∈Ξτcum

(
|Qpr|

na1,...,n
a
|Qpr|

)

=

|Qpr|·τMaxRoute∑
τcum=0

∑
ξτcuma ∈Ξτcum

|Qpr|!∏
na
j∈ξτ

cum
a

naj !
.

�

Proposition3.1LetQpr be the set containing theprimaryvehicles,withq∈Qpr

representing an individual vehicle. The vector Qt = [τt,1, τt,2, ... , τt,|Qpr|] rep-
resents the earliest availability per vehicle, with τt,q ∈ {0, ... , τMaxRoute}. Let
τ cum ∈ {0,...,|Qpr| · τMaxRoute} represent the cumulative route duration from
all primary vehicles that are dispatched. The number of multiset combinations
|
∪|Qpr|·τMaxRoute

τcum=0 Ξτcum is given by

(τMaxRoute+|Qpr|)!
(|Qpr|)!·(τMaxRoute)!

.

Proof: Recall that we enforce that the elements in ξτcum are in ascending
order. Therefore, ξτcum represents a combination rather than a permutation.
Every set ξτcum is a multicombination of |Qpr| elements obtained from the set
{0, ... , τMaxRoute}. As vehicle route durations are independent, repetition
within the combinations is allowed. Thus, we compute the number of cor-
responding multicombinations with the multiset coefficient. By rewriting the
multiset coefficient we obtain
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((
τMaxRoute+1

|Qpr|

))
=(

τMaxRoute+|Qpr|
|Qpr|

)
=

(τMaxRoute+|Qpr|)!
(|Qpr|)!·(τMaxRoute)!

.

�

Theorem 3.1 Let St=[It,Qt] be a problem state. Let omax,tot
t ∈N be the max-

imumnumber of orders that can accumulate in a state. Let otott ∈{0,...,omax,tot
t }

be the number of orders in a state. Wedefinemb
i =N,i∈{1,...,omax,tot

t } (with b∈
N) as the number of orders of a specific type. Let γotb be a vector [mb

1,m
b
2,...,m

b
otott

]

that satisfies
otott∑
i=1
mb

i = o
tot
t andmb

i ≤mb
i+1,∀i∈{1,...,otott −1}. Let Γotott

be the

set containing all vectors γo
tot
t

b for a given number of order arrivals otott . The size
of the state space St is given by

|St|=
|Qpr|·τMaxRoute∑

τcum=0

∑
ξτcuma ∈Ξτcum

|Qpr|!∏
na
j∈ξτ

cum
a

naj !
·

omax,tot
t∑
otott =0

∑
γ
otott
b ∈Γ

otott

(|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1))!∏
mb

i∈γ
otott
b

mb
i !

.

Proof: In Lemma 3.1, we established the number of unique order types. At
each stage, we can have 0 to omax

t new orders arriving. Orders can accumulate
over time. The maximum latest dispatch time is given by tl = τMaxAhead +
τMaxWindow. If we are in state St and it contains orders satisfying tl = te = 0,
by Constraint (3.3.4) these ordersmust be shipped, such that they are no longer
part of St+1. Presume that all arriving orders satisfy te = τMaxAhead and tl =
τMaxAhead+τMaxWindow+1. It is eminent that orders with the latest possible
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dispatch time can be accumulated over the maximum period of time, hence, a
state can contain at most (τMaxAhead+τMaxWindow+1)·omax

t orders.
Every order that arrives can have any of the unique order types. We defined

mb
i =N,i∈ {1,...,otott } as the number of orders of a specific type, and γo

tot
t

b as

a vector [mb
1,m

b
2,...,m

b
otott

] satisfying the condition
otott∑
i=1
mb

i =o
tot
t . For any given

vector γo
tot
t

b , we can compute the number of corresponding multiset permuta-
tions by solving(

|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)

mb
1,...,m

b
otott

)
.

Every permutation represents a unique vector It. The permutations can be
computed for every γo

tot
t

b ∈ Γotott
and for every otott ∈ {0,...,omax,tot

t }. Hence,
themaximumnumber of unique vectors It is given by

omax,tot
t∑
otott =0

∑
γ
ot
b ∈Γ

otott

((|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)
)

mb
1,...,m

b
otott

)
In Lemma 3.2 we showed the number of distinct vehicle availability vectors

that exist. A state combines a unique inventory position It with aunique vehicle
availability vectorQt. The state space is therefore given by the sum of all pos-
siblemultiset permutations of all allowed numbers of order arrivals, multiplied
by the number of distinct vehicle availability vectors. It follows that the size of
the state space is given by the binomial coefficients
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|St|=
|Qpr|·τMaxRoute∑

τcum=0

∑
ξτcuma ∈Ξτcum

(
|Qpr|

na1,...,n
a
|Qpr|

)
·

omax,tot
t∑
otott =0

∑
γ
otott
b ∈Γ

otott

(
|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)

mb
1,...,m

b
otott

)

=

|Qpr|·τMaxRoute∑
τcum=0

∑
ξτcuma ∈Ξτcum

|Qpr|!∏
na
j∈ξτ

cum
a

naj !
·

omax,tot
t∑
otott =0

∑
γ
otott
b ∈Γ

otott

(|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1))!∏
mb

i∈γ
otott
b

mb
i !

.

�

Theorem 3.2: Let It = [It,v,l,te,tl ]∀v∈V,l∈L,te∈T e,tl∈T l be a vector of order
types, with It,v,l,te,tl ∈ N, ∀v ∈ V, l ∈ L, te ∈ T e, tl ∈ T l. Furthermore,
let xt = [xt,v,l,te,tl ]∀v∈V,l∈L,te∈T e,tl∈T l be an action on It as defined in Equa-
tion (3.3.1), subject to the constraints (3.3.2)-(3.3.8). LetXt be the set containing
all actions. The size of the action spaceXt is given by

|Xt|=

∑
v∈V

∑
l∈L

∑
te∈T e

∑
tl∈T l

It,v,l,te,tl

·

|Qpr∪Qse|·
∏
v∈V

∏
l∈L

∏
tl∈T l\{0}

(It,v,l,0,tl+1) .

Proof: FromConstraint (3.3.5) we obtainxt,v,l,te,tl =It,v,l,te,tl |tl=0. Hence,
we have exactly 1 shipping option for order types that satisfy this tl=0. Simil-
arly, from Constraint (3.3.4) it follows that xt,v,l,te,tl =0|te> 0, which implies
that we also have exactly 1 shipping option for the class of orders with te > 0.
For the remaining order types, Constraint (3.3.3) is valid, meaning that we can
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ship between 0 and It,v,l,te,tl units of these order types. For every order type
that satisfies te = 0 and tl > 0, we can ship xt,v,l,te,tl ∈ {0,...,It,v,l,te,tl}, such
that we have It,v,l,te,tl+1 options per order type. As in this case the maximum
inventory constraint is not restrictive, the dispatch decisions for all order types
are independent. It follows that the number of dispatch options is given by the
number of permutations with repetitions allowed:∏

v∈V

∏
l∈L

∏
te∈T e

∏
tl∈{0}

1·

∏
v∈V

∏
l∈L

∏
te∈T e\{0}

∏
tl∈T l

1·

∏
v∈V

∏
l∈L

∏
te∈{0}

∏
tl∈T l\{0}

(It,v,l,te,tl+1)

=
∏
v∈V

∏
l∈L

∏
tl∈T l\{0}

(It,v,l,0,tl+1) .

Each order can be assigned to any of the individual vehicles from either the
primary fleet or the secondary fleet. Hence, every order that we ship can be as-
signed tooneof |Qpr|+|Qse|uniquevehicles. Thus, thenumberofuniqueways
to assign orders to vehicles is given by∑

v∈V

∑
l∈L

∑
te∈T e

∑
tl∈T l

It,v,l,te,tl ·|Qpr∪Qse|

Multiplying this term with the number of possible dispatch decisions gives
the size of the action space:

|Xt|=

∑
v∈V

∑
l∈L

∑
te∈T e

∑
tl∈T l

It,v,l,te,tl

·

|Qpr∪Qse|·
∏
v∈V

∏
l∈L

∏
tl∈T l\{0}

(It,v,l,0,tl+1) .

�
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Theorem 3.3 LetΩt be the outcome space corresponding to a state-action pair
[St−1,xt−1]. Let omax

t be the maximum number of orders that can arrive at de-
cision moment t. We definemb

i = N,i ∈ {1,...,ot} as the number of orders of a

specific type. Let γot be a vector [mb
1,m

b
2,...,m

b
ot ] that satisfies

ot∑
i=1

mb
i = ot. Let

Γot be the set containing all these vectors for a given number of order arrivals ot.
Then, the size of the outcome spaceΩt is given by:

|Ωt|=
omax
t∑
ot=0

∑
γ
ot
b ∈Γot

|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)!∏
mb

i∈γ
ot
b

mb
i !

Proof: In accordance with the transition function (3.3.9), the orders already
held in inventory and the dispatch of vehicles do not influence the size of the
outcome space, as these yield deterministic outcomes. Hence, only the realiz-
ation of new order arrivals ωt determines the size of the outcome space. The
maximumnumber of arrivals is omax

t . Thus, for every order type, Ĩt+1,v,l,te,tl ∈
{0,...,omax

t }may arrive. Hence, we need to compute all permutations of orders
arrivals. Every permutation represents a unique vector ωt. The permutations
can be computed for every γo

tot
t

b ∈Γotott
and for every ot∈{0,...,omax

t }. Hence,
themaximumnumber of unique vectorsωt is given by

|Ωt|=
omax
t∑
ot=0

∑
γ
ot
b ∈Γot

(
|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)

mb
1,...,m

b
ot

)
omax
t∑
ot=0

∑
γ
ot
b ∈Γot

|V|·|L|·(τMaxAhead+1)·(τMaxWindow+1)!∏
mb

i∈γ
ot
b

mb
i !

�
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Appendix 3C: Recursive least squaresmethod for nonstationary data

In this appendix, we provide a brief discussion of the regressionmethod that
we apply in this chapter. As already noted in the main text, a complete descrip-
tion of this method can be found in Powell (2011). Recall that after every iter-
ation n, we update the weights θnt,f ,∀f ∈F ,t∈T using recursive least squares
for nonstationary data. This procedure requires storing only a small amount of
data, and can be swiftly executed during the ADP learning phase.

We proceed with an outline of the regression method. Let Bn be a matrix
of size |F| · |F|. We recursively update this matrix with Bn = 1

λn (Bn−1 −
1
γn (Bn−1ϕ(Sx

t )(ϕ(S
x
t ))

TBn−1)), with discount factor λn and γn=λn+
(ϕ(Sx

t ))
TBn−1ϕ(Sx

t ). Next, we define a matrix Hn = 1
λnBn−1. The set of

weights is now updated with
θnt,f =θ

n−1
t,f −Hnϕf (V̄

n−1
t−1 (Sx

t−1)−v̂nt ) ∀f ∈F ,t∈T .

To initialize the recursive least squares method, we set B0 = ψI , with ψ =
0.000001 and I being the identity matrix. Furthermore, we set θ0t,f = 1,∀f ∈
F ,t∈T . For the discount factorλn, we useλn=1−λ̄/n. A valueλn<1 indic-
ates thatweputmoreweightonrecentobservations,whereasλn=1 implies that
equal weight is placed on all the observations. The latter would be the optimal
choice for stationary data, but the observations obtainedwithADPare typically
obtained from a nonstationary process. Based on preliminary experiments, we
fix λ̄=0.99, meaning that we put relatively highweights on recent observations
during the first few iterations. The reason for this is that the weights are initial-
izedat 1, such that thefirst estimates are faroff fromtheactual values. Therefore,
we do not want these early outcomes to strongly affect the estimates later on.



Part III

Evaluating urban logistics initiatives





CHAPTER 4

An agent-based simulation framework

This chapter1 introduces an agent-based simulation framework that can be
usedtoevaluateavarietyofgovernmentpoliciesandcompany-driven initiatives
in the context of urban logistics. In particular, the framework enables to simul-
taneously analyze multiple measures, i.e., urban logistics schemes that contain
more than onemeasure.

Part II of this thesis describes optimization techniques related to the decision
problemsof individualactors. InPart III,weadoptamoreholisticviewonurban
supply chains, studying thebehaviorof autonomousactors that aimtooptimally
solve their own decision problems. Whereas Part II addresses the optimization
of decision problems, Part III focuses on the evaluation of existing systems. We
do not attempt to optimize the system itself, but instead analyze how the sys-
tem behaves under varying circumstances. In this chapter, we design an agent-
based simulation framework to evaluate urban logistics schemes. We provide a
formal description of the agent types, discuss the decisions that they can make,
and define the KPIs that we use to measure their performances. Although we
provide an illustration of how the framework works by means of a small num-
ber of numerical experiments, full numerical studies based on the framework
are saved for the remaining chapters of Part III.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the generic prob-
lem and the contribution of this chapter. In Section 4.2, we provide a literature
reviewon applications of operations research in the field of urban logistics. Sec-
tion 4.3 introduces the agent-based simulation framework. We briefly illustrate
theworking of the framework in Section 4.4; Chapter 5 andChapter 6 apply the
framework to perform comprehensive simulation studies. Finally, Section 4.5
concludes the chapter and reiterates the contributions of the framework.

1This chapter is based on the paper: W.J.A. van Heeswijk, M.R.K. Mes, & J.M.J. Schutten (2016).
An agent-based simulation framework to evaluate urban logistics schemes. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science 9855, 369-383 (VanHeeswijk et al., 2016a)
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4.1. Introduction

In Chapter 1, we discussed how both governments and companies try to find
solutions in response to trends that negatively impact the efficiency of urban
freight transport. Examples of such solutions are vehicle access restrictions or
zone access fees that are set by local administrators. Companiesmay adopt new
methods and resources to improve the efficiency of their operations, but also
collaboration initiatives – both horizontal and vertical – are set up to reduce
costs. There is a large variety of such initiatives in urban logistics; initiatives can
be viewed separately, but also in combination with each other (e.g., the impact
of vehicle access restrictions combined with carrier collaboration, often called
freight consolidation). Anurban logistics scheme consists of one ormore forms
of company-driven change and governmental policies, with the aim to improve
efficiency and/or reduce external costs, i.e., intangible environmental and soci-
etal costs (Anderson et al., 2005). Urban consolidation centers (UCCs) have a
central role inmany schemes, facilitating order bundling and efficient last-mile
distribution. Since actors that handle large volumes often already benefit from
economies of scale and have the expertise to optimize their transport processes,
our focus is on actors that handle small volumes, which are affectedmost by the
increasing fragmentation in urban logistics.

Despite theeminentneedforbetterorganizingurbanlogistics, thevastmajor-
ity of schemes fails after a short life-span (Browne et al., 2005). A major reason
for this is that the involved actors typically have divergent objectives, making
it difficult to find solutions to which all actors are willing to commit (Bektaş
et al., 2015). Administrators often attempt to generate commitment by provid-
ing financial incentives in the form of subsidies (Van Duin et al., 2012). How-
ever, such solutions areoftennot sustainableonce the subsidies arehalted (Ploos
Van Amstel, 2015). Another problem for many schemes is that they are imple-
mented after only little preliminary analysis, thereby not adequately evaluating
their system-wide impact (Quak, 2011). A last shortcoming is that studies often
focus solely on the processes within the city boundaries, while last-mile distri-
bution accounts for only a small part of the supply chain. As such, they ignore
the impact of upstream decisions. Of particular importance is the allocation of
slack in the chain; holding freight early in the supply chainmay improve vehicle
fill rates, but reduces flexibility for the UCC in last-mile distribution. In our
framework, we explicitly address these aspects.

A key success factor for urban logistics schemes is the right combination of
company involvement and governmental policies (Browne et al., 2005). Actors
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must be willing to permanently change their behavior, without requiring per-
petual external cash flows. Traditional optimization techniquesmay be used to
findviable system-wide solutions, yet these arenot guaranteed tobe stablewhen
their successdependsonmultipledecisionmakers. Furthermore, it isdifficult to
evaluate the impact of schemes that are comprisedofmultiplemeasures. Agent-
based simulation is suitable to evaluate such schemes, as it is capable tomonitor
and alter the behavior of autonomous actors under conditions that can be flex-
ibly adjusted (Taniguchi et al., 2014). In this chapter, we provide an agent-based
simulation framework to evaluate the effectiveness of urban logistics schemes
that include both governmental policies and company-driven initiatives.

4.2. Literature on evaluating urban logistics initiatives

AsmentionedinSection4.1, bothcompaniesandadministratorsactively take
measures to improve the cost efficiency and environmental impact of urban
freight transport. We briefly repeat the four classes of initiatives in urban lo-
gistics by Quak (2011), which have been introduced in Chapter 1. First, he
considers improvements that require changing the context of urban logistics,
which he divides in (i) physical infrastructure initiatives (e.g., UCCs, special
lanes for electric vehicles) and (ii) transport-reorganizing initiatives (e.g., using
alternative transport modes). Second, he considers improvements within the
context of existing operations, in which he distinguishes between (iii) govern-
mental policies (e.g., vehicle access restrictions, zone access fees, subsidization)
and (iv) company-driven initiatives (e.g., improved routing algorithms, better
use of real-time data, collaboration structures). To quantitatively evaluate the
impact of schemes in one ormore of the described initiative classes, a variety of
operations researchmethods canbe applied. For literature reviewsonmodeling
efforts in urban logistics, we refer toAnand et al. (2012) andBektaş et al. (2015).
According to these reviews,most studies focus ondescribing and evaluating ex-
isting initiatives. Relatively fewpapers in the context of urban logistics adopt an
operations research perspective (Crainic et al., 2009). In this section, we give a
non-exhaustive overview.

TheVRP is at the base ofmany transportation problems studied in literature.
Also inthecontextofurbanlogistics, anumberofVRPvariantsexist. Cattaruzza
et al. (2015) and Kim et al. (2015) provide overviews of VRP solution methods
in urban logistics; we highlight a few applications in various problem classes. A
first class of applications relates to the incorporation of time-dependent travel
times. Urban areas are often subject to congestion, such that the time of the day
may considerably impact the travel times and the structures of optimal routes.
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Real-timeextensionsof theVRPwith time-dependent travel timesalso take into
account factors such as blocked roads and accidents, allowing to react instantly
to changes in travel times. To solve the VRP with time-dependent travel times,
Van Woensel et al. (2008) propose a solution method based on queueing the-
ory. They show that accounting for time-dependent travel times considerably
improves the quality of solutions for instances with congested traffic. Kok et al.
(2010) study a variant of the problem that also takes into account the legally re-
quireddriverbreaks. Theyproposearestricteddynamicprogrammingheuristic
to solve this problem.

A second problem class that we discuss is the VRP with time access con-
straints. Many cities impose time access constraints that only allow trucks to
drive within the city at designated time intervals. The rationale behind this
measure is that the city is kept free of trucks for a large part of the day. Muñuzuri
et al. (2012) study theVRPwhentimeaccess constraintsare imposedby the local
administrator. They find that carriers require more trucks to serve the same set
of customers, resulting in higher operating costs.

A final class that we discuss is the emission routing problem; Bektaş et al.
(2016) provide a contemporary review on this topic. In this problem, the goal is
to minimize emissions (within certain constraints) by adjusting driving speeds
(Psaraftis et al., 2016). One of the early studies in emission routing is presen-
ted by Suzuki (2011), who applies a metaheuristic based on simulated anneal-
ing. His approach is based on the notion that if heavy loads are delivered first,
the fuel requirements for the remainder of the route are reduced. Ehmke et al.
(2016) study the emission routing problem in cities, in which vehicles must ad-
apt to theprevailing trafficspeeds. Theyproposea tabusearchalgorithmtosolve
this problem. Cheng et al. (2016) study amulti-period inventory routing prob-
lem, inwhich thecarrier is subject toemissionregulation. Tosolve thisproblem,
they apply a genetic algorithm.

This thesis extensively addresses the role of distribution systemswith consol-
idation centers to facilitate distribution in urban areas. We typically assume the
presence of a singleUCC in a city. A generalized version of this distribution sys-
tem is themulti-echelondistribution system. Whereas a singleUCCmay suffice
formany small tomedium-size cities, larger citiesmight requiremore facilities.
For such cities, a two-echelon distribution system may be more appropriate.
Such a system is composed of large distribution centers in the outskirts of the
city, with smaller satellite facilities located at the edge of urban regions. Goods
can then either be delivered directly, via one of the distribution centers, or via
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one of the satellites. Cuda et al. (2015) provide a literature review on this prob-
lem class; we highlight a number of notable works. Crainic et al. (2009) provide
a modeling framework for vehicle routing in multi-echelon systems, propos-
ing a decomposition method to solve the two-echelon problem. Hemmelmayr
et al. (2012) introduce an adaptive large neighborhood search heuristic for two-
echelon vehicle routing problems arising in a city logistics context. Their main
contributions are the design of functional operators (e.g., destroy and insert op-
erators) and the exploitation of a problem structure that only allows VRP tours
fromthesatellite facilities. Anexactsolutionmethodfortheproblemisprovided
byBaldacci et al. (2013); they introduceadecompositionapproach that allows to
solve a set of subproblemswithin reasonable time. Dellaert et al. (2016) present
a branch-and-price algorithm to solve the two-echelon vehicle routing problem
with delivery windows being imposed by the customers.

Although the worksmentioned before take into account various aspects that
are relevant in urban logistics, the solutionmethods are designed from the per-
spective of isolated decision makers, typically carriers. Evaluating how a single
actor would be affected by a scheme does not capture the system-wide effects
ofmeasures. Furthermore, such solutionmethods do not allow to study collab-
oration initiatives. A final aspect that is not addressed by single-actor decision
analysis is that the objectives of actors in urban logistics are often divergent. A
measure that yields beneficial results for one actor may be detrimental for oth-
ers, thus raisingopposition to the solution. As the inability to generate sufficient
commitment is often problematic in practice, this is something that should be
addressed in the analysis. To address this shortcoming in traditional analysis,
Macharis (2007)describes theuseofmulti-criteria,multi-actorevaluationinthe
field of logistics. This method includes defining an objective function for every
actor involved – the function may comprise both financial and non-financial
components – and computing the impact of implementing a scheme for each
actor involved. A number of applications of multi-criteria, multi-actor eval-
uation can be found in Macharis et al. (2012), Stathopoulos et al. (2012), and
Verlinde et al. (2014). Although multi-actor decision analysis helps to evalu-
ate the system-wide impact of schemes and illuminate discrepancies, it does not
specify how the decision-making processes of the involved actors would be af-
fected. As such, it is less suitable to analyze settings in which actors can take
multiple actions and interact with each other.

A well-known solution method that takes into account the strategic inter-
actions between various actors is game theory. We elaborate further upon the
research opportunities related to game theory in Chapter 7; some applications
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in transport are briefly discussed here. One example of game theory applied
in the context of logistics is the so-called flow game. In such a game, each arc
in a network represents a transport service offered by an independent carrier.
By cooperating, the carriers can increase the system-wide payoff. A prerequis-
ite for the carriers to cooperate is that the system-wide gains are divided in a
fair manner. Examples of studies on flow games in logistics are Reyes (2005)
and Hafezalkotob and Makui (2015). Other game variants explicitly study the
urban context, including the role of the UCC. Such games are studied by, e.g.,
Yang and Odani (2007) and Dahlberg (2015). Although game theory provides
a framework to model and evaluate the interaction between multiple actors, it
does have its flaws when the aim is to analyze urban logistics schemes. For one,
classic game theory assumes that every actor has perfect knowledge regarding
the other players’ payoffs. In reality, it is common that actors do not know how
their actions impact others, as we already noted in Chapter 1. Games with im-
perfect information do exist, yet these are typically very difficult to solve (Koller
andPfeffer,1997). Furthermore,whenanalyzingthe interactionsbetweenmany
actors – as is common in an urban logistics setting – the corresponding payoff
matrices become very large, making it cumbersome to calculate the solutions.
Finally, correctly modeling a complex environment can be difficult and time-
consuming, and needs to be redone at least partially for every scheme. This is
particularly problematic when a large number of schemesmust be evaluated.

Taniguchi et al. (2014) and Anand et al. (2016) state that agent-based simu-
lation is the most applicable method to study the behavior of and interaction
between the various actors for urban logistics schemes. Agent-based simula-
tion is not capable to study detailed interactions (Bektaş et al., 2015), yet it is
suitable to deduce generic insights on system performance. We mention some
notable agent-based simulation studies in the field of urban logistics. Taniguchi
et al. (2007) present an agent-based system in which carriers use a routing al-
gorithm that dynamically adjusts to the prevailing travel times. They show that
by adopting this more advanced routing algorithm, both carriers and shippers
are able to benefit from the resulting cost reductions, while emissions are also
reduced. Aprerequisite for success is that again-sharingmechanismis installed,
such that both carriers and shippers profit from the efficiency gains. Tamagawa
etal. (2010)performanagent-basedsimulationstudy inwhichtheyheuristically
solve aVRP and iteratively update the actions of five agent types. They compare
two learning mechanisms that the agents use to update their decisions, namely
Monte Carlo simulation and Q-learning, which is a model-free reinforcement
learning technique. The numerical experiments revolve around the effects of
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road pricing and truck bans. The authors state that despite the implementation
of such measures, the carrier remains able to operate at transport costs com-
parable to those before. Boussier et al. (2011) apply an agent-based traffic sim-
ulation to study the use of electric delivery vans, with a reservation system for
parking places being implemented to support the use of these vans. They claim
that parkingpolicies canbe effective to improve theperformanceofdistribution
systems in urban areas. Van Duin et al. (2012) investigate the financial model
and the environmental impact of UCCs, taking into account UCC service fees,
road pricing, and subsidizing. Based on numerical experiments, they conclude
that foraUCCtobefinanciallyviable, additional revenues frompermanent sub-
sidies or value-adding services are required. Wangapisit et al. (2014) evaluate
the use of consolidation centers by imposing parking constraints and providing
subsidies to carriers. They state that these measures significantly contribute to
the reduction of emissions. Teo et al. (2014) study the effects of road pricing
and a load factor control system, using customer complaints on late deliveries
as a driver to alter the selection of carriers. The authors claim that the studied
measures have a positive environmental effect.

The contribution of this chapter is twofold. First, in contrast to the agent-
based simulation studies mentioned in this literature overview, we in addition
take into account the transport process outside the city. As last-mile distribu-
tion accounts for only part of the transport process, a narrow perspective does
not properly assess the decisions made by shippers and carriers. Second, we
explicitly include various forms of cooperation between companies, while ex-
isting studies tend to have a strong focus on testing governmental policies. As
practice shows that successful schemes require both policies and commitment
from companies, a framework that explicitly includes both aspects is essential
for proper evaluation of these schemes.

4.3. Framework design

In this section, we outline the design of our agent-based simulation frame-
work. By presenting amathematical formulation of the framework, we provide
concrete guidelines for implementation as a discrete-event simulation. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows a high-level overview of the framework. To not overly complicate
the mathematical presentation, at various points we introduce simplifications
that may easily be omitted in actual implementations of the framework. The
main simplifications thatwemake are (i) all routes are completedwithin a single
time interval in themodel, (ii) pickup routes outside the city are not specifically
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described, (iii) the network contains only a single UCC location, and (iv) price
and cost functions are linear.

The outline of this section is as follows. We start by describing the roles of the
agent types in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2, we formally define the state of the
system. Section 4.3.3 introduces the dispatching decisions per agent type that
can be performed based on the state of the system. The transition function that
describes the state change over time is given in Section 4.3.4. We define the cost
functions for each agent type and the environmental performance indicators in
Section 4.3.5. In Section 4.3.6, we discuss various solutionmethods that can be
appliedwithin the framework on the levels of strategic, tactical, and operational
decision-making.

Generate 
demand for all 

receivers

Make 
operational 

decisions for all 
agents

Start
Fix strategic 

decisions

End
Decision 

moment t<T?

Update KPIs for 
all agent types

Increment 
decision moment 

t

Allow tactical 
decisions at t?

Update levels 
for costs, prices, 

subsidies

yes

no

no yes

Update tactical 
decisions

Figure 4.1. High-level flowchart of the simulation framework.
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4.3.1. Agent types. Wedesign the agent-based simulation framework in a
manner that allows to simultaneously evaluate company-driven initiatives and
administrative policies. We focus on supply chains for a single city; the exten-
sionof the framework tomultiple cities is relatively straightforward. Inacontext
with multiple cities, harmonization of local policies and consolidation on the
linehaul arenoteworthychallenges (Quak, 2011). In the simulation framework,
we allow decisions to bemade at discretemoments in time. Five types of agents
are distinguished: receivers, shippers, line-haul carriers, theUCCoperator, and
the administrator. We proceed to briefly describe their roles; Figure 4.2 sum-
marizes the actions,monetary flows, and informationflows between the agents.
The actions of and information exchanges between agents are defined in detail
in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4; the cost functions corresponding to themon-
etaryflowsaredefined inSection4.3.5. Wenote that the real-life counterparts of
the agents are not necessarily rational decision-makers, particularly when solu-
tions require drastic changes in behavior. However, the simulation results yield
insights into the effects on real-life agents if they would change their behavior,
as such providing directions for change.

The receivers (denoted by the set R) generate an order demand that is sub-
ject to some (stochastic) process. Receivers may order from multiple suppliers
at a single decision moment. Fixed ordering moments may be defined for each
receiver (e.g., twice per week); we assume that its ordering pattern already takes
into account factors such as internal consolidation, storage costs, and stockouts.
This implies that nomeasures can be taken to improve internal consolidation at
the receiver level. Although thismay seema strongassumption,modelingorder
optimization at the receiver level would requiremany assumptionswith respect
to their operations as well. Both to prevent indefinite postponement of order
shipping and to accurately model practice, receivers specify a delivery window
for eachorder. In the standard situation, orders are directly delivered by the car-
rier to the address of the receiver, but a receiver can also opt to select the UCC
as its delivery address. In that case, theUCC is responsible for the last-mile dis-
tribution. Finally, the receiver can decide to outsource value-adding services to
the UCC as well.

The shippers in the frameworkaredenotedby thesetS . Theyacton incoming
orders fromthereceiversandhirecarriers to transportorders. Ascarrierscharge
relatively lower prices for higher volumes (i.e., a lower price per volume unit),
shippers have an incentive to bundle multiple orders before shipping. How-
ever, the shippers should dispatch the orders in time, such that the carrier is able
to meet the delivery windows. For the sake of generality, we have separated the
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roles of the carrier and the shipper. Inpractice, it is also possible that the shipper
and carrier are the same party. In that case, the shipper has a similar incentive,
as consolidation allows amore efficient utilization of transport resources.

Line-haul carriers, denoted by the set C, pick up goods at the shippers, and
transport them either directly to the receivers or to the UCC. They may out-
source the last-mile distribution to theUCCwhen this yields a financial benefit
or is enforced by regulation. Also if the receiver sets the UCC as its delivery ad-
dress, the carriermustuse theUCC,but in that case it is the receiverwhopays for
the last-mile delivery service. The carrier uses a price function based on volume
and line-haul distance (i.e., the distance between cities, ignoring distance vari-
ations due to routing) that reflects economies of scale. In the typical setting that
we study, a dispatched truck will visit multiple cities during a single tour, yet
we focus on a single city only. Consequently, the load destined for the city is
generally much less than the truck’s capacity.

TheUCC receives goods from the line-haul and is responsible for their last-
mile distribution. We use a generic set notationH for UCCs, but for simplicity
only consider a single UCC for the outline of the framework. Goods are trans-
ported via the UCC if either the carrier outsources its last-mile delivery or the
receiver selects the UCC as its delivery address. At the UCC, orders stemming
from multiple carriers can be bundled and may be temporarily held to account
for future consolidation opportunities. For modeling purposes we assume that
the UCC uses its own vehicles to perform the last-mile distribution; in practice
the carrier may also hire a neutral carrier , i.e., a carrier other than the agents
representing the line-haul carriers and operating solely within the city, thereby
not causing competitive frictions. Ideally, the efficiency gains on the last-mile
compensate for the necessary reload costs, such that theUCCcanoffer compet-
itive prices to carriers and receivers. To obtain additional revenues, the UCC
canalsoperformvalue-adding services for the receivers; these shouldotherwise
be performed in-house by the receiver itself.

Finally, the administrator can implement governmental policies to influence
thebehaviorofagents. Since suchpolicies are typically implemented fora longer
time, we do this on a scenario basis. The financial gains stemming from these
policiesmay be redistributed to subsidize agents. Asmentioned,many schemes
fail due to being overly dependent on subsidies. We therefore look for schemes
thatarefinancially sustainablewithoutrequiringpermanentexternalcashflows.
One way to achieve this involves temporary subsidies, paid until a new equilib-
riumstateof thesystemisreached. Anothersustainablesolutioncanbeachieved
when the additional income due to specific policies implementation suffices to
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cover the subsidyexpenses. In the latter case, theadministrator essentiallymon-
etizes and redistributes external costs.

4.3.2. System state. In this section, we provide the notation required to
define the state of the system and the actions of agents. We use discrete-event
simulation tomodel thebehaviorof the systemover time,more specifically, over
a sequence of equidistant time intervals. Let T = {0,1,...,T} be the set of dis-
crete decisionmoments uponwhich agents canmake decisions. Wedistinguish
between three levels of decision making. First, we have a class of strategic de-
cisions that are fixed at t = 0. This class describes decisions of agents that are
typically implemented for multiple years. Examples are the implementation of
a new infrastructure or new regulations. Second, we have the class of tactical
decisions. These decisions are made at designated tactical decision moments
t∈T tac⊂T . The interval between two adjacent tactical decisionmoments cor-
responds toacommitmentof anagent for a timeperiodofmediumlength, e.g., a
monthup to a year. Anexampleof a tactical decision is a receiver that subscribes
to the UCC. Third, we have a class of operational decisions, these decisions are
made at every t ∈ T . Typically, the time between two adjacent decision mo-
ments will correspond to several hours up to a day. For example, wemight have
one decision moment in the morning and one in the afternoon, such that two
rounds of deliveries can be performed during a day.
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We define an abstract network consisting of a pickup area with shipper loca-
tions and the home depots of carriers, a line-haul distance, and the urban area
with receiver locations and a singleUCC. In Figure 4.3, we show the typical net-
work setting that we consider. The network is comprised by a vertex set V and
a set of arcsA. Vertex set V is defined as V = VR∪VS ∪VC ∪VH , i.e., the set
consists of subsets of locations of receivers VR, shippers VS , carriers VC , and
the UCC VH . As we consider a single UCC location for the sake of illustration,
we define VH = {vucc}, with vucc denoting the UCC location in the network.
Every arc a∈A connects a vertex pair (va,v′a), with va,v′a∈V and va ̸=v′a. Let
L={ 1

y ,
2
y ,...,1} (with integer y>1) be the set of possible order volumes, with a

volumeof 1being equal to the smallest vehicle in themodel (e.g., a delivery van).
If necessary, volumes>1may be defined as well, yet such volumes typically do
not coincidewith the typeof freightflows that are analyzedwith this framework.
We define an order as a request to ship a certain load, with an order type being a
unique combination of the delivery window [t+te,t+tl] (note that the delivery
window is defined relative to t), the current position of the order v ∈V (which
indicates the agent responsible for handling the order at the current decision
moment t), the receiver r ∈ R, the carrier c ∈ C, the shipper s ∈ S , the order
volume l ∈L, and an indicator γ ∈ {0,1} that specifies whether delivery takes
place via the UCC (γ = 1 sets the UCC as the delivery address for the carrier).
Note that in Chapter 3 the window [t+ te, t+ tl] was related to the dispatch
times from the perspective of the UCC, whereas here it relates to the delivery
window at the receiver. The indicator γ can be specified either by the receiver or
by the carrier. The order type of an ordermay change during the simulation. As
the delivery window is defined relative to the decisionmoment t, it must be up-
dated after each time step. Furthermore, decisions regarding theuse of theUCC
may alter the specifications of an order. The transition functions that describe
how orders change type are defined in Section 4.3.4. During the simulation, we
keep track of the agents that utilize the UCC. The variable γrect,r ∈ {0,1} indic-
ates whether receiver r sets the UCC as its delivery address at decisionmoment
t; the variable γcart,c ∈ {0,1} has the same purpose for carriers. Usually agents
have a contractual agreement with the UCC, such that these variables are fixed
for longer periods of time; we discuss strategic and tactical decision making in
Section 4.3.6. In total there are |R| receivers and |C| line-haul carriers, the vec-
tors γrect =[γrect,1 ,...,γ

rec
t,|R|] and γ

car
t =[γcart,1 ,...,γ

car
t,|C|] describe which agents are

committed to the UCC at time t. The number of orders of a specific type in the
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Shipper CarrierReceiver UCC

Urban area

Line-haul transport Last-mile distributionFirst-mile pickup

Pickup area

Figure 4.3. Example of a network with a UCC facilitating last-mile
distribution. The dashed lines indicate empty vehicle movements, the
solid lines indicate loaded vehicle movements.

system at time t is denoted by It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ ∈ N. The vector It describes the
number of every order type in the system at time t, and is defined as

It=[It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ ]∀te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ . (4.3.1)
Asorder types aredefinedbya sequential decision-makingprocess that spans

multiple agent types, several indices of the order type are left undefined during
the process. For instance, the receiver will not specify which carrier delivers the
order; this index is left blank in the specification of the order type or the action –
which we denote by a dot · in place of the unspecified index – until themoment
it is specifiedby the shipper. Thedecision-makingprocess that defines the order
types is described in Section 4.3.3.

The state of the system at t is defined by St = [It, γ
rec
t , γcart ]; this descrip-

tion provides all information required for decision-making and computing the
performance indicators.

4.3.3. Definition of dispatching decisions. In this section, we introduce
the definitions of the dispatching decisions of the agents. In some form, every
agent is facedwith a dispatching decision based onSt. Thedispatching decision
ofoneagent transfers theresponsibility for thedispatchedorders tootheragents;
the dispatching decisions aremade sequentially by the various agent types. De-
pending on the context, a dispatching decisionmay either be a physical transfer
or an information transfer. Physically, orders move downstream from shipper
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to receiver via the carrier (and possibly via theUCC). In the basic version of the
framework, information transfers only take place between receivers and ship-
pers, i.e., the placement of orders. Both types of actions have in common that
they update the (physical or virtual) order positions of other agents.

The dispatching decision for the receiver r∈R is the information transfer of
its demand arising between time t− 1 and time t, i.e., it places an order at the
shippers that is equal to its demand. Thecarrier is undefinedat this point. When
placing the order, the receiver specifies a delivery window [t+te,t+tl], a value
te>0 implies that the ordermust be held either at the shipper location or at the
UCC before the earliest delivery time. The vertex vrecr in the subscript notation
of decisions and order positions follows from the index r; the sameholds for the
other vertex indices used in the notation. The dispatching by receiver r ∈R is
defined as:

xt,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,γ=It,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,γ ∀te,tl,s,l,γ . (4.3.2)
The dispatching decisions for the shipper is a physical dispatching decision.

AlthoughFigure4.1alsodescribes thepossibility topre-announceorderarrivals
to the UCC (i.e., an information transfer), we ignore this action to simplify the
mathematical formulation of actions and transitions. By accumulating orders,
the shipper can achieve lower average transport costs, yet the delivery windows
imposed by the receivers must be respected. At every decision moment t, the
shipper smust select a carrier c∈C to perform the transport for the dispatched
orders (i.e., one carrier for the complete shipment at t), we introduce the bin-
ary variable zt,c,s ∈ {0,1} to describe this choice. The carrier selection may be
modeled as a cost minimization problem. Another modeling approach is to fix
shipper-carrier pairs, for example when a contract between both parties exists.
The dispatching decision of shipper s∈S is given by

[x
t,te,tl,vshps ,r,c,s,l,γ

]∀te,tl,r,c,l,γ , (4.3.3)
s.t.
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∑
c∈C

zt,c,s ·xt,te,tl,vshps ,r,c,s,l,γ
≤I

t,te,tl,vshps ,r,c,s,l,γ
tl>1,∀te,r,l,γ , (4.3.4)∑

c∈C
zt,c,s ·xt,0,1,vshps ,r,c,s,l,γ

=I
t,0,1,vshps ,r,c,s,l,γ

∀r,l,γ , (4.3.5)

x
t,te,tl,vshps ,r,c,s,l,0

=0 te>0,∀tl,r,c,l,γ , (4.3.6)∑
c∈C

zt,c,s=1 , (4.3.7)

x
t,te,tl,vshps ,r,c,s,l,γ

∈N ∀te,tl,r,c,l,γ , (4.3.8)
zt,c,s∈{0,1} ∀c . (4.3.9)

Constraint (4.3.4) states that no more orders of any order type are shipped
than that are placed by the receiver. Constraint (4.3.5) ensures that orders are
shipped in time, such that the carrier or UCC can make the delivery to the re-
ceiverbefore the last alloweddelivery time (givenourassumption that all routes,
including the line-haul component, arecompletedwithina single time interval).
Constraint (4.3.6) states that – if the order does not have the UCC as its deliv-
ery address – the shipper cannot ship orders before the earliest delivery date;
this is because the carrier does not offer intermediate storage capacity. With
Constraint (4.3.7), we enforce that exactly 1 carrier is selected to conduct the
transport of the shipment, i.e., all orders that are dispatched by the shipper at
time t. Constraint (4.3.8) and Constraint (4.3.9) are domain constraints.

Thedispatching decision of the carrier is equivalent to transporting all orders
that are physically released by the shippers to carrier c. Orders that are released
by the shipper at t are picked up anddelivered by the carrier between t and t+1.
Recall that orders with te>0 can only be delivered to theUCC; unlike theUCC
andthe shipper, thecarrierdoesnotoffera temporary storage service. Wedefine
the dispatching decision of a carrier c∈C as follows:

xt,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,γ=It,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,γ ∀te,tl,r,s,l,γ . (4.3.10)
Finally, thedefinitionof thedispatchingdecisionfor theUCCissimilar to that

of the shipper, althoughwithout the constraints relating to the carrier selection:

[xt,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1]∀te,tl,r,c,s,l,1 , (4.3.11)
s.t.
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xt,0,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1≤It,0,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1 ∀tl,r,c,s,l , (4.3.12)
xt,0,1,vucc,r,c,s,l,1=It,0,1,vucc,r,c,s,l,1 ∀r,c,s,l , (4.3.13)
xt,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1=0 te>0,∀tl,r,c,s,l , (4.3.14)
xt,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1∈N ∀te,tl,r,c,s,l . (4.3.15)

4.3.4. Transition function. Having defined the state of the system and the
corresponding actions, we proceed to describe the transition function. We start
by introducing the stochastic order arrival process. Let Ĩt,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,·∈Nde-
notethenumberofarrivalsofagivenordertypeduringthetimeinterval(t−1,t].
We denote arrivals by ωt = [Ĩt,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,·]∀te,tl,r,s,l and the set of all arrival
scenarios byΩt. LetWt be a randomvariable withωt∈Ωt being a realization of
Wt. The randomgeneration of orders implicitly reflects the ordering policies of
the receivers.

Aswe consider a systemwith interacting agents, the actions thatwediscussed
in Section 4.3.3 affect the states of other agents. The supply chain is structured
as follows: (i) receivers communicate their order placements to the shippers,
(ii) shippers dispatch a subset of the orders requested by receivers, (iii) carriers
transport theorders that aredispatchedby shippers, (iv) theUCCreceives a sub-
set of theorders transportedby the carriers, and (v) theUCCdispatches a subset
of orders in inventory for delivery. Dispatching decisions may also transform
order types, e.g., when the carrier decides to deliver via the UCC. To correctly
describe the transition function, we require a sequential updating procedure.
The influence that the actions of one agent has on the order position of another
agent is represented by the vertex subscripts. For example, in the dispatching
decision of a receiver r (communicating an order placement to the shipper), the
subscriptvrecr is specified. Processing thisdecisionupdates theorderpositionof
the shipper, the subscript vshps is used to denote that the decision of the receiver
affects the order position of the shipper.

To ease the presentation of the transition, we split the transition function
into two components: the transition from the pre-decision state St to the post-
decision state Sx

t (i.e., the state after applying action xt on state St, but before
thearrival ofnew informationWt+1), and the transition fromSx

t toSt+1. Nota-
tions that relate to the post-decision state are defined with a superscript x.

We start with an initial state St= [It,γ
rec
t ,γcart ]. In this initial state, positive

numbers of order types may exist for the receivers (newly generated orders ac-
cording to the realizationofWt), the shippers (existingorderpositions), and the
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UCC (existing order position). From this initial position, we proceed to move
to the post-decision state Sx

t . This state is reached via a sequential updating
procedure, which we outline below.

The demand of receiver r∈R for a given order type is defined by the variable
It,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,·∈N; the carrier and the use of theUCC are initially undefined,
hence the dots · in the notation. If γrect,r = 1 (which may be fixed at the tactical
or strategic level), this means that the receiver will use the UCC as its delivery
address, thus we must set γ = 1 for all its orders. If γrect,r = 0, the receiver is
indifferent as to whether it will be delivered directly or via the UCC, meaning
that this choice remains open to the carrier. The index for γ is left blank in that
case. Thus, iff γrect,r =1, we perform the following update

It,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,1=It,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,· ∀te,tl,s,l .
If we set γ = 1, we must reset all order positions of the receiver without a

specified value for γ to 0. Again, this update is only performed when γrect,r =1:

It,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,·=0 ∀te,tl,s,l .
Subsequently, the orders placed by the receiver are converted into an action

according to Equation (4.3.2). After obtaining the action of the receiver, it is
communicated to the shipper, which prompts an update of the order position
of the shipper. At this stage, the carrier c is still undefined. To obtain the order
position of a shipper s∈S at t, the order requests by the receivers are added to
the already existing order positions of the shipper (i.e., the post-decision posi-
tion at t−1). We first show how to compute the post-decision order position.
The shipper selects an action as defined in Equation (4.3.3). By dispatching the
orders, we can compute the post-decision order position for the shipper s:

Ix
t−1,te,tl,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ=It−1,te,tl,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ−

∑
c∈C

x
t−1,te,tl,vshps ,r,c,s,l,γ

∀te,tl,r,l,γ .

The order position of the shipper at t follows from the post-decision order
position at t−1 and the orders posed by the receivers at t. To take into account
the time update of delivery windows relative to the current decision moment,
we must update the order types of existing orders in the order position. Most
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time indices te and tl are simply reduced by 1, as they are relative to t. However,
orders with an earliest delivery time te = 0 or te = 1 relative to t−1 both cor-
respond to te=0 at the current decisionmoment t. We incorporate this update
with the help variable t̃e. The update of the order position is defined as follows:

I
t,0,tl,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ=

1∑
t̃e=0

(Ix
t−1,t̃e,tl+1,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ)+xt,0,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,γ

∀tl,r,l,γ ,

I
t,te,tl,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ=I

x
t−1,te+1,tl+1,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ+xt,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,γ

te>0,∀tl,r,l,γ .

Weproceed with the update at the carrier level based on its decision whether
to use the UCC. Based on the decision variables γcart,c and γrect,r , the value for γ
maybeupdated. Ifγ=1due to theprecedingdecisionof the receiver, the carrier
cannot set γ = 0. However, if γrect,r = 0, the index γ has not been defined and
will be determined by the carrier. The update of the order types for the carrier
is defined by

It,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,0=It,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,· ∀te,tl,r,s,l if γcart,c =0 ,

It,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,1=It,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,· ∀te,tl,r,s,l if γcart,c =1 .

After completing the update for γ, the number of orders for types character-
ized by γ= · are set to 0:

It,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,·=0 ∀te,tl,r,s,l .
We proceed with the inventory update of the UCC. The inventory at time t

depends on the post-decision inventory at t−1 and the dispatching decisions
by the carriers taken at t, as defined in Equation (4.3.10). We first describe how
we compute the post-decision inventory position of the UCC. To be consistent
with the subsequent notation, we define the post-decision inventory at t − 1
. For a given (pre-decision) inventory position, the UCC makes its dispatch-
ing decision as defined in Equation (4.3.11), which is used to compute its post-
decision inventory position:
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Ixt−1,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1=It−1,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1−xt−1,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1

∀te,tl,r,c,s,l .
The inventory position of the UCC at t depends on the existing inventory

from t−1 and the dispatching decisions by the carriers taken at t, as defined in
Equation (4.3.10). Based on this information, we update the inventory position
of the UCC as follows:

It,0,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1=
1∑

t̃e=0

(Ix
t−1,t̃e,tl+1,vucc,r,c,s,l,1

)+xt,0,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,1

∀tl,r,c,s,l ,
It,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1=I

x
t−1,te+1,tl+1,vucc,r,c,s,l,1+xt,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,1

te>0,∀tl,r,c,s,l .
Having defined the sequential procedure to obtain the post-decision state of

the system,we proceed to describe the transition frompost-decision stateSx
t to

thenextpre-decisionstateSt+1. First, thereceiverordersaregeneratedbasedon
the realization of the random variableWt+1. At this point, the carrier c and the
indicatorγ are still undefined. Forreceiverr, itsorderpositionat t+1 is givenby

It+1,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,·= Ĩt+1,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,· ∀te,tl,s,l .
For each shipper s, weneed toupdate the time indices of its inventory, i.e., the

post-decision inventory at decisionmoment t. This timeupdate goes as follows:

I
t+1,0,tl,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ=

1∑
t̃e=0

Ix
t,t̃e,tl+1,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ ∀tl,r,l ,

I
t+1,te,tl,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ=I

x
t,te+1,tl+1,vshps ,r,·,s,l,γ te>0,∀tl,r,l .

The time update for the UCC is comparable:
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It+1,0,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1=
1∑

t̃e=0

Ix
t,t̃e,tl+1,vucc,r,c,s,l,1

∀tl,r,c,s,l ,

It+1,te,tl,vucc,r,c,s,l,1=I
x
t,te+1,tl+1,vucc,r,c,s,l,1 te>0∀tl,r,c,s,l .

4.3.5. Cost functions and key performance indicators. In this section,
we provide the cost (profit) functions and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
of the agents. We start by introducing some notation required to describe the
price functions and cost functions. For a variety of parameters and variables, we
use the superscripthd to refer to costs forhandlingoperations (e.g., (un)loading
by the driver), rc for receiving (e.g., working hours spent on receiving, control
of goods, and allocation to shelves), sp for shipping (e.g., loading operations),
and sb for income from subsidies. In the description, we restrict ourselves to
subsidies for using the UCC; schemes that subsidize other initiatives may be
modeled in a comparable manner. Price functions P describe the income of
agents and cost functions C describe their expenses. To reflect economies of
scale, we define most price functions and cost functions based on a fixed com-
ponent and a volume-dependent variable component. These functions serve as
an illustration, and may be replaced by functions operating on alternative vari-
ables in implementations of the framework. Theused order volumes depend on
the context of the function. For example, the volume transported by carrier c at
time t to the UCC is given by

lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,1=
∑

te,tl,r,s,l

xt,te,tl,vcarc ,r,c,s,l,1 ·l .

We proceed with the notation required to denote routes. Let Qc denote the
set of vehicles operated by carrier (or UCC) c ∈ C ∪H. A vehicle q ∈ Qc has
a vehicle capacity ≥ 1. The smallest vehicle defined in the simulation model
has a capacity of 1, order sizes and the capacities of other vehicles are defined
relative to this volume. To ease the notation, we assume that all routes starting
at t are completed at t+ 1. For the same reason, we do not explicitly include
the pickup tour. We denote a route started by vehicle q of carrier c at time t
as δcart,c,q = {δcar,lht,c,q ,δcar,lmt,c,q }, with the components referring to line-haul trans-
port and last-mile distribution respectively. This distinction is used to assign
distinct properties (e.g., fuel usage, road pricing, driver wage) to the associated
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travel distances ηlh and ηlm. We let∆car
t,c denote the set of routes for carrier c at

decisionmoment t, and use∆ucc
t to describe the set of routes for the UCC.The

UCConlyhas todealwith last-mile distribution, such that δucct,q ={δucc,lmt,q }. We
use∆t=[[∆car

t,c ]∀c∈C ,∆
ucc
t ] to denote all routes starting at time t.

For the carriers andUCCs, handling costs depend on the subsets of locations
visited. The carrier incurs handling costs at each shipper of the subset S ′ ⊆ S
that it visits to collect shipments at a given decisionmoment. Both carriers and
receivers incur handling costs at each location in the subset of receivers visited
R′ ⊆ R∪H (note that the UCC is a receiver from the perspective of the car-
rier). For each agent that conducts transport, the subsets S ′ and R′, as well as
the distances ηlh and ηlm, can be derived from the route sets ∆car

t,c and ∆ucc
t .

The symbol α – with the appropriate subscripts and superscripts – refers to a
fixed price or cost component; similarly, the symbol β refers to a variable price
or cost component. In Table 4.1, we provide price and cost components of the
price and cost functions corresponding to the agent’s actions. For notational
convenience, we formulate all components linearly. For the same purpose, we
assume that carriers use homogeneous fleets. Definitions are kept at a generic
level; we define the objective functions of the actors and illustrate themain cost
and price components, without introducing excessive notational complexity.
For this reason, the detailed costs structures required to describemeasures such
as road pricing and coalitions are not shown.
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Having defined the price and cost components, we now introduce the cost
functions for the agents. The outcomes of these cost functions over the full time
horizon T serve as KPIs for the agents. To be consistent in our notation, we
express the performance of each agent in terms of costs; price components are
included as negative costs. Although agents aim to minimize their costs over
the full planning horizon, they make periodic decisions based on incomplete
information.

The objective of the shipper is to minimize the sum of transport costs and
shipping costs. Shippers can influence these costs by selecting the set of orders
to ship at every decisionmoment and select the cheapest carrier to conduct the
transport of this order set, see Equation (4.3.3). The costs for shipper s at time t
are given by

Cshp
t,s (l

t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·,η
lh)=Cshp,tr

t,s (l
t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·,η

lh)+

Cshp,sp
t,s (l

t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·) .

Carriers attempt tomaximize profit (determined by the transport price, sub-
sidy income, transport costs, and outsourcing costs) by selecting the route set
∆car,x

t,c that minimizes costs at every decision moment. In addition, carriers
can choosewhether they perform the full transport themselves or outsource the
last-mile transport to the UCC. In case of outsourcing, the carrier only pays for
outsourcing volume that is not already outsourced by the receiver, i.e., only the
volumecharacterizedbyγ= ·. Thecarrieralso receives subsidies for thisvolume
only. The cost function of a carrier c at time t is given by

Ccar
t,c (lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·,lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,1,η

lh,ηlm,γcart,c ,S ′,R′)=

Ccar,tr
t,c (ηlh,ηlm,S ′,R′)−P car,tr

t,c (lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·,η
lh)

if γcart,c =0 ,

Ccar,tr
t,c (ηlh,0,S ′,h)+Ccar,lm

t,c (lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·,η
lh,S ′)

−P car,tr
t,c (lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·,η

lh)−P car,sb
t,c (lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·)

if γcart,c =1 .

The objective of the UCC is to maximize profit, which is determined by the
prices it charges, subsidy incomes, receiving costs, costs for performing value-
adding services, and transport costs. If the receiver decides to select the UCC
as its delivery address, it is the receiver that pays the UCC for the last-mile dis-
tribution costs. If the carrier decides to outsource its last-mile distribution, it
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only pays the UCC for the volume that has not already been outsourced by the
receiver. To influence its profit, at every decision moment it selects a subset of
orders to dispatch as defined inEquation (4.3.11), which yields a corresponding
route set∆ucc

t . The cost function for the UCC at time t is defined by

Cucc
t (lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1,η

lm,R′)=

Cucc,rc
t (lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1)+C

ucc,tr
t (lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1,η

lm,R′)+∑
r∈R′

Cucc,rec,val
t (lt,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1)−

P ucc,sb
t (lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1)−

∑
r∈R′

γrect,r ·P ucc,rec,tr
t (lt,·,·,vucc,r,·,·,·,1)−∑

c∈C′

γcart,c P
ucc,car,tr
t (lt,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,1)−

∑
r∈R′

P ucc,val
t (r) .

The performance of the receiver is measured as the sum of receiving costs.
These dependon the tactical decisionwhether delivery takes place via theUCC.
If the receiver does not mandate delivery via the UCC, it incurs costs for every
carrier (possibly including theUCC) thatdeliversgoodsat thereceiver. Further-
more, the receiver must perform its value-adding services in-house and incurs
a cost for that. If the receivermandates deliveries via theUCC, the receiver pays
the UCC for last-mile delivery, but may incur lower receiving costs due to re-
ceiving bundled orders from only one carrier (i.e., the UCC). Furthermore, the
receiver incurscostswhen itdecides tooutsource thevalue-addingservices. The
costs for a receiver r at time t are given by:

Crec
t,r (lt,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·,lt,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1,γ

rec
t,r )=

Crec,rc
t,r (lt,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·)+C

rec,val
t,r

if γrect,r =0 ,

Crec,rc
t,r (lt,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1)+C

rec,lm
t,r (lt,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1)+C

rec,val,ucc
t,r −

P rec,sb
t,r (lt,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1)if γrect,r =1 .

Theperformanceof theadministrator ismeasuredwiththefollowingKPIs: (i)
the number of vehicles per type that enter the urban area, (ii) the total distance
covered within the urban area per vehicle type, (iii) the income from policies
minus the provided subsidies, and (iv) the emission levels for CO2, SO2, NOx,
and particulate matter (PM). The first two KPIs indirectly capture effects such
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as noise hindrance and the contribution to road congestion. The thirdKPI is an
indicator for the financial feasibility of a scheme.

4.3.6. Solutionmethodsfordecision-making. Inthissection,wedescribe
various solutionsmethods that canbe applied in the framework. Wedistinguish
between solution methods on the strategic level (Section 4.3.6.1), the tactical
level (Section 4.3.6.2), and the operational level (Section 4.3.6.3). The descrip-
tions of the solution methods are deliberately kept at an abstract level for this
framework; the specific methods to be used depend on the experimental setup
that is applied.

4.3.6.1. Strategic decisions. Strategic decisions are embedded in the frame-
work as pre-defined scenario input; they are fixed at t=0, thereby committing
the agent to a strategic decision for the full duration of the simulation run. We
discuss implementation guidelines for two classes of strategic decisions, namely
governmental policies and company-driven initiatives.

Governmental policies are typically described by forms of access pricing or
access restrictions. Suchpolicies are incorporated in the frameworkby (i) defin-
ingrestrictionsandpricingfunctionsasarcproperties, (ii)definingthestructure
for cost allocationsandconditions for transport viaurbannetworkarcs, and (iii)
specifying allocation rules for possible redistribution in the form of subsidies.
Although the subsidy measures themselves are fixed, allocation rules and time
thresholds can be defined in such a way that they allow for a dynamic distribu-
tion of subsidies.

Weproceed to discuss company-driven initiatives. To evaluatemeasures that
permanently affect agents – such as adjusting the type of vehicles used or aman-
datory pre-announcement of shipments – the characteristics of the agents can
be adjusted in the model to reflect their strategic decisions. Finally, initiatives
thatphysically reorganize infrastructureor transport are incorporatedbymodi-
fying thenetwork andmay entail, e.g., positioning theUCCor including special
transport lanes for licensed vehicles. It is important that the applied routing
algorithms properly take into account such restrictions.

We conclude with a brief discussion on setting up coalition structures in the
framework. Examples of coalitions in urban logistics are receivers that syn-
chronize their delivery windows and carriers that pool their orders and trans-
port resources. Wedescribe the setupof a coalition structure in four steps. First,
it should be specified which members can join or leave the coalition. Second,
the action space of the coalition needs to be defined, including rules for the al-
location of tasks to agents. Third, a single objective function must be specified
for the coalition. Stable solutions require that the profit of the coalition is at
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least equal to the sum of individual profits of the coalition members. Fourth –
as coalitions require rational agents that are willing to cooperate – an appropri-
ate gain-sharingmechanism should be incorporated. Suchmechanismsmay be
drawn from the field of cooperative game theory.

4.3.6.2. Tactical decisions. In the simulation framework, tactical decisions
are made only at a pre-defined subset of decision moments T tac ⊂ T . Hence,
these decisions commit agents for time periods of medium length. Examples
of tactical decisions are adjusting price levels, committing to transport via the
UCC, and joining a coalition. In this subsection, we discuss a sampling proced-
ure tomake decisions on the tactical level.

Although the tactical decisions themselvesmay be diverse, they have in com-
mon that they affect the performance of agents over a longer period of time.
Therefore, each agent should evaluate how its performance in the longer run is
affected by its tactical decisions. One approach to evaluate the impact of tac-
tical decisions is tomeasure performance over some past time interval (e.g., the
time elapsed since the preceding tactical decision moment) and compare it to
the performance that could have been achieved under other tactical decisions.
However, the state of the system may have been updated over time, e.g., due to
altered price levels or subsidies. In that case, it is more sensible to incorporate
some lookahead estimate.

To provide an example of a lookahead estimate, consider a receiver thatmust
decide whether to select the UCC as its delivery address. The estimated costs
for this option are computed with a sampling procedure. For this purpose, we
generateN sample paths of order arrivals of length τ sample, with n∈{1,...,N}
being the index for the sample path and tn ∈ {0, ... , τ sample} being the time
index for the sample states of path n. We obtain sets of sample arrivals that
are denoted by {ω̃n

0 , ... , ω̃
n
τsample},∀n ∈ {1, ... ,N}. From these samples, we

derive order volumes for the receiver, denoted by ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,· (all volume)
and ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1 (volume delivered via the UCC). Let γ̃recr ∈{0,1} be a bin-
ary variable that indicates whether the receiver uses the UCC in the sampling
scenario; to compare both options we compute the costs for γ̃recr = 0 as well
as for γ̃recr = 1. This way, every receiver samples its expected costs C̃rec for
both γrect,r =0 and γrect,r =1. In mathematical form, the following minimization
problem is solved to update the tactical decision:

γrect,r = argmin
γ̃rec
r ∈{0,1}

C̃rec(γ̃recr ,lt′,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·,lt′,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1) .
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The sample costs C̃rec(γ̃recr ,ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·) are computed as follows:

C̃rec(γ̃recr ,ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·)=

1
N

∑N
n=1

∑τsample

tn=0

(
Crec,rc
tn,r (ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·)

+Crec,val
tn,r

)
if γ̃recr =0 ,

1
N

∑N
n=1

∑τsample

tn=0

(
Crec,rc
tn,r (ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·)+C

rec,lm
tn,r (ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·)

+Crec,val,ucc
tn,r −P rec,sb

tn,r (ltn,·,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·)

)
if γ̃recr =1 .

In the sampling function that we describe, it is assumed that the agent re-
sponds instantly to changes in the systemsuch asnewprice levels. Theprice and
cost levels are updated at the beginning at each tactical decision moment, i.e.,
before updating the tactical decisions. In practice, agents may display a more
gradual approach in altering their tactical decisions. Such behavior can be re-
flected by incorporating learningmechanisms such as Q-learning, which place
weight on both past observations and future expectations of state-action val-
ues. This results in a smoother transition of the state of the system. Although
learning mechanisms may reflect the behavior of real-life actors more accur-
ately, a downside is that more computational effort is likely required to identify
the steady state (if such a state exists) of the system.

4.3.6.3. Operational decisions. All agents aimtooptimize theirownobject-
ive functions. In our dynamic environment, the corresponding operational de-
cision problems are subject to incomplete information. Exact solutionmethods
for stochastic problems usually require a large computational effort, which is
why we typically resort to heuristic solutions in agent-based simulation. Vari-
ouspoliciescanbeused to tackle theoperationaldecisionproblems. Thespecific
policies to be used in the simulation are selected based on the instance, and are
part of the simulation settings.

Both the shippers and the UCC face a variant of the Delivery Dispatching
Problem, whichwas discussed extensively inChapter 3. Aswe consider a single
line-haul arc, shippers face the basic version of this problem, inwhich they only
need to decide on the time at which they dispatch orders. For them, a basic
threshold policy suffices to capture their decision-making process: as the or-
ders are subject to delivery windows, there is no incentive to dispatch orders as
fast as possible. Hence, they can be expected to accumulate volume until (i) at
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leastoneof theordersbecomesurgent, prompting theshipper todispatch theac-
cumulated volume or (ii) the accumulated volume hits some threshold volume
that yields an acceptable carrier price. The UCC faces the DDP-TW, implying
that at each decision moment they must decide which subset of orders to dis-
patch. Possible solutionmethods are learning a dispatching policy with ADP, a
lookahead policy based on sampling, or some heuristic policy.

Carriers, as well as the UCC, are required to solve a vehicle routing problem
(VRP). Orders arrive via the line-haul arc, implying a single entry point to the
city that functions as the starting point of the route. For orders delivered via the
UCC, theUCC location is the starting point of the route. In Section 4.2 we gave
an overview of VRP methods specifically designed to deal with the context of
urban logistics. As we split the decision problems into a periodic dispatch de-
cision and a vehicle routing problem, solution methods for the static VRP can
be applied. Which routing algorithm to apply depends on the level of detail of
the model, the learning objectives of the simulation study, and the computa-
tional budget. If the purpose of the simulation study is to establish credibility
of the simulation model with the stakeholders involved, it may be sensible to
incorporate algorithms similar to the ones used in practice.

4.4. Illustration of simulation framework

In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we apply the presented framework using two
different experimental designs. To give a brief illustration of the working of
the framework, we already test a few urban logistics schemes here. Although
we use approximate data and apply limited experimental designs, the experi-
ments presented in this section already give an indication of the possibilities of
the framework. Also, the results are helpful in interpreting the outcomes of the
later simulation studies that we perform.

Wehave implemented the frameworkas adiscrete-event simulationmodel in
Delphi XE6. We represent the city by a virtual 10km2 area, with 1 UCC located
at themiddle of the edge of the area, 3 carriers, 10 shippers, and20 receivers. We
assume that all agents of the same type are identical. The properties of the net-
work are chosen such that they sufficiently reflect flexibility and diversity. The
line-haul distance between shippers and receivers is set at 100km. We consider
a planning horizon with 500 decision moments and perform 5 replications per
scenario. In this illustration,we includedecisionmakingon theoperational and
on the strategic levels; the tactical decision level is omitted here. Based on pre-
liminary experiments inwhichwe applyWelch’s graphicalmethod (Law, 2007),
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we set the warmup period equal to 10 decisionmoments. We represent the un-
certainty in the system by randomly generating the information variables Wt

according to uniformdistributions. At every decisionmoment, receivers have a
demandbetween 0 and 5 orders, with order sizes ranging between 0.05 and 0.20
of the capacity of a delivery van. The earliest delivery time varies between 0 and
2 timeunits; the lengthof thedeliverywindowvariesbetween1and4 timeunits.

In Table 4.2, we show the vehicle properties that we use. Vehicle capacities
and average emission values are obtained fromBoer et al. (2011), using capacit-
ies for voluminous goods and 2020 engine standards. The UCC uses large vans
(>2 ton), the line-haul carriers deploymedium-sized trucks (10−20 ton). For
the delivery van, we deduce costs per hour and vehicle speeds from Roca-Riu
et al. (2016). We multiply these costs with 1.5 for medium-sized trucks. We set
the transport price charged by the carrier to a fixed shipment fee of e35 and a
variable cost ofe1.5 per km; the transport price of the carrier is assumed to be
independent of the volume shipped. In contrast, the UCC charges a volume-
based price ofe100 per van-load, and it incurs receiving costs ofe20 for every
incoming truck. For receivers, we set the receiving costs ate5 per vehicle that
delivers a shipment. Similarly, for shippers we assume shipping costs ofe5 per
vehicle that visits its premises to collect a shipment.

Table 4.2. Vehicle properties for UCC (delivery van) and carriers (truck).
Vehicle type Large van>2 ton Truck 10−20 ton
Loading capacity (ton) 1.2 8
Speed line-haul (km/hour) 50 50
Speed urban area (km/hour) 25 25
Handling costs (e/receiver) 7.9 7.9
Costs line-haul (e/km) – 1.24
Costs urban (e/km) 1.35 2.03
CO2 (g/km) 299.5 943
SO2 (mg/km) 2.3 7.2
NOx (g/km) 0.55 3.1
PM2.5 (mg/km) 42 56

Wenowdescribe the applied decisionmethods. For the shippers, we define a
simple policy that dispatches all accumulated orders when it contains an ur-
gent order and holds the shipment otherwise. For the UCC, we use a one-
step lookahead sampling policy. Although an online ADP policy as introduced
in Chapter 3 could have been executed sufficiently fast, repeating the offline
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learning phase for every scenario is computationally intense. In the simula-
tion framework,we therefore opt for the sampling approach as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5.2. Even though its online application is slower than a policy learned
withADP, it provides good results – compared tomyopic policies – and elimin-
ates the need to perform the computationally expensive learning phase. In the
sampling procedure, we sample 5 realizations of order arrivals; for each realiz-
ation we compute the expected future costs per action. We select the dispatch
decision thatminimizes the sumofdirect costs and expecteddownstreamcosts.
The routing problem in the simulationmodel can be defined as a VRPwith de-
terministic travel times and delivery windows. For both the carriers and the
UCC, we use the cheapest insertion algorithm to solve their routing problems.
Wedefine the following strategicdecisions: selectionof theUCCby the receiver,
forming a carrier coalition, setting parking costs, and subsidization of theUCC
by the administrator. As already mentioned, we omit the tactical decision level
in this illustration.

For the allocation of the gains obtained by a carrier coalition, we make use
of the Shapley value as applied in cooperative game theory. We briefly explain
the concept of the Shapley value here, for further detail we refer to Osborne
and Rubinstein (1994). The Shapley value is an allocation concept that takes
into account the marginal contribution of each player to the coalition. For any
coalition C′ ⊆ C, transporting orders as described by the joint dispatching de-
cision [xtn,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·]lc∈C′ , let P car,cl

t,c ([xtn,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·]c∈C′) be the function
that yields the net income for C′. For each carrier c∈C, for a given dispatching
decision the gains are allocated as follows:

ϕc(P
car,cl
t,c )=

∑
C′⊆C\{c}

|C′|!(|C|−|C′|−1)!

|C|!
(v(C′∪{c})−

P car,cl
t,c ([xtn,·,·,vcarc ,·,c,·,·,·]c∈C′)) .

We test the followingmeasures: (A) carriersmay deliver via theUCC (opera-
tionaldecision), (B)receiversmandatedeliveryvia theUCC(strategicdecision),
(C) carriers form a coalition (strategic decision), using the Shapley value as a
gain-sharing mechanism, (D) parking costs of e3 per stop, applicable only to
trucks (strategicdecision), and (E)volume-based subsidy to theUCC, set ate70
per full van-load (strategicdecision). Basedon thesemeasures,wecomposeand
test eight urban logistics schemes. With these schemes, we aim to show how
both individual and combined measures affect system performance. For each
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agent type, we compare the impact of a scheme based on their performance un-
der Scheme 1, which is the default scheme in which none of the five described
measures are implemented. In Table 4.3, we show the results of the agent types
for all schemes, stating the financial performance and an indicator for the ex-
ternal costs relative to Scheme 1. The latter indicator is selected from the set of
indicators {−−,−,o,+,++}, with−− describing external costs that aremuch
worse thanunder thedefault schemeand++describinga external costs that are
much better than under the default scheme. Agents that are negatively affected
by a scheme are likely to resist the newmeasures, wemark their costs in bold to
indicate that these agents will not favor the scheme.
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We proceed to reflect on the outcomes of the individual schemes. We stress
that the analysis of the results ismerely illustrative to the framework, rather than
aiming to provide insights that are applicable to real-world settings. Further-
more, we note that we do not test any measures that impact the shippers; their
performance is therefore equal for every scheme.

Schemes 2 to 4 each contain only a single measure. In Scheme 2, carriers
have the option to deliver via the UCC.This option yields considerable gains in
terms of environmental performance, but the UCC suffers substantial financial
losses. In Scheme 3, the receivers mandate that all orders are delivered via the
UCC. In this case, the receivers pay for the last-mile distribution, such that they
losemoney compared to thedefault scheme. Furthermore, the income from the
receivers only does not suffice to cover the costs of the UCC. Scheme 4 tests the
effect of carriers forming a coalition. Although this scheme does not have the
same impact as the UCC, it generates additional profits for the carriers and is
financially viable for all agent types.

Schemes 5 to 8 all combine multiple measures. With Scheme 5, we seek to
improve the performance of the UCC by imposing parking costs on carriers on
the one hand (given them a stronger incentive to use the UCC) and subsidizing
the UCC on the other hand. When comparing to Scheme 2 and 3, we observe
that the scheme is effective in generating a positive net income for the UCC.
However, for the administrator the income stemming from the parking policy
does not cover its subsidy expenses to the UCC. Thus, the administrator needs
toprovidepermanent funding fromexternal sources to theUCC,which is typic-
ally not a desirable situation. Scheme 6 combines both the presence of theUCC
and the carrier coalition. Although the scheme reduces the deficit of theUCC–
mainly because the carriers make less use of the UCC 00 the net income for the
UCC remains negative. Scheme 7 is similar to Scheme 6, but also imposes park-
ing costs on the carriers. Although this measure seemed effective in Scheme 5,
it has a relatively weaker effect when carriers cooperate – thus entering the city
with less vehicles – and does not provide sufficient incentive for the collaborat-
ing carriers toutilize theUCC.Finally, Scheme8 is similar to Scheme7, butwith
the administrator providing subsidies to UCC. Although the subsidy does not
increase the use of the UCC, it suffices to generate a positive net income for the
UCC; the parking income is sufficient to cover the original deficit of the UCC.
This combination of measures does not negatively impact any of the involved
agents, while having a positive environmental impact as well.

Scheme 8 is the best performing scheme that is also financially sustainable.
It significantly cuts emissions (CO2 by 47.5%, SO2 by 47.4%, NOx by 53.1%,
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and PM2.5 by 30.2%), reduces the number of trucks in the city center by 60%,
and reduce the overall urban transport distance (by both trucks and vans) by
20%. Although many measures have the potential to reduce external costs, the
challenge remains to combine them into a economically viable scheme.

The results underline the difficulty to find feasible schemes. Individualmeas-
uresoftenfail togenerate therequiredcommitment fromall agents. Thefunding
of the UCC is particularly complex; it is not financially sustainable without any
supportingmeasures, yet it is not always clear how agents change their behavior
when such supporting measures are implemented. Furthermore, we see that
carrier coalitions are effective from a financial perspective, but do not have the
same environmental benefits as the UCC, although still yielding an improve-
ment compared to the base scheme. For a proper analysis of urban logistics
schemes, both the environmental impact and the (financial) effects on each of
the involved stakeholders should be assessed.

4.5. Conclusions

Although the need for improving urban freight transport is widely recog-
nized, existing initiatives often fail due to a lack of commitment by the actors
involved. In this chapter, we have designed an agent-based simulation frame-
work that enables to evaluate awide array of urban logistics schemes. Wedefine
the roles of five agent types, namely receivers, shippers, carriers, the UCC, and
a local administrator. For each agent type, we describe its actions, monetary
streams, and information streams. Furthermore, we specify KPIs tomeasure its
performance. To reflect the practice of urban logistics – where we attempt to
align the interests of multiple actors – every agent is modeled as an autonom-
ous decision maker. As such, we assess the behavior and performance of every
agent type. We divide the decision-making processes of the agents into three
levels: operational, tactical, and strategic. Operational decisions such as rout-
ing and dispatching are solved at every decision moment; we discuss a number
of solutionmethods to address these decisions. To solve tactical decisions (such
as outsourcing last-mile distribution to the UCC), we propose a sampling pro-
cedure at a pre-determined subset of decisionmoments. Finally, we suggest that
strategic decisions (e.g., administrative policies) are embedded into the analysis
as scenario input.

Aspractice indicates thatschemescombiningbothgovernmentalpoliciesand
company-driven initiatives yield the best results, we have designed the frame-
work such that both aspects are well represented. The urban consolidation cen-
ter (UCC) has a key role in the framework, as it facilitates both consolidation
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and the deployment of dedicated delivery vehicles with lower environmental
impacts. Furthermore, we include governmental policies such as road pricing,
zone access fees, and parking costs; gains stemming from these measures can
be used to subsidize agents in a closed-loop scheme. To define company-driven
initiatives, we describe collaboration between carriers, as well as various inter-
actions between the companies and theUCC.Another distinctive feature of our
framework is thatwe explicitly take into account the effect of line-haul transport
on the last-mile distribution, rather than focusing only on the last mile. With
our simulation framework, we are able tomeasure the impact of schemes on the
financial performance and the external costs and verify whether autonomous
actorsmight be tempted to commit to such a scheme in the long run.

The agent-based simulation framework presented in this chapter has only
been illustrated through a small set of numerical experiments. These experi-
ments show that most measures have the potential to improve environmental
performance, but that it is challenging to identify schemes that do not decrease
the financial performance of any of the agents. In line with literature, we find
that the combination of regulation, subsidies, and company-driven initiatives
are the most viable schemes. In Chapter 5, we will perform a full simulation
study, applying this framework to capture the dynamics of urban supply chains.
We collect data from technical reports, various case studies, and expert inter-
views, enabling us to represent urban supply chains in a credible manner. Sub-
sequently, we test a variety of urban logistics schemes. As indicated in literature
and illustrated with the numerical results presented in this chapter, a combina-
tionof company-driven initiatives andgovernment support is typically required
to create sustainable long-termsolutions. The focus is thereforeon schemes that
combine initiatives from both classes.



CHAPTER 5

Simulation of urban logistics schemes

InChapter 4,wedeveloped anagent-based simulation framework to evaluate
urban logistics schemes. Weprovidedabrief numerical example to illustrate the
working of the framework. In this chapter we perform a full simulation study,
with the goal to obtain generic insights into the effects of a variety ofmeasures in
urban logistics. Weassess the impactof individualmeasures, butareparticularly
interested in the combination of company-driven initiatives and administrative
policies, as such combinations are generally most successful in practice. There-
fore, we test over 2,000 schemes – applied on 6 distinct instances – that combine
subsidy allocations, pricing policies, regulatorymeasures, and company-driven
initiatives. By applying a fractional factorial experimental design, we obtain
insights into both themain effects and the interaction effects of the testedmeas-
ures. To reflect the diversity of urban supply chains inWestern European cities,
we collect data from a variety of urban logistics studies and case studies. By
means of aggregation, we create a data set that enables us to construct abstract
representations of urban supply chains.

The setup of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.1, we introduce the study.
Section 5.2 provides an overview of the literature that we use to extract our data
from. Furthermore, it briefly contrasts the contribution of our simulation study
to existing agent-based simulation studies in urban logistics. In Section 5.3,
we discuss our methodology, which is an application of the framework defined
in Chapter 4. In Section 5.4 we introduce the experimental setup. Numerical
results are presented in Section 5.5; Section 5.6 concludes the chapter and sum-
marizes themain findings.

5.1. Introduction

Although many urban logistics initiatives have been implemented in prac-
tice, a lack of insight remains regarding the degree to which measures actually
contribute to the desired effects. Themajority of studies in urban logistics is of a

169
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qualitative nature (Crainic et al., 2009). They aremostly case studies that evalu-
ate either past or existing schemes, whereas some others are theoretical studies
that hypothesize the impact of schemes. Although they may provide detailed
reasons for the success or failure of a scheme, these reasons are often only ap-
plicable for that specific context and the manner in which the scheme has been
implemented. Althoughexistingquantitative studiesprovide some insights into
the impact of schemes under a variety of conditions, these studies tend to focus
on specific cases and a limited number of measures. Furthermore, they are of-
ten applied on overly simplified instances, without providing insights into the
extent towhich the findings are applicable tomore realistic instances. Thus, it is
challenging to deduce generic insights from the current body of literature and
to translate them intowell-performing logistics schemes. Given the high rate of
urban logistics schemes that do not live up to their intended benefits, it would
be valuable to gain insights intowhichmeasures aremost effective and inwhich
combination they should be applied.

As already mentioned in Chapter 4, it is typically the combination between
administrativemeasures andcompany-driven initiatives that yields thebest res-
ults. This symbiosis is often not explicitly studied, with papers usually focus-
ing only on one of the two classes. As individual measures do not fully cap-
ture the potential for improvement, we are also interested in the interaction ef-
fects between variousmeasures, particularly the interaction between company-
driven initiativesandadministrativepolicies. These interactioneffectsalsoyield
valuable insights to practitioners. For example, if companies start a promising
initiative, the administrator would like to know which measures to implement
in order to support this initiative and strive for a high probability of success.

The contribution of this chapter is twofold. First, we provide the characterist-
ics of abstract representationsof urban supply chains. Toobtain credible results,
it is essential that (i) the instances use data that accurately reflect practice and
(ii) the experiments are sufficiently generic to be representative for a variety of
instances, rather thanbeing tailored towards a particular case. For this purpose,
we collect data from a variety of sources and aggregate these into a data set that
is representative for Western European cities. Part of this representation com-
prises the development of retailer profiles. Second, we numerically test a large
variety of urban logistics schemes. By testing these schemes on instances that
are based on aggregate data, we aim to obtain quantitative insights that can be
generalized to the wider context of urban logistics inWestern Europe.
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5.2. Literature on agent-based studies and urban data collection

This literature overview is comprised of two parts. Section 5.2.1 reflects on
themanagerial insights provided by existing agent-based studies in the context
of urban logistics. Section 5.2.2 discusses the main data sources that we use for
the simulation study that we perform in this chapter.

5.2.1. Agent-based simulation studies. We have discussed a number of
agent-based studies in the context of urban logistics in Section 4.2. In that sec-
tion, we focused on their contributions on themethodological level; in the cur-
rent section we instead reflect on their contributions to managerial insights in
urban logistics. First, the current body of agent-based studies in urban logistics
is testedon relatively small gridnetworks (aswe show lateron),whereas realistic
instances of urban areas contain vastly larger numbers of agents. It is unclear to
what extent the results obtainedonsmall gridnetworks are scalable to larger and
more realistic instances. Thegrid networks also have the limitation that they as-
sume that all agents– including the shippers andcarriers–are locatedwithin the
city; in practice this often is not the case. Second, most studies consider the ef-
fects of the measures in isolation. Although these studies provide insights into
a number of isolated measures, it remains difficult to deduct generic insights
from these works. Third, the existing papers strongly focus on governmental
policies. As indicated by Browne et al. (2005), it is usually the combination of
company-driven initiatives and administrative policies that yields the best res-
ults in practice.

Taniguchi et al. (2007) perform a simulation study on two instances: a 2×2
grid network and a 7×7 grid network. The first contains 2 carriers and 2 ship-
pers; receivers are not explicitly modeled. The latter represents a 28km2 area,
in which 10 carriers (all located at the corner vertices, i.e., multiple carriers use
the same depot locations) and 45 shippers (located at the remaining vertices)
are operating. Carriers dynamically adjust their prices, and pick up orders at
the shipper vertices. The administrator may impose road pricing and provide
subsidies to shippers that select environment-friendly carriers. Carriers are able
to cooperate with other carriers, thereby increasing vehicle fill rates. Tamagawa
et al. (2010) study a 5× 5 grid (representing a 25km2 area), with a setup sim-
ilar to the one presented in Taniguchi et al. (2007). They test the effects of truck
bans and road pricing, both as isolatedmeasures and in combination with each
other. Van Duin et al. (2012) perform numerical experiments on a network
containing 3 carriers and 240 retailers; every day, a subset of 10 randomly se-
lected retailers places orders. The authors test the impacts of dynamicUCC fees
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depending on the time of the day, congestion levels, subsidies for the UCC, and
roadpricing. Theyconclude that it is unlikely thatUCCsare sustainablewithout
permanent subsidies or revenues from value-adding services such as collecting
waste or labeling goods. Wangapisit et al. (2014) represent the city with a 5×5
grid, containing 1 UCC location, 4 carrier depots, 3 receivers, and 17 vertices
representing residents; the role of the shipper is not incorporated in themodel.
Subsidies may be provided to the UCC; furthermore parking constraints may
be imposed on the carriers. Teo et al. (2014) study two measures, namely road
pricing and restrictions on the minimum load factors. They perform experi-
ments on a network that is based on the city of Osaka in Japan and consider 3
shippers, 3 carriers and 30 receivers within this network. The authors conclude
that when implementing both measures, the financial performance of shippers
and receivers is better than when only implementing road pricing. Finally, the
work of Boussier et al. (2011) differs from the aforementioned studies as it uses
agents torepresent individualvehicles ina trafficsimulation; vehiclescanchoose
a variety of actions when parking places are occupied.

5.2.2. Literature on urban freight transport data. We proceed to discuss
the data sources on urban logistics. The first source we discuss is the report of
Browne et al. (2005), who provide an exhaustive overview of UCCs, taking into
account operational schemes, trial projects, and feasibility studies. Although
several hundred UCC initiatives have been started, for many of them no public
data has been disclosed. The report contains descriptions of 67 UCC schemes
for which sufficient data was available to perform a meaningful analysis. The
data availability varies per instance and is often presented in different formats,
yet the report provides data on a wide variety of UCCs. Although the analysis
in this chapter is not limited toUCCs, the report provides valuable information
that aid us to represent urban freight flows.

Wehighlight two reports that resulted fromtheBESTUFSproject. The report
‘Quantification of Urban Freight Transport Effects I’ (Schoemaker et al., 2006)
focuses on quantifying urban freight transport. They obtain data from a variety
of sources, namely statistical offices, a variety of research projects, urban freight
platforms, case study reports, traffic studies, and expert interviews. The report
provides figures regarding, for instance, the characteristics of urban freight de-
mand, delivery trips, and vehicle properties. The complementary report ‘Quan-
tificationofUrbanFreightTransportEffectsII’ (DasburgandSchoemaker,2006)
quantifies the effects of measures aimed to improve external cost performance.
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The report reflects on both government policies and company-driven initiat-
ives, providing insights into the environmental impacts (and to a lesser extent
the financial performance) stemming from a variety of measures.

As part of the Green Logistics project, Allen et al. (2008) provide an over-
view of the results collected in a large number of urban freight studies that were
performed in theUK.Allen et al. (2012a) performan international literature re-
view, in which 114 UCC schemes from 17 countries are identified. They reflect
on these schemes and provide quantitative insights. Finally, the book by Am-
brosino et al. (2005) documents the properties and impacts of various urban
logistics schemes implemented throughout Europe.

In addition to these main sources, we mention a variety of case studies that
providedatawithin the scopeof our research. Ambrosino et al. (2007) reflect on
the experienceswith aUCC in Lucca (Italy), contrasting the results to those of a
numberofotherUCCs. QuakandDeKoster (2007) studyhowretailers inWest-
ern Europe respond to time access restrictions in cities, and how this in turn af-
fects financial and environmental performances. They use the figures provided
by 14 Dutch retailers from different sectors and cities. In a comparable setting,
QuakanddeKoster (2009) investigate the effectsof both timeaccess restrictions
and vehicle access restrictions for two Dutch retail chains. Van Rooijen and
Quak (2010) perform a case study on a UCC in Nijmegen (the Netherlands),
providing a variety of characteristics and quantitative results. Van Duin et al.
(2010) perform a feasibility study on a fictive UCC in The Hague (the Nether-
lands). Based on literature, expert interviews, and collaborationwith themuni-
cipality ofTheHague, they estimate a variety of parameters to perform a quant-
itative analysis. They also provide summaries of various other UCC initiatives.
Dablanc (2011) provides an overview of freight transport in European cities,
describing a number of representative common properties and developments.
Finally, in the two related papers Roca-Riu and Estrada (2012) and Roca-Riu
et al. (2016), the feasibility of an urban consolidation center in an abstract set-
ting is studied. Various figures that are representative for a variety of European
cities are provided.

With this chapter, we address two gaps in the literature. First, we contribute
withasimulationstudyonlargerandmorerealistic instances thanhasbeendone
before. Existing agent-based studies often operate on relatively small and sim-
plified grid networks, study only the decisionsmadewithin the urban area, and
tend to focus strongly on administrative measures. In this chapter, we consider
realistically sized instances that also embed the roles of shippers and carriers
outside the city boundaries, whereas existing studies assume that all agents are
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located within the city. Furthermore, we explicitly address the combination of
administrativemeasures and company-driven initiatives. The second literature
gap that we address is the current lack of an representative data set to model
urban supply chains. Although a fairly large amount of data is available, data
sources are fragmented and often incomplete. By aggregating data from many
data sources, we create a data set that is representative for Western European
cities in particular. This data set may aid in generating test instances for quant-
itative studies in urban logistics.

5.3. Solutionmethod

In Chapter 4, we presented a general framework to evaluate urban logistics
schemes. Here, we describe the specific implementation of this framework that
we use for this simulation study. Because we aim to analyze a large number of
schemes, we omit the layer of tactical decisions. Although this design choice
removes some of the richness and realism of the framework, it significantly re-
duces the requiredsimulationrun time, because (i) thecomputationally expens-
ive procedure to evaluate tactical decisions does not need to be performed and
(ii) the system reaches a steady state much faster. Therefore, we assume the de-
cisions made at a strategic and tactical level as one-time decisions fixed at the
beginning of each simulation run, and we focus on the operational decisions
made at each decisionmoment.

The structure of the remainder of this section is as follows. In Section 5.3.1,
we present an outline of the simulationmodel, describing the sequential flow of
decisions and introducing the generic notation used to define the model. Sec-
tion 5.3.2 provides the cost functions per agent type for the default settings; the
effects of measures such as outsourcing to the UCC and receiving subsidies are
explained textually. Finally, Section 5.3.3 describes the agent intelligence for
each agent type. We distinguish between agent intelligence at the strategic or
tactical level (fixed at the beginning of each simulation run) and agent intelli-
gence on the operational level.

5.3.1. Outline of the simulationmodel. In this subsection, we outline the
simulation model that we use in this chapter. Many of the properties are com-
parable to those presented inChapter 4. Therefore, we only discuss the notation
and definitions required for a general understanding of the simulation model
here, and refer to Section 4.3.3 for the detailed definitions of the dispatching
decisions and to Section 4.3.4 for the corresponding transition functions.

Similar to the framework introduced in Chapter 4, let V be a set of vertices.
Furthermore, let T = {0, ... , T} be a set of decision moments separated by
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equidistant time intervals, and let t∈T refer to a specific discrete decisionmo-
ment. Wecharacterize eachorderbyanumberofproperties; a unique combina-
tion of order properties is called an order type. Each order type is characterized
by six properties: the earliest delivery time te ∈T e (relative to t), the latest de-
livery time tl ∈ T l (relative to t), the vertex v ∈ V , the receiver r ∈ R, the
carrier c ∈ C, the shipper s ∈ S , the order volume l ∈ L, and a binary variable
γ ∈{0,1} that indicates whether the transport takes place via the UCC. An or-
der type is denoted by [te, tl,v,r,c,s, l,γ], whereas the number of orders of a
specific type in the systemat time t is denoted by It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ ∈N. Thevector
It=[It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ ]∀te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ describes the number of orders of each type
in the system at decisionmoment t.

Weprovide some explanationonhow to interpret thenotationof order types,
specifically themeaningof the indexv and theconnotationofblank indices. The
setV is composed of the subsets of receiver locationsVR, shipper locationsVS ,
carrier locations VC , and the UCC location vucc. A carrier location vcarc ∈VC

refers to the home depot of carrier c, which is the location from which carrier
c starts its routes. The locations vrecr ∈ VR denote the delivery locations and
the shipper locations vshps ∈VS are the pickup locations. In the order type, the
vertex indicates which decisionmaker is able to perform an action on the order
type. For example, if an order type is described by a receiver vertex vrecr and the
number of this order type is positive, thismeans that receiver r can communic-
ate the demand for this order type to the shipper. This example also illustrates
that the vertex does not necessarily indicate the physical location of the order,
but may also indicate the agent that holds information regarding the order, see
Section4.3.3 for thediscussionof thedistinctionbetweenphysical transfers and
information transfers. Another important aspect in thedefinitionoforder types
is thatwhenweuse adot · insteadof a sub-index, this indicates that the indexhas
not yet been defined. Recall that the sub-indices are defined during a sequen-
tial transition function. For example, a receiver may leave open the decision
whether to be delivered via the UCC (γ = ·); in that case the carrier eventually
defines the setting for γ.

We briefly describe the vehicle-related notation here; we will reflect on the
specific vehicle properties used in the simulation study in Section 5.4. We as-
sume that all carriers use identical trucks. The UCC has a homogenous fleet,
but uses smaller trucks than the carriers. Furthermore, we assume that both the
carriers and the UCC always have sufficient vehicles available to perform the
requested order transports. Let ψcar

c ∈R≥1 be the load capacity of the vehicles
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operated by carrier c and ψucc ∈R≥1 be the load capacity of the vehicles oper-
ated by the UCC, withψucc<ψcar

c ,∀c∈C.
We proceed to describe the dispatching decisions. In generic notation, the

dispatching decisions made in the system at time t are denoted by the vector
xt = [xt,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ ]∀te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ , with the variable v ∈ V indicating which
agent is takingthedecision. Asmentioned, thedispatchingdecisionsusedinthis
simulationmodel are comparable to those described in Section 4.3.3; we there-
fore do not discuss them in detail here. Figure 5.1 gives a high-level overview of
the simulation model as applied in this chapter. The sequence of the decisions
made at each decision moment t ∈ T is as follows: (i) the receiver generates
orders, (ii) the receiver decides whether it wants to use the UCC as its delivery
address for the set of placed orders (choosing not to use theUCC leaves the ulti-
matedecision to the carrier), (iii) the shipperdecideswhether to ship its batchof
accumulatedorders, (iv) the carrierdecideswhether tooutsource thedeliveryof
its non-urgent deliveries to the UCC, (v) the carrier executes the route, (vi) the
UCCdecideswhich subset of orders todispatch, and (vii), theUCCexecutes the
route for the subsetofdispatchedorders. Actions (ii) and(iv) imply thatboth the
receivers and the carriers may decide whether to use the UCC at each decision
moment. Although the use of a UCC will typically be less flexible in practice,
treating the selection of the UCC as an operational decision yields insights in
the circumstances under which customers are inclined to use the UCC.

The time intervals corresponding to transport times deviate from the ones
described in Chapter 4; here we describe how they are modeled in this chapter.
Direct transport by the carrier to the receiver is completed within 1 time unit,
i.e., if the shipper dispatches orders at t, they are delivered to the receiver in the
interval (t,t+1]. Carriers do not offer storage capacity, therefore, if the receiver
did not set the UCC as its delivery address, shippers may only dispatch orders
forwhich te=0 to ensure that orders are not delivered before the earliest arrival
time. In this chapter, we model the UCC such that it needs 1 time interval to
handle incoming goods. Thus, an order dispatched by the shipper at time t is
ready for dispatch from the UCC at time t+1, such that it can be delivered to
the customer within the interval (t+1,t+2]. This implies that when the ship-
per dispatches orders characterized by tl=1, the carriermust directly transport
these orders to the city to deliver at the receivers on time; it cannot outsource
the delivery of these orders to the UCC. Orders may only be delivered via the
UCCwhen tl>1. All orders are generated with tl≥2, such that theoretically it
is always possible to deliver via theUCC; it depends on the dispatch times of the
shippers whether the carriermay outsource to theUCC.The implication of this
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design is that carriers may only use the UCC if the shipper is willing to allocate
slack. When the receiver selects the UCC as its delivery address, an order with
tl=2must already be dispatched by the shipper to reach the receiver on time.

Receiver 
updates order 

demand

Receiver may 
set UCC as its 
delivery address

Start
Fix strategic 

decisions

End
Decision 
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Figure 5.1. Flowchart of the simulation model.

Thelast topic of this outline is the transitionof the systemstate over time. The
demand for order types arising in the time interval (t− 1,t] is denoted by the
informationvariable Ĩt,te,tl,v,r,·,s,l,·∈N; note that the exogenousvariablesγ (in-
dicatingwhether toshipvia theUCC)andthecarrier selectioncarenotspecified
initially. To describe the new demand for all order types, we use the notation
ωt=[Ĩt,te,tl,v,r,·,s,l,·]∀te,tl,v,r,s,l. The setΩt consists of all possible demand real-
izations. In the simulation, the random variableWt represents the demand for
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orders arriving between t−1 and t, with ωt ∈Ωt being a particular realization
ofWt. Together with the order position It−1 and the dispatching decisions that
aremade at time t−1, this information enables us tomodel the transition of the
system from t−1 to t. The transition functions have been given in Section 4.3.4.

5.3.2. Cost functions. In this section, we describe the cost function for
shippers, carriers, receivers and the UCC at a decision moment t. Detailed
representations of the cost and price elements have already been introduced
in Section 4.3.5; here we only provide a generic overview of the specific cost
structures for each agent type asmodeled in this chapter. To keep the functions
comprehensible, in the formalmathematical definitionswe restrict ourselves to
describing the agents’ costs and incomes under standard operations, i.e., not in-
cluding the costs and incomes related to specific measures and initiatives such
as outsourcing, collaborating, or subsidizing. Although we incorporate these
measures and initiatives in themodel, to prevent the formulation from becom-
ing unnecessarily complicated we will instead textually describe their financial
consequences for eachagent type. The incorporationof the additionalmeasures
into the standard cost functions is self-explanatory.

To denote volumes corresponding to a certain set of orders, we use the same
notational style as introduced in Chapter 4. We briefly recap the essential nota-
tion, starting with the notation of routes. For a carrier c, we describe the set of
routes performed at t by∆car

t,c = [∆car,pu
t,c ,∆car,lh

t,c ,∆car,lm
t,c ], with each route set

being divided in a pickup component ∆car,pu
t,c , a line-haul component ∆car,lh

t,c ,
and a last-mile component ∆car,lm

t,c ; a single carrier may simultaneously dis-
patchmultiple vehicles. All pickupsmust be completed before transport on the
line-haul segment commences. The UCC only needs to perform transport on
the last-mile segment; its route set is denoted by∆ucc

t =[∆ucc,lm
t ]. Themanner

in which we describe volumes is also the same as introduced in Chapter 4. We
provide an example; other volumes are computed in a similarway. Suppose that
fora receiverr,wewant todenote thevolumethat isorderedatdecisionmoment
twith a given earliest delivery time t+te. For this purpose, we use the following
notation:

lt,te,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·=
∑
tl,s,l

xt,te,tl,vrecr ,r,·,s,l,· ·l .

The costs incurred by the shipper is given by the sum of two cost functions
and is based on the volume that it dispatches at t. As we will further discuss
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in Section 5.3.3, each shipper uses a single carrier c ∈ C that conducts all its
transport for the full simulation. The first cost function is the transport price
P car,tr
c (l

t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·) that is charged by the selected carrier c. The transport
price consists of a fixed component per truckload dispatched and a volume-
dependent component. Due to this structure, the shipper has a financial incent-
ive to accumulate orders; this decision is reflected in its shipping policy. The
second cost function, Cshp,sp

s , describes the handling costs that are incurred
when the carrier visits the premises of the shipper to collect a shipment. These
costs are composed of a fixed component only. The costs for shipper s ∈ S –
again given that the selected carrier c is known – at time t are given by

Cshp
s (l

t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·)=P
car,tr
c (l

t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·)+C
shp,sp
s .

We proceed with the cost function for the carriers. The goal of each carrier
is to maximize its profit; to have a consistent notation for each agent type we
formulate it as a cost function nevertheless. Here, we only present the basic cost
functionof the carrier, inwhich the carrier executes the entire route–composed
of the pick-up of shipments, the line-haul transport, and the last-mile delivery –
by itself. The costs may deviate from this standard function in three ways. One
way to influence the cost function is by collaboratingwith other carriers. In that
case, the costs and incomes are divided over all carriers; we do not address the
questionwhat this allocation looks like in this chapter. The secondway to influ-
ence the cost function is to outsource the last-mile distribution to theUCC; the
corresponding cost function has been described in Section 4.3.5. We note that
whenoperating in a coalition, the carriersmay still outsource their last-mile de-
livery to theUCC.Thethirdwayto influence thecosts is throughavolume-based
subsidy that may be received for outsourcing to the UCC. To keep the function
comprehensible, we do not introduce the additional notation required for these
extensions.

For the standard function, we have the routing costs Ccar,tr
c (∆car

t,c ) – which
include the costs for driving, (un)loading, and policy-related expenses such as
road pricing – and a volume-based price P car,tr

c (l
t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·) that is paid to

the carrier by shipper s; recall that this price consists of a fixed and a volume-
dependent component. The cost function of carrier c∈C at time t is given by
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Ccar
c (∆car

t,c ,[lt,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·]s∈S)=C
car,tr
c (∆car

t,c )−∑
s∈S

P car,tr
c (l

t,·,·,vshps ,·,c,s,·,·) .

Theobjective of theUCC is tomaximize profit, which– in its standard form–
is determined by one price function and two cost functions. TheUCCcharges a
fixed fee per volumeunit outsourced by carriers or receivers; the corresponding
price function is denoted byP ucc,tr(lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1). TheUCCcan only acquire
an income from an order once; i.e., if the receiver sets the UCC as its delivery
address, the UCC does not charge carriers for orders destined to that receiver;
instead the receiver pays theUCC for these orders. TheUCC incurs costs for all
the volume that it handles; these costs are denoted by Cucc,hd(lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1).
Finally, the UCC dispatches a subset of orders – as has been described in Equa-
tion (4.3.11)–and incurs costs for thecorresponding route∆ucc

t that it executes;
these transport costs are denoted by Cucc,tr(∆ucc

t ). Subsidies allocated to the
UCC are a fixed percentage of the volume-based price it charges to the carri-
ers and receivers (we motivate this design choice in Section 5.3.3); this income
source is not included in the standard cost function. The cost function for the
UCC at time t is defined by

Cucc(∆ucc
t ,lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1)=

Cucc,hd(lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1)+C
ucc,tr(∆ucc

t )−P ucc,tr(lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1) .

The receiver incurs a receiver-specific cost per truck that visits its premises.
This cost component is based on the average time it spends on receiving goods,
as this time is highly specific and not necessarily related to volume. We denote
the receiving costs byCrec,rc

r (∆ucc
t ∪

∪
c∈C∆

car
t,c ). This cost function takes into

account theeffectsofaccess timewindows. If theadministratoroffsets theaccess
time windows such that shops cannot be visited at their regular opening times,
the receivermust pay for additional personnel hours to receive the goods,which
results in an extra cost. We note that the smaller trucks that are operated by the
UCC are exempted from this restriction, such that the receiver does not need to
pay the extra receiving costswhenoutsourcing to theUCC.An extension that is
not included in the standard cost function is the possibility to obtain a subsidy
foroutsourcing to theUCC.This subsidy is afixedpercentageof theoutsourcing
price that is equal for all receivers. The basic cost function for receiver r∈R at
time t is given by:
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Crec
r (∆ucc

t ∪
∪
c∈C

∆car
t,c )=C

rec,rc
r (∆ucc

t ∪
∪
c∈C

∆car
t,c ) .

5.3.3. Agentintelligence. Inthissection,wediscuss thedecisionsthateach
agent can make in the model. We distinguish between decisions made on two
levels: the one-time decision level and the operational level. The one-time de-
cisions are fixed at t = 0 for the duration of the simulation run. Operational
decisions are made at each decision moment t∈ T . The dispatching decisions
that aremade by each agent have already been discussed in Section 5.3.1; in this
section we explain the remainder of the operational decisions that are made by
the agents.

In Table 5.1, we give an overview of the agent intelligence that is embedded
in the model. This section first describes the decisions per agent type that are
madeon theone-timedecision level. Then,wediscuss theoperational decisions
that are made at every decision moment, again itemized per agent type. Before
providing detailed descriptions of the decisions, we already discuss the main
design choices of each agent type here.

Both the carrier and the receiver decide whether to outsource to the UCC at
theoperational level. Inpractice, it is likely thatuserswill commit to theUCCfor
longerperiodsof time, aswewill study inChapter6. However, in this chapterwe
are primarily interested in the properties of orders for which outsourcing is fin-
ancially appealing; operational decisions serve this purpose better. The remain-
ing operational decisions are routing decisions and dispatching decisions, these
are performed at the operational level to accurately compute the cost functions.

At t = 0, receivers may synchronize their delivery windows for the entire
horizon. This decision implies that all receivers that use a centralized ordering
system synchronize their delivery windows. Although in practice such ameas-
uremay be difficult to conceive, testing it does provide us with insights into the
potential effects of synchronizing delivery windows on the efficiency of urban
freight transport. For the carriers, we model the one-time decision to form a
coalition. If the carriers opt for this decision, they pool all their resources and
orders. Again, in practice such a collaboration is unlikely to be so strong and
permanent, yet our goal here is to determine an upper bound on the attain-
able savings and the system-wide effects. For the shipper, setting the threshold
volume until which it accumulates orders before shipping them and selecting
the carrier to conducts all its transport are one-time decisions. As the ordering
process of receivers is stationary, having a fixed threshold volume is a natural
design choice. Selecting a single carrier to conduct all transports for the shipper
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(possibly excluding the last mile) results in distinct profiles for the carriers in
terms of customer locations to visit and volumes transported. Furthermore, as
wemodel all carriers as homogenous, selecting carriers on the operational level
would yield nomeaningful insights.

Table 5.1. Overview of agent intelligence per agent type, itemized for
decisions on the operational level and on the one-time decision level.
Agent type Operational level One-time decision level
Receiver Outsource to UCC Synchronize delivery windows
Carrier Outsource to UCC Form coalition

Routing decision
Shipper Dispatching decision Set dispatching threshold

Select carrier
UCC Routing decision OpenUCC

Dispatching decision Mandate pre-announcement
Cluster receiver locations

Administrator Set subsidy levels
Set pricing policies
Impose restrictions

The description of the decisions per agent type is fairly detailed and aims to
explain the rationale behind our model choices. As an aid to the reader, we
provide an itemized summary of the decisions per agent type for both one-time
decisions and operational decisions at the end of each subsection. These sum-
maries suffice for a general understanding of the decisions.

5.3.3.1. One-timedecisions shipper. Thefirst agent type thatwe assess is the
shipper. Shippers select a threshold value for the volume dispatched, expressed
in terms of the capacity of the UCC vehicles (i.e., ψucc) (as l is defined in terms
of this capacity as well):

ζs∈ [min(l|l∈L),max
c∈C

ψcar
c ] .

A threshold ofmin(l|l∈L) implies that the shipper always directly ships any
order with te=0 or γ=1when it is revealed; a value of {max

c∈C
ψcar
c } implies that

the shipper waits until the volume suffices to completely fill the largest carrier
vehicle in the system, under the condition that none of the accumulated orders
is urgent. When at least one of the orders is urgent and must be dispatched,
the shipper dispatches all orders that have been accumulated until that point.
Furthermore, the shippermust take into account that the carrier cannot collect
orders for which te > 0 and γ = 0, as the carrier does not offer intermediate
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storage capacity. When γ=1, orders with te> 0may also be shipped, as these
orders canbe stored at theUCC.The threshold ζs is set on theone-timedecision
level; wewill describe theoperational dispatchingpolicy itself in Section5.3.3.1.

Thesecondone-timedecisionthat theshipper takes is theselectionofacarrier
to conduct all its transport. Theshipper selects a carrierwith aprobability that is
inversely proportional to the distance between the shipper location and the car-
rier depot, i.e., it is most likely to select the carrier that is most closely located.
With this design choice, we want to reflect that the shipper has a preference for
nearby carriers, but may have particular reasons to select another carrier. The
decision ismadeat theone-timedecision level todiversify theroutingproperties
of the carriers; depending on the supply chains corresponding to the shippers,
some carriers will mainly handle large volumes and few receivers, whereas oth-
ers will deliver many small loads. To be able to compare the results between
different schemes, the selection of carriers is equivalent for all simulation runs.

One-time decisions shipper Description
Set threshold value ζs If accumulated volume (i) is higher than ζs or (ii) contains

at least one urgent order, then shipper s dispatches all
accumulated orders.

Select carrier c∈C Select carrier to conduct all transports of shipper swith
probability that is inverse to the distance between shipper
location and carrier depot.

5.3.3.2. One-timedecisions carrier. Weproceedwith theone-timedecision
for the carrier by describing the policy for order allocation when a carrier co-
alition is formed. When carriers form a coalition, all orders to be transported
are placed in a joint pool. Subsequently, at each decision moment t∈T , one of
the carriers is randomly selected to transport all orders dispatched by the ship-
pers; theunderlying rationale is to divide theworkloadbetween carriers in a fair
manner. Recall that we do not assume restrictions on the fleet size of carriers;
for the coalitionwe rationalize this choice bypresuming that carriers share their
vehicles. By bundling orders, the carriers can attain higher fill rates than would
be possible when operating individually. The focus of this simulation study is to
investigatewhether system-wide gainsmight be obtained by carriers by sharing
their orders and transport resources, and if so, under which circumstances. We
do not explicitly look into the gain-sharingmechanism here, but insteadmeas-
ure the total attainable gains and the environmental impact of carrier coalitions.
In reality, achieving gains in itself is not sufficient for a coalition to be accept-
able to all participants; advantages and disadvantages should be distributed in a
fair manner between the carriers. A further complication that we ignore is that
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shippers select a specific carrier, and might not accept other carriers executing
the order transport.

One-time decisions carrier Description
Form carrier coalition Bundle all orders to be transported. At every decision

moment t∈T , a randomly selected carrier c∈C
executes the transport for the bundled orders.

5.3.3.3. One-time decisions receiver. Wediscuss the one-time decision that
can bemade by receivers. As we will discuss in Section 5.4, receivers may place
orders either ad hoc or according to a planned ordering system. If the latter is
the case, we assume that the receiver has a pre-specified order frequency, e.g., it
places orders every Tuesday and Friday of the week. If receivers have planned
orderingsystems, theyareable tosynchronize theirdeliverywindowswithother
receivers. When the receivers in the target group synchronize their windows, it
becomes easier for carriers to attain higher fill rates. As we do not address gain-
sharing mechanisms, the receiver will not directly benefit from the associated
efficiency gains. However, it remains useful to verify whether synchronization
of deliverywindows indeedyields a positive effect on the system; thismight lead
to providing some financial incentive for synchronization.

One-time decisions receiver Description
Synchronize delivery windows All receivers with planned ordering systems synchro-

nize their delivery windows; receivers with the same
order frequency receive their deliveries at the
sameweekdays.

5.3.3.4. One-time decisions UCC. For the UCC, we model three one-time
decisions. The first decision is whether to open a UCC. If no UCC is opened,
it is eminently not possible for carriers or receivers to select the UCC to per-
form the last-mile deliveries. The second decision is that the UCC may dic-
tate amandatory pre-announcement of orders. In that case, carriers that decide
to use the UCC must communicate the orders that they transport to the UCC
already one time period in advance. This way, the UCC always has insight into
arrivals one time period in advance. The third decision involves assigning re-
ceivers to a number of clusters. As mentioned in the assessment of the opera-
tional decisions, the UCC faces a delivery dispatching problem as we discussed
in Chapter 3. In that chapter, we proposed an ADP algorithm that learns a dis-
patchingpolicybasedonthestochasticarrivalprocess. Aswetesta largenumber
of scenarios in this chapter – each of them possibly resulting in a unique arrival
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process at the UCC – we would have to learn many policies, which is compu-
tationally challenging. To reduce the computational effort, we instead opt for a
lookahead policy based on sampling, as described in Section 3.5.2. However, in
that section we also noted that this approach is not scalable to larger numbers
of receivers. We therefore introduce an additional simplification, in which the
UCC decides whether or not to visit certain clusters of receivers. For this pur-
pose, theUCCclusters thereceiver locations (all locations inVR) intokdifferent
zones; we use a basic k-means clustering algorithm for this, namely Lloyd’s al-
gorithm(Kanungoet al., 2002). Thisalgorithmallocatesk centroids (whichmay
be seen as virtual vertices) in the area and assigns each receiver location to the
closest centroid. Subsequently, the algorithm recursively performs the follow-
ing two steps: (i) move the positions of the centroids to minimize the total dis-
tance to its setofassignedreceiver locationsand(ii) ifpossible, re-assignreceiver
locations to the closest (updated) centroid position. The algorithm terminates
when it is no longer possible to re-assign receivers and yields a local optimum.
For adetaileddescriptionofLloyd’s algorithm,we refer toKanungoet al. (2002).

One-time decisions UCC Description
OpenUCC UCCmay be (permanently) opened or closed; out-

sourcing is only possible if the UCC has been opened.
Mandatory pre-announcement Carriers must notify the UCC one decisionmoment in

advance, allowing the UCC to better match current and
future dispatching decisions.

Assign receivers to clusters All receivers are assigned to clusters based on their
proximity to each other. At each decision
moment t∈T , the UCC decides whether to
visit the receivers in a given cluster.

5.3.3.5. One-time decisions administrator. The final class of one-time de-
cisions relates to the administrator. First, the administrator is able to set subsidy
levels for using the UCC. These subsidy levels are expressed as fixed percent-
ages of the price charged by the UCC and are equal for all agents of a specific
type. Subsidiesmay be awarded to theUCC, the carriers, and the receivers. For
receivers and carriers, subsidizing makes outsourcing to the UCC a more at-
tractive alternative compared to direct transport, whereas for the UCC it may
help to overcome financial deficits.

Second, the administrator determines its pricing policies. These policies are
intended to discourage the use of heavy trucks, therefore they are not applic-
able to the small trucks that are used by theUCC.We distinguish between three
pricing policies, (i) road pricing (a fee charged per kilometer driven within the
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city), (ii) parkingcosts (afixed feeperdelivery stop), and (iii) afixedzone-access
fee that must be paid when a truck enters the city.

Third, the administrator may impose restrictions on the vehicles that enter
the city. Similar to the pricing policies, these restrictions have the purpose to
discourage the use of heavy trucks in the city center. As such, the restrictions
are not applicable to the small trucks that are operated by theUCC.We test four
restrictions that may be implemented by the administrator: (i) an access time
window during which heavy trucks may operate within the city, (ii) offsetting
the access time window before the opening times of shops, such that receivers
must be present early to receive their goods, (iii) setting aminimum load factor
(e.g., 60% of the vehicle capacity should be used at the moment of entering the
city), and (iv) a strict ban of heavy trucks, such that all last-mile deliveries must
beperformedbytheUCC(as thecarriers inoursimulationmodeldonotoperate
small trucks).

One-time decisions administrator Description
Set subsidy levels Subsidy levels for carriers and receivers

(as a % of UCC price) for using the UCC and for the
UCC (as a % of its income). Atmost one subsidy
measuremay be in effect in any scheme.

Set pricing policies Price levels for heavy trucks, based either on
access, distance, or # stops. Atmost one pricing
policymay be in effect in any scheme.

Set access restrictions Access restrictions on heavy trucks: there are two
forms of access time windows, aminimum load
factor, and a strict ban on heavy trucks. Multiple
access restrictionsmay be in effect simultaneously.

5.3.3.6. Operationaldecisions shipper. InSection5.3.3.1,wehavediscussed
the dispatching decision faced by the shippers. On the one-time decision level,
the shipper sets the threshold value ζs; if the accumulated volume exceeds this
threshold all orders are dispatched. Alternatively, the shipper ships the accu-
mulated orders when the set of orders contains at least one urgent order. On
the operational level, the dispatching decisions of the shipper are made based
on this policy.

Let lreadyt,s = l
t,0,·,vshps ,·,·,s,·,·+

∑
te∈T e lt,te,·,vshps ,·,·,s,·,1 be the total volume that

may be dispatched by the shipper at time t and let lurgentt,s = l
t,0,1,vshps ,·,·,s,·,·+∑1

te=0 lt,te,2,vshps ,·,·,s,·,1 be the volume that must be dispatched at t to meet the
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imposed delivery windows. Recall that transport via the UCC requires an ad-
ditional time interval, hence when the receiver sets the UCC as its delivery ad-
dress, the order is classified as urgent when tl=2. We define two sets of orders:
letJ urgent

t,s be the set of urgent orders at time t and letJ nonurgent
t,s be the set of

non-urgent orders that are ready for dispatch. The variable lshippedt,s ∈ R+ de-
notes the volume that is shipped at time t by shipper s. In Algorithm 5.1, we
show the dispatching policy πshps of a shipper s∈S in pseudo-code.

Algorithm 5.1: Pseudo-code for dispatching policy shipper.
1: Initialize lshippedt,s :=0,J urgent

t,s :=∅,J nonurgent
t,s :=∅

2: Place all urgent orders (defined by tl=1,γ= · or tl=2,γ=1) in setJ urgent
t,s

3: Place remaining orders that satisfy te=0,γ= · or γ=1 in setJ nonurgent
t,s

4: Sort setJ nonurgent
t,s based on lowest tl; for same tl sort on smallest l

5: if lurgent
t,s >0 then

6: while lshippedt,s <lurgent
t,s do

7: Ship an urgent order inJ urgent
t,s

8: Remove shipped order fromJ urgent
t,s

9: Update lshippedt,s with shipped order volume
10: endwhile
11: end if
12: if lreadyt,s <ζs and lurgent

t,s >0 then
13: while lshippedt,s <lreadyt,s do
14: Ship order inJ nonurgent

t,s with highest priority
15: Remove shipped order fromJ nonurgent

t,s

16: Update lshippedt,s with shipped order volume
17: endwhile
18: end if
19: if lreadyt,s >ζs then
20: while lreadyt,s −lshippedt,s >ζs do
21: Ship order inJ nonurgent

t,s with highest priority
22: Update lshippedt,s with shipped order volume
23: endwhile
24: while lshippedt,s +min(It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ ·l|It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ ∈J nonurgent

t,s )

<⌈shippedt,s ⌉ do
25: Ship capacity-feasible order inJ nonurgent

t,s with highest priority
26: Update lshippedt,s with shipped order volume
27: endwhile
28: end if
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Operational decisions shipper Description
Dispatching decision Dispatch batch of orders when the accumulated volume

exceeds the volume threshold ζs or when
urgent ordersmust be shipped.

5.3.3.7. Operational decisions carrier. For the carriers, we model two op-
erational decisions: (i) determining a route to deliver its orders and (ii) out-
sourcing the last-mile delivery to theUCC. During the simulation, each carrier
faces routing decisions. A truck dispatched by a carrier commences routes at
its home depot, picks up orders at the shipper locations, drives the line-haul
distance, and finally makes a delivery tour in the urban area. The return trip is
beyond the scope of the model, as in practice a truck may visit multiple cities
before returning to its home depot. To solve the routing problems, we first use
the Clarke-Wright savings algorithm to construct routes and subsequently ap-
ply a 2-opt improvement heuristic. Although this solution method is relatively
simple, it allows us to solve the routing problems embedded in themodel relat-
ively quickly; furthermore, heuristic approaches usually yield solutions within
2-3%of theoptimum(Golden et al., 1980). Quak anddeKoster (2009) state that
similar approaches are used in practice.

Each carrier may decide to outsource its last-mile delivery to the UCC. We
explain the procedure that determines whether a carrier will outsource to the
UCC at a given time t. Let γ̃cart,c ∈{0,1} be a help variable that describes the use
of theUCC.Weuse∆t,c|γ̃cart,c =0 to describe the route performedby carrier c at
time t, assuming that itwouldnotoutsource its last-miledelivery to theUCC(as
indicated by the help variable γ̃cart,c ). Similarly,∆t,c|γ̃cart,c =1 denotes the route
of carrier c at time t if it would outsource its last-mile distribution to the UCC;
in this case the last-mile component consists of visiting the UCC to unload its
non-urgent orders and directly delivering any urgent orders it may carry to the
receivers. In thecost function thatwedefined inSection5.3.2,wemaysubstitute
∆t,c with these alternative route notations.

For the decision whether to outsource, the carrier aims tominimize the sum
of costs incurred on the last mile. First, if the carrier does not outsource to the
UCC, it must visit all receivers for which it transports a load and incurs corres-
ponding routing costs for the last-mile component Ccar,tr(∆car,lm

t,c |γ̃cart,c = 0);
recall that these costs also include policy-related costs such as a zone-access fee.
If the carrier outsources to the UCC, it must still deliver all orders with tl = 1
directly to the receivers; theUCCisnotable todeliver theseorders in time; all or-
derswith tl>1areoutsourced to theUCC.Wedenote theroutingcosts incurred
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by the carrier in this case byCcar,tr(∆car,lm
t,c |γ̃cart,c =1). Second, the carriermust

pay the volume-based price of the UCC, P ucc,tr = βucc · lt,te,·,vcarc ,c,·,·,·,· (with
βucc∈R+), when it outsources its last-mile distribution. Wenote that theUCC
does not charge outsourcing costs for orders for which the receiver has selected
the UCC as delivery address; the sub index γ = · implies that the receiver has
not selected the UCC as its delivery address for its orders. If γ=1 at this point
in the transition, this implies that the receiver has selected the UCC and pays
for the last-mile delivery of its orders. Finally, the carrier might receive a sub-
sidy P car,sb

c (lt,te,·,vcarc ,c,·,·,·,·) when outsourcing, again only for the orders that
are not already supposed to be delivered at the UCC (i.e., set by the receiver).
The outsourcing decision for carrier c at time t is formulated as follows:

γcart,c = argmin
γ̃car
t,c ∈{0,1}

(1−γ̃cart,c )·Ccar,tr(∆car,lm
t,c |γ̃cart,c =0)+

γ̃cart,c ·Ccar,tr(∆car,lm
t,c |γ̃cart,c =1)+γ̃cart,c ·(βucc ·lt,te,·,vcarc ,c,·,·,·,·)−

γ̃cart,c ·P car,sb
c (lt,te,·,vcarc ,c,·,·,·,·) .

Operational decisions carrier Description
Routing decision Generate set of routes∆car

t,c with
Clarke-Wright savings algorithm, improve with
2-opt improvement heuristic.

Outsourcing decision Decide whether to outsource last-mile distribution
of orders transported at decisionmoment t∈T
to the UCC, selecting the option with the lowest costs.

5.3.3.8. Operational decisions receiver. For receivers, wemodel one opera-
tional decision, namelywhether to select theUCC as its delivery address for the
set of orders placed at t. Let γ̃rect,r ∈ {0,1} be a variable that is used to compute
the expected costs for receiver r for both outsourcing and not outsourcing the
last-mile distribution to the UCC, with γ̃rect,r =1 corresponding to the decision
inwhich the receiver selects theUCCas its delivery address at decisionmoment
t. We useQt,r for the number of trucks that visits the premises of receiver r at
time t; the receiver incurs a fixed cost βrec,rcr ∈ R+ per visiting truck. Thus,
we can specify the cost function that we introduced in Section 5.3.2 as follows:
Crec,rc
r (∆ucc

t ∪
∪

c∈C∆
car
t,c ) = βrec,rcr ·Qt,r. To decide whether to outsource to

the UCC, the receiver substitutesQt,r with both the expected number of visit-
ing truckswhen outsourcing andwhen not outsourcing. We start by describing
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how the receivers compute the expected number of visiting trucks under direct
transport. LetE(Qt,r|γ̃rect,r =0) be the expected number of vehicles visiting the
receiver for the orders placed at twhen neither the receiver nor any of the carri-
ersutilizes theUCC, i.e., all orders are transporteddirectly to the receiversby the
carriers. Orders placed at a single decision moment may have distinct earliest
delivery dates, which impliesmultiple visits. When estimating the costs, the re-
ceiver assumes thatneither the shippernor theUCCbundlesdeliverieswithdis-
tinct earliest delivery times; thus, the actual receiving costs might be lower. As
we have explained, each shipper uses a fixed carrier for all its transport. There-
fore, the receiver knows which carriers will visit its premises and particularly
whether distinct shippers use the same carrier. With this information, the re-
ceiver estimates thenumber of trucks that visit its premises for the orders placed
at t. We compute the expected number of trucks visiting the receiver as follows:

E(Qt,r|γ̃rect,r =0)=
∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C

∑
te∈T e

⌈
lt,te,·,vrecr ,r,s,c,·,·

ψcar
c

⌉
.

Similarly, let E(Qt,r|γ̃rect,r =1) be the expected number of trucks visiting the
premises of the receiverwhenoutsourcing to theUCC.Theexpectednumber of
trucks that would visit the receiver’s premises if the receiver selects the UCC as
its delivery address is given by the following definition:

E(Qt,r|γ̃rect,r =1)=
∑
te∈T e

⌈
lt,te,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,·

ψucc

⌉
.

Letβucc be the price charged to the receiver by theUCC for outsourcing a full
truckload. We have now introduced all notation required to determine γrect,r . In
the cost function, we substitute the real number of trucks with both the expec-
ted number of visiting trucks for direct transport and the expected number of
trucks when outsourcing. The receiver selects the value for γrect,r thatminimizes
the expected costs:

γrect,r = argmin
γ̃rec
t,r ∈{0,1}

γ̃rect,r ·
(
E(Qt,r|γ̃rect,r =1)·βrec,rc+lt,te,·,vrecr ,r,·,·,·,1 ·βucc

)
+(1−γ̃rect,r )·E(Qt,r|γ̃rect,r =0)·βrec,rc .
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Operational decisions receiver Description
Outsourcing decision Decide whether to select the UCC as the delivery

address for the orders placed at decisionmoment t∈T ,
selecting the option with the lowest expected costs. The
cost difference is in the number of visiting trucks and
– when access time windows are set before the opening
time of the receiver – additional personnel costs.

5.3.3.9. Operational decisionsUCC. Similar to the shippers, theUCCmust
solve a dispatching problem as well, yet this problem is more complex. For the
shipper, costs are always computed based on the same line-haul distance, there-
fore only the total accumulated volume is relevant for the dispatching decisions.
For the UCC however, the transport costs within the city depend on how effi-
ciently it executes its delivery routes. Thus, the UCC has an incentive to visit
receivers that are located close to one another in the same route. Rather thande-
cidingwhen todispatch the complete set of accumulatedorders, theUCCthere-
foredecidesonwhichsubsetoforders todispatchatagivendecisionmoment. In
this decision, theUCCalso takes into account possible future order arrivals that
yield better consolidation opportunities. In Section 3.4.3, we already indicated
that full enumerationof thedispatchingproblemperorder type is computation-
ally intractable for largeproblems, as it requirescomputingallpossiblepermuta-
tions. The ILP that we proposed in Chapter 3 is able to solve large dispatching
problems within several seconds, yet even this speed is insufficient given the
large number of experiments that we are going to perform in this chapter. Fur-
thermore, we pointed out that integration with sampling procedures is compu-
tationally challenging.

To reduce the computational effort required to solve the dispatching problem
for theUCC,wereducethesizeof theactionspace. Aggregationtothe levelof in-
dividual receivers seemsreasonable; if theUCCalreadyvisits a receiver location,
itmakes sense that it delivers all orders available for this receiver. However, also
in this case the need to compute all permutations quickly becomes prohibitive
for larger numbers of receiver locations. For this reason, we divide the receiver
locations in a number of clusters that is sufficiently small to repeatedly com-
pute its corresponding permutations during the simulation. The correspond-
ing one-time decision for allocating receivers to clusters has been described in
Section 5.3.3.4. For each clusterVclu

i , we decide whether to visit it at time t. Let
zi ∈ {0,1},∀i ∈ {0,...,k} (with k being the maximum number of clusters) be
a variable indicating whether the receivers in Vclu

i are visited at time t. A value
zi=1 indicates that cluster Vclu

i is visited, if zi=0 the cluster is not visited. If a
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clusterVclu
i containsa receiver thathasanurgentdemand foranorder, i.e, tl=1,

then theUCCdelivers all orders for the receivers located in this cluster. Wemay
compute thecosts foranyroute thatvisits agivensetof clusters– indicatedby the
vector of binary variables [z1,...,zk] – by substituting∆ucc

t by∆ucc
t |[z1,...,zk] in

the cost functionCucc,tr(∆ucc
t ) that we defined in Section 5.3.2. By varying the

composition of [z1,...,zk], we can compute the direct routing costs correspond-
ing tomultiple dispatching decisions.

To take into account possible future consolidation opportunities, we use a
one-step lookahead policy, as we found in Chapter 3 that considerable benefits
are obtained when taking into account downstream costs for the delivery dis-
patching problem. We distinguish between two forms of lookahead; lookahead
forpre-announcedorders and lookahead fororders that arenotpre-announced.
If orders are not pre-announced, theUCCgenerates a sample of order arrivals –
denoted by ω̂t+1 – based on its knowledge regarding the stochastic arrival pro-
cess. Given the current order position It and the sample arrivals ω̂t+1, theUCC
can compute the expected costs at t+ 1 for each decision [z1, ... , zk] made at
t; note that the decision [z1,...,zk] influences the remaining UCC inventory at
t+1. The set of UCC routes at t+1 is denoted by ∆̂ucc

t+1|It,ω̂t+1,[z1,...,zk]. The
correspondingcosts aredescribedbyagain substituting the routenotation in the
cost function, such that we obtain Cucc,tr(∆̂ucc

t+1|It,ω̂t+1,[z1,...,zk]). At each
decisionmoment t, the UCC aims tominimize the sum of the costs incurred at
t and the expected costs incurred at t+1 according to the following formula:

min
z1∈{0,1},...,zk∈{0,1}

Cucc,tr(∆̂ucc
t |[z1,...,zk])+ (5.3.1)

Cucc,tr(∆̂ucc
t+1|It,ω̂t+1,[z1,...,zk]) ,

s.t

zi=0 if Vclu
i =∅ , (5.3.2)

zi=1 if
∑

r∈R|vrecr ∈Vclu
i

(It,0,1,vucc,r,·,·,·,1)>0 . (5.3.3)

Constraint (5.3.2) ensures that theUCCdoes not visitVclu
i if there are no or-

ders available for this cluster, whereas Constraint (5.3.3) states that cluster Vclu
i

must be visited if urgent orders are available for this cluster.
Equation (5.3.1) describes theminimization problem for theUCC in case or-

ders are not pre-announced. For the case in which orders are pre-announced
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before arriving at the UCC, we use a similar procedure to compute the costs at
t+1. However, instead of using samples, we then use the actual orders that are
announced for arrival at t+1 to compute ∆̂ucc

t+1; we do not introduce additional
notation to describe this case.

The final operational decision of the UCC is the routing decision. For each
dispatching decision, the UCCmust solve the associated routing problem. Un-
like the carrier, the UCC only makes delivery tours within the urban area; it
does not operate in the pickup area or on the line-haul segment. As for the car-
riers, we use a combination of the Clarke-Wright savings algorithm and a 2-opt
improvement heuristic to solve the routing problem of the UCC.

Operational decisions UCC Description
Dispatching decision Decide which subset of orders to dispatch at decision

moment t∈T , selecting the option with the lowest
expected costs. The cost difference is in the number of
visiting trucks and possibly – if access time windows are
set before opening time of the receiver – additional
personnel costs.

Routing decision Generate set of routes∆ucc
t for the set of

dispatched orders with the Clarke-Wright savings
algorithm, improve with 2-opt improvement heuristic.

5.4. Experimental setup

This section is divided into two subsections. In Section 5.4.1, we present the
data that we collected. Some of the data will be directly used as a metric in
the model, whereas others are implicitly imbedded in, e.g., the cost settings of
agents. Section 5.4.2 provides the experimental design.

5.4.1. Data collection. Theobjective of the data collection is to accurately
model urban supply chains in Western European cities, such that we can con-
struct representative instances that yield generic insights. This requires a sub-
stantial amount of data on both agent properties and the structure of geograph-
ical networks. Unfortunately, no single centralized data sources exist that con-
tain all the information that we require. Instead, we use the data sources that we
discussed inSection5.2.2. Althoughthedata sourcesare fragmented, byaggreg-
ating their datawemayobtain representative parameter ranges. InTable 5.2, we
provide an overview of the aggregated data; we discuss the presented data in
more detail when we define the agent properties. For each parameter, we de-
scribe themean (the average obtained by aggregating the reportedmean values
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of all data sources), the range of themeans (the highest and lowest mean values
obtained from individual data sources), and if sufficient data is available, the full
range of low and high values (the lowest value and the highest value obtained
from individual data sources).

The outline of this section is as follows. In Section 5.4.1.1, we discuss the
design of our test networks. Subsequently, we describe the properties of the car-
riers (Section 5.4.1.2), receivers (Section 5.4.1.3), shippers (Section 5.4.1.4), the
UCC (Section 5.4.1.5), and the administrator (Section 5.4.1.6).
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5.4.1.1. Network design. In this section, we present the design of the net-
works that we perform experiments on. In Section 5.2.1, we stated that exist-
ing agent-based simulation studies tend to represent urbandistribution systems
as grid networks with small numbers of locations and agents. To obtain more
generic insights, we design networks that contain substantially more receivers.
Furthermore, we test three distinct manners in which the receiver locations are
distributed within the service area. Nevertheless, we do not claim to reflect the
freight transport process of a complete city; our aim is to design the networks
such that they sufficiently represent the diversity of urban supply chains. For
the purpose of generality, in this chapter we perform experiments on abstract
networks only. To complement the insights obtained in this chapter, Chapter 6
will present numerical experiments based on a real city.

In accordance with the collected data, we set the size of the urban area – in
which the receivers are located – equal to 1.14km2, assuming a square area. The
UCC is located on a distance of 6.04km away from themiddle of the upper edge
of the service area. This distance implies that the UCC is located relatively far
from the urban area in which we seek to improve the environmental perform-
ance, such thatwemay assume that any restriction on freight transport does not
hold for trucks that only visit the UCC. In line with the shop density stated by
Roca-Riu et al. (2016), we assume the presence of 100 receiver locations within
the urban area. Although this number is on the low end of the spectrum of the
aggregated data –with 614 being the average – it is sufficiently large for the pur-
pose of the experiments, as it allows modeling a diverse range of urban supply
chains. Furthermore, higher densities of receivers would likely require aggreg-
ation of locations to solve themodel within reasonable computational time. To
represent a variety of service areas, we use three functions for the distribution of
the receiver locations; Figure 5.2 shows the resulting three sets of receiver loca-
tions. The first is a uniform distribution of the receiver locations. The second is
a truncated bivariate normal distribution of receiver locations and shows a high
density of receivers in the center and an increasingly lower density on the out-
skirts. The third is a clustered distribution, which corresponds to a city where
stores are clustered in multiple areas, e.g., various shopping centers. For this
instance, we scale the 100-customer Solomon instance C101 – which defines
customer locations grouped in clusterswithin a 90×85 area – to a 1.14km2 area.

We proceed to describe the design of the pickup area. The attractiveness of
collaboration mainly depends on the size of the pickup area. Thus, we test two
different sizes for the pickup area; basedonpreliminary experiments, we set one
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pickup area to 20km×20km and one pickup area to 100km×100km. Combin-
ing the two pickup areas with the three delivery areas gives a total of six geo-
graphically distinct instances. We set the line-haul distance – i.e., the distance
between the pickup area and the urban area – to 92.9km, as defined inTable 5.2.

Toconclude thediscussionof thenetworkdesign,wereflecton its travelprop-
erties. Weapply theManhattandistancemetric tocompute thedistancebetween
each pair of vertices in the graph. In accordance with Roca-Riu et al. (2016), we
set the travel speed on the line-haul segment to 50km/hour and the travel speed
in both the pickup area and in the urban area to 25km/hour.

5.4.1.2. Carrier properties. In this subsection,wedetermine thenumber of
carriers that we use in the simulation, discuss the prices that the carriers charge
to shippers, and provide the vehicle properties for the carriers.

First,wemustdeterminethenumberofcarriers inthesimulation. InTable5.2,
we indicate that the average number of delivery stops per tour is 9.97. Based on
preliminary experiments, we choose the number of carriers such that the av-
erage number of stops per carrier per day is approximately 10. For individual
carriers, the exactnumberof stops and thevolumes that they transportmayvary
considerably based on the shippers that they work with. Carriers may dispatch
more than one truck at a single decisionmoment. To achieve the average num-
ber of 10 stops per carrier, we need some 12 carriers. The locations of the 12
carrier depots – fromwhich the carriers commence their routes – are generated
in the pickup zone according to a uniform distribution.

We base the transport prices as charged by the carriers to the shippers on
the price structure published by a Dutch transport company (De Transporters,
2016). For each shipment, this carrier charges a fixed fee ofe45 and a distance
fee of e1.05 per kilometer. The distance fee applies only to the line-haul dis-
tance, thus ignoring the length of the pickup and delivery tours. Furthermore,
we note that the transport price does not depend on volume; this provides the
shipper with an incentive to consolidate shipments asmuch as possible.

Wecontinue todescribe thevehiclesusedby thecarrier. Thetransportmarket
for carriers is known to be highly competitive and the offered transport services
are subject to high substitutability. Therefore, we assume that all carriers use the
same trucks and offer the same prices to shippers. For the carriers we use trucks
with a capacity of 28m3; the properties of thesemedium-sized trucks are shown
in Table 5.3. As the weight of such trucks exceeds 3.5 tonnes, they typically fall
in the vehicle category for which city access restrictions apply. In accordance
with Quak and de Koster (2009), we set the driver’s wage of the carriers toe21
per hour. The reason that we separate these costs from the vehicle costs is that
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the driver also spends a considerable amount of time to load and unload goods;
during this timeno vehicle costs are incurred. Thevehicle costs are expressed in
euros per kilometer and are based onQuak and de Koster (2009) and Roca-Riu
et al. (2016). Finally, we use the emission values for CO2, SO2, NOx and PM2.5

as reported in Boer et al. (2011).

Table 5.3. Vehicle properties for the UCC (light truck) and carriers
(medium-sized truck).

Vehicle type Light truck Medium-sized truck
Load capacity (m3) 18 28
Driver’s wage (e/hour) 21 21
Costs urban transport (e/km) 0.72 0.86
(excluding driver’s wage)
CO2 (g/km) 455-553 821-1,065
SO2 (mg/km) 3.5-4.2 6.3-8.1
NOx (g/km) 1.5-1.8 2.7-3.5
PM2.5 (mg/km) 35-37 53-59

5.4.1.3. Receiverproperties. Wedescribethereceiverprofiles thatdefinethe
following properties: the stochastic order process of receivers, the unloading
times at receiver premises, and the personnel costs of receivers.

In Table 5.2, we show several ranges with respect to the order properties of
receivers. Althoughwemight draw order properties directly from these ranges,
this would ignore certain relationships between the properties. Specifically, an
important distinction can be made between centralized and decentralized or-
dering systems (Cherrett et al., 2012). In centralized systems, the receiver places
all its orders with a single shipper or hires an LSP that already consolidates its
ordersupstream. Inadecentralized system, the receiverplacesorders separately
with multiple shippers. From the described order systems, some relationships
between certain order properties may be inferred. For example, a receiver that
has a centralized ordering system is more likely to order higher volumes when
placing a single order and to place orders less frequently.

To reflect the high diversity in ordering patterns that exists in practice, we
define 10 distinct receiver profiles, with a profile consisting of four ordering
properties. The properties of each receiver profile are shown in Table 5.4. We
randomly assignprofiles to receivers; all orderprofiles are equally likely tooccur
and are identical for each simulation run. The first profile property is the order
frequency, which is the number of moments per week that the receiver places
orders. At each order moment, the receiver may place one or more orders; the
receiver may also decide not to place any orders. The second property is the
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number of orders placed per order moment. Receivers with a centralized or-
dering system always place orders with a single shipper, whereas receivers with
decentralized supply chains may place orders with up to 12 distinct shippers at
a single order moment. Each receiver has a fixed set of shippers from which
it may order; the maximum number of distinct shippers with which a single
receiver may place orders is given by the order frequency multiplied with the
maximumnumber of orders. For example, a receiver thatmay order 3 times per
week andmay order up to 5 orders at each orderingmomentmay have 3·5=15
distinct shippers. Shippers are selected randomly for each receiver and are the
same for each simulation run. The third property is the volumeof orders. Based
on the volume range listed in Table 5.2, we distinguish between receivers with
low-volume demand (0.18-2.88m3 per order) and high-volume demand (3.24-
6.30m3 per order); order volumes are uniformly drawn from these ranges for
each generated order. We assume that 60% of the receivers with decentralized
ordering systems have order volumes that fall within the small volume range,
whereas 60% of the receivers with centralized ordering systems draw from the
large volume range. The fourth property of a receiver profile is whether its or-
dering system is planned; a planned ordering system implies that the earliest
delivery times of all orders are set in the future at themoment the order is placed
(i.e., te>0), whereas an ad hoc ordering system indicates that all ordersmay be
delivered directly (i.e., te=0when the order is placed). To reflect that central-
izedordering systemsare typicallymore structured thandecentralizedordering
systems, we assume that 60% of the centralized ordering systems are planned,
compared to 40% of the decentralized ordering systems.

Table 5.4. Receiver profiles.
Order frequency # orders per Average volume Planned ordering
per week ordermoment per order system
1 1 0.18-2.88m3 Yes
1 1 3.24-6.30m3 Yes
3-5 1 0.18-2.88m3 No
3-5 1 3.24-6.30m3 No
3-5 1 3.24-6.30m3 Yes
1 2-12 0.18-2.88m3 Yes
1 2-12 3.24-6.30m3 Yes
1 2-12 0.18-2.88m3 No
3-5 2-12 3.24-6.30m3 No
3-5 2-12 0.18-2.88m3 No
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Next, we discuss the settings for the receiving times. Table 5.2 states that un-
loading times at the receivers lie in the range from 6.5 to 34 minutes. However,
this is the time that is spent by the carrier; the time that the receiver itself spends
on receiving the goodsmay vary greatly. Some receiversmight only need to sign
for the receiving the goods (requiring aminimal time spenton receivinggoods),
whereas others might be involved in the complete unloading process. Factors
such as accessibility of the premises, the availability of handling equipment, and
the need for quality checks may strongly impact the time that a receiver spends
on receiving goods. Cherrett et al. (2012) state that the receiving time is typ-
ically independent of the volume received. Therefore, for each receiver, after
generating the unloading time at its premises for the carrier, we randomly gen-
erate the time spent on receiving for a given receiver between 2minutes and the
unloading time, using a uniform distribution.

Finally,wedetermine thepersonnel costs for the receiver. Weassumethatone
staffmember is required for receiving goods. Following VanDuin et al. (2010),
we set personnel costs for all receivers at e15.3 per hour. Thus, when a given
receiver for example spends 12 minutes on receiving goods, the receiver incurs
costs of 12

60 ·15.3=e3.06 per truck that visits its premises.
5.4.1.4. Shipperproperties. In this section,wedescribe twoshipperproper-

ties, namely the number of shippers and the loading times at shipper locations.
The shippers are included in the model mainly to represent the impact of dis-
patching decisions that are made upstream. However, for our analysis we are
primarily interested in the effects of transport within the city. Althoughwe seek
to realistically reflect thedecision-makingprocessof shippers,weareconcerned
morewith themechanics that drive their decisions rather than accurately quan-
tifying their performance. Thus, unlike for the other agent types, we donot base
the representation of shippers on data obtained from literature.

First, we explain how we decide on the number of shippers. The number of
shippers should be sufficiently small such that it is likely that multiple receiv-
ers order from the same shipper – allowing to test shipping policies – whereas
the number of shippers must also be considerably larger than the number of
carriers to create diversity in the transport operations. We select a number of
50 shippers; with this number, shippers on average serve 18 distinct receivers
as customers and on average 4 shippers make use of each carrier. The shipper
locations are generated in the pickup area according to a uniform distribution.

We assume that the loading times of shippers (i.e., the time that they spend
when a carrier picks up goods) are generated in the sameway as for the receivers
and are subject to the same time range. Thus,we assume that the pickup time for
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the carrier at the shipper is between 6 and 34 minutes. The time expenditure of
the shipper on the loadingprocedure ranges between2minutes and thenumber
ofminutes that the carrier spends on picking up the shipment. Both the pickup
time for the carrier and the loading time for the shipper are generated according
to uniform distributions. We also set the personnel costs per hour equal to 15.3
e/hour; this hourly wage ismultiplied with the time that the shipper spends on
the pickup process to obtain the handling costs of the shipper.

5.4.1.5. UCC properties. This section describes the vehicle properties, the
handling costs, and the price structure of the UCC.

We start bydescribing theproperties of the vehicles that are usedby theUCC.
Van Duin et al. (2010) argue that heavy trucks (i.e., trucks with a capacity of
28m3 or higher), have a detrimental impact on the city and should therefore
not be used by a UCC. In addition, such trucks also weigh over 3.5 ton and are
therefore often subject to access restrictions. On the other end of the spectrum,
UCCsmightopt for small transportmeanssuchasdeliveryvansandcargobikes.
Although having a low environmental impact, the inability of such transport
modes to transport larger loads – such as pallets and rolling cages – has been
identified as a hampering factor in the success of UCCs. Another effect is that
considerablymorevehicles are required to transport the samevolumeas a single
truck, which may nullify the better environmental performance of such trans-
port means. In line with Van Duin et al. (2010), we assume that the UCC uses
truckswith a capacity of 18m3. Theproperties of these light trucks are shown in
Table 5.3. Such trucks are often small enough to avoid being subject to access re-
strictions – giving them an advantage over carriers that use large trucks – while
being sufficiently large to accommodatemost potential users.

Table 5.2 establishes ranges for theUCC on the number of trucks, number of
staff members, and the floor space. Although these figures are useful to estim-
ate the costs of a specific UCC, we do not define a UCC of a pre-specified size
for the numerical experiments. This is because in practice, the operator of the
UCCwillmake an effort to align the size and resourceswith the demand. As the
throughput of the UCC greatly depends on the specific scheme that we study,
we do not place restrictions on the operational capabilities of the UCC.

We compute the handling costs perm3 (including cost such as the rent of the
property, staff wages, and handling equipment, but excluding transport costs)
of the UCC as follows. In Table 5.2, we estimate the distribution costs (com-
prising both handling and transport) of the UCC at e21.92 per m3. However,
preliminary experiments have shown that, if we set the price charged to users at
this level (implying abreak-even level), theUCC is far too expensive for its users
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and will only be used when extreme measures are taken. To perform a mean-
ingful analysis, we instead adopt the cost estimate of Van Duin et al. (2010),
which is themost detailed cost breakdown that we encountered in the literature
review. Van Duin et al. (2010) estimate that – for a high-throughput scenario
– the costs per m3 are e11. This amount includes the transport costs, which
we compute separately. To estimate the transport cost per m3 for the UCC, we
performed a preliminary test with high utilization of the UCC and computed
the corresponding transport costs with the routing heuristic. This test yielded
average transport costs of e3 per m3. Subtracting the average transport costs
ofe3 yields handling costs ofe8 per m3. When interpreting the results in this
chapter, one should take into account that a realistic but favorable cost structure
for theUCC is assumed; forUCCs in practice the handling costsmay be higher.

Despite the relatively low cost settings, the UCC is typically still expensive
when compared to the receiving costs of the receiver and the last-mile transport
costs of the carrier, particularly when considering larger volumes. To approx-
imately achieve a break-even level – assuming sufficiently high throughput to
efficiently conduct the last mile transport – the price that the UCC charges to
both carriers and receivers is set ate11 perm3. Thus, the UCC charges 11·18 =
e198 to outsource a full truckload. Consequently, with our simulation settings
outsourcing is typically only financially appealing for small loads; such loads
are indeed the target of the UCC. Recall that in practice, many UCCs indeed
struggle to survive on the long term partially due to their high operational cost.

As we described in Section 5.3.2, we base the prices that the UCC charges
to the receivers and carriers on volume only. The rationale behind this design
choice is that – from an environmental perspective – we mainly would like to
bundle small and inefficiently transported loads. However, other price func-
tionsmight alsohavebeenadopted. For example,wemight alsousepricesbased
on the number of stops, use a fixed fee, use negotiation to derive agent-specific
prices, or combinemultiple aspects in the price function.

5.4.1.6. Administrator properties. This section discusses the properties re-
garding the regulations, pricing policies and subsidizing measures that may be
implemented by the local administrator.

Forallmeasures that are implemented, theadministratormustoperatewithin
the boundaries of the (supra)national legal framework. Therefore, the admin-
istrator is legally prohibited from discriminating among agents. Thus, for ex-
ample, the administrator cannot simply dictate that all carriers should use the
UCC.For this reason, the restrictionsmodeled in this chapter are vehicle-based.
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Extending our example, the administratormay impose a banonvehiclesweigh-
ingover3.5 tonnes, suchthatcarriersusing large trucksmustuse theUCC.Inthe
model thiswould result in a situation inwhich all carriersmust outsource to the
UCC,but inareal-life situationcarriers thatoperate small truckscouldstill enter
the city. In formulating the administrator restrictions and pricing policies, the
legal basis is always a truck-relatedproperty. Also indefining subsidymeasures,
the administrator should not discriminate among agents. We express subsidies
as a percentage of the price paid to the UCC, or if the UCC is the recipient of
the subsidies, a percentage of its income. This allocation does not discriminate
among agents, as each agent proportionally receives the same amount of sub-
sidy for using theUCC. A note with respect to subsidizing theUCC is that such
ameasuremight be considered as unfair competition, yet the UCCmay also be
organized as a public service rather than a purely commercial party.

We proceed to describe the rationale behind the pricing measures of the ad-
ministrator. Each pricing measure aims to discourage the use of large trucks in
the city and each subsidymeasure aims to stimulate the use of the UCC. Essen-
tially, pricing policies quantify environmental costs and re-allocate them to the
carrier. Similarly, subsidies monetize the environmental benefits of the UCC
and allocate them either to the UCC or to its users. Furthermore, combining
multiple subsidy measures or pricing policies may result in agent behavior that
is inconsistent with the intended effects of the measures. For these reasons, we
impose that the administratormay implement atmost one subsidymeasure and
at most one pricing policy per scheme. The rationale for this design choice is
not strictly influenced by concernswith realism; in Section 5.4.2wewill explain
how reducing the number ofmeasures helps us to create a reliable experimental
design. The administrative measures that we test are based on measures that
have been implemented in practice or at least have been considered for imple-
mentation. However, somemeasures have severe drawbacks in practice, partic-
ularly with respect to validating whether the imposed regulations are actually
respected. For example, the administrator may impose a minimum load factor
on the trucks that enter the city, yet it is hard to efficiently check the load factors
of trucks that enter the city. Another measure that we test is a complete ban of
heavy trucks. Although this measure has been implemented in a few cities, in
general suchameasure is politically impractible. Thus, in interpreting the simu-
lation results, one should not only consider the environmental impact, but also
how strongly themeasures affect the stakeholders when translated to practice.
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5.4.2. Design of the numerical experiments. In this section, we describe
the design of the numerical experiments. We provide a stepwise explanation of
the design, applying the following structured approach:

1. Create overview ofmeasures to analyze.
2. Categorizemeasures as ameans to support the construction

of schemes.
3. Define a default schemewithout activemeasures for the

purpose of comparison.
4. Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine default and

non-default values permeasure to be used in a fractional
factorial design.

a. Evaluate the impact of various parameter levels for each
measure, with othermeasure levels kept to their default levels.

b. Select sensible levels for eachmeasure.
5. Perform experiments according to the fractional factorial design.

a. Obtain insights intomain effects of measures.
b. Obtain insights into two-way interaction effects between

measures.
6. Perform a scenario analysis to evaluate and provide insights into

effective schemes.
a. Compare performance of schemes to default scheme.
b. Identify schemes with good environmental performance and

acceptable financial impact.

We first provide an overview of the measures (Step 1) and the correspond-
ing categorization (Step 2). We study a total of 15 measures; an overview of
these measures is shown in Table 5.5. We divide the measures in 4 categories:
(i) restrictions, (ii) pricing policies, (iii) subsidies, and (iv) company-driven ini-
tiatives. We proceed with a definition of the default scheme (Step 3); this is the
scheme inwhichmeasures are not effective or set equal to 0, e.g., we have access
time windows of 24h and subsidy levels of 0%.
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We proceed to explain the application of the sensitivity analysis (Step 4) to
determine the values for all 15measures. The fractional factorial design that we
use requires the definition of a ‘low’ and a ‘high’ value for each measure. In our
case, we let the ‘low’ values correspond to the default settings and the ‘high’ val-
ues to the non-default settings, i.e., themeasure is activewhen at its non-default
level. To determine the non-default levels, we run experiments separately for
each measure. We test various levels for the measure of interest, while main-
tainingall other variables at theirdefault levels (with the exception that theUCC
needs to be open to perform a meaningful analysis for the measures). The pur-
pose of this step is twofold: we (i) obtain insights into the sensitivity regarding
themeasure and (ii) determine reasonable settings for the non-default levels for
the measures in the fractional factorial design. The sensitivity analysis is only
performed for measures that require to set a numerical value; binary measures
(i.e., the UCC is either open or closed) are excluded from the analysis.

After determining the default and non-default values for each measure, we
perform a simulation study according to a 2k−p fractional factorial design. We
only explain the key concepts of this experimental design here and refer to Law
(2007) andMontgomery (2008) for in-depth descriptions. First, we discuss the
ideabehinda2k factorial design (also called a full factorial design). Weconsider
a set of kmeasures; we assume that the effects of changing the level of ameasure
is – within reasonable bounds – approximately linear. As stated before, for each
measure the design requires a ‘low’ value and a ‘high’ value (in our case the de-
fault andnon-default values). The twovalues shouldbe sufficientlydistinct such
that we might expect different responses for both levels. However, they should
not be separated too far, such that they yield unrealistic configurations without
practical applicability. Subsequently, we test all possible combinations of these
levels. The observations yield insights into both the main effects of measures
and the interaction effects betweenmeasures. We note that the effects are com-
puted pairwise for all combinations of variables, thus, we compute effects over
all experiments rather than comparing to the default scheme.

As stated before, in this chapter we test 15 distinct measures. A 2k factorial
designwould thusyield215 different schemes,whichweneedto teston6distinct
instances, yielding a computationally expensive total of 6 ·215 = 196,608 sim-
ulation runs. Instead, we opt to apply a 2k−p factorial factorial design, in which
we consider only a subset of all combinations. A fractional factorial design is
an experimental design in which we carefully select a subset of simulation runs
that allows us to expose themost important effects of the testedmeasures. Such
a design relies on the notion that the state of a system is typically dominated by
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maineffectsand low-level interactioneffects (i.e., the interactionsbetweensmall
numbers of measures), whereas high-level interaction effects (i.e., the interac-
tions between high numbers of measures) are generally statistically insignific-
ant; this notion is also known as the sparsity-of-effects principle. Standardized
design tables exist to implement a fractional factorial design in a reliable way.
The so-called resolution of a design (denoted in Roman numbers) describes its
ability to distinguishmain effects and low-order interactions fromone another.
AresolutionofVorhigherensures that two-factor interactionsarenotconfoun-
ded with each other. For up to 11 measures, there are various useful fractional
factorial design tables available; formore than 11measures the designs become
increasingly less reliable. By selecting atmost one subsidymeasure and one pri-
cing measure per scheme, we bring the number of measures for the fractional
factorial design back from 15 to 9; we have explained the practical motivation
for this design choice in the last paragraph of Section 5.4.1.6. By selecting at
most one subsidy measure and at most one pricing policy in a scheme (i.e., for
both categories at most one active measure, or all measures are at their default
levels),weobtain4·4=16combinations. Thus,werepeat the fractional factorial
design 16 times to incorporate all combinations in our design. Omitting sub-
sidizing and pricing from the design implies that for these categories we do not
obtain interaction effects between measures of the same category, but we still
obtain insights in their relations with the othermeasures.

Having brought back the selection of measures for the simulation design to
9 measures, we opt for a design with resolution VI. This design ensures that
main effects are not confounded with two-factor interaction effects and that
two-factor interaction effects are not confoundedwith each other orwith three-
factor interaction effects. For the design with 9 measures and resolution VI,
we must perform 128 experiments for the 16 combinations of price- and sub-
sidymeasures and for 6 distinct instances. Thus, the total number of simulation
runs thatwe perform is 16·6·128=12,288. For two combinations ofmeasures,
we overrule measures to ensure feasibility of the last-mile distribution: if the
UCC is not open (measure 13), then the heavy truck ban (measure 3) and the
minimum load factor (measure 4) have no impact. Furthermore, the subsidy
measures (8-11) are ineffective when the UCC is not opened, whereas shifting
access windows (measure 2) has no impact when the access window is set at 24
hours (measure 1); these situations require no adjustments to themodel.

By applying the 2k−p design, we obtain insights into themain effects and the
low-level interaction effects of the measures. We aim to reveal which measures
are effective and in which combination they should be applied. To compute
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the effects for the subsidy- and price measures, we separately assess the relev-
ant combinations of measures (out of the 16 different 2k−p designs), i.e., we
do not directly compare between distinct pricing measures and between dis-
tinct subsidy measures. Also for the 6 distinct instances, we provide a separate
analysis. The effect of the remainder of the measures is computed over all res-
ults, i.e., by treating them as if a single 2k−p experimental design. Based on
the obtained insights, we use scenario analysis to further investigate the most
promising schemes, i.e., schemes that yield substantial environmental improve-
ments while simultaneously yielding good financial results for the agents in-
volved. Ideally, no agent is worse off than under the default scheme, as this im-
plies that real-life stakeholders would likely not object to the implementation of
the scheme. To a certain extent, monetizing and re-allocating environmental
cost may be justified in practice. However, it is crucial that if agents of a given
type should change their behavior, they should be offered a positive financial
incentive to do so.

5.5. Numerical experiments

In this section, we discuss the results of the numerical experiments. The out-
line of this section is as follows. In Section 5.5.1, we describe how we set up the
experiments. In Section 5.5.2, we determine the default and non-default vari-
able levels to be used in the 2k−p design, testing various parameter settings for
each measure. Section 5.5.3 discusses the main effects and the most important
two-way interaction effects obtained with the 2k−p design. In Section 5.5.4, we
performasensitivityanalysis to further investigate themostpromisingschemes.
Section 5.5.5 reflects on the insights obtained with the numerical study.

5.5.1. Experimental setup. In this section we describe how we set up the
parameters for the experiments. We briefly describe the batch means method
that we use, as well as the selection procedure for the warmup period, the num-
ber of batches, and the batch length.

Eachsimulationrunstartswithanemptysystem, i.e., a systemwithoutanyor-
ders. As themodeldoesnot containany time-varyingprocesses, the systemmay
be described by a stationary process after some warmup period. To efficiently
perform the experiments we apply the batch means method, which means that
weperformone simulation run for each scheme,with the runbeingdivided into
a number of batches of length τ batch. This method has the benefit that it only
requires a single warmup period. The disadvantage is that the results of batches
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might be correlated; we therefore must set batch lengths sufficiently large such
that correlation between batches is negligible.

UsingWelch’ graphical procedure (Law, 2007),we set the lengthof thewarm-
up period equal to 20. The corresponding graph is not shown here, yet we
provide the underlying rationale. Given that orders may be pre-announced 2
time intervals before the earliest delivery time and given a maximum delivery
windowwidth of 4, t=6 is the latest possible delivery date for any order placed
at t=0, the system stabilizes relatively quickly. Adding some margin of safety,
a warmup period of 20 time intervals is more than sufficient to reach the steady
state.

We proceed to describe how we determine the number of batches and the
length of each batch, under the condition thatwewant a relative error of atmost
5% for a 95% confidence interval of the financial performances of each agent
type. We start by determining the batch length. As orders remain within the
system for a rather limited time, correlations betweenobservations that are sep-
aratedbymultiple time intervalsmaybeexpected toberelativelyweak; therefore
it is implied that the batch lengths may be chosen fairly short. Our second cri-
terion for determining the batch length is how much variance the results of the
batches show.

Tovalidatewhether thebatchobservationscanbe treatedas independent rep-
lications, we perform a lag-1 test, in whichwe calculate the correlation between
each batch and its adjacent batch (Steiger andWilson, 2001). For a batch length
ofτ batch=20 time intervals, taking thefinancialperformanceofeachagent type
as the batch results, we obtain a correlation of at -0.079 between the batches, im-
plying that the batches are approximately independent. Lengths shorter than 20
intervals tend to yield stronger correlations and are therefore less reliable.

Given that the batch observations are approximately uncorrelated, weuse the
sequential batch replication procedure of Law and Carson (1979) to determine
the number of batches. Using this procedure, we find that 4 batches suffice to
yield a relative error of at most 5% for the 95% confidence interval of the finan-
cial performances. However, Law (2007) andRossetti (2015) state that the ideal
number of batches is between 10 and 30; batch numbers smaller than 10 may
yield less reliable outcomes. Therefore, we set the number of batches in each
simulation run equal to 10.

5.5.2. Determining the levels of measures. In this section, we perform a
sensitivity analysis to determine the default andnon-default levels for themeas-
ures with non-binary values that we list in Table 5.6. During the analysis, all
measures are set to their default levels, with the exception of the UCC – which
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is set to always open as other measures may depend on it – and the measure of
interest, for which we test various levels. This analysis allows to find sensible
levels for eachmeasure, taking into account both the financial impact per agent
type and the environmental impact. No sensitivity analysis is performed for
measures of a binary nature. We discuss our main findings from the sensitiv-
ity analysis; note that these findings only apply to themeasures in isolation; the
analysis cannot detect possible interaction effects.

We assess the financial impacts per agent type and two proxies to indicate the
environmental performance, namely (i) the changes with respect to distances
covered by heavy trucks and (ii) the PM2.5 emissions. For all indicators, an im-
pacthigher than0%(asshownonthey-axisof thefigures inthissection)signifies
a performance improvement. We briefly describe how we determine the levels
for each variable based on the sensitivity analysis; the discussion ofmain effects
of measures takes place in Section 5.5.3.

We first discuss the analysis of 3 restrictions: imposing access timewindows,
offsetting theaccess timewindow, andsettingaminimumload factor. Figure5.3
shows the results of the sensitivity analysis for these measures. First, for the ac-
cess time window, we consider window widths varying between 0 hours (equi-
valent to a strict ban on heavy trucks) and 10 hours. Windows of 0 and 0.5 hour
haveapositive effecton theUCC,but result in large losses for thecarriers (which
in practice likely translates to carriers charging higher transport prices). Awin-
dow of 0 has a positive environmental effect due to the mandatory use of the
UCC. However, very narrow windows (but wider than 0, e.g., 0.5 hours) actu-
allydecrease environmentalperformance; carriersneed todispatchmore trucks
to deliver the same set of receivers while complying with the window. When
the width of the window is set at 2 hours or more, it is ineffective in altering
the behavior of the agents. For the experimental design, we set the non-default
value for access timewindowsat 1hour,whichbalancesbetweenenvironmental
performance and utilization of the UCC. Second, for offsetting the access time
window, we test values from 0 up to 2 hours. The effects of shifting the window
are felt by the receivers, as theymust dedicate additional personnel hours when
waiting for a carrier that visits before opening hours. We see that even small
offsets have positive effects for the UCC, yet at the expense of the receiver and
onlymodest environmental benefits. We set the non-default value for the offset
of the access timewindow to 1 hour. The third restriction that we evaluate is the
minimum load factor. We see that increasing this factor has generally a positive
impact on theUCC and the environmental performance, but a negative impact
on the performance of carriers. We set the non-default level for the load factor
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at 0.7; this value appears to have amoderate impact on the carrier performance
while achieving considerable environmental benefits.
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Figure 5.3. Sensitivity analysis of non-binary access restrictions.

We proceed with the settings for the 3 pricing policies, see Figure 5.4 for the
visual illustrationsof thecorrespondingsensitivityanalysis. Wefindthat thepri-
cing policies primarily have a negative impact on carriers and yield onlymodest
environmental improvements for reasonable price levels. In the selection of the
non-default pricing settings, the impact on the profit of the carrier is therefore
leading, rather than the environmental impacts. We choose the settings such
that the carrier remains able to generate a profit; the average carrier profit under
the default settings is about 8%. We set the zone-access fee at e20, the pricing
for parking ate4 per delivery stop, and for road pricing we adopt a price ofe1
per km. Although these settings only marginally influence the environmental
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performance when the measures are independently implemented, in combin-
ation with other measures these price settings might contribute to significant
improvements.
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Figure 5.4. Sensitivity analysis of pricing measures.

Now, we describe the levels for the 3 subsidy measures; the sensitivity res-
ults are shown in Figure 5.5. With respect to subsidy levels, we see that potential
UCCusers require substantial subsidies tomake theUCCafinancially attractive
alternative. Particularly for receivers, subsidies should be very high to convince
them to use the UCC, as their receiving costs are typically much lower than the
price charged by the UCC and potential savings by using the UCC are modest.
Especially for large volumes, the receiver is virtually never inclined to outsource
to the UCC. To have a substantial impact on the environmental performance,
we test a subsidy level of 90% for the receivers. For carriers, lower subsidies
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appear to suffice, mainly when carriers transport relatively small loads. How-
ever, to realize a substantial shift fromdirect transport to transport via theUCC,
high subsidy levels are still required; the setting of 70% of the UCC price aims
to achieve a significant increase in outsourcing by the carriers. TheUCCmakes
a substantial loss without supporting measures, as the use of the UCC is very
limited, it is unable to efficiently conduct its transport. A subsidy level of 50% is
used for theUCC; for scenarioswithhigherutilizationof theUCCthismightaid
in attaining the breakeven level or even generate a profit. We remark that these
settings are selected only based on their expected effects, not on how efficient
they are in comparison to one another. Clearly, the administrator would like to
allocate subsidies as efficiently as possible, yet it is very difficult to predict the
expenditures for a large variety of schemes a priori.
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Figure 5.5. Sensitivity analysis of subsidy measures.
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Finally, we discuss the threshold setting for the shippers (Figure 5.6). The
price structure of the carriers encourages shippers to delay shipments as much
as possible. Indeed, the higher the threshold, the better the financial perform-
ance of the shipper. We set the non-default level for the threshold at 1 (i.e., the
shipper always strive to accumulate a full truckload, expressed in terms of capa-
city of the light trucks operated by theUCC), yetwe also note that this threshold
is detrimental for the performance of the UCC.
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Figure 5.6. Sensitivity analysis of shipper threshold policy.

Based on the sensitivity analysis, we set the default andnon-default values for
eachmeasure as stated in Table 5.6; these values are used in the 2k−p design.

5.5.3. Main effects and interaction effects. In this section, we present and
discuss themain effects and themost important two-way interaction effects that
we obtain by applying the 2k−p factorial design. As stated before, we compute
theeffectsbasedon theaggregated results for themeasuresother thanprice- and
subsidy measures. For the latter measures, we only consider the design corres-
ponding to the particular combination of measures. The effects of varying the
test instance are discussed separately.

5.5.3.1. Main effects. We first discuss the main effects; Figure 5.7 graphic-
ally shows the main effects on the financial performance and Figure 5.8 shows
themain effects on the environmental performance. For the financial perform-
ance,we showtheeffectson the (i) costsof the receivers, (ii) costsof the shippers,
(iii) profit margin of the carriers, and (iv) profit margin of the UCC.Where ne-
cessary, we separately reflect on the financial performance of the administrator.
As proxies for the environmental performance, we show the effects on heavy
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Table5.6. Overviewofadministrativemeasuresandcompany-driven
initiatives and their corresponding default and non-default values.

Measure Default value Non-default value
1. Narrow access time windows 24h per day 1h per day
2. Shift access time windows 0h before opening 1h before opening
3. Impose heavy truck ban No Yes
4. Imposeminimum vehicle load factor 0% of vehicle capacity 70% of vehicle capacity
5. Road pricing e0 per km e1 per km
6. Parking pricing e0 per delivery stop e4 per delivery stop
7. Zone access pricing e0 per truck e20 per truck
8. Subsidize carriers 0% of UCC price 70% of UCC price
9. Subsidize receivers 0% of UCC price 90% of UCC price
10. Subsidize UCC 0% of income 50% of income
11. Synchronize delivery windows No Yes
12. Carrier coalition No Yes
13. Urban consolidation center No Yes
14. Mandate pre-announcement No Yes
15. Shipping policy (volume threshold) τs=min(l|l∈L) τs=ψ

ucc

truck distance and PM2.5 emissions. All KPIs are normalized to aid the visual
presentation and, later, to better compute the interaction effects; positive effects
(>0%) indicate an improvement. For all effects,we show the corresponding95%
confidence intervals. Particularly for shippers and theUCC, the variance in the
observations may be very small, resulting in very narrow confidence intervals.
If the error bar of an effect crosses the 0% y-axis, the result is statistically insig-
nificant.
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We now provide insight into the significance of the main effects and provide
explanations for the obtained results. During the discussion of the effects, we
refer to individual measures as, e.g., M4 formeasure 4, using the same ordering
as in Table 5.6.

First, we assess the main effects of imposing narrow access time windows
(M1) and shifting the access time windows (M2). We see that access windows
have a detrimental effect on the financial performances of both carriers and re-
ceivers. Carriers are affected by the windows as they need to dispatch more
trucks to deliver the same sets of receivers, while complying with the time re-
strictions. Receivers are not directly affected by accesswindows themselves, but
are strongly affected by offsetting them. AsM2 only exists in combination with
M1, we find negativemain effects on bothmeasures. The fact that carriersmust
dispatchmore trucks to deliver the same number of receivers is also seen in the
main effects on environmental performance: the main effects of M1 on both
distance of heavy trucks and on PM2.5 emissions are negative, although only
the latter effect is significant. The environmental effects stemming fromM2 are
insignificant.

Weproceed todiscuss themain effects of the remaining access restrictions on
heavy trucks. The effect of banning heavy trucks (M3) is significant for carriers,
shippers, and the UCC. For the UCC the main effect is positive, although not
as strong asmight be expected. The reason for the relatively weak improvement
is that the profit margin, unlike the profit in an absolute sense, is not strongly
related to the total handled volume. The benefit of larger throughput is that the
UCCmay conduct its transportmore efficiently, thus reducing the average costs
per m3 of orders handled. Compared to their total operational costs, these sav-
ings are relatively small. For carriers and shippers, the main effect of banning
heavy trucks isnegative. Carriers are forced topay theUCCfor the last-miledis-
tribution, whereas they are typically able to conduct this transport less expens-
ivelywith their ownvehicles. Shippersperformworsedue tohaving lessflexibil-
ity in their dispatching decisions; recall that theymust dispatch orders one time
interval earlier when delivering via the UCC. Although significant, the impact
on the financial performance of shippers is minor. We proceed to discuss the
load-dependent access restriction on heavy trucks (M4). Imposing aminimum
load factor on heavy trucks has a significant negative impact on carriers and a
significant positive impact on theUCC, although both effects are of small mag-
nitudes. Themaineffects on the environmental performancearenot significant.

The three pricing policies – road pricing (M5), parking pricing (M6), and
zone-access pricing (M7) – negatively and significantly impact the profitability
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of the carriers; the financial impact on the other agent types is negligible. The
measures might have some positive effect on the environmental KPIs – due to
a somewhat higher use of the UCC by the carriers – yet these effects are not
statistically significant. The administrator obtains the lowest income with the
parking policy; it obtains 17% more income with the zone-access fee and 23%
more incomewith road pricing.

Next, we discuss the main effects of the subsidies, which may be allocated to
carriers (M8), receivers (M9), or theUCC(M10). In all three cases, the recipient
of the subsidy significantly benefits from the subsidies; in terms of magnitude
the carrier benefits the most. When subsidies are allocated to the receivers, the
carriers also significantly benefit, as they are more often able to outsource their
last-mile distribution for free (i.e., when the receiver selects the UCC as its de-
livery address). In terms of environmental performance, M8 yields significant
improvements both in terms of emission and heavy truck distance; M9 only
yields significant reductions of heavy truck distance. Subsidies allocated to the
UCCdo not affect the system other than the profitability of theUCC and there-
fore have no environmental effect. In terms of expenses by the administrator,
subsidizing carriers is the most efficient subsidy measure: subsidizing receiv-
ers costs 368%more and subsidizing the UCC costs 275%more, while yielding
lower environmental benefits.

We continue to discuss the main effects of the company-driven measures.
Synchronizing delivery windows (M11) has a negative and significant impact
on the heavy truck distance. The measure has a significant and positive main
effect on the shippers, as they are able to dispatch higher volumes at a time. The
main effect on theUCC is significant and negative; the higher volumes on given
dispatch moments may result in a lower use of the UCC. The effect on receiv-
ers themselves is insignificant. The main effect on the heavy truck distance is
negative and significant; a possible explanation for this is that the synchroniza-
tion results in week days withmany deliveries andweek days with relatively few
deliveries; transport on the latter type of daysmight be organized inefficiently.

The formation of a carrier coalition (M12) strongly improves the financial
performance of the carriers. Sharing trucks and bundling order considerably
improves the efficiency of their transport operations, as a result, the effect on
the PM2.5 emissions is positive and significant. The use of the UCC is very low
in schemes that include a carrier coalition.

Opening the UCC (M13) has significant and positive main effects on both
carriers and receivers. Although these agents do not always make use of the
UCC, its presence offers an alternative for the delivery of small volumes and
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when operating under strict regulations. The financial effect on the UCC itself
is negative, implying that the UCC on average loses money on its operations.
Themain effect on emissions is positive and significant.

Dictating that carriers should pre-announce the arrival of outsourced orders
to the UCC (M14) has a minor but significant positive effect on the UCC, im-
plying that the UCC is able to make slightly better dispatching decisions than
when working with expected future costs. For the other agents and for the en-
vironmental KPIs, themain effects are insignificant.

The last measure that we discuss is the shipping policy (M15). Setting the
threshold volume equal to 1 significantly improves the financial performance
of shippers. As the shippers pay lower transport costs, it follows that the carri-
ers generate less income; indeed, the main effect on the carriers is negative and
significant. The effect on the UCC is also negative, as carriers are not able to
outsource urgent shipments when the shipper dispatches orders only one time
interval before the latest delivery time. Furthermore, the policy has a significant
negative effect on the distance driven by heavy trucks; again, this effect likely
relates to the lower use of the UCC.

Although not part of the 2k−p designs, we provide some insights into the ef-
fects of the 6 geographical instances. Both the effects of various customer distri-
butions and varying the size of the pickup area are insignificant for all KPIs; al-
mostall effects approximate0. Only forclustered instances,weobservea slightly
positive (but also insignificant) effect on PM2.5 emission, possibly due to offer-
ingopportunities formore efficientbundling. Theonly substantial effect thatwe
measure iswhendistinguishing theperformanceof carrier coalitions for pickup
areasof size20km2 andsize100km2; the latteryields6%lowerprofits for thecar-
riers. Thismaybeexplainedby the longerpickup tours that theexecutingcarrier
has to perform. However, the overall financial effect on carriers is insignificant,
as shippers tend to select carriers that are located nearby. Due to the insignific-
ance of the impact of the instance, we ignore their effects for the remainder of
this analysis.

We conclude this section with the key insights. We see that the following
measures yield the most substantial improvements to the environmental per-
formance: forming a carrier coalition, opening the UCC, imposing a ban on
heavy trucks, and subsidizing carriers to use theUCC. As the latter threemeas-
ures all relate to the UCC, it appears that considerable bundling efforts are re-
quired to achieve a significant impact on environmental performance, either
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performed upstream by the carriers or downstream by the UCC. The main ef-
fects of the truck ban and subsidies reconfirm that the impact of the UCC may
substantially be improved by implementing supportingmeasures.

5.5.3.2. Interaction effects. In this section we discuss the most important
two-way interaction effects. The experiments yield over 100 two-way interac-
tions, of which a great deal are statistically significant for at least one agent type
or environmental KPI. To focus the analysis, we only show the 10 interactions
that yield the highest improvements for PM2.5 emissions; this indicator is rel-
evant for determining good schemes, correlated to the transport costs of both
carriers and the UCC, and challenging to improve upon. The financial interac-
tion effects are shown in Figure 5.9 and the environmental interaction effects
are shown in Figure 5.10. We refer to interactions between measures by their
numbers, e.g., M1xM8 signifies the two-way interaction betweenM1 andM8.

The two-way interaction effects indicate the differing effect of one measure
depending on the level of another measure, i.e., the effect of two measures that
interact with each other. To compute these effects, we compare the average per-
formance of schemes in which two measures are either both set at their default
levels or both set at their non-default levels to schemes in which only one of the
twomeasures is set at its default level. A positive two-way interaction effect im-
plies that implementing the measures in conjunction on average yields better
results than implementing only one of them, e.g., their joint effect exceeds the
sum of their main effects.
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The first two interactions that we discuss combine the access window (M1)
and subsidization of either the carriers (M8) or the receivers (M9). Recall that
theaccesswindowhasanegativemaineffectonemissions,whereas thesubsidies
have positivemain effects. Wefirst discuss the combinationM1xM8. This com-
bination has a positive and significant interaction effect on the environmental
KPIs, although the magnitude of the effect appears insufficient to compensate
for the negative main effect of the access window. The combination has a signi-
ficant positive effect on receivers, possibly due to receivingmore bundled deliv-
eries via the UCC.The effect on the profit of carriers is negative and significant;
although carriers receive a subsidy for using theUCC, theirmonetary gains ap-
pear to be eclipsed by the transport inefficiency caused by the imposed access
windows. Weproceedtodiscuss thecombinationM1xM9,whichconsistsof im-
posing the accesswindowand subsidizing the receivers. The smallermagnitude
of the environmental effects implies that the UCC is utilized less for combina-
tion M1xM9 than for M1xM8, nevertheless, the effect on both environmental
KPIs is positive and significant. The interaction effect is also positive and sig-
nificant for receivers, as under this combination of measures both carriers and
receivers have an incentive to use theUCC, leading tomore bundled deliveries.
Although the carriers donotneed topay theUCC fororders that are outsourced
by the receivers, they are still subject to the access windows and the consequent
transport inefficiency, resulting in a negative effect on the carriers.

Next, we consider the interaction between imposing a minimum load factor
and forming a carrier coalition (M4xM12). This combination has significant
positive effects on both the carrier performance and the PM2.5 emission. Re-
call that the minimum load factor is effective only when the UCC is open. The
combination appears to be effective as on the one hand we obtain the efficiency
benefits of the coalition, whereas on the other hand any remaining trucks with
low utilizationmust be outsourced to the UCC.

We continue by addressing three combinations that combine one of the three
pricing policies with subsidizing the carriers; the combinations are denoted by
M5xM8 (road pricing), M6xM8 (parking pricing), and M7xM8 (zone-access
fee). All three combinations have comparable effects; they positively and signi-
ficantly impact the PM2.5 emission and the heavy truck distance. Furthermore,
the receivers significantly benefit with all three combinations. The combina-
tionsprovideadoublefinancial incentive forcarriers tooutsource their last-mile
transport to the UCC; the combinations subsidize the use of the UCC and fin-
ancially penalize carriers that perform the last-mile distribution themselves. In
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termsof environmental impact, the zone-access fee appears has the largestmag-
nitude, although the differences between the combinations are relatively small.

Combinations M9xM11 and M9xM15 embed the following measures: sub-
sidies allocated to the receiver (M9) and either the synchronization of delivery
windows (M11) or the high shipping threshold policy (M15). Both combin-
ations significantly reduce the heavy truck distance, whereas the combination
M9xM15 also significantly improves the performance of carriers, shippers, and
the UCC. In the combination M9xM11, the subsidies stimulate the receivers
to use the UCC more frequently, whereas the synchronization of the delivery
windowsmightmake the last-mile distributionmore efficient for the UCC.We
explain the interaction effect of M9xM15 as follows: M9 stimulates the use of
theUCCand thereby partiallymitigates the effect of the threshold policy, yet on
average the shippers still dispatch larger order batches. Therefore, themeasures
appear to work better in combination than separately.

The next interaction effect that we evaluate is M11xM15 and combines the
synchronizationofthedeliverywindows(M11)withthehighshippingthreshold
(M15). The environmental effects of this interaction are insignificant; carri-
ers are negatively and significantly impacted. Potential environmental benefits
might stem from better consolidated freight flows, yet this presumption is not
supported due the insignificance of the interaction effects.

The last interaction effect that we discuss combines the formation of the car-
rier coalition to the high shipping threshold (M12xM15). This combinationhas
positive and significant effects on both environmental KPIs, but a negative (al-
though minor) effect on the carriers. The combination of bundling orders at
both the shipper level and the carrier level seems to contribute to the efficiency
of last-mile transport.

We summarize the conclusions with respect to the interaction effects. Seven
out of the ten measures with the highest impact on emissions contain a meas-
ure that subsidizes either carriers or receivers. In particular, the combination of
subsidizing with pricing yields considerable environmental benefits, while also
being financially acceptable combinations for the agents. Especially subsidies
allocated to carriers appear to contribute to effective schemes. The rationale
behind such schemes is that they combine two financial incentives for carriers
to use the UCC. Furthermore, applying the high shipping threshold appears to
support several measures, although the interaction effects are not in all cases
significant. The best results are obtained when the high threshold is applied in
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combinationwith the carrier coalition. The high threshold results inmore con-
solidated shipments; this seems to be beneficial for schemes in which carriers
perform bundling upstream.

5.5.4. Scenario analysis. In this section, we perform a scenario analysis to
obtain more insights into the structure and the performance of good urban lo-
gistics schemes. Section 5.5.2 established and quantified the sensitivity of the
individual measures, whereas Section 5.5.3 quantified the main effect of each
measure and themost important two-way interaction effects. Based on the ob-
tained insights, wemay deduce properties of good schemes. Weuse these prop-
erties to test anumberof schemes. Weevaluate their environmental impacts and
how the agents perform compared to the default scheme. As our test instance,
we use a uniform distribution of receivers and a pickup area of size 20km2; the
chosen distribution of receivers appears to be of minor influence, and we deem
the small pickup areamore realistic for a collaboration between carriers.

The schemes that we analyze are shown in Table 5.7. Scheme 1 represents the
default scheme; theperformanceof all other schemes is expressed relative to this
scheme. Based on the insights obtained fromSection 5.5.2 andSection 5.5.3, we
carefully construct a number of schemes. From themain effects, fourmeasures
positively stood out with respect to environmental performance: (i) forming a
carrier coalition, (ii) opening the UCC, (iii) imposing a heavy truck ban, and
(iv) subsidizing carriers to use the UCC. Schemes 2-5 represent thesemeasures
applied in isolation; schemes 3, 4, and 5 all require the UCC to be opened.

From the interaction effects, we gain insights into various combinations of
measures that yield positive results on emissions, yet it is unclear whether im-
plementing these measures in conjunction actually yields good schemes, par-
ticularly as many of the measures with positive interaction effects did not yield
significant positive main effects. In Scheme 6-15, we test all the interaction ef-
fects that we discussed in Section 5.5.3.

We have not analyzed interactions between three or more measures in this
chapter. Therefore, we conclude the scenario analysiswith anumber of schemes
that contain threeormoremeasures. Theeffects of simultaneously applyingpri-
cing policies and providing subsidies to carriers are additive; on the one hand
such combinations increase the costs for the carrier if it conducts its last-mile
transport itself, on the other hand they makes outsourcing less expensive. In
schemes 16-18, we test the 3different pricing policies (M5,M6,M7) in combina-
tionwith subsidizing the carriers (M8), opening theUCC (M13), and imposing
a minimum load factor (M4). Schemes 19-21 do the same, but instead of the
minimum load factor set the high threshold policy (M15). Finally, we test four
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schemes (22-25) that combine the concepts of the carrier coalition and theUCC
with various supportingmeasures.

Table5.7 shows the resultsof the scenarioanalysisonavarietyofKPIs. For the
carrier and theUCCwe report the profitmargins; for the receivers and shippers
we show the change in costs compared to the default scheme, with percentages
higher than 0 indicating an improvement. The changes with respect to emis-
sions are shown in the same way. The distances for both light and heavy trucks
are represented by the average number of kilometers per day, measured only
within the urban area.
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We reflect on the main insights obtained with the scenario analysis. First,
we observe that a coalition of carriers (Scheme 2) is very effective in improv-
ing the environmental performance and does not require supportingmeasures.
Second,wenote that opening theUCC(M13)without any supportingmeasures
(Scheme 3) is ineffective; the environmental impact is negligible and the UCC
is far from being able to cover its expenses. Banning heavy trucks (M3) as in
Scheme 4 or subsidizing the carriers (M8) as in Scheme 5 are effective meas-
ures to achieve significantly improved environmental performance by opening
a UCC.

Next, we discuss the schemes relating to the two-way interaction effects that
wehave shown inSection5.5.3,whichare representedbyScheme6-15. Weeval-
uate whether the obtained results are in linewith the effects computed based on
the 2k−p design. If effects cannot be reproduced by implementing themeasures
on a standalone basis, this might be an indication that undetected high-level
interactions influence their performance. Also, a 2k−p does not guarantee that
the calculated effects are precise, as the design contains only a subset of the ex-
periments that are performed in a full factorial design. We find that the effects
of the combinations M1xM8 (access window and subsidizing the carriers) and
M1xM9 (access window and subsidizing the receiver) are partially reproduced,
with themain difference being that the impact ofM1xM8on the environmental
performance is more positive than anticipated based on the computed effects.
InteractionM4xM12 (Scheme 8) is not reproduced; imposing aminimum load
factor does not appear to influence the behavior of the carrier coalition. The
interactions between the pricing policiesM5, M6, andM7 combined with sub-
sidizing the carriers (M8) (Scheme 9-11) coincide with the calculated effects
and all yield considerable environmental benefits. In Scheme 12 and Scheme
13, combining the subsidization of receivers (M9) with either synchronizing
delivery windows (M11) or a high threshold policy (M15) do not yield posit-
ive effects on the heavy truck distance of the predictedmagnitude, however, the
financial effects are in linewith thecomputedeffects. Theeffectspredictedby in-
teractionM11xM15 (Scheme 14), although of smallmagnitudes, are confirmed
by the scenario analysis: both the decline in carrier performance and the slight
improvements in the environmental performance (relative to the main effects
of the separate measures, compared to the default scheme the impact is negat-
ive) are in agreement with the computed effects. The positive environmental
effects of M12xM15 (Scheme 15) are confirmed by the scenario analysis; the
combination of the high shipping threshold and the carrier coalition yields the
best environmental performance of all tested schemes.
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We proceed to discuss Scheme 16 to 18, in which we combine one of the pri-
cingpolicies (M5,M6,M7), subsidizationof the carriers (M8), opening theUCC
(M13), andaminimumload factor (M4). Wesee that substantial environmental
gains aremade compared to Scheme 5, inwhichwe only test the combination of
subsidizing and opening the UCC. Thus, adding a pricing policy appears to be
a good practice; all three pricing policies produce roughly the same results.

In Scheme 19 to 21, we test schemes that are equivalent to schemes 16-18,
but instead of adding aminimum load factorwe set the high shipping threshold
(M15). Although yielding positive environmental effects, many other schemes
yield better results. Furthermore, the profit margins of the carriers and in par-
ticular theUCC are considerable affected under these schemes. Again, all three
schemes yield comparable results.

The last schemes thatweevaluate (22-25) aimtocombine the carrier coalition
(M12), opening theUCC(M13), andanumberofmeasures thataimtostimulate
theuseof theUCC.For schemes22, 23, and24, themeasures reduce theprofit of
the carriers, but are ineffective in stimulating the use of theUCC. In Scheme 25,
we enforce theuse of theUCCby imposing theheavy truckban (M3); this yields
results that areworse thanwhen the carrier coalition conducts the last-mile dis-
tribution itself. These results imply that froman environmental perspective, the
UCC should not be used for loads that already are efficiently consolidated.

Wesummarize thekeyfindingsof this section. Thecarrier coalitionyields the
best results both in terms of environmental performance; combining the coali-
tion with a high threshold policy at the shipper level somewhat enhances the
performance. The UCC also yields considerable environmental benefits, but
requires supporting measures to be effective and thrives best when supported
by multiple measures. Especially subsidizing the carriers in combination with
implementing a pricing policy proves to be effective. A complete ban on heavy
trucks aids in achievinggoodenvironmental performance aswell, but compares
unfavorably to the formation of the carrier coalition.

5.5.5. Discussion. In this section,wediscuss themainconclusions that are
obtainedby thenumerical experiments. We identify fourmeasures thathave the
potential to yield considerable environmental benefits: (i) banningheavy trucks
from the city center completely, (ii) opening a UCC, (iii) subsidizing carriers to
use theUCC, and (iv) forming a coalitionof carriers. Within themodel, the first
three measures are complementary, as in the model banning heavy trucks im-
plies that carriersmustuse theUCC.Thus,wemay state that the largest environ-
mental gains are essentially obtained by consolidating and using truck capacity
more efficiently, either upstream by the carriers or downstream by the UCC.
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Of the two alternatives, upstream consolidation by the carriers appearsmore
promising, as it does not require an expensive reload procedure. Therefore, un-
like the use of the UCC, in the simulation model it is a self-sustained solution
that does not require subsidies or supporting regulations. However, collabor-
ation by carriers has been treated as a best-case scenario in this study, and two
major challenges have been omitted. First, we only model the transport flows
related to a single city. In reality, trucks dispatched by carriers may well visit
more than one city during a single trip; thismakes successful planning and syn-
chronizing logistics operations more challenging. Second, the model assumes
that all carriers arewilling to share their orders and trucks to achieve a common
goal; in practice, competitive concerns often prevent carriers to cooperate with
one another. Despite these shortcomings, the results imply that collaboration
between carriers has significant benefits both for the environment and for the
financial performance of carriers.

We proceed to discuss the impact of supporting measures on the use of the
UCC. Althoughwe show that suchmeasures are generally ineffective when im-
plemented on a stand-alone basis, theymay aid in convincing carriers or receiv-
ers inusing theUCCmore frequently. Particularly the combinationof subsidies
allocated to carriers and imposing a pricing policy has a considerable effect on
the utilization of the UCC. Besides providing a double incentive for the carri-
ers to use the UCC, the income stemming from the pricing policies might also
be used by the administrator to (partially) cover the subsidy expenses. In our
test setting, however, the subsidy expenses are much higher than the policy in-
come, with subsidy expenses exceeding the costs by a factor 30. This financial
gap might be addressed by monetizing external costs, but that is beyond the
scope of this chapter. Furthermore, under certain conditions the use of a high
dispatch threshold by shippers has a significant positive effect. Although the
main effect of this measure is negative, it yields positive effects when combined
with either a carrier coalition or when the UCC is used primarily by receivers.
In the first case,the upstream bundling allows the carriers to operate more ef-
ficiently, whereas the second combination results in better bundled incoming
goods at the UCC.

Finally, we reflect on the effects of a heavy truck ban. Although the environ-
mental benefits of thismeasure are considerable, it strongly reduces the profit of
the carriers and will likely be strongly opposed in practice. Furthermore, when
the load capacity of carriers is effectively used, heavy trucks are in fact able to
perform the last-mile distribution in amore environment-friendlyway than the
light trucks of theUCC.Thus, theUCC should preferably be used to bundle the
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loadsof poorlyutilized trucks, rather thanaiming to takeover the complete last-
mile distribution process.

5.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have applied the simulation framework that we developed
in Chapter 4. We have modeled the roles of five agent types: receivers, carri-
ers, shippers, a UCC, and the local administrator. For each agent, we defined
decisions both as one-time decisions and as operational decisions.

We collected urban transport data from a variety of sources to establish rep-
resentative parameter ranges to define the properties of urban supply chains in
Western European cities. Based on the collected data, we have defined 10 re-
ceiverprofiles that reflect a varietyofordering systems. Byassigningfixed sets of
shippers to thereceiversandfixedcarriers to theshippers inourexperiments,we
created diversity in the modeled transport system. Furthermore, based on the
collected data, we have developed six abstract networks that represent the char-
acteristics of Western European cities; we distinguish three distinct distribu-
tions for thereceiver locations in theurbanareaandtwosizes for thepickuparea.

As successful urban logistics schemes typically combine various measures
from multiple categories, this chapter focused on revealing both the main ef-
fects of a variety of commonurban logisticsmeasures and the interaction effects
between these measures. We defined 15 test measures in the following categor-
ies: (i) access restrictions, (ii) pricing policies, (iii) subsidy measures, and (iv)
company-driven initiatives. To efficiently extract information on the main ef-
fects and the two-way interaction effects of themeasures,we applied a fractional
factorial experimental design. First, we performed sensitivity analysis to de-
termine the ‘low’ and ‘high’ values that correspond to the 2k−p design. Second,
we have run the design to obtain insights inmain effects and interaction effects.
Third, we conducted a scenario analysis to further evaluate the design of good
urban logistics schemes, which according to our criteria are schemes that yield
a substantial improvement in environmental performance while being sustain-
able from a financial perspective as well. We compared the performance per
agent type and on various environmental KPIs to the performance under a de-
fault schemewithout any urban logistics measures being in effect.

Based on the numerical experiments, we have obtained a number of insights.
We identified two main solution concepts that might be both financially viable
and yield substantial environmental benefits: (i) collaboration between carri-
ers allows to consolidate orders already upstream and (ii) outsourcing last-mile
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distribution to the UCC allows to consolidate orders downstream. Collabora-
tion between carriers is preferable as it does not require supporting measures
and yields better environmental effects. However, this chapter assumes a favor-
ablecollaborationstructure that ignorescompetitiveconcernsandpossiblecon-
sequences of carriers visitingmultiple cities. A 4PL that centrally plans and dis-
tributes orders, such as studied inChapter 2,might negate such concerns. With
respect to theUCC, we find that it only functions well when being substantially
supported by regulation. A heavy truck ban is the most effective measure from
the perspective of the UCC, but negatively affects the profits of carriers, while
also yielding less environmental benefits than the collaboration between carri-
ers does. A combination of a pricing policy (e.g., road pricing) and subsidizing
the carriers appears to be amore fruitful solution, although requiring consider-
able subsidy expenses by the local administrator. The income from the pricing
policies is insufficient to cover the subsidy expenses; in our experiments, the
subsidy expenses are about 30 times higher than the policy income. Therefore,
the administrator should be able to monetize external costs and subsequently
determinewhether these costs exceed the required subsidy amounts. Themon-
etization of external costs is not addressed in this thesis.

Thischapterhas studied initiatives inurban logistics inabroadsense. Toeval-
uate steady-state behavior and to test a large number of schemes onmultiple in-
stances, we have omitted the layer of tactical decisionmaking. Furthermore, we
addressed the system purely from a freight consolidation perspective, thereby
ignoringtheroleofvalue-addingservices. InChapter6,wewill focusspecifically
on the role of the UCC, also taking into account decisions that are made on the
tactical level. This allows us to apply the simulation framework inmore depth.





CHAPTER 6

Consolidation in the city of Copenhagen:
a simulation study

In thepreviouschapter,weusedthe frameworkthatwedescribed inChapter4
to evaluate a variety of measures. In this chapter1, we apply the framework in a
more demarcated setting, focusing on a single instance and the specific role of
the UCC. As UCCs play an important role in many urban logistics initiatives,
but still suffer froma lowsuccess rate anda lackofwell-definedbusinessmodels,
we perform a simulation study to reduce this knowledge deficit. We create a test
instance based on the city of Copenhagen, using actual retailer locations and a
real UCC location. We use OpenStreetMap to generate a network with realistic
travel times. Based ondata gathered fromboth literature and expert interviews,
wedesignmultipledemandprofiles for retailers. Eachsimulationrunstartswith
a UCC that does not have a user base (users may be receivers carriers); we test
various administrative measures that can be taken, with the objective being to
reacha steady state inwhich it canoperatewithout external fundingafter agiven
periodof time. AsUCCsdo typicallynot reach sucha steady statewithout initial
support,we aimto identify the combinationsof local regulations and temporary
subsidies that aremost effective to build a solid user base for the UCC.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 provides a general introduc-
tion to the chapter. In Section 6.2, we present an overview of literature on busi-
ness models for the UCC. The solution method, i.e., the specific application of
the simulation framework, is described in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 provides the
experimental setup, and Section 6.5 discusses the numerical results. Section 6.6
concludes the chapter.

1This chapter is based on theworking paper: W.J.A. vanHeeswijk, R. Larsen, &A. Larsen (2017).
An urban consolidation center in the city of Copenhagen: a simulation study. Van Heeswijk
et al. (2017a)
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6.1. Introduction

It is well known that UCCs lack established business models (Allen et al.,
2012b). Typically, the financial gains stemming from last-mile consolidation
alone are insufficient to compensate for the additional transshipment costs, as
we also illustrated in Chapter 5. Thus, a UCC requires additional sources of
revenue. Although a few examples exist, the vastmajority of UCCs does not re-
ceive perpetual subsidies, as this is typically politically untenable (although the
citymay ultimately need to spendmoremoney tomitigate the negative impacts
of freight transport). Therefore, business models based on subsidies are gener-
ally not successful in the long run. Value-adding services are amore promising
source of income. Due to economies of scale, a UCC is often able to perform
these services against considerably lower costs than the receivers themselves.
Also, a sizable proportion of retailers is willing to pay for such services (Dab-
lanc, 2011). Finally, rather than providing subsidies, the administrator might
introduce regulation thatmonetizes external costs, such that end-users arewill-
ing to pay a higher fee to the UCC than they would otherwise.

The goal of this chapter is to identify sustainable business models for UCCs.
To this end, we apply simulation to test a variety of subsidy schemes and regula-
tions thatmayaid theUCCinbuildinga sufficiently largeuserbase. Thestarting
point of each simulation run is aUCCwithout any users. When attractingmore
users and handling larger volumes, the operational costs perm3 of theUCC are
reduced due to economies of scales. As a result, the UCC is able to offer more
competitive prices and thereby attract more users. Based on this mechanism,
we aim to find a situation inwhich theUCC can operate without external fund-
ing. We consider a subsidy period of two years, after which the UCC should be
self-sustained. Supportive regulation is permanently implemented. However,
as such regulations affect more parties than just the target group of the UCC,
they should be as least intrusive as possible.

The study performed in this chapter is motivated by practice. Until recently
Binnenstadservice, a Dutch UCC operator and one of the industry partners in
the CONCOORDproject (see Section 1.2), used a business model that focused
on committing receivers. As the UCC became the formal delivery address for
the carriers, this approach proved to be effective in taking control over last-mile
deliveries. Receivers are typically easier to convince than carriers, as for them
the costs of outsourcing to theUCC are relatively low compared to their overall
costs. Furthermore, the offered value-adding services are often useful to them,
as outsourcing these services allow receivers to dedicatemore time to their core
business. Although this business model is successful from an environmental
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point of view, Binnenstadservice struggles to make it financially sustainable. As
receivers already pay the UCC for the last-mile distribution, the carriers essen-
tially are able to outsource their last-mile distribution for free, while the income
stemming from receivers alone is far too little to cover the operating costs of the
UCC. However, if the carriers themselves decide to outsource their complete
last-mile distribution – even if the carriers need to pay a moderate charge for
this – the UCC is still able to sell value-adding services to the receivers. Thus,
it may be sensible to focus primarily on committing carriers. In the simulation
study, we test the effects of measures that provide incentives to both the receiv-
ers and the carriers to use the UCC. We evaluate how these measures impact
the development of the user base over time and whether we eventually achieve
a state in which the UCC is able to operate without external funding.

In this chapter, we test the performance of a UCC in a realistic setting, in
which we evaluate the impact of various measures. We perform a simulation
study on an instance based on the city of Copenhagen, with a geographical net-
work that is as close as possible to the real street network. Tomodel a setting that
reflects economies of scale,we introduce amechanism that periodically updates
prices and costs based on the volume that is handled by the UCC. By collecting
data from expert interviews and literature, we establish representative ranges
for these prizes and costs. We incorporate the tactical decision layer of the sim-
ulation framework, with carriers and receivers opting in or opting out for the
UCC for longer periods of time. The combination of varying costs and prices
and tactical decisions reflects a system that dynamically evolves over time. This
allows us to analyze changes in the system and to identify steady states, rather
than using a trial-and-error approach on static instances.

6.2. Literature on businessmodels for UCCs

Chapter 1 already briefly discussed the challenges associatedwithUCCs. We
elaborate on their business models here. On a high level, two business mod-
els for UCCs can be distinguished (Van Rooijen and Quak, 2010). In the first
one, it is the carrier that outsources the deliveries in the city to the UCC. The
costs for last-mile distribution are disproportionally high for carriers, as travel
speeds are low and unloading at the receivers is time-consuming. Restrictive
local regulations may be an additional reason for carriers to outsource delivery
to theUCC.Despite these incentives, the price charged by theUCCmay still be
unfeasibly high for carriers (Van Rooijen and Quak, 2010; Kin et al., 2016). In
the second business model, the receiver in the urban area selects the UCC as its
delivery address. The UCC can bundle goods stemming from multiple origins
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into a single delivery, such that the receiver needs to spend less time on receiv-
ing goods, thus requiring less personnel hours. However, as the shipping costs
are generally embedded in the order price that the receiver pays, selecting the
UCCas its delivery address introduces additional costs. The efficiency gains are
unlikely to compensate for these costs (Verlinde et al., 2012), particularly if car-
riers are not willing to share their efficiency gains with the receivers. For the re-
ceiver, the keymerits of theUCCare therefore the value-adding services that are
offered. Van Rooijen andQuak (2010) andAllen et al. (2012b) describe various
value-adding services. First, temporary storage at the UCC allows retailers to
hold goods in a nearby position, without having to dedicate valuable shop floor
space. Second, waste collection (e.g., cardboardwaste) can be performed by the
UCC; this service is typically not offered by carriers. Third, theUCC can collect
goods that the retailer has sold online (e-tailing). From theUCConwards, these
goods are transported by an external carrier; due to the larger volumes handled,
theUCC can negotiate lower transport rates than the individual retailers could.
Fourth, home deliveries in the same city can also be performed by the UCC,
being responsible for both collection and delivery. Finally, the UCC may offer
specialized services tailored to the needs of individual retailers, such as splitting
pallets into smaller loads, orputtingclothesonhangersand labeling thembefore
delivery to a fashion retailer.

In an elaborate review, Browne et al. (2005) analyze 67 UCC schemes (con-
sidering operational schemes, trials, and feasibility studies). They report that
the vast majority of UCCs is unable to survive in the long term. For example,
out of 200 known operational schemes in Germany, only 15 were still active at
the time of the study (Browne et al., 2005). The main reasons for failure are (i)
the high costs of the extra transshipment and (ii) a lack of added value from the
perspective of both carriers and receivers (Browne et al., 2005; Van Duin et al.,
2010; Verlinde et al., 2012). As a result, UCCs are often unable to generate a
high throughput, failing to reach the break-even level required to operate in a
financially sustainable manner. In the start-up phase of a UCC, local adminis-
trators often provide subsidies. When this financial support is ended, the UCC
is generally unable to survive (Browne et al., 2005; Kin et al., 2016).

As the low success rate of UCCs might suggest, little analysis has been done
on their long-term success factors (Van Rooijen and Quak, 2010). First of all,
there is oftenanabsenceof a clearlydefined target groupofpotentialUCCusers.
Many logistics streams are already efficiently organized, and the transshipment
may actually make them less efficient (Van Rooijen andQuak, 2010). A second
challenge is that retailers, carriers, and administrators may all benefit in some
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way from a UCC, yet strive to accomplish divergent objectives (Bektaş et al.,
2015). In particular, the objective to reduce environmental costs is often diffi-
cult to combine with cost efficiency for the actors involved. Therefore, system-
wide optimization often does not generate solutions to which autonomous act-
ors would commit in practice. Van Duin et al. (2016) state that carriers in par-
ticular are reluctant to outsource their last-mile distribution to a UCC.

We highlight a number of case studies that reflect on the performances and
business models of various UCCs. Van Duin et al. (2010) perform a feasibil-
ity study for aUCC in theHague (theNetherlands). Based on their cost-benefit
analysis, theyconclude that theUCCwouldonlybefinancially sustainablewhen
almost full participationof the target groupof retailers is ensured. Furthermore,
they suggest that the UCC might be set up as a collaboration between multiple
carriers, such that they have control on the information structures that are re-
quired. The study byVanRooijen andQuak (2010) addresses the case of aUCC
inNijmegen, theNetherlands, oneof theUCCs thathasbeenopenedbyBinnen-
stadservice. The authors state that this UCC differentiates itself in its business
model by focusing on convincing receivers to join the UCC, rather than carri-
ers. Theapproachproves successful in attractinga considerablenumberofUCC
users and also shows that a UCC can significantly reduce environmental costs.
However, the authors also acknowledge that theNijmegenUCC remains finan-
cially unsustainable and depends on local subsidies for its existence. In a more
recent study, Van Duin et al. (2016) state that Binnenstadservice now focuses
more on attracting carriers aswell. Gonzalez-Feliu andMorana (2010) describe
aUCC initiative that has been implemented in the Italian city Padua. In the city,
the local administrator has set a time access window from 10:00 to 12:00am for
trucks heavier than 3.5 tonnes. The business model of the UCC depends on at-
tracting carriers; prices are based on volume and negotiated individually with
the carriers. Subsidies were reserved for its first four years of operations, but
the UCCwas claimed to be financially sustainable after the second year, having
attracted 50 carriers as users. However, its buildings and vehicles were heavily
subsidized during its start up phase. Ville et al. (2013) study the case ofVicenza;
this historic Italian city has a UCC that is funded by the municipality. The mu-
nicipality imposes very strict regulations on carriers, namely a combination of
(i) an access time restriction that allows carriers within the city only between
7.00 and 9.00am, (ii) a mandatory permit for every carrier, and (iii) access bans
for trucks that do not meet the environmental requirements. Due to these re-
strictions, carriers utilize theUCC, although they heavily oppose themanner in
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whichregulation isusedtogiveastrongcompetitiveadvantage to theUCC.Sim-
ilar toVicenza, theUCCof La Rochelle (France) is also based on restrictive reg-
ulations. Themunicipality sets access time restrictions for vehicles heavier than
3.5 tonnes; these vehicles are only allowed in the city between 6.00 and 7.30am
(Browne et al., 2005; Van Duin et al., 2010). As stores generally open later, ex-
tra personnel needs to be dedicated to receive the goods at these times. The
administrator financially supports the UCC, covering a substantial amount of
the costs. Due to the restrictive regulation and the subsidies, the UCC succeeds
in its environmental objectives. However, it is not financially sustainable. The
final UCC that we discuss is Citylogistik-kbh in Copenhagen, Denmark (Gam-
melgaard, 2015). The city has an access time windows from 9.00-11.00am for
trucks, but the vehicles of the UCC must also abide this time restriction. Thus,
unlike the aforementioned initiatives, froma regulatory perspective theCopen-
hagen UCC has no competitive advantage over carriers regarding the last-mile
distribution phase. Financial support was pledged to the UCC for three years,
after which it is supposed to operate independently. However, the UCC already
decided to go private after two years. Gammelgaard (2015) states that the UCC
struggles to attract sufficient UCC users, as both receivers and carriers do not
perceive sufficient added value.

As pointed out in this section, no consensus exists regarding successful busi-
ness models for UCCs. The first literature contribution of this chapter is the
identification of sustainable business models for UCCs. Our second contribu-
tion is the construction of receiver profiles based on real data. As there is a high
variation between receivers in terms of order frequency, order volumes and de-
mand forvalue-adding services, it is challenging to create realistic test instances.
Basedon a combinationof data collection and expert interviews,we createmul-
tiple profiles with accompanying parameters to address this challenge.

6.3. Solutionmethod

To evaluate a variety of urban logistics schemes, we make use of the agent-
based simulation framework introduced inChapter 4. The objective of the sim-
ulation study in this chapter is to identify urban logistics schemes that (i) reduce
the environmental impact of freight transport in the city center, (ii) are basedon
afinancially sustainablebusinessmodel, and(iii) incentivizecommitmentof the
actors involved. Theagent types included in themodelare receivers, carriers, the
UCC, and the local administrator. To reflect the divergent goals of these agents,
every agent pursues its own objectives within the constraints of the system.
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At the heart of the model is a discrete-event simulation over a finite decision
horizon, with T = {0,1,...,T} representing the set of decision moments. The
decision moments are separated by equidistant time intervals that each repres-
ent one day. We distinguish between three levels of decision making (strategic,
tactical, and operational); we discuss the different levels of decision making in
more detail in Section 6.3.2. Strategic decisions are fixed at the start of the sim-
ulation, i.e., at t=0. Tactical decisions can only be made at a limited set of de-
cision moments T tac ⊂T – for this study we set the interval between adjacent
tactical decisionmoments equal to twomonths – and represent a commitment
for a time period ofmedium length. Thus, decisionsmade at a given tactical de-
cisionmoment are fixed until the subsequent tactical decisionmoment. Finally,
orders (i.e., goods demanded by the receivers) are randomly generated at every
decisionmoment t∈T , uponwhichall agentsmake their operational decisions.
In Section 6.3.3, we describe the cost functions and KPIs of the agents.

We denote the set of receivers by R, the set of carriers by C, and the UCC
by h. To individual agents we refer as r ∈ R and c ∈ C, respectively. The city
of Copenhagen is represented by the graph G = {V,A}, with the vertex set V
containing both the UCC location and the retailer locations, and the arc set A
connecting the vertices. The travel time between any pair of vertices is obtained
with OpenStreetMap (OSMFoundation, 2017).

In our model, we make a number of key assumptions. We assume that (i)
all orders that are generated at a given decision moment are delivered before
the subsequent decision moment, (ii) all agents update their tactical decisions
at the same decision moments, (iii) order frequencies and order volumes of re-
ceivers cannot be influenced during the simulation, (iv) receivers and carriers
maketheirdecisionswhether to join theUCCindependentofeachother, and(v)
UCCpricesandcostsdecreasewhentheamountofvolumethat ishandledbythe
UCC increases. Assumptions (i) and (ii) aremade for the sake of computational
speed. Inaddition, assumption(ii) ensures thatagentsarenotable toreactonthe
commitment decisions of other agents, i.e., the assumption assures a level play-
ing field. Furthermore, assumption (iii) is based on the notion that receivers are
subject to inventory constraints and thedemandbyend-consumers, (iv) reflects
an absence of cooperation efforts and a lack of knowledge regarding the actions
of competitors, and (v) implies that economies of scale improve the efficiency
of the UCC. We note that the assumptions imply a non-cooperative problem
structure, in which agents do not cooperate and gains are non-transferable to
other agents. The remainder of the chapter should be viewed in this light.
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6.3.1. Outline of the simulation model. In this section, we describe the
general outline of the simulation model. We start by introducing the notation
required to define the problem state. Let l ∈ L = { 1

y , ... ,1} be the volume of
an order, with y ∈ N. The element l represents volume in terms of the vehicle
capacity of the smallest vehicle type that is defined in the simulation, such that
l=1 equals a full truckload of this vehicle type. It follows that every order can
be transported by any vehicle. A unique combination of carrier, receiver, and
volume represents the order type [c,r,l]; only these properties of the order are
required for the simulation model. The number of orders of a given type is de-
notedbyIt,c,r,l∈N. Now, letIt=[It,c,r,l]∀[c,r,l]∈C×R×L beavector thatprovides
the number of orders per order type demanded at time t. All orders placed at
decision moment t are delivered before t+1, e.g., within one day. Every com-
binationofnumbersperorder typedemandedrepresents auniqueorder arrival;
letΩt be the set of all possible order arrivals at decision moment t. We repres-
ent arrivals of new orders with the variable ωt = [Ĩt,c,r,l]∀[c,r,l]∈C×R×L, with
ωt ∈Ωt. The order demand of receivers is generated according to the random
variableWt, with ωt representing a simulated realization ofWt. As all orders
in the system at t are delivered before the next decision moment t+1, orders
from previous decision moments have no impact on the system. Thus, at every
decisionmoment t∈T , we update the orders in the system as follows:

It,c,r,l= Ĩt,c,r,l ∀[c,r,l]∈C×R×L , (6.3.1)
Based on the order arrivals, both the UCC and the carriers determine their

delivery routes. To determine which orders should be shipped via the UCC, we
keep track of the agents that have committed themselves to use the UCC. If a
carrier or receiver commits to the UCC, this means that all its shipments are
handled by the UCC. The binary variable γrec,trt,r ∈ {0,1} represents whether
receiver rmakes use of the base service of theUCCat time t; the vectorγrec,trt =

[γrec,trt,r ]∀r∈R stores this information for all receivers. The variable γrec,valt,r ∈
{0,1}andthevectorγrec,valt =[γrec,valt,r ]∀r∈Rhaveasimilarpurpose, but instead
describe whether the receiver outsources its value-adding services to the UCC.
Fora receiver tooutsource its value-adding services, itmustbepay the fee for the
base service aswell, i.e.,γrec,valt,r canhave a value of 1 if andonly ifγrec,trt,r =1. Fi-
nally, the variable γcart,c ∈{0,1} and the corresponding vector γcart =[γcart,c ]∀c∈C
describe whether the carrier outsources its last-mile transport to the UCC.
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To reflect economies of scale that can be achieved by the UCC, various price
functions and cost functionsof theUCCareupdatedbasedon the ratio between
the volume that passes through the UCC and the total volume that enters the
city. We discuss this updating procedure in Section 6.3.2; for the definition of
the problem state it suffices to introduce the notation for the volume ratio. This
ratio is required for the tactical decisions of the UCC, and is therefore an ele-
ment of the state. Let lucct′,t′′ ∈ [0,1] –with t′,t′′∈T tac and t′<t′′ – be the volume
handledby theUCCin theperiodbetween themost recent tactical decisionmo-
ment t′′ and the secondmost-recent tactical decisionmoment t′, divided by the
total order volume entering the city during the same time period.

We have now introduced all elements necessary to define the problem state.
The problem state is comprised of five elements: the vector of orders It, the
vector of receivers that use the base transport service of the UCC γrec,trt =

[γrec,trt,r ]∀r∈R, the vector of receivers that outsource their value-adding services
to the UCC γrec,vart = [γrec,vart,r ]∀r∈R, the vector of carriers that use the UCC
γcart = [γcart,c ]∀c∈C , and the volume ratio lucct′,t′′ , the price function for the receiv-
ers. We denote the problem state at time t as

St=[It,γ
rec,tr
t ,γrec,valt ,γcart ,lucct′,t′′ ] . (6.3.2)

6.3.2. Agent intelligence. In this subsection, we describe the agent intelli-
gence embedded in the model. Small and independent actors will typically not
use state-of-the-art algorithms; we reflect this practice by representing the de-
cision processes of actors with relatively simple heuristics. As explained in the
previous section, we distinguish between decisions made on the strategic, tac-
tical andoperational level,whichwe separatelydiscusshere. Figure6.1provides
a flowchart of the simulation model, describing the sequence of the decisions
that aremade by the various agent types.

In the model, strategic decisions are made only by the administrator. These
long-term decisions are fixed at t=0 and involve fixing the subsidy levels, set-
ting the length of the subsidy period, determining the accessibility measures to
the city, and setting the policy costs. We test one accessibility measure, namely
an access time window; large trucks may only drive in the environmental zone
within this window. Furthermore, we set one cost measure, which is the zone
access fees, i.e., a fixed fee per large truck entering the environmental zoneof the
city. As the UCC uses small trucks, it is exempted from bothmeasures.
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Figure 6.1. Flowchart of the simulation model.

The tactical decisions are made at the decision moments t ∈ T tac; these de-
cisions are made sequentially by the administrator, the UCC, and then (in par-
allel) by the receivers and carriers. First, the administratormay alter its subsidy
levels. Subsidy levels are expressed as a percentage of the price charged by the
UCCand function as a discount on the prices charged to the carriers and receiv-
ers. For example, when the carrier receives a 20% subsidy, this reduces the price
it must pay to the UCC by 20%. Subsidies allocated to the UCC are reflected as
a discount in the prices charged to both the receivers and the carriers. Further-
more, when the administrator allocates subsidies to multiple agent types, their
effect is cumulative, e.g., whenboth theUCCandcarrier are subsidized for 20%,
theprice reduction is 40% for the carriers and20% for the receivers. The subsidy
percentages are fixed at the start of the simulation, and are always set to 0% after
the subsidy period has ended.
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Second, the cost levels and price levels of the UCC are altered. We adjust
these levels based on the volume ratio lt′,t′′ , which was defined in Section 6.3.1.
By varying the costs and prices for the UCC based on the volume it handles, we
reflect economies of scale that are achieved by handling larger volumes. Here
we focus on the updating procedures; the cost and price variables (or functions)
themselvesareexplainedinmoredetail inSection6.3.3. Ateachtacticaldecision
moment, we update three price variables (i)P ucc,car,tr

t (the price charged to the
carrier for outsourcing its last-mile distribution, a fixed fee per outsourced de-
livery stop that is identical for each carrier), (ii)P ucc,rec,tr

t (the fixed fee for the
base serviceofbundleddeliveriesascharged to thereceiver, identical foreachre-
ceiver), (iii)P ucc,val

t (a receiver-dependent fee forperformingvalue-addingser-
vices), and two cost variables, (iv)Cucc,hd

t (the volume-based costs for handling
goods at the UCC), and (iv)Cucc,val

t (a receiver-specific cost to perform value-
adding services). For each of the aforementioned price and cost variables, we
define a range that contains the values that the variable can take. We express the
volume handled by the UCC as the ratio of the total volume that enters the city
(i.e., the cumulative volume of the target group). A ratio of 0 corresponds to the
highestcostandprice levels, aratioof1tothe lowest levels. Withintheranges,we
assume a linear relation between costs/prices and the volume ratio. We provide
anexampleof theupdatingprocedure for theprice variableP ucc,rec,tr

t ; theother
cost and price variables are updated in a similar manner. Let P ucc,rec,tr,max be
theupperpriceboundandP ucc,rec,tr,min be the lowerpricebound. Thevolume
ratio lt′,t′′ determines theprice levelwithin this range. Weupdate receiverprices
as follows:

P ucc,rec,tr
t =(1−lt′,t′′)·P ucc,rec,tr,max+lt′,t′′ ·P ucc,rec,tr,min .

After adjusting the subsidies, cost levels, and price levels, the receivers and
carriers independently and in parallel decide whether or not to commit to the
UCC. For any agent that chooses to use theUCC, theUCCbecomes responsible
for the last-miledistributionofall theagent’sgoods, until at least thenext tactical
decisionmoment. Thedecision to opt-in or opt-out is based on the expected fu-
ture costs of both options, given the updated subsidy levels, and assuming that
the agentunilaterally changes its decision. Tocompute the expected future costs
at agiven tacticaldecisionmoment,wefirst generateN samplepathsoforderar-
rivals that stretch τ sample decisionmoments into the future, withn∈{1,...,N}
being the index for the sample path and tn ∈ {1, ... , τ sample} being the time
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index for the sample states of path n. For every n∈{1,...,N}, we obtain a set of
sample states {S̃t+1n ,...,S̃t+τsample

n
}.

In each sample state S̃t+tn , we keep all but one binary variable at the same
level as in St, i.e., for each agent we base the forecasts on the UCC commit-
ments as they are before the update. We introduce the help variables γ̃rec,trr ∈
{0,1}, γ̃rec,valr ∈ {0,1}, and γ̃carc ∈ {0,1}. Adjusting the value of these vari-
ables allows us to compute cost forecasts for both the case in which it uses the
UCC and the case in which it does not commit to the UCC. Based on the gen-
erated sample states, we compute the expected costs with the cost functions
C̃rec(S̃t+tn ,γ̃

rec,tr
r ,γ̃rec,valr ) and C̃car(S̃t+tn ,γ̃

car
c ); these functions are similar

to the functions thatwe define in Section 6.3.3. Computing the costs for the sets
of sample states yields the expected future costs for both the case in which the
agent unilaterally decides to use the UCC and the case in which the agent opts
for direct transport. Minimizing the expected future costs yields the updated
tactical decision. Equation (6.3.3) shows how we update the tactical decision
for each receiver r∈R, Equation (6.3.4) shows the same for each carrier c∈C.

[γrec,trt,r ,γrec,valt,r ]= (6.3.3)

argmin
γ̃rec,tr
r ∈{0,1},γ̃rec,val

r ∈{0,1}

1

N

N∑
n=1

τsample∑
tn=1

C̃rec(S̃t+tn ,γ̃
rec,tr
r ,γ̃rec,valr ) ,

γcart,c = argmin
γ̃car
c ∈{0,1}

1

N

N∑
n=1

τsample∑
tn=1

C̃car(S̃t+tn ,γ̃
car
c ) . (6.3.4)

We now discuss the operational decisions, which are made at every decision
moment t ∈ T . Based on the realization of the random variable Wt – which
translates into receivers placing orders – shipments are assigned to carriers.
Both carriers and the UCC make routing decisions for the last-mile distribu-
tion. We use the Clarke-Wright savings algorithm to construct routes, followed
by a 2-opt improvement heuristic. Such an approach is similar to the routing
algorithms that are often applied in practice (Quak and de Koster, 2009). We
represent the resulting routes as follows. Let Qucc be the set of vehicles oper-
ated by the UCC, with q ∈Qucc referring to an individual vehicle. The vehicle
notation for carriers is similar. The delivery route of vehicle q within the city
is an ordered set of arcs, denoted by δucct,q (δcart,c,q for carriers). When generating
routes, we take into account the capacity of the vehicle and possible access time
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restrictions. To satisfy these restrictions, anagentmayneed todispatchmultiple
vehicles at a singledecisionmoment,which results inmultiple routesperformed
by a single agent; sets of routes are denoted by∆ucc

t and∆car
t,c respectively. Fi-

nally, we use∆t=∆ucc
t ∪

∪
c∈C∆

car
t,c to denote the set of all routes executed at t.

6.3.3. Cost functions and KPIs. To quantify the results of the study, we
monitorbothenvironmentalperformanceandfinancialperformance. Wemeas-
ure environmental performance by three sets of indicators. First, we measure
globalemissions(CO2). Theseemissionshaveanegativeenvironmental impact,
yet their effects are not restricted to the city boundaries. Second, we measure
local emissions (SO2, NOx, PM2.5); these emissions directly affect health and
environment in urban areas. Third, we measure two vehicle-related perform-
ance indicators, namely the number of vehicles in the urban area (itemized per
vehicle type) and the distance covered per vehicle type. These indicators serve
as a proxy for external costs that cannot be accurately measured in the model,
such as noise hindrance, traffic safety, and influence on congestion.
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The four different agent types, along with their objectives, constraints and
KPIs, are listed in Table 6.1. We now proceed to formalize the cost functions of
theagents. Weonly introduce thenotation required for ageneral understanding
of themodel; for amore detailed representation we refer to Chapter 4.

We start bydefining the cost function for the carriers. Todistinguishbetween
routes that visit all delivery addresses and routes that only visit the UCC, we
again use the help variable γ̃carc . Let ∆car

t,c |γ̃carc = 0 be the route set corres-
ponding to the case inwhich the carrier visits all its delivery addresses (possibly
including theUCC) itself, and let∆car

t,c |γ̃carc =1 correspond to the case inwhich
the carrier only visits the UCC. The function Ccar,tr(·) returns the transport
costs for a given route set, including the unloading costs at the receivers. With
Ccar,tr(∆car

t,c |γ̃carc =0)we obtain the transport cost that correspond to the car-
rier visiting all its delivery addresses itself; Ccar,tr(∆car

t,c |γ̃carc = 1) yields the
transport costs if the carrier only visits theUCC. If the carrier outsources its last-
mile distribution, the only destination of the route is theUCC.The information
embedded in the route set suffices to compute the total travel time, the number
of receivers visited, and the zone access fees paid. If the carrier outsources its
last-mile distribution, a fixed amount per stop must be paid to the UCC. These
costsare representedbyP ucc,car,tr

t (∆car
t,c |γ̃carc =0)–theroutenotationcontains

the number of stops that are outsourced – and depend on the price charged by
the UCC at time t. Finally, P car,ucc,sb

t (∆car
t,c |γ̃carc =0) denotes the subsidy that

the carrier receiveswhenusing theUCC,which is a fixedpercentage of the price
per stop it pays to theUCC.Thecost functionof carrier c∈C at time t is givenby

Ccar
t (γcart,c ,∆

car
t,c |γ̃carc =0,∆car

t,c |γ̃carc =1)=

(1−γcart,c )Ccar,tr(∆car
t,c |γ̃carc =0)+γcart,c C

car,tr(∆car
t,c |γ̃carc =1)+

γcart,c P
ucc,car,tr
t (∆car

t,c |γ̃carc =0)−γcart,c P
car,ucc,sb
t (∆car

t,c |γ̃carc =0) .

The costs incurred by the receiver are comprised of five elements: (i) the
receiving costs Crec,rc

(
r,∆ucc

t ,
∪

c∈C∆
car
t,c

)
, which depend on the number of

vehicles that visit its premises and – in case of visiting carrier trucks only –
whether shifted access windows are imposed, (ii) the receiver-specific costs for
performing value-adding services in-house Crec,val(r), (iii) the costs for out-
sourcing last-mile transport to theUCCP ucc,rec,tr

t (the base service of bundled
deliveries, for which the UCC charges the same fixed fee to every receiver), (iv)
the receiver-specific costs for outsourcing value-adding services to the UCC
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P ucc,val
t (r), and (v) the subsidy incomewhen using theUCCP rec,ucc,sb

t , which
is a fixed percentage of the price that is paid to theUCC for the base service. The
cost function of receiver r∈R at time t is

Crec
t (r,γrec,trt,r ,γrec,valt,r ,∆t)=

Crec,rc

(
r,∆ucc

t ,
∪
c∈C

∆car
t,c

)
+(1−γrec,valt,r )Crec,val(r)

+γrec,trt,r P ucc,rec,tr
t +γrec,valt,r P ucc,val

t (r)−γrec,trt,r P rec,ucc,sb
t .

For the UCC, transport costs are calculated similarly to those of the carriers
and are denoted by Cucc,tr (∆ucc

t ). The remainder of the costs and prices of
the UCC are time-varying. The handling costs of incoming orders for the UCC
are denoted byCucc,hd

t (
∪

c∈C∆
car
t,c ) and the costs for performing value-adding

services are given by Cucc,val
t (r). The prices charged by the UCC are the price

charged per outsourced stop to the carrierP ucc,car,tr
t (∆car

t,c |γ̃carc =0), the price
for the base service charged to the receiverP ucc,rec,tr

t , and the price to perform
the value-adding services for a receiver P ucc,val

t (r). Finally, the UCC may re-
ceive a subsidy P ucc,sb

t , which is a percentage of the total prices charged to the
carriers and the receivers (only for the base service, not the value-adding ser-
vices). The cost function of the UCC is as follows:

Cucc
t (γrec,trt ,γrec,valt ,γcart ,∆t)=

Cucc,tr(∆ucc
t )+Cucc,hd

t

(∪
c∈C

∆car
t,c

)
+

|R|∑
r=1

γrec,valt,r Cucc,val
t (r)−

|C|∑
c=1

γcart,c P
ucc,car,tr
t (∆car

t,c |γ̃carc =0)−

|R|∑
r=1

γrec,trt,r P ucc,rec,tr
t −

|R|∑
r=1

γrec,valt,r P ucc,val
t (r)−P ucc,sb

t .

The final agent type is the administrator. For this agent, we do not define an
explicit cost function; this would require either monetizing the environmental
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costs, or assigning weights to the different objectives. Instead, from the simu-
lation output we can interpret how the administrator performs on its various
KPIs. Although we monitor the financial performance of the administrator –
as we want to allocate subsidies as efficiently as possible – we assume that cost
minimization is not a target in itself. Instead, financial expenses are a means to
improve the environmental performance.

6.4. Experimental setup

In this section, we describe the setup of the simulation study. The goal of the
study is to identify schemes that significantly reduce the environmental impact
of freight transport by using the UCC. As high costs are the main barrier for
a starting UCC, we consider the use of subsidies and regulations to encourage
the use of the UCC in the startup phase. To this end, we test a variety of meas-
ures to support the UCC. We enforce that subsidies are only temporary; after
two years theUCCmust be able to operate independently. This implies that the
UCC has limited time to create a sufficiently large user base. The UCC should
reach a criticalmass such that the operational costs are low enough to be able to
offer competitive prices to its users. Each simulation runs represents a period
of five years; the performance in the last two years is used to evaluate whether
the UCC achieves the desired performance. Thus, unless stated otherwise, the
results shown in this chapter relate to the final two years of the simulation.

Of particular interest is the sequence in which users are attracted. If the re-
ceiver selects theUCC, the carrier supplying this receiver essentially outsources
its last-mile distributionwithout costs. From this perspective, it makes sense to
first generate commitment from the carriers and obtain an income from them;
this still leaves open the opportunity for receivers to pay for value-adding ser-
vices. Receivers, on the other hand, may be easier to convince to use the UCC,
as their perceived benefits (including value-adding services) are usually greater
than for the carrier. We test various subsidy allocations to observe whether this
affects the sequence in which users commit to the UCC.

6.4.1. Validation. The aim of this study is to provide insights into good
business models for a UCC. To achieve this goal, the setup of the study should
be closely related to practice. In this setup, we discuss the steps that we have
taken to validate thematch between the simulationmodel and the real world.

The problems that we study are motivated by practice and affirmed by the
propositions posed in literature. Also, the measures that we evaluate are exist-
ing in the real-world. For the default setting, we consider the measures that are
currently in effect in the city of Copenhagen. The other measures that we test
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are implemented or have been implemented in other Western-European cities;
it is conceivable that these measures are implemented in Copenhagen as well.
To select appropriate levels for the parameters and variables in the simulation
model,we collect data both fromavariety of literature sources anddirectly from
industry;weprovideadetaileddescriptionof thedatacollection inSection6.4.3.

Tovalidateboth thedata and theexperimental setup,weconductedexpert in-
terviewswith twoparties. Thefirst expert represents Binnenstadservice (Dutch
for ‘InnerCityService’),whichoperates15UCCsintheNetherlands. Thesecond
expert is from themunicipality of Copenhagen, who is involved with local reg-
ulations and logistics initiatives.

To present the virtual UCC in a realistic manner, we draw upon some prop-
erties of Citylogistik-kbh, the real UCC operating in Copenhagen. Despite sim-
ilarities such as the physical location, the UCC that we study in this chapter is a
fictive one;Citylogistik-kbhwas not involved in this research.

6.4.2. Test instance. Inthissection,weprovidethecontextofurbanfreight
transport in Copenhagen. The current measures applied in Copenhagen are
used to define the default scheme; the performance under this scheme is used as
a benchmark to evaluate the effects of alternativemeasures.

Copenhagen is the capital ofDenmarkand is locatedon the islandofZealand.
The city itself has about 600,000 inhabitants, whereas over 2million people live
in themetropolitan area. Copenhagenhas amedieval city centerwith an area of
1 km2 (Geroliminis andDaganzo, 2005). About 500 retailers are located in this
area; onadailybasis 6,000 trucks enter the center. Trucksmayonlyvisit stores in
this area between 9.00 and 11.00am. The larger low-emission zone harbors ap-
proximately 2,000 retailers; trucks require a certificate to enter this zone. To be
eligible toobtain thecertificate, a truckmust eitherbeequippedwithaneffective
particle filter or meet Euro 4 standards or higher. Currently, the city of Copen-
hagen chargese12.5 for the certificate, which is valid during the entire lifetime
of the vehicle. The administrator is actively involved in reducing the impact of
urban freight transport and has implemented or considered various interven-
tions in the past. In 2002, Copenhagen implemented a zone access fee scheme,
based on vehicle properties and average capacity utilization (Geroliminis and
Daganzo, 2005). The city was also involved in starting Citylogistik-kbh, which
likemany other UCCs struggles to generate a sufficiently high throughput. The
vast majority of goods destined for the city center (i.e., goods originating from
other regions in Denmark or from elsewhere in Europe) arrives via the E20, a
highway located south of Copenhagen. Citylogistik-kbh is located close to this
highway; we assume the same location for the fictive UCC. In Figure 6.2, we
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highlight the key characteristics of the case instance. Using the properties of the
city of Copenhagen helps to construct a realistic test instance, which we use to
test various urban logistics schemes.

Figure 6.2. Map of Copenhagen, indicating the low-emission zone
(shaded area), the UCC location (red pin marker), the entrance point
for carriers arriving via the E20 (large blue marker), and the receiver
locations (green dots).

6.4.3. Data collection. Our primary data sources are documents result-
ing from two large European projects on urban freight transport, namely the
Green Logistics project and the BESTUFS project (Browne et al., 2005; Schoe-
makeretal., 2006;Allenetal., 2008). Bothprojectsaggregatedreal-lifedata from
many different cities and sources. We complement our data set with a number
of smaller studies, aswell as secondary sources of publicly available data. To ob-
tain data that best represents the case of Copenhagen, we restrict ourselves to
the data available for Western European cities. Furthermore, we exclude data
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corresponding to freight flows that do not fit the scope of this study, such as full
truckload transport, construction logistics, and transport of perishable goods.

Thedata sources reveal great variations inurban logisticsmetrics,while some
parameters lack proper documentation. Thismakes it challenging to select rep-
resentative parameters for the simulation study. For certain parameters, we
must thereforemake justified assumptions onwhat our representationof reality
looks like. Thedata set thatwe constructedhas been validatedduring the expert
interviews; various parameters were altered to obtain a closer fit with practice.
We proceed to discuss the data set in the remainder of this section.

6.4.3.1. Network design. We obtain retailer locations in the low-emission
zone fromOpenStreetMap. To create a list of retailer locations, we looked for all
addresseswithin the area labeled as ‘shop’. Many shops donot fall into the target
group of a typical UCC, which focuses on non-perishable goods that do not re-
quire any special sort of careorhandling. For example, transporting foodwould
require cooling installations both in the UCC and in the trucks, whereas the
transport of jewelry brings a high risk of theft. To distill a representative target
group for the UCC, we removed stores falling into the following categories: (i)
food (e.g., seafood), (ii) high-value goods (e.g., jewelers), (iii) breakable goods
(e.g., glaziers), (iv) fresh goods (e.g., florists), and (v) services (e.g., hairdress-
ers). After this selection, we are left with a set of 1071 retailers. This set consists
primarily of (i) fashion (clothes and shoes), (ii) bicycle stores, (iii) convenience
stores and kiosks, and (iv) specialized stores (e.g., consumer electronics, sports
stores). It is unrealistic to assume that freight flows related to all these retailers
might be handled by the UCC. For example, Van Duin et al. (2010) state that a
participation of about 10% is a realistic figure for UCCs. A successful example,
such as theUCC in LaRochelle –which is heavily supported by regulations and
subsidies – handles 30%of freight transport to the city (Browne et al., 2005). We
adopt the figure of 30% as an upper bound for the size of the target group in the
simulation study. Hence, to generate the test instance, we randomly select 30%
of the retailers from the set of shops, leaving us with 321 retailer locations. We
use the OpenStreetMap routing implementation of Luxen and Vetter (2011) to
compute the travel times between all origin-destination pairs, adopting a driver
profile that reflects a vehicle driving close to the maximum allowed speed. The
generated travel times take into account factors such as the configuration of the
street network, speed limits, and restrictions suchasone-way streets. Variations
in travel time during the day are not accounted for.

6.4.3.2. Receiver properties. The properties of the individual retailers are
not directly available; both literature and expert interviews emphasize that the
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order patterns of retailers are subject to much variability. To model the receiv-
ers in a representative way, we collect aggregate data from literature. The order
patterns and demands for value-adding services are highly unique. Rather than
focusing on specific retail branches, we instead introduce various retailer pro-
files based on order patterns and demands for value-adding services. From the
observed data, we distill the following properties that define a receiver profile:
(i) average order volume, (ii) average order frequency, (iii) number of suppliers,
and (iv) demand for value-added services.

The first three properties are related to each other, and they depend for a sig-
nificant part onwhether the receiver has a centralized or a decentralized supply
system(Cherrett et al., 2012). In centralized supply systems, the receiverusually
has a single supplier or logistics service provider that is responsible for all deliv-
eries. Such supply chains tend to be characterized by relatively few deliveries
and higher volumes, as consolidation already takes place upstream. To account
for the correlation between these properties, we distinguish between receivers
based on their supply system. Based on Cherrett et al. (2012), for centralized
systems we estimate the average number of deliveries per week at 4.05, whereas
receivers with decentralized supply systems receive an average of 11.65 deliver-
ies per week. We establish ranges fromwhich we draw the order frequency and
number of distinct shippers that the receiver orders at, these ranges are shown
in Table 6.2. We assume that the ratio between receivers with centralized and
decentralized supply chains is 50/50. In practice, the target group of the UCC
may contain relatively more receivers with decentralized supply chains, which
likely increases the profitability of the UCC due to the higher number of deliv-
ery stops made by the carriers. Thus, our assumption of a 50/50 ratio implies a
safety margin for the results. Furthermore, we assume that every receiver has
3-5 ordering moments per week, but the centralized profiles (i-iii) place orders
with one supplier at a time (averaging to 4≈4.05 deliveries per week), whereas
decentralized profiles (iv-vi) place orders with 2-4 distinct suppliers at a single
decision moment (averaging to 12 ≈ 11.65 deliveries per week). The order
volumes are drawn from two empirical distributions (one for centralized and
one for decentralized supply chains) that are based on the data of one of the
DutchUCC facilities.

Next, we consider the demand for value-adding services. To the best of our
knowledge, there isno literature thatquantifies thedemand, cost levels andprice
levels for value-adding services. Our interviews reveal that demand is highly
receiver-specific, both in terms of the required services and willingness to pay.
Based onprice data from theDutchUCC,we categorize three levels of demands
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in terms of willingness to pay. Again, we distinguish between receivers with
centralized and decentralized supply systems; both may be combined with one
of threedemandlevels forvalue-addingservices. Thisyieldsa totalof sixreceiver
profiles. In Table 6.2, we show the properties of the receiver profiles. Receiver-
specific values are drawn randomly from the indicated ranges, assuming a uni-
form distribution.

Finally, basedonVanDuinetal. (2010),weset thepersonnelcosts foraretailer
ate15.3/hour. These costs are relevant tomonetize the time a retailer spends on
receiving goods, as well as the time a staff member must be present before the
opening time of the shop in case of early deliveries. The average unloading time
lies in the range of 7-34 minutes (Schoemaker et al., 2006; Allen et al., 2008).
Contrary to what might be expected, deliveries of larger volumes do not trans-
late into longer unloading times (Cherrett et al., 2012). As many factors (e.g.,
accessibility, handling equipment, quality checks) may influence both the total
unloading time and the time the receiver itself is actually involved, we (i) ran-
domly assign anunloading time to receivers from the indicated range (as exper-
iencedby the carrier) and (ii) randomly select a valuebetween2minutes and the
generated total unloading time to indicate how much time the receiver spends
on unloading.

Table 6.2. Summary of the receiver profiles.
Profile Order frequency # orders placed per Demand value-adding % of total

per week orderingmoment services per week receivers
i [3-5] [1] [e0] 10%
ii [3-5] [1] [e6-20] 37.5%
iii [3-5] [1] [e60-150] 2.5%
iv [3-5] [2-4] [e0] 10%
v [3-5] [2-4] [e6-20] 37.5%
vi [3-5] [2-4] [e60-150] 2.5%

6.4.3.3. Carrier properties. Weproceed to describe the properties of carri-
ers. First, we need to establish the number of carriers in the simulation model.
With the used demand settings and distribution of receiver profiles, about 2500
deliveries per working week take place for the target group. Based on Browne
et al. (2005), Allen et al. (2008), and Roca-Riu and Estrada (2012), we find that
the average number of stops per carrier visiting a city is approximately 10. As
we are primarily interested in small, independent carriers, we select the num-
ber of carriers such that every carrier uses one truck on average for a delivery
route. To achieve this average, we set the number of carriers in the simulation to
50. The number of trucks actually deployed depends on the realization of order
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demand; a carrier may simultaneously deploy multiple trucks. As mentioned
before, the total number of trucks enteringCopenhagen ismuchhigher; indeed
most carriers and receivers would not fall in the target group of a UCC.

As the transport market is characterized by both high competition and high
substitutability, we assume that all carriers are homogenous. We suppose that
all carriers use medium-sized vehicles with a capacity of 28 m3. Emission data
is obtained from Boer et al. (2011), based on engine standards that are set for
the year 2020. The cost parameters are itemized in hourly costs (mainly driver’s
wage, including unloading time) and costs per km (diesel and depreciation).
The corresponding values are obtained from Quak and de Koster (2009) and
Roca-Riu et al. (2016), and can be found in Table 6.3. Recall that the average
unloading time lies in the range of 7-34minutes. Unlike the receiver, the driver
is involved during the complete unloading process, hence the hourly costs are
incurred for the duration of the process.

6.4.3.4. UCC properties. The operational costs of the UCC can be divided
into two components, handling costs and transport costs. In the handling costs,
we include the costs made at the facility in a broad sense, e.g., rent, insurance,
equipment for material handling, and personnel hours. As these cost compon-
ents are highly dependent on the setup of the UCC, it is difficult to accurately
estimate handling costs. In the simulationmodel, we represent orders bymeans
of volume. Therefore, when sources state handling costs per item rather than
per volumeunit (e.g., costs per parcel), assumptions onour part are required for
the conversion from costs per item to costs per m3. Furthermore, the available
figuresmay include a transport cost component that is not quantified; based on
preliminary experiments, we estimate the transport costs for last-mile deliver-
ies performed by the UCC ate8 perm3 (this figure is substantially higher than
the costs estimated in Chapter 5 due to the smaller order volumes used in this
chapter). We stress that we only use this figure to adjust the handling cost es-
timates of literature sources; in the simulation itself we compute the transport
costs by solving its routing problems. The price levels and cost levels that are
time-varying are updated as described in Section 6.3.2.

In a feasibility study, Van Duin et al. (2010) provide a detailed breakdown
of the costs of a UCC, with the costs being related to the volumes handled by
the UCC. Browne et al. (2005) provide several cost figures from UCCs in prac-
tice as well. By triangulating the estimates obtained from these sources with the
expert estimates, we estimate the costs of goods handled at the hub. As indic-
ated by Van Duin et al. (2010), handling costs strongly depend on the volumes
handled and the corresponding economies of scale; we estimate handling costs
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ate20/m3 for aUCCwithout anyagents committed (i.e., the initializationof the
handling costs) ande7/m3 if all orders are delivered via theUCC.Theupdating
procedure of the handling costs over time has been described in Section 6.3.2.
Since data regarding the operational costs ofUCCs is both scarce and subject to
high variance, we test two additional cost ranges in our experiments, which are
based on various literature sources.

We propose that the UCC uses small trucks for the last-mile distribution.
Although smaller transport modes – such as bicycles and delivery vans – are
often used for urban logistics initiatives, their inability to handle pallets and
rolling containers has been identified as a hampering factor in binding UCC
users (Van Duin et al., 2010). An additional effect is that due to the small load
capacities, the number of vehicles required vastly increases. Heavy trucks are
also unsuitable for last-mile distribution, given their negative impact on traffic
and the environment. Hence, in linewithVanDuin et al. (2010), we assume that
theUCCoperates a fleet of light truckswith a loading capacity of 18m3. We use
the same data sources as for the carrier; the vehicle parameters for light trucks
can also be found inTable 6.3. Finally, we estimate that the upper bounds for the
costs of the UCC to perform the value-adding services fall in the range of 70%
to 95% of the costs the receivermakes to perform these services in-house, these
upper bounds are generated randomly for each receiver. The lower bounds are
equivalent to 0.8 times the upper bounds. Thus, in the best case, the UCC can
perform the value-adding services at 0.8·70%=56%of the in-house costs.

We set the prices imposed by the UCC based on data provided by the UCC
and the expert interviews. The exact price levels and pricingmethods cannot be
disclosed for confidentiality reasons, yet the indicated ranges are representative
for real life. Receivers always pay a monthly fee for the base service of the UCC
(i.e., bundled deliveries); the fee is independent of location and the volumes de-
livered. We set the price range for the base service for receivers at e60-70 per
month. Carriers that make use of the UCC must pay per outsourced delivery
stop. The corresponding price range is set at e12-18 per stop. Finally, value-
adding services are a significant source of income, the UCC makes a profit of
25% on these services. Thus, to compute the prices for these services, we set
them at 1.25 times the costs that the UCC incurs to perform them.

6.4.3.5. Administrator properties. Aside from the implementation of regu-
lations, the main design choice for the administrator is how to distribute sub-
sidies. One might think of various distribution keys that encourage a certain
behavior, e.g., subsidy based on the forwarded volume, the number of trucks, or
time-varying subsidies. A good subsidy scheme should be in accordance with
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Table 6.3. Vehicle properties for the UCC (light truck) and carriers
(medium-sized truck).

Vehicle type Light truck Medium-sized truck
Load capacity (m3) 18 28
Driver’s wage (e/hour) 21 21
Costs urban transport (e/km) 0.72 0.86
(excluding driver’s wage)
CO2 (g/km) 455-553 821-1,065
SO2 (mg/km) 3.5-4.2 6.3-8.1
NOx (g/km) 1.5-1.8 2.7-3.5
PM2.5 (mg/km) 35-37 53-59

three principles: (i) it should be simple and predictable to create valid business
models, (ii) itmust not favor or discriminate individual actors (as this is politic-
allyprohibited), and(iii) it shouldbe feasible to implementandtoverify (e.g., the
administrator should be able to check if allocation criteria are satisfied). In the
simulation model, subsidies are provided to agents as a fixed percentage of the
UCC price charged to the agents using the UCC, thereby essentially serving as
a price discount to the end-users. For receivers, the subsidy is based only on the
price for the basic last-mile delivery service, not the prices for value-adding ser-
vices. This price-based distribution key is simple, does not discriminate among
agents, and its allocation can be verified by the administrator. In the simulation,
we assume that the subsidy scheme is terminated after two years.

6.4.4. Scenarios. We conclude this section by outlining the scenarios. We
introduce seven test variables (indicated by the capital letters A-G), for which
we evaluate three different levels corresponding to ‘low’ (I), ‘medium’ (II), and
‘high’ (III) estimates of the variable. An exception is variable B, which only has
two levels. Thevariable levels are shown inTable 6.4; every unique combination
of variables represents a scheme. We apply a full factorial design, which gives
us 21 · 36 = 1458 schemes to evaluate. If possible, we select the variable levels
basedon the collecteddata and the expert interviews. However, preliminary ex-
periments indicate that several variables are particularly prone to changes, such
that small changes in their values may lead to different outcomes. To provide
insight in the impact of setting alternative levels for these variables, we perform
sensitivity analysis in Section 6.5.3.
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Table 6.4. Variable levels.
Indicator Variable Level I Level II Level III
A Access times 7.00-9.00am 9.00-11.00am No restrictions
B Zone access fee e0 e7
C Subsidies carriers 0% of cost 10% of cost 20% of cost

per stop per stop per stop
D Subsidies receivers 0% of cost 10% of price 20% of price

for base service for base service for base service
E Subsidies UCC 0% of prices per 10% of price 20% of price

stop and stop and stop and
base service base service base service

F UCC handling costs 2-11e/m3 7-20e/m3 26-56e/m3

G Margin value-adding 0% 25% 50%
services

Theexpert interviews revealed that themunicipality has limitedpower to im-
plement regulations, as they are bound by government laws. This view is con-
firmed by the study of Gammelgaard (2015). Measures such as, e.g., city ac-
cess exclusively for electric trucks, are not viable in the foreseeable future. In
this study, we therefore restrict ourselves tomeasures that are perceivable in the
current context of urban freight transport within Denmark.

We start by describing the administrative measures. As mentioned, Copen-
hagen currently allows vehicles to deliver in the medieval center only between
9.00 and 11.00am. Although this restriction keeps the city free of trucks for
most of the day, it may also cause inefficiencies when a carrier has to visit mul-
tiple receivers, possibly requiring additional vehicles. The first test variable (A)
therefore relates to the adjustment of this access time restriction. VanDuin et al.
(2010) study a variant of access time restrictions, in which they set the latest al-
lowed access timebefore the opening timesof the shops. This requires shopper-
sonnel to be in early to receive the goods, thus requiring extra salary payments.
This approach is adopted in La Rochelle as well, with the UCC being exempted
from the time restriction (Browne et al., 2005). We test thismeasure to evaluate
how it compares to the current access time restrictions, requiring receivers to
assign a staffmember for two additional hours on delivery days. Anothermeas-
ure that we test is to completely abandon access time restrictions; the potential
efficiency losses may outweigh the intended benefits. The second restriction –
corresponding to test variable (B) – is the access fee for trucks, which in the cur-
rent situation inCopenhagen is valid for the entire low-emission zone. As stated
before, a certificate to gain access to the low-emission zone costs e12.5 and is
valid for the lifetimeof the truck. For trucks that regularly visit the city, the costs
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per visit are negligible; we therefore set the current access costs equal to 0. In the
simulation,we test the impact of raising the fee. In 2002, the city ofCopenhagen
chargede7 for a one-day access certificate (OECD, 2003); this feewas intended
for trucks that didnotmeet certain vehicle criteria. Weuse this value as the high
variable level for the access fee, with the smaller UCC vehicles being exempted
from paying the fee.

Next, we discuss the subsidymeasures that we test. Although themunicipal-
ity expert indicated that thewillingness to subsidizeUCC initiatives is currently
low, subsidyschemesarecommoninmanycomparable initiatives (Browneetal.,
2005). We therefore consider subsidies as a realistic measure. Also, the Danish
TransportationAuthority was prepared to fundCitylogistik-kbh for three years,
after which it was supposed to be financially sustainable (Gammelgaard, 2015).
Ultimately, Citylogistik-kbh went private after two years. As stressed in our lit-
erature review, subsidies should indeed be of a temporary nature. In the ex-
periments, we assume a two year subsidy period. Traditionally, it is the UCC
that receives subsidies, yet these could also be awarded to receivers or carriers
for utilizing theUCC. Subsidizing carriers (variable C) or receivers (variableD)
could generate initial commitment from these parties, which may aid to reach
the critical mass of users and sufficiently lower the cost structure of the UCC to
be sustainable when subsidies are halted. Both agent types receive a monthly
subsidy when using the UCC; all subsidies stop after two years. Variable E rep-
resents subsidies awarded directly to the UCC.

The operational costs of the UCC have a strong impact on its performance;
as noted before, the obtained estimates for these costs vary widely. With vari-
able F, we set three cost ranges that represent an upper and lower bound for the
handling costs, with the handling costs per m3 decreasing linearly with the in-
crease in volume handled. This variable helps us to determine what the costs
for a UCC should be to perform in a sustainable manner. Finally, variable G
tests the impact of the profit margin that the UCC makes on value-adding ser-
vices; we test profitmargins of 0%, 25%, and 50%. Although the lattermay seem
high, in practice the economies of scales for services such as storage and parcel
shipping is often substantial.

6.5. Numerical experiments

In this section, we present the results of the simulation experiments. First,
we address the financial performance of the individual agents in Section 6.5.1.
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Section 6.5.2 discusses the impact that the various schemes have on the envir-
onment. We perform sensitivity analysis on several variables in Section 6.5.3.
In Section 6.5.4, we discuss the key findings and pose a number of propositions.

Each simulation run represents a time period of five years. Subsidies may be
awarded in thefirst twoyears, the third year is simulated for the system to stabil-
ize and to reach a steady state. To compute theKPIs, weuse the final two years of
the simulation. We compare theKPIs obtained for all tested schemes to the per-
formanceunder thedefault scheme, inwhich the city canbe accessedby carriers
between 9.00 and 11.00am (AII), there is no zone access fee (BI), there are no
subsidies (CI , DI , EI), and theUCChas handling costs between 7 and 20e/m3

(FII) and a profit margin on value-adding services of 25% (GII). Comparing
KPIs to this default scheme provides insights into the financial performance of
the agents. We take the average performance of all agents for a given agent type
to compute the performance indicators.

6.5.1. Financialperformance. Inthis section,wediscusshowthefinancial
performanceof carriers, receivers, and theUCCis affectedbyadjusting thevari-
able levels. First, we summarize the performance per agent type for all simulate
schemes. Second, we show the effects of changing variable levels, both in isola-
tion and in combination with othermeasures. Third, we illustrate the perform-
ance difference for the UCC between carrier-oriented schemes and receiver-
oriented schemes. Fourth, we discuss the properties of the schemeunderwhich
the UCC performs best financially, assuming default cost settings.

Figure 6.3 shows the financial performance per agent type (excluding the ad-
ministrator) for each scheme; a positive percentage implies an improvement
for the financial KPIs for carriers and receivers (i.e., cost reductions) and for
the UCC (net cost reduction, with a cost reduction greater than 100% imply-
ing that the UCC makes a profit). A performance below the 0% line implies
that the agent loses money compared to the default scheme and would likely
oppose the scheme in real life (with the exception of the administrator). The
solid horizontal line at 100% indicates the break-even point for the UCC, e.g.,
the point at which its income (excluding subsidies) equals its costs. To show
how carriers and receivers perform under schemes that are good for the UCC,
the scenarios are sorted fromhigh to lowbased on the performance of theUCC.
Based on our analysis, the main findings with respect to financial performance
are that (i) it is challenging to find schemes that result in a profitableUCC (most
performances are below the break-even line), (ii) receivers are very inclined to
use the UCC when shifted access time windows are introduced, (iii) carriers
strongly benefit from the UCC under receiver-oriented schemes, as they can
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freely outsource their last-mile distribution, and (iv) the schemes under which
theUCCperformsbest are schemes underwhich carriers considerably improve
their performance and receivers improve marginally. Various correlations can
be observed in Figure 6.3. On the far left side, we see the results for the schemes
under which the UCC performs best. We see that for these schemes, carriers
considerable reduce their costs, whereas receivers are not worse off than under
the default scheme. In the remainder of the graph, we observe thatwhen receiv-
ers bear all the costs of the UCC due to opting in early (performance indicators
are about 12% below the 0% line), the carriers perform very well as they can
freely outsource their distribution, while theUCCperforms poorly as it obtains
its income only for the receivers.
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Figure 6.3. Financial performance, segregated per agent type for
all scenarios. Performance is relative to the default scenario, which
is indicated by the 0% line; percentages higher than 0% indicate an
improvement. The break-even point for the UCC is indicated by the
line at 100%.

In Table 6.5, we show the impact of changing each variable on the financial
KPIs. For the carriers, receivers, and theUCC,we show fourmeasures for every
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lowandhigh variable level. First, we show the isolated effect, whichwe compute
by only changing the level of a single variable, with all other variable levels being
kept as under the default scheme. Second, we compute the main effect, which
is the average difference between all pairs of equivalent schemes; each pair con-
tainsone scheme inwhich thevariable levelof interest is adjusted,whereas in the
other schemeof the pair it is kept at the default level. As an example, supposewe
compute themaineffect for variable levelAIII . Apairof schemesmay thencon-
sist, e.g., of [AIII ,BI ,CII ,DIII , EI ,FI ,GIII] and[AII ,BI ,CII ,DIII , EI ,FI ,GIII];
we compute the average performance difference between all such pairs. Third,
we show the worst-case effect. As for the main effect, we compute the differ-
ences between pairs, but rather than taking the average, we show only the worst
result. Fourth, we compute the best-case effect similarly to the worst-case ef-
fect, now only showing the best result. A positive sign indicates a performance
improvement. To complement Table 6.5, Figure 6.4 graphically represents the
main effects per variable level for the carriers, receivers, and the UCC.
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Figure 6.4. Barchart, visualizing the financial main effects as listed
in Table 6.5 per variable level for the carriers, receivers, and the UCC.

We reflect on the influence of each variable. Shifting time windows (AI) is
a very effective measure to commit receivers to the UCC; as the trucks oper-
ated by theUCC are exempted from the access timewindows, the receiver does
not need to dedicate additional personnel hours when outsourcing. The con-
sequence, however, is that carriers can outsource their last-mile distribution for
free. As a result, UCCs are typically not able to generate sufficient income in
schemes that contain this measure. Removing time access restrictions (AIII)
on average results in 6 less carriers selecting the UCC, which ultimately trans-
lates into higher losses for theUCC. Imposing a zone-access fee (BIII) results in
a higher use of the UCCwhen combined with other measures; as a stand-alone
measure it does not suffice to make carriers adjust their behavior significantly.
Although the isolated measure results in a somewhat higher utilization of the
UCC, only carriers that typically transport low numbers of orders are inclined
to outsource (as for them the fee is relatively high), such that the UCC itself
must deal with orders that are difficult to deliver efficiently and subsequently
incurs higher operational costs. We have tested six settings related to subsidies
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(CII ,CIII ,DII ,DIII ,EII ,EIII). Both subsidizing carriers and subsidizing the
UCC seems to have a positive effect on the financial performance of carriers,
receivers and the UCC. However, it appears that subsidizing the UCC is less ef-
ficient than subsidizing carriers; a higher expenditure is required to obtain the
same net effect. Subsidizing receivers does not yield a positive effect; the result-
ing cost reduction on the base service is only a small component of their overall
costs, and value-adding services are not subsidized. The effect of receiver sub-
sidies on the number of receivers joining is therefore negligible. For all subsidy
measures, we see that they have a limited impact as a stand-alonemeasure; they
must be combinedwith othermeasures to achieve the desired outcomes, other-
wise agents simply revert to their former behavior after the subsidy period ends.
Adjusting the estimatedhandling costs at theUCC(FI andFIII) has a consider-
able impact on the financial performance of theUCC,with an average improve-
ment of 36% in the net result for the low-cost setting and a 41% reduction of the
net result for the high-cost setting. The experimental results imply that sustain-
able UCC schemes do not exist for the high-cost setting. The final variable that
weconsider is theprofitmarginofvalue-addingservices (GI andGIII). Varying
the profit margin has an impact on the net income of the UCC. However, as in
profitable schemes only about 15%of the revenue stems fromvalue-adding ser-
vices, theoverall impactofvarying theprofitmargin remains relatively small. To
summarize,mostmeasures have a limited effect when implemented on a stand-
alonebasis (only the shiftof timewindowshasaconsiderable impactonall agent
types), but in combination with other measures particularly subsidies (to UCC
and carrier) and zone-access fees generally have a positive impact. Later in this
section, we list the parameter settings that correspond to the best performing
scheme under average cost settings. Furthermore, in Section 6.5.3, we will test
how adjusting the parameter settings of thesemeasures affects performance.

Our analysis of the numerical results indicates that the sequence in which
UCC users are attracted is decisive for the eventual profitability of a scheme.
Figure 6.5 shows the income and costs for the UCC over time for a scheme that
focuses on attracting carriers before receivers, Figure 6.6 shows the same in-
formation for a scheme that aims to attract receivers first. Both schemes assume
low costs for the UCC (FI) and a medium profit margin on value-adding ser-
vices (GII). It canbe seen that the scheme that aims tofirst commit carriers per-
forms considerably better than the other scheme. Although the latter attracts
more UCC users overall, the costs for the UCC are consistently higher than its
income, as it generates its income only from the receivers. In the first scheme
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we observe a drop in the number of committed receivers when the subsidies are
ended, yet the UCC remains profitable in the years that follow.
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Figure 6.5. Financial performance for the UCC under a scheme that
primarily aims to attract carriers. Assumed are low handling costs
(FI ) and a medium profit margin (GII ).
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Figure 6.6. Financial performance for the UCC under a scheme that
primarily aims to attract receivers. Assumed are low handling costs
(FI ) and a medium profit margin (GII ).

The objective of the simulation study is to identify schemes that yield a pos-
itive net result for the UCC, while not decreasing the financial performance of
the other agents. We are primarily interested in whether such schemes exist for
medium cost levels for the UCC, i.e., handling costs of 7-20 e/m3 and a profit
margin of 25% on value-adding services. In Figure 6.7, we show the financial
KPIs for the best scheme – in terms of UCCprofitability – compared to the per-
formance under the default scheme. Despite being the best performing scheme
under default cost settings, it still yields a loss of 8.5% to the UCC. The scheme
has the following properties: an access time window from 9.00 to 11.00, 20%
subsidies to both carriers and theUCC, and a zone-access fee ofe7. Weobserve
a cost reduction for the carriers, virtually no cost change for the receivers, and
a major reduction in net costs for the UCC. Under the best scheme, the UCC
generates considerable more revenue than under the default scheme, while the
revenueisalsoproportionally largercomparedtothecosts. Toseewhetherslight
adjustments of the best scheme yield a profitable situation for the UCC, in Sec-
tion 6.5.3 we finetune several variables to verify whether profits are attainable
under average cost settings for the UCC.
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Figure 6.7. Financial performance of carriers, receivers, and UCC
under both the default scheme and the financially best-performing
scheme, both under default handling costs (FII ).

6.5.2. Environmental performance. In this section, we discuss the envir-
onmental performance of the schemes that we tested. First, we discuss the en-
vironmental impact of all simulated schemes. Second, aswehave seen thatmost
schemes perform poorly from a financial point of view, we reflect on the rela-
tion between financial and environmental performance, and show the environ-
mental impact of the scheme under which the UCC performs best financially.

As the emission levels aremeasuredbasedondistance and the emission ratios
between the two truck types for CO2, SO2, NOx, and PM2.5 are almost equi-
valent, the individual emission levels would be hard to graphically distinguish.
Therefore, we aggregate them for the sake of our virtual representation. Fig-
ure 6.8 shows the average emission levels that correspond to each scheme. The
emissionlevelsarenormalizedwithrespect tothoseof thedefault scheme,which
are set equal to 100%. Furthermore, the average emission level for the scenario
withoutUCC is indicatedby thehorizontal lines. Thescenarios are sortedbased
on their resulting emission reduction. It can be seen that considerable reduc-
tions of emissions are achievable; the left side of the graph shows emission re-
ductions for schemes with high utilization of theUCC. From an environmental
perspective, all schemesperformbetter than in the scenariowithout aUCC.The
best schemes reduce emissions by approximately 70% compared to the default
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scenario. Furthermore, such schemes reduce the total number of trucks in the
city – i.e., both from carriers and theUCC – by up to 60% and the total distance
drivenbyupto65%(not shownin thefigure). Theseconsiderablebenefits indic-
ate that the concept of a UCCmakes sense from an environmental perspective.
In practice, these effects might even justify permanent subsidies of the UCC.
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Figure 6.8. Average emission levels compared to the default scheme
for all tested schemes. The100% line indicates the emission levels under
the default scheme, values below 100% indicate an improvement. The
average emission levels without a UCC are shown by the solid line.

Although many schemes strongly improve the environmental performance,
it is challenging to find a scheme that is also financially viable. However, when
a scheme performs well financially, this also implies a good environmental per-
formance. Financial results depend on attracting a sufficiently high number of
UCCusers, such that a considerable number of stops is outsourced to theUCC.
The inverse relation between environmental and financial performance is not
necessarily true: a scheme may perform well from an environmental perspect-
ive, but be unsustainable financially, e.g., when committing all receivers before
the carriers join.
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In Table 6.6, we compare the environmental KPIs for the financially best-
performing scheme (see Figure 6.7) to the KPIs under the default scheme. The
differencebetweenbothschemesshowsaconsiderable improvementonallKPIs.
Compared to the default scheme, the best scheme reduces emission levels by
68% to 72%. Although the number of small trucks in the city increases due to
the higher use of the UCC, the total number of trucks reduces by 61%, whereas
the total distance driven decreases by 67%.

Table 6.6. Performance on environmental KPIs compared between
the default scheme and the financially best-performing scheme. All
outcomes correspond to the final two years of the simulation.

KPI Default scheme Best scheme Change
CO2 (ton) 383.51 70.42 72%
SO2 (kilogram) 2.92 0.53 72%
NOx (ton) 1.26 0.23 72%
PM2.5 (kilogram) 22.97 4.99 68%
# small trucks 2,937 11,493 -291%
# large trucks 26,244 0 100%
Total # trucks 29,181 11,493 61%
Distance small trucks (×1000km) 38 139 -261%
Distance large trucks (×1000km) 385 0 100%
Total distance trucks (×1000km) 423 139 67%

6.5.3. Sensitivity analysis. Although we strive to use data that reflects the
realworldas accurately aspossible, thenatureof the simulation study inherently
requires simplificationsandassumptionsonthereal-worldvariable levels. Afull
factorial design for a largenumberof valuesper variablewouldbe computation-
ally intractable. In this section, we therefore test the impact of variables that are
both subject to considerable variability and are expected (based on preliminary
tests) tohaveasignificant impactontheresults. Foreachvariable thatwe test,we
simulate withmultiple numerical values for the variable of interest, while keep-
ing all other variables at their default levels. We perform sensitivity analysis on
the following variables: (i) the width of the access time windows, (ii) the sub-
sidy levels to the carrier, and (iii) the price that the UCC charges to the carriers.
Furthermore, we finetune several variables in the financially best-performing
scheme, as this scheme – under average cost settings – yields financial losses for
the UCC.

The access time restriction of two hours that is currently applied in the city of
Copenhagen appears to be ineffective to persuade carriers to use the UCC. We
test the impact of various widths of the time access window on the number of
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carriers that commit to the UCC. The results are shown in Figure 6.9. We see
that windowswith a width up until one hour have the intended effect; for larger
windows the number of committed carriers becomes lower. When access time
restrictions areused as a standalonemeasure,windowswider than twohoursdo
not aid in attracting carriers to utilize the UCC. As only very small windows of
an hour or less have a strong impact on UCC usage, one may argue that access
windows only effectively support the UCC if the window essentially serves as a
ban on large trucks.
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Figure 6.9. Impact on the number of committed carriers for a variety
of access time window widths.

Wehave already established that subsidies as an independentmeasure arenot
sufficient to permanently attract carriers; they need to be combined with other
measures toyielda sustainable solution. More specifically, to reacha steady state
in which the UCCmakes a profit, the carriers should be attracted before the re-
ceivers, and subsidy levels should be set in accordance with this goal. Never-
theless, it remains useful to know the smallest subsidy amount that the adminis-
tratorneeds tospendinorder tocommitcarrierswithinacertainsubsidyperiod.
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In Figure 6.10, we show the impact of 10 different subsidy levels on the commit-
ment of carriers over time, measured during the two-year subsidy period. We
see that for levels over 12%, half a year of subsidies suffices to attract all carriers.
For a level of 12% it takes one year; levels lower than 12% fail to attract all carri-
ers within two years. To attract higher numbers of carriers directly at the start,
subsidies higher than 20% are required; these levels are not shown in the figure;
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Figure 6.10. Impact on the number of committed carriers for a
variety of subsidy levels.

Analysis of our results indicates that the carriers are very price-sensitive. Fig-
ure 6.11 shows the effects of various price levels on the commitment of carriers
to the UCC under the base scenario. In contrast to the price bounds used in
themain experiments, for this sensitivity analysiswe assume a fixed price that is
not altered over time. For price levels higher thane9.5 per stop, the number of
carriers that use the UCC rapidly declines. However, at price levels ofe9.5 and
below, theUCCisnotfinancially sustainable; ahigherprice incombinationwith
supportingmeasures is required to ensure the required income for the UCC.

We conclude this section with an evaluation of the impact of finetuning the
best performing scheme (see Figure 6.7), as the achieved net profit of -8.5% is
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Figure 6.11. Impact on the number of committed carriers for a
variety of price levels.

insufficient for theUCC to survive in the long term. Recall that this scheme has
an access time window from 9.00 to 11.00, 20% subsidies to both carriers and
the UCC, and an access fee of e7. We finetune various cost and subsidy vari-
ables, and highlight the adjustments that resulted in a profit. In terms of profit,
increasing subsidy levels for either the UCC or the carriers from 20% to 30%
yields the best results. This change instantly commits almost all carriers from
the start – such that the profit from this group is maximized – and results in a
profit margin for the UCC of 12.1%. Another successful measure is to lower
the price of the base service frome60-70 toe40-50. These lower costs result in
15%more receivers in the steady state and push the profitmargin of theUCC to
2.2%. Finally, raising the zone access fee for frome7 toe9 yields a profit mar-
gin of 0.3% for the UCC, due to committing several extra carriers in the early
stages. The impact of these measures show that relatively small price changes
may impact the profitability of the UCC considerably.
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6.5.4. Discussion. In this section, we reflect on the key insights obtained
from the numerical experiments, provide a number of propositions with re-
spect togoodbusinessmodels forUCCs, anddiscuss the impactofdiscrepancies
between reality and the simulationmodel. We stress that a solid businessmodel
requires both good financial performance and a good environmental perform-
ance. As mentioned before, a scheme that attracts high numbers of UCC users
implies good environmental performance, but is not necessarily financially vi-
able.

Proposition 1: The commitment of carriers to the UCC should be ensured
before targeting the receivers.
Thenumerical results show that in themost successful schemes, the bulk of the
carriers commit to theUCCbefore the receiversdo. As carriers onlypay forout-
sourcing stops at receivers that have not committed to the UCC at the time of
the tactical decision, first committing thecarriersmaximizes the revenues stem-
ming from this group. Subsequently, value-adding services can still be sold to
the receivers. At that point in time, theUCCalreadyhandles larger volumesdue
to the committed carriers, enabling to offer lower prices to the receivers. After
the startup years, theUCC should be able to offer sufficiently competitive prices
such that carriers remain users of the UCC.

Proposition 2: Subsidies aremost effectively allocated to the carriers.
As stated in Proposition 1, carriers should be the primary target for a UCC that
aims to attract a base of users. Allocating subsidies to the carriers appears to be
the most effective measure to achieve this goal. The subsidies should be suffi-
ciently large to commit many carriers within a relatively short period of time.
The numerical results show that relatively high subsidies are necessary for this
purpose. Subsidies that are allocated to the UCC have similar effects as subsid-
izing the carriers, but in a less efficient manner. Subsidies allocated to receivers
are less effective, as attracting receivers before carriers negatively affects total
revenues.

Proposition 3: Access time restrictions only aid the UCC if the access win-
dow is set sufficiently narrow.
Whenanaccess timewindowisusedasastand-alonemeasure, thecurrentwidth
of two hours is ineffective for the purpose of committing carriers to the UCC.
Particularly when part of the receivers outsource their last-mile distribution to
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theUCC, the access restrictions are not stringent for carriers. However, in com-
bination with other measures, access time windows appear to have a positive
effect on the usage of the UCC.

Proposition 4: Setting access time restrictions before the opening times of
stores is an effectivemeasure to generate commitment from receivers.
Setting the time access restrictions before the opening times of stores requires
receivers to dedicate additional personnel for receiving goods, unless it out-
sources the last-mile delivery to the UCC; the small vehicles operated by the
UCC are exempted from the access time windows. This makes it a very ef-
fective measure to commit receivers to the UCC. Despite its success in attract-
ing receivers, this measure tends not to create viable schemes. When receiv-
ers commit to the UCC before carriers do, revenues can no longer be obtained
from carriers, as for them the UCC has already become the final delivery ad-
dress.

Proposition 5: Zone access fees can have a positive effect in combination
with othermeasures.
As a stand-alone measure, zone access fees at their current level are ineffective
in realizing a change in the behavior of carriers. However, in combination with
other measures, zone access fees may have a modest positive effect on the util-
ization of the UCC, as they increase the costs for carriers and therefore make
the UCC prices more favorable. For carriers that need to make only few stops
in the city, the zone access fee is a relatively large component of their costs,
which makes such carriers more inclined to outsource their shipments to the
UCC.

Weacknowledge thatour simulationmodeldeviates frompracticeonvarious
aspects; we discuss the impact of the two most important deviations. First, for
the performance of the UCC in the simulation model, the sequence in which
carriers and receivers commit to the UCC is very important. Due to instant-
aneous decision making by the agents combined with varying price levels, de-
cisionsmade in the early stages of the simulation greatly impact the steady-state
performance of theUCC.Although it is obvious that decisionsmade in practice
will bemore gradual and involvenegotiationswith theUCC, themain takeaway
remains that the focus should be on attracting carriers first as they generate the
bulk of the revenue for theUCC, and thatmeasures should be in support of this
approach. A second deviation from practice is that we assume price ranges that
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vary based on the volumes that are handled by the UCC. Although the under-
lying argument is to reflect economies of scale, in practice the continuous price
changes would likely cause confusion for the UCC users and require frequent
contract renegotiation. Themain reason for using ranges rather thanfixedprice
levels is that theymake it easier to identify steadystates, rather thanfinding them
by means of trial-and-error. As fixed price levels may only work for a specific
scheme, it is difficult tomake generic statements regarding single price levels.

6.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a simulation study on the feasibility of
implementing a UCC under a variety of urban logistics schemes. Based on
the framework presented in Chapter 4, we designed an agent-based simula-
tion model, which represents receivers, carriers, the UCC, and the local ad-
ministrator as autonomous entities. Decisions within the simulation were di-
vided into three levels: strategic, tactical, and operational. The strategic level
represents the subsidy schemes and regulations implemented by the adminis-
trator. On the tactical level, subsidies and UCC price levels are adjusted. Sub-
sequently, receivers and carriers decide whether or not to join the UCC, com-
puting estimated downstream costs. Finally, on the operational level routing
decisions are made and handling cost are computed, allowing to calculate the
operational costs of the agents.The goal of this chapter was to identify schemes
that – after an initial subsidy period – enable all agents to operate in a financially
sustainable manner, while simultaneously yielding substantial environmental
improvements.

The simulation studyhas been applied to a case inspired by the city ofCopen-
hagen. Based on an OpenStreetMap implementation, we generated a realistic
network to represent the city. We have gathered data to accurately portray the
agents via various meta-studies, individual case studies, and publicly available
information. Both the setup of the case study and the reliability of the data are
validated by means of interviews with two experts. We have created receiver
profiles to reflect the large variance between receivers in practice.

Wehave tested 1458different schemes, forwhichwemeasured bothfinancial
and environmental KPIs. We have shown that considerable environmental im-
provements can be achieved through the use of a UCC, reducing the number of
trucks in the city by up to 60% and reducing emissions by about 70%. However,
it is challenging to find schemes that are also financially sustainable. We have
shown that the UCC obtains the highest revenues by first convincing carriers
to outsource their last-mile deliveries, and then selling value-adding services
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to the receivers in the city. The concept of the UCC appears to be unsuccessful
without supportingmeasures; temporary subsidies to the carriers and imposing
a zone access fee appear to be the most effective measures in achieving a steady
state inwhich theUCC is profitable and can eventually operatewithout external
funding, once having received a sufficient scale of operations.

This chapter concludes Part III of the thesis. In this part, we have introduced
an agent-based simulation framework to evaluate urban logistics schemes. The
frameworkhasbeenappliedintwodistinctsimulationstudies. Part IV,Chapter7,
concludes this thesis.





Part IV

Conclusions





CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and further research

Thischapterconcludes the thesis. InSection7.1,wereflectontheresearchob-
jective and corresponding research questions that we introduced in Chapter 1.
Section 7.2 reviews the keymanagerial insights of this thesis. Finally, we discuss
some implementation challenges and suggest directions for future research in
Section 7.3.

7.1. Reflection on research objective and research questions

We repeat ourmain research objective:

To develop mathematical models that support coordinating
actors in consolidated freight planning, and to obtain quant-
itative insights into the challenges and requirements to estab-
lish integrated logistics systems, in which independent actors
coordinate their decisions to improve the efficiency of urban
transport.

Wefirst list themethodological contributions of this thesis. In Chapter 2, we
have developed a planning algorithm for a 4PL, which coordinates the alloca-
tion of freight over a network of contracted carriers, with transshipments and
reloads being allowed at the transfer hubs. Chapter 3 provides an algorithm that
yields a consolidation policy for UCCs. An agent-based simulation framework
to analyze urban logistics schemes has been introduced in Chapter 4. Addi-
tional insights are obtained in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, where we test a variety
ofurban logistics schemes. Chapter5provides abroadoverviewof the impactof
urban logistic schemes in abstract representations of European cities, whereas
Chapter 6 has a more demarcated scope with its analysis of UCC performance
in a setting that embeds an additional degree of realism.

We proceed to reflect on the individual research questions.
283
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1. How can we efficiently allocate dynamically arriving orders of fractional
truckload size to transport resources that operate in a networkwith transfer hubs?

Weaddress this researchquestion inChapter 2. Wehavedefinedaproblem in
whichorders arrive over time andneed to be plannedby a 4PLover a networkof
contracted carriers. The orders are subject to a pickup time and a delivery time;
the receiver does not impose constraints on how the order is transported. The
network consists of arcs that represent line-haul services, whichmay be subject
to timetables. Furthermore, thenetwork contains transfer hubs, inwhich trans-
port units (e.g., trailers, containers) can switch transport modes, but loads can
also be bundled and split on the level of individual orders.

In the proposed solutionmethod, orders are tentatively planned themoment
they become known, but their physical route and their dispatch times per node
may be adjusted in response to future consolidation opportunities. As routes
may consist of multiple arcs, we must take into account how consolidation ac-
tions on a specific arc impact the rest of the system. Changing dispatch times
and routes affects other orders as well; we enforce that solutions must be feas-
ible at all times. To efficiently construct solutions and check their feasibility, we
make use of a decision tree structure, in which we evaluate the consolidation
opportunities per arc. By sorting the solutions based on savings, we only need
to check solutions until we identify the first one that is feasible.

Wemakethreekeydesignchoices inthedevelopmentof thealgorithm,namely
(i) we only store a limited number of routes per order, (ii) we allow to adjust
the physical route of an order only once, and (iii) orders are planned dynam-
ically rather than periodically. The main motivation for these design choices
is to keep computational effort limited and to allow providing an immediate
reply to customers when an order request arrives. We tested the impact of each
design choice with numerical experiments. Regarding the first assumption, we
find that storingmore than 30 routes per order virtually never yield further im-
provements. Thus, storing a relatively small number of routes already suffices to
capturemostof theconsolidationopportunities. For thesecondassumption, the
results indicate that continuous replanning yieldperformance improvements of
less than 3%, while requiring a much higher computational effort. To test the
impact of the third assumption, we solve various small instances to optimality,
resulting in an average performance gap of less than 5%.

Theexperimental results indicate that evaluatingmultiple routes significantly
improve performance. By improving the efficiency of transport, considerable
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gains in both financial and environmental performance are achieved. The per-
formance of the algorithmwas validated on a variety of virtual networks, aswell
as on a real instance provided by a Dutch 4PL. Compared to direct road trans-
port, we improve fill rates by 57% on average, resulting in a cost reduction of
34% and a reduction of CO2 emission of 30%. Furthermore, comparing to a
benchmark in which consolidation takes place on the best routes of orders, fill
rates improve by 21%, while achieving significant reductions of both costs and
emissions.

2. Howcanwe efficiently plan the last-mile distribution of dynamically arriving
orders at an urban consolidation center?
InChapter3,weformulateaMarkovdecisionmodel thatdescribes thestochastic
arrival process of orders and the corresponding dispatching problem faced by
the UCC operator. The state of the problem is defined by the number of orders
per order type that theUCChas in inventory and the earliest dispatch availabil-
ity per vehicle. TheUCChasnoperfect insight into the future order arrivals, but
we assume that the stochastic arrival process is known to the operator. Based on
the corresponding arrival probabilities, the operator is able to make informed
decisions regarding the dispatch of orders. The operator must decide to either
dispatch an order at the current decision moment or keep it in inventory for a
laterdecisionmoment. Newly arrivingordersmayallow toachievebetterutiliz-
ation of vehicle capacity or constructing more efficient routes. However, as the
orders are subject todispatch timewindowsand there isnoguarantee that better
consolidation opportunities arise, the operatormustmake intelligent decisions
on both the subset of orders to dispatch and the timing of dispatch.

Only toy-sized instances of the dispatching problem can be solved to optim-
ality; computational problems quickly arise for larger instances. We develop an
algorithm based on approximate dynamic programming to tackle three com-
putational challenges. First, as every combination of orders represents a unique
arrival scenario, there may be too many outcomes for which we need to com-
pute the downstream costs. Therefore, we replace the full outcome space with
a single estimated outcome, corresponding to the state of the system directly
after the dispatch action. We determine this estimated outcome by means of
repeated sampling in a simulation. Second, the number of order combinations
increases exponentially with the number of orders in the system, which implies
that the number of states quickly becomes too large to enumerate. We solve the
problems related to the size of the state space by introducing a relatively small
number of explanatory variables that explains the cost structure of the problem,
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and learn theassociatedweights through theobservationof simulatedoutcomes
during an offline learning phase. Third, to handle large action spaces, we define
an integer linear program to solve the embedded decision problems with lim-
ited computational effort, instead of enumerating the full action space. This
program is typically able to solve the decision problems in less than 5 seconds.

After testing a variety of explanatory variables, we select a set of variables that
works well to capture the cost structure of the problem. Experiments on small
instances showa gap of less than 3%between the learned policy and the optimal
policy. Numerical experiments confirm that the proposed method is able to
overcome the computational challenges associated with the problem. The res-
ultingpoliciesoutperformavarietyofmyopicbenchmarkpoliciesby10-15%on
average. Furthermore,we compare theperformance to a benchmarkpolicy that
estimates lookahead costs basedon a scenario samplingprocedure. This bench-
mark policy is typically outperformedby 2-8%; the outperformance is generally
stronger for instances that offermore flexibility. We validate the algorithm on a
number of virtual instances, as well as a realistic instance based on the Copen-
hagen street network.

3. How canwe test the behavior and interaction of autonomous actors in urban
supply chains under a variety of circumstances?
To answer this research question, we develop an agent-based simulation frame-
work, which is described in Chapter 4. Agent-based simulation is particularly
suitable for applications in the context of urban freight transport, as we deal
with multiple stakeholders who have a high degree of autonomy and often di-
vergent objectives. By modeling autonomous actors that make their decisions
based on a set of rules, we can evaluate what decisions rational actors would
make, and how they interact with other actors. In this way, we observe what the
impacts of urban logistics schemes are on the various actor types, and if they
yield the desired environmental performance. Based on how the performances
per agents change, we can gauge whether a scheme might be implemented in a
practical setting, or if certainactorswouldopposesuchascheme. As themethod
is simulation-based, the framework can be flexibly adjusted to incorporate al-
ternative measures to test. A large variety of scenarios can be analyzed within
reasonable computational time.

The framework introduces five agent types in the context of urban logist-
ics, along with their KPIs, objective functions, action space, and system con-
straints. The framework considers both the financial and environmental im-
pact of urban logistics schemes, with the financial performance being itemized
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per actor. We describe the interactions between actors, their information ex-
changes, and their monetary flows. In defining the actions of agents, we dis-
tinguish between three levels of decision-making: strategic, tactical, and opera-
tional. Strategic decisions are decisions that are fixed for a longer period of time
(e.g., multiple years). These decisions are fixed at the beginning of the simula-
tion, and are essentially used as input that define a scenario. Tactical decisions
commit actors for a time period of medium length (e.g., on a yearly ormonthly
base). Wepropose a lookaheadprocedure that samples the costs associatedwith
the various tactical decision, such that the actor can rationally assess the impact
of these decisions. Operational decisions aremade at every decisionmoment in
the simulation. The operational decisions facilitate an accurate calculation of,
for example, vehicle distances,monetary flows, and the throughput of theUCC.

The working of the framework is briefly illustrated to assert the functional-
ity of the model and to show how to interpret the outcomes. The ideal solu-
tion is one in which every actor benefits, but we show this is difficult to realize.
Instead, what we propose is to identify schemes that have a positive environ-
mental impact, benefit the actors that we require to alter their behavior, and
where necessary support or steer behavior bymeans of restrictions, regulations,
and (temporary) subsidies.

4. What are abstract representations of urban supply chains for small retailers
in Western European cities, which can be used to test the impact of interventions
in urban freight transport?
In Chapter 5, we conduct a literature study to gather data on the properties of
supply chains in European cities. We used the data provided in several meta-
studies, and complemented our data setwith figures obtained fromvarious case
studies and publicly available sources. The resulting data set was verified – and
where necessary altered – in a number of expert interviews. For the carriers, we
have defined realistic ranges for the number of stops per trip, the line-haul dis-
tance, and the costs. For receivers, we have provided unloading times, the tim-
ingof delivery, delivery frequencies, thepercentageof scheduledorders, and the
volumeof orders. ForUCCs, we consider the size of the target area, the distance
from the target area, and various parameters that help to determine the costs.
Finally, for the administrator we have collected data regarding zone access fees,
access time restrictions, and weight restrictions.

Based on the data set we created, we created instances that represent sup-
ply chains in Western European cities in an abstract manner. We developed a
number of receiver profiles to reflect the real-life variety of the order patterns
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of retailers; particularly the distinction between centralized and decentralized
supply chains significantly influences order patterns.

5. How is the urban freight system affected when combining various company-
driven initiatives and government regulations?
Chapter 5 applies the simulation framework thathasbeendesigned inChapter 4
onavarietyof abstractnetworks. We test 15distinctmeasures thatmaybeeither
administrativeorcompany-driven, andanalyzeboth theirmaineffects and two-
way interaction effects. Ultimately, we find that the most significant environ-
mental benefits are obtained by either consolidating freight upstream bymeans
of order sharing between carriers, or by consolidating downstream at a UCC.
Thecollaborationbetweencarriers thatwestudyyieldsgoodperformances from
an environmental perspective as well as from a financial perspective. However,
for a real-life implementation, such a collaboration needs to overcome various
practical andcompetitive concerns. Combining thecarrier coalitionwithacon-
solidationpolicy at the shipper level appears to yield thebest environmental res-
ults, achieving emission reductions up to 56%. Downstream consolidation at
theUCC level results in emission reductions up to 44%. However, without sup-
portingmeasures, theUCC is too expensive to be a financially viable alternative
for both carriers and receivers. A ban on heavy trucks is effective in increasing
the utilization of the UCC, yet it is a very harsh measure from a practical point
of view. Subsidization of carriers also proves to be effective, particularly when
applied in combinationwith a pricing policy such as road pricing. However, the
income from pricing policies is insufficient to cover the subsidy expenses; per-
manent subsidizationcanonlybe successful if theadministrator is committed to
monetize and redistribute external costs in the long term. Although in practice
many subsidy streams are halted at some point in time, the administrator does
have some legitimate incentives toprovidepermanent subsidies. Thehazardous
effects of urban freight transport (e.g., damage to structures, poor air quality)
eventually have negative financial consequences for the administrator as well.
Thus, the administratormay decide to prevent these indirect costs by subsidiza-
tion,potentiallyagainst lowercostsover the longterm. InChapter6,weperform
amore detailed study on the role of theUCC; the results from this study suggest
that temporary subsidies may suffice to achieve a state in which a UCC is able
to function in a self-sustainedmanner. We further discuss these findings in our
answer to Research Question 6. Our final conclusion obtained from the simu-
lation study performed in Chapter 5 is that the UCC should ideally be used to
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bundle fractional loads; therearenoenvironmentalbenefits tooutsourcing if the
carrier already dispatches trucks that efficiently utilize their transport capacity.

6. Whatare theprospects for anurbanconsolidation center ina realistic setting?
Again applying the agent-based simulation framework, we have performed a
simulation study based on the city of Copenhagen. This simulation study is de-
scribed in Chapter 6. We adopt the location of the real Copenhagen UCC for
the virtual consolidation center. Furthermore, we make a selection of shops in
the city that could potentially use the UCC, and use their real locations. Using
anOpenStreetMap implementation, we generate a network with realistic travel
times, taking into account the configuration of the real street network.

The main problem for UCCs is that they introduce extra costs in the supply
chain due to the required transshipment, whereas efficiency gains in transport
can only be made on a short distance. To evaluate whether these gains can ex-
ceed the costs for various amounts of throughput, we study a setting in which
a UCC starts without a customer base. Customers (both receivers and carri-
ers) can periodically decide to join or leave the UCC. When attracting more
customers, the UCC is able to benefit from economies of scale. Consequently,
it can lower its price, which may convince more customers to join. For a lim-
ited period of time, the administrator may allocate subsidies to the UCC, or to
receivers andcarriers that commit themselves to theUCC.Furthermore, the ad-
ministrator can implement access time restrictions or access fees to encourage
the use of the UCC. The goal is to identify business models that are sustainable
in the long run, meaning that they should not require lasting external funding.
Value-addingservicesplayanimportantrole in themodel; real-lifeUCCsobtain
a sizable portion of their revenues from these services.

Our numerical experiments indicate that theUCC is able to significantly im-
prove the environmental performance for freight transport of the target group,
with 60% less trucks in the city and 70% reductions of emissions. However,
it is challenging to identify schemes that are also financially sustainable. We
found that the sequence in which customers are attracted is essential; carriers
should be attracted before the receivers to generate a sufficiently high income.
For good schemes, almost 80% of the UCC revenue stems from carriers; the
majority from the remaining income stems from providing value-adding ser-
vices. We did not encounter schemes that generate positive revenues without
supporting administrativemeasures. Temporary subsidies to the carrier appear
to be the most effective measure to eventually reach financial stability, whereas
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zone access fees – in combination with other measures – also help to improve
the financial performance of the UCC.

7.2. Managerial insights

In this section, we summarize the keymanagerial insights of this thesis.
By preserving flexibility in both the dispatch times of orders and the construc-

tion of routes composed ofmultiple segments, the efficiency of fractional truckload
line-haul operations innetworkswith transfer hubsmaybe improved significantly.
We have developed an algorithm to schedule the transport of LTL orders via a
network with transfer hubs that allow for reloads. The numerical experiments
imply that both in terms of financial performance and environmental perform-
ance, preserving the flexibility to alter physical routes as well as the time of de-
parture yields significantly better results, with increases in fill rates over 20%. In
a setting inwhichorders arrive dynamically over time,we therefore proposenot
to fix routes in advance, but rather allow to adjust schedules when new consol-
idation opportunities arise.

Using explanatory variables for expected downstream costs based on the avail-
able vehicle capacity, the volumes per latest dispatch time, and the number of loc-
ations that might be visited, lookahead policies may significantly improve the effi-
ciency of order dispatching decisions for urban consolidation centers.
To address the dispatching problem that UCCs face, we have developed an al-
gorithm that yields a consolidation policy. In this algorithm, three types of
explanatory variables – available vehicle capacity per future decision moment,
volumes per latest dispatch time, and the number of locations that might cur-
rently be visited – are used to estimate the downstreamcosts associatedwith the
decisions that are made based on the current inventory and vehicle availability.
By observations of future costs, we learn about the downstreamcosts associated
to these explanatoryvariables. Theresulting estimatesofdownstreamcostshelp
to significantly improve the quality of decisions. Theproposed solutionmethod
consistently outperforms the benchmark policies, including a policy based on
sampling downstream costs that notably outperforms the myopic benchmark
policies. If we do not have a perfect estimate of downstream costs, but are able
to rank actions well, it still pays off to consider the future impact of dispatch-
ing orders now against holding them until a future decisionmoment. With our
numerical experiments, we show an average outperformance ofmyopic bench-
marks between 10% and 15%.

An analysis of urban logistics schemes should address urban supply chains and
all its stakeholder as a coherent entity, rather than treating a city as an isolated
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system unaffected by upstream logistics decisions.
Themajority of studies in urban logistics consider the city as an isolated system,
and do not take into account decisions that are made outside the city bound-
aries. However, important decisions are already made upstream. Shippers –
usually located at distant locations – make decisions that impact the transport
efficiency within the city. Carriers make the bulk of both their revenues and
costs with their transport over longer distances; last-mile distribution is often
a minor component of their transport process. The decisions that shippers and
carriersmakemaybeefficient fromtheirownperspective (e.g., visitingfivecities
with a single truck), butmay simultaneouslybedeemed inefficient fromtheper-
spective of the city. It is therefore imperative that when analyzing urban supply
chains, one takes intoaccount the logisticsdecisionsofall stakeholders involved,
including those made upstream. To exemplify this statement: our numerical
experiments show attainable emission reductions up to 56%, solely achieved by
altering upstream decisions by shippers and carriers.

When evaluating urban logistics measures, all involved stakeholders must be
taken into account in order to find solutions that both yield considerable environ-
mental improvements and provide a financial incentive to the stakeholders that
are required to alter their behavior.
Urban logistics takes place in a complex environment, in whichmultiple stake-
holders are involved. These stakeholders often have divergent objectives. Many
initiatives in urban logistics fail, because they have a negative impact on (or at
least insufficient benefits for) certain stakeholders. Without a proper incentive,
actors are generally not willing to commit to solutions. A quantitative analysis
of the impact of solutions on the level of individual actors should be performed.
If a solution requires some actors to alter their behavior, the solution ideally
provides a positive incentive to these agents. If a solution does not satisfy this
property, the administrator may re-allocate costs and gains over the actors by
means of pricing and subsidizing. This re-allocation might sufficiently alter
the system, such that actors have an incentive to adjust their decisions. How-
ever, the impact of suchmeasures on the financial performance of the adminis-
trator should also be addressed. Another way to enforce a change of behavior is
by means of restrictions. When imposing restrictions, the solution should en-
sure that the affected actors have reasonable alternatives, in order to safeguard
the economic viability of the city. The numerical results from Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 demonstrate that particularly the financial performances of carriers
and the UCC are heavily influenced by subsidies and restrictions.
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7.3. Discussion and further research

In Section 7.3.1, we discuss various possible extensions of the work that has
beenpresented in this thesis. InSection7.3.2,wepresentavarietyof implement-
ation challenges in the implementation of urban freight initiatives, and points
out corresponding directions for future research.

7.3.1. Model extensions. We discuss a number of possible extensions for
the work presented in this thesis.

7.3.1.1. Extending the solution method for the dynamic line-haul planning
problem. Weconsider fourpossibleextensions for the4PLdecisionsupport sys-
tem that we developed in Chapter 2. So far, we have assumed that travel times
andhandling times are deterministic. As a consequence, the 4PL is able to post-
pone dispatching until the last possiblemoment. In a practical setting, decision
makersoftenanticipate factors suchasdelaysanddisruptionsbyallocatingsome
slack in theirplans. Thefirst extensionweconsider toaddress thispoint iswithin
our deterministic setting. We might take into account possible delays and dis-
ruptions by, e.g., putting a constraint on the minimum amount of slack, or by
penalizing solutions that contain insufficient slack. A second extension would
be tomodel stochastic travel times instead. This would allow to evaluate the ro-
bustness of solutions, whichmay have an impact on the amount of slack and the
number of transshipments. Third, in response to disturbances, the 4PL might
decidetore-planschedulesduringtheexecutionofroutes. Thiscanbedoneboth
in adeterministic anda stochastic setting. Althoughwe touchupon this subject,
it is worth to be studied in more detail. Fourth, the model can be extended by
incorporating a lookahead policy similar to the one described in Chapter 3.

7.3.1.2. Extending the solution method for the DDP-TW. Various exten-
sions can be considered for our algorithm to solve the Delivery Dispatching
Problem; we discuss two of them. The focus in Chapter 3 is on the dispatch-
ing problem itself, rather than the embedded routing problem. In the bulk of
the experiments, we have applied a relatively simple analytical expression to es-
timate the properties of the routing component. We also have tested the impact
of solving the routing problem embedded in the dispatching problem with a
VRP heuristic, but this solution is not scalable to larger instances. In the con-
text of urban logistics, VRPsmay embed properties such as access time restric-
tions, zone access fees, and delivery windows. The first extension we discuss is
therefore to take into account these richer VRPs; some references to alternative
analytical expressions are provided in the chapter. Embedding such expressions
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may yield additional insights into the performance of the solutionmethod. Al-
tering theVRP also gives rise to re-evaluate the set of explanatory variables that
we use to capture the cost structure; new variables may be required to obtain a
better fit with more complex VRPs. A second topic that is worthy of additional
research is thatofalternativemethods tosolve instanceswith largeactionspaces.
Althoughwecansolve fairly large instanceswith the ILP thatwe formulated, this
approach has its computational limits, given that the ILP must be solved many
times when learning about the consolidation policy. The efficiency of solving
the decision problem might be improved by heuristically reducing the action
space, which requires removingbad actions a priori. This requires an additional
study regarding the common properties of good actions, such that we do not
discard good actions without evaluating them.

7.3.1.3. Optimization within the agent-based simulation framework. In the
agent-based simulation studies (Chapter 4 to Chapter 6), we have deliberately
adopted relatively simple planning algorithms for the decision processes of act-
ors, toaccurately reflect thecommonpracticesof smaller actors in logistics. This
corresponds with our aim to evaluate urban logistics schemes in the prevail-
ing context of urban logistics. However, the agent-based simulation framework
may also be used to optimize system-wide performance. Efficiency gains can be
achieved by adoptingmore advanced solutionmethods. A natural extension of
our work might therefore be to implement these smarter solution methods in
the simulation framework and study the potential gains that can be achieved on
the planning level.

7.3.1.4. Integration of line-haul and last-mile planning systems. As already
discussed in the introduction of this thesis, the focus of this work is on the con-
solidation and coordination of freight within flexible transport networks, in the
spiritof thePhysical Internet. If this conceptbecomes reality, itwill becommon-
place for goods to be transported from origin to destination via multiple trans-
port modes, ensuring an efficient use of the transport network. For urban lo-
gistics, this implies that planning on the line-haul distances and on the last-mile
distribution level should be tightly integrated. Consequently, a single planning
system will be responsible for both the line-haul network and for a large num-
ber of cities (e.g., on the national or European level). Practitioners involved in
the CONCOORD project also stress the importance of systems that integrate
the line-haul transport network and the last-mile distribution networks for a
multitude of cities, each with its ownUCC.

With our work in this thesis on both planning in line-haul networks and the
last-mile dispatch problem, we have provided building blocks for such systems.
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Actual integration of the algorithms may pose (computational) challenges that
require additional design steps. The complete integration of planning systems
for the line-haul and the last-mile distribution would be a valuable contribu-
tion to literature, both methodologically and for evaluation purposes. A full
integration allows us to study network-wide effects of interventions. We may
measure the environmental impact on a higher level, and address possible per-
formance tradeoffs between line-haul and last-mile. An integrated system can
aid in analyzing the impacts of local administrators implementing their own
regulations, which on a system-wide level may have detrimental effects. Simu-
lations that simultaneously measure performance on the line-haul and within
the cities might aid in the synergy of regulations.

7.3.2. Implementationchallenges. Ourmainresearchobjectivehasstated
that we aim to obtain quantitative insights into the effects of urban logistics
schemes. As the vast majority of urban freight transport literature is of a qual-
itative nature – often lacking a quantitative analysis to support claims regarding
the alleged benefits – this is one of the key contributions of our thesis. Specific-
ally, we have illustrated the difficulty in finding feasible solutions that satisfy all
stakeholders. Despite the importance of quantifying the impact of a solution,
simply showing that a solution is feasible and beneficial is not sufficient for a
practical implementation.

Basedonanempirical study,Cruijssenet al. (2007) list variousobjections that
actorshave against cooperation in logistics. Weprovide the following categoriz-
ationof these objections: (i) lack of quantificationof costs andgains, (ii) unclear
howgainsandworkloadscanbe fairlyallocated, (iii) reasonsof competitiveness,
(iv) lack of resources and knowledge, and (v) lack of support from government
and transport sector.

In this thesis, we have addressed the first concern in detail with our optim-
izationmethod and our agent-based simulation studies. To various extents, we
have addressed or touched upon the remaining concerns. This section elabor-
ates ondirections for future research that are required to address these concerns
inmore detail and aim to overcome them in a practical setting.

7.3.2.1. Allocation of costs and gains. In our agent-based simulations, we
have quantified the financial and environmental effects of various urban logist-
ics schemes. The nature of our simulations was explanatory. We have meas-
ured how the system-wide performance and the performance of agent types are
influenced. However, showing that system-wide gains can be made does not
guarantee that rational agents would commit to a solution. For example, car-
riers may perform better overall when collaborating, but the gains should be
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fairly divided over the individual carriers in order to ensure their participation.
Furthermore, so far we have ignored the possibility that agent types are able to
compensate other agent types, i.e., the option to re-allocate system-wide gains
bymeans other than subsidies.

A model based on game theory is expected to help modeling such business
cases in more detail. The field of game theory is concerned with the strategic
interactions between rational and autonomous actors. On a high level, we can
distinguish between two forms of game theory: non-cooperative game theory
and cooperative game theory.

In non-cooperative game theory, the interaction between independent actors
is studied. It aims topredict the actions andpayoffsof rational actors, given their
beliefs of what other actors will do. The solution to a non-cooperative game is
usually aNashequilibrium,which is the set of actions forwhichnoactor can im-
prove its payoff by unilaterally changing its action. The Nash equilibrium does
not guarantee that actors maximize their payoff, as illustrated by the classical
‘prisoner’s dilemma’. In cooperative game theory, players can form lasting alli-
ances (coalitions),which inpractice canbe reflectedby legallybindingcontracts
between the actors. A necessary assumption to apply cooperative game theory
is that the payoff of the coalition exceeds the sum of payoffs for individually op-
erating actors. More specifically, games are typically designed such that their
payoff function is superadditive (i.e., the union of disjoint coalitions has a value
that is at least equal to coalitions’ separate values) andmonotonic (i.e., larger co-
alitions obtain at least the same payoff as their subcoalitions). Given that such a
payoff function exists, themainquestion is how todistribute the coalition gains,
allocating the gains according to some fairness properties. Commonproperties
for fairness are individual rationality (every actor obtains at least the same pay-
off than he would individually), symmetry (identical actors receive exactly the
same payoff), and zero allocation to null players (players that do not contribute
to the coalitional gains should not receive any gains). In addition, the allocation
is preferably efficient (distributing exactly the gains of coalitions), additive (the
allocated payoffs of a sum of games is equal to the sum of payoffs of the indi-
vidual games), existing for every coalition, unique for every coalition, and easy
to compute. A coalition is stable if no actor would be better off by leaving the
coalition. Common solution concepts for a cooperative game are the computa-
tion of Shapley values, the core, the nucleolus, and the kernel. (Harsanyi et al.,
1988; Osborne and Rubinstein, 1994; Brandenburger, 2014)

Withoutattempting toprovideanexhaustiveoverview,werefer to somegame
theoretical applications in a logistics setting that relates to the topicof this thesis.
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Reyes (2005) studies a flow game in the context of freight transport networks
with transshipments, with the arcs in the network being operated by independ-
ent carriers. He solves the problem by computing the Shapley value. Hafeza-
lkotob and Makui (2015) study a more complex variant of the flow game that
considers the stability of the throughput of the network, and apply various solu-
tion concepts to solve the problem. Yang and Odani (2007) study the collabor-
ation between carriers and a UCC, formulating solution concepts based on the
core of the game. Finally, Dahlberg (2015) studies a cooperative game that con-
tains carriers, aUCC, and a financingmunicipality, comparing various solution
concepts.

We suggest that simulations of an explorative nature are used to identify good
schemes, and subsequently analyze the best schemes into more detail with the
use of game-theoretical methods. Such a game-theoretical analysis not neces-
sarily needs to take place on a stand-alone basis. Shoham and Leyton-Brown
(2008) discuss the integration of game-theoretical elements within agent-based
systems. Such an integration would allow to retain the favorable properties of
agent-based analysis, while simultaneously implementing behavioral rules for
agents that are consistent with themechanisms of game theory.

7.3.2.2. Resources and knowledge. Solutions in the field of logistics are fre-
quently based on some form of collaborationwith other parties, and as such of-
ten require sizable investments and specialist knowledge (Cruijssen et al., 2007;
Mason et al., 2007). One requirement that is at the heart of many initiatives
is the presence of an information system that enables the exchange of detailed
real-time information. Sucha system is essential toflexiblyplanoperations, and
couple orders to transport resources in an efficientmanner. Aside from the sys-
tem itself, companiesmay also need to invest in sensors, tags, and scanners. For
many companies, adopting such an information system is a significant invest-
ment. Other possible resource investments include standardized loading units
that are sharedbymultiple partners, such that orders can seamlessly be reloaded
from one vehicle to another.

Although significant resource investments are required, the efficiency gains
are ultimately expected to reduce operational costs. For logistics companies to
remain competitive, they must strive for supply chain efficiency; ignoring new
developments likely results in losing their competitive position. Dalmolen et al.
(2015) propose a four-layermodel for inter-organizational information systems
in supply chains, which integrates the supply chain-, organizational, semantic,
and technical levels. The model provides some guidelines for establishing in-
formation systems that facilitate collaboration within supply chains.
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Cruijssen et al. (2007) mention various objections of logistics actors against
collaboration that correspond to a lack of knowledge. Collaboration initiatives
pose various challenges; logistics companies are often not equipped with the
rightknowledge tohandle thosechallenges. AsobservedbyAghionetal. (2009),
successful innovation requires that the development of human skills is in line
with the applied technologies, policies, and degree of business support. Zijm
and Klumpp (2017) state that logistics education is an essential factor for the
success of future innovations. They furthermore stress that the adoption of new
technologies and their implementation has become a parallel process, in which
the role of human intelligence is partially taken over by artificial intelligence.

We identify two main research directions that require additional attention.
First, the designof the information systems required for integrated logistics sys-
tems needs to be crystallized. Compared to existing systems that facilitate co-
operation in supply chains, the context of urban logistics differs in the sense that
the environment is comprised ofmany small, independent actors. Information
systems shouldbe implemented in away that requiresminimal investments and
knowledge, while still enabling far-reaching flexibility in urban supply chains.
Second, although abstract assessments exist to overcome the lack of resources
and knowledge, there are no concrete applications that tell us how to handle
the specific shortcomings in the field of urban logistics. In an effort to close
the gapbetween resources andknowledge on the onehand and implementation
requirements on the other hand, it is necessary to have a detailed cost-benefit
analysis that includes the specific resource- and knowledge deficits that need to
be overcome, the required (capital) investments, and the long-term benefits.

7.3.2.3. Competitive concerns. Cruijssenet al. (2007) indicate that small lo-
gistics actors in particular oppose collaboration opportunities. They fear that
largepartieswill disproportionally benefit fromcollaboration. In addition, they
may have concerns to lose clients to competitors or to lose their competitive
advantages. Their concerns can partially be addressed by applying allocation
mechanisms as described previously in this section. Contractual obligations
should sharply define the distributions of gains, costs, and workloads to safe-
guard the position of small actors within the coalition.

The previously mentioned objections regarding a lack of knowledge and re-
sources are especially relevant for small actors. They often do not have in-house
specialist knowledge, and lack thefinancialmeans tomake large investments in,
e.g., standardized loadunits, information infrastructures, and logistics training.
The reluctance of small actors to collaborate with competitors is problematic
from a system point of view. As indicated in this thesis, these parties have the
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mostproblems towork efficiently, due to the increasing fragmentationof freight
flows. Therefore, the most gains are expected to be achieved by grouping these
actors into a coalitional structure. Eventually, small companies may have no
choice but to collaborate, as fragmentation in freight transport will continue to
hinder their operations.

Variousworks suggest that discussion, stakeholder analysis, and amethodol-
ogical implementation plan are key in overcoming competitive concerns. The
paperofMacharis andBernardini (2015)highlights the importanceof explicitly
including the involved stakeholders in the logistics decision-making process,
proposing a multi-actor, multi-criteria analysis to illuminate discrepancies in
stakeholder objectives and to encourage discussions. Verlinde and Macharis
(2016) stress that discussion between government, industry and academia is
essential to successfully implement solutions. Furthermore, they mention the
supporting roles of banks, insurance companies, real estate companies and the
media in the realization of urban freight initiatives. Verstrepen et al. (2009)
provide a four-stage framework for managing horizontal collaboration in lo-
gistics, with a focus on the role of logistics service providers. In this model,
the collaborating actors move through the stages of strategic positioning (e.g.,
defining motives and objectives), design (e.g., selecting partners, negotiating),
implementation (e.g., of information systems and contractual agreements), and
moderation (e.g., control and evaluation). During the last phase, feedbackmay
give rise to reconsider the design of the cooperation. The final collaboration
framework that we discuss is that of Gonzalez-Feliu et al. (2013). They develop
a decision support methodology that contains the following phases: strategy
design (define decision makers, objectives, and strategies), strategy simulation
(quantify the effects on each decision maker for all strategies), individual clus-
teringphase (rankstrategies individuallyperdecisionmaker), systemclustering
phase (rank strategies from a system perspective), dominance phase (identify
dominant strategies), and finally decision group identification (reach a con-
sensus between the decisionmakers).

We have discussed various frameworks that provide a methodological ap-
proach to organize collaboration in a structuredmanner, but thorough applica-
tions inthefieldofurbanlogisticsare lacking. Mostassessmentsofcollaboration
in urban freight networks are on a qualitative level only. In contrast, we believe
that a solid quantitative analysis should be firmly embedded in the process of
forming coalitions; the frameworkofGonzalez-Feliu et al. (2013) illustrates this
idea.
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7.3.2.4. Lack of support. Many actors in urban supply chains experience a
lack of support from either the government or the transport sector in their ef-
forts to collaborate orworkmore efficiently. We separately discuss the roles that
both government and the transport sector might have in the support of urban
freight initiatives.

On the level of the government, the use of subsidies and regulations has been
extensively discussed in this thesis. In addition to these measures, an oppor-
tunity for governments lies in the legislative area. In the transport sector, the
legislative framework is of essential importance. Traditionally, the transport
of an order is formalized by two contracts: a contract between the shipper and
the receiver, and a contract between the shipper and the carrier (Verlinde et al.,
2012). With the introductionof additional actors such as the 4PL, theUCC, and
multiple carriers, the distribution of obligations and responsibilities becomes
increasingly complex. Contracts are oftenbased on so-called ‘incoterms’, which
are standardized international commercial terms for the transport of goods, de-
veloped by the International Chamber of Commerce (Szymonik, 2014). These
standards define, for example, the place of delivery, and the burden of risk in-
surance during transport. The current incoterms are not well equipped to deal
with innovative supply chain concepts. For example, if a receiver specifies the
UCC as its delivery address, there is no standard for the responsibilities on the
last mile. Typically, this requires additional contracts between the UCC and
the receiver. Clearly, the higher the number of actors involved in the supply
chain, the more complicated the contractual aspects become. New incoterms
will appear in2020;whenaddressing thespecific requirementsofmodernurban
supply chains, they have the potential to significantly reduce the administrative
burden in urban logistics initiatives.

Weproceedwithanassessmentof the supportopportunitieswithin the trans-
port sector. The solutions that we propose rely on the presence of coordinating
parties such as a 4PLandaUCC.Asdiscussed earlier in this section, the import-
anceof information systems is essential for the success of collaborative solutions
in urban freight transport. These solutions require real-time exchange of accur-
ate information on the level of individual orders. Mason et al. (2007) stress that
standardization of information systems is essential to facilitate cooperation in
logistics. Therefore, the transport sector shouldmake an effort intomoving to-
wards industry standards for information systems. The same holds for other
resources (e.g., loading units), such that the logistics systems of a multitude of
actors can be integrated seamlessly (Quak, 2011). In a study that addresses both
horizontal and vertical collaboration in logistics, Mason et al. (2007) state that
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there aremany barriers to overcome, and that certain logistic actors should take
the lead in setting up collaboration structures. The authors refer to various act-
ors with a coordinating role, such as 4PLs and UCCs in an urban logistics en-
vironment. It is unlikely that small actors – such as independent carriers and
receivers themselves – take the initiative to adjust their practices. Support from
actors with a central role in the supply chain is necessary for collaborative ef-
fort to succeed, taking away as many barriers as possible in order to convince
logistics actors to alter their behavior.

With respect to supporting collaboration efforts, we identify two literature
gaps that require attention. On the governmental side, it is essential to fit le-
gislation to the requirements of the logistics parties. This requires a study on
how to distribute responsibilities and liabilities in a fair manner, while simul-
taneously facilitating transport contracts that are simple to adopt. On the side
of the transport sector, the key contributions that are required are the definition
of clear supply chain strategies, the introduction of industry standards, and the
dissemination of knowledge. In this process, coordinating actors should adopt
active leadership roles. Future researchcoulddelve further into their facilitating
roles, rather than only focusing on the coordination aspect.



Summary

Recentdevelopments in thefieldofurban freight transportnecessitate amove
towards integrated logistics systems, which facilitate the efficient planning of
fragmented freight flows. In this thesis, we study the role of consolidation and
coordination to improve the efficiency of urban freight transport. We summar-
ize the contributions of the thesis per chapter.

Part I of the thesis is comprised of Chapter 1 and provides an introduction
to the problem setting. We present a summary of trends and developments in
urban logistics. Among the key trends are increased urbanization, a revival of
small-format stores, and an adoption of Just-in-Time ordering principles, res-
ulting in fragmented freight flows and lowutilization of transport capacity. This
in turn has negative impacts on the economy, the environment, and social well-
being. Avarietyof solutionconceptshasbeenproposed in the literature to tackle
these problems, which can be divided into four categories: (i) infrastructural
changes, (ii) transport system reorganization, (iii) company-driven initiatives,
and (iv) administrative measures. Although many measures have the poten-
tial to improve the efficiency of urban transport and reduce hazardous impacts,
many solutions fail in practice. An important reason for this is that urban lo-
gistics takes place in a complex field, in which multiple actors with divergent
objectives operate. With this thesis, we therefore address the following research
objective:

To develop mathematical models that support coordination
actors in consolidated freight planning, and to obtain quant-
itative insights into the challenges and requirements to estab-
lish integrated logistics systems, in which independent actors
coordinate their decisions to improve the efficiency of urban
transport.

Part II is composed of two chapters. These chapters focus primarily on the
methodological contributions to the field of consolidated freight planning.
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Chapter 2 presents an algorithm to facilitate the dynamic planning of frac-
tional truckloads in a network with transfer hubs. The algorithm is designed
from the perspective of a 4th Party Logistics Service Provider (4PL) that plans
the transport of orders in an intermodal network comprised of contracted car-
riers, but has the opportunity to replan later in response to arising consolidation
opportunities. Transport prices in the network are volume-based, thus giving
the 4PL an incentive to use the capacity of transport units as efficiently as pos-
sible. At the transfer hubs in the network, transport units may be transshipped
between transport modes. Furthermore, the reload capabilities of the transfer
hubs are used to transfer orders from one transportation unit to another. Or-
ders are subject to time windows and the line-haul services may be subject to
timetables. Therefore, the evaluation of consolidation opportunities must take
intoaccount the timefeasibilityof solutions. Ouralgorithmconstructsandeval-
uates decision trees that take into account both the cost savings and the feasib-
ility of solutions in which orders are transported by multiple transport means.
We test the performance of the algorithm on a variety of virtual networks, as
well as on a real data set provided by a leadingDutch 4PL.Our findings indicate
that both the financial and environmental performance improve significantly
by retaining flexibility in both the structure of routes and the dispatch times;
compared to direct transport we are able to improve container fill rates by 57%,
resulting in cost savings of 34%and reductions ofCO2 emissions of 30%. When
we compare to the case in whichwe only consolidate on the best routes for each
individual order, still average increases in fill rates of 28% are achieved.

InChapter3,wedevelopanalgorithmthatprovidesaconsolidationpolicy for
the operator of an Urban Consolidation Center (UCC). To estimate the future
costs associated to current decisions, the operatormakes use of its knowledge of
thestochasticorderarrivalprocess. Thegoalof theoperator is tominimizedeliv-
ery costs over time. At eachdecisionmoment, the operator of theUCC faces the
decision which subset of orders to dispatch. Holding orders for some timemay
result in better consolidation opportunities at a later point in time, but there is
noguarantee that suchopportunitieswill arise. Wemodel thisdecisionproblem
as a Markov Decision Model. In order to solve large instances of this problem,
we propose a solution method based on Approximate Dynamic Programming
(ADP) with a linear value function approximation. We study a variety of ex-
planatory variables thatmay be used to estimate the future costs corresponding
to dispatching decisions and identify a set of explanatory variables that can be
used to accurately capture these costs. To solve the dispatching problem that is
embedded into the larger optimization problem, we develop an Integer Linear
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Program; the applicability of thismethod is validated for action spaces that con-
tainup to2120 decisions in thenumerical experiments. We test the algorithmon
avarietyofnetworkconfigurations; the results imply that themethodworksbest
when there is sufficient flexibility with respect to the times that orders are dis-
patched. Both myopic benchmark policies and lookahead benchmark policies
are consistently outperformed. On average, our ADP algorithm outperforms
the myopic benchmark policies by 10% to 15% and the lookahead benchmark
policies by 2% to 8%.

Part III contains three chapters that focusonagent-based simulationofurban
freight transport.

Chapter4 introducesanagent-basedsimulation framework toevaluateurban
logistics schemes, with a scheme being composed of one or more company-
driven initiatives and/or (local) government policies. We define five different
types of agents: receivers, carriers, shippers, the UCC, and the local adminis-
trator. By defining these agent types and their corresponding actions, interac-
tions, and objective functions, we are able tomodel and analyze a wide range of
measures in urban logistics. The framework is explicitly designed to test com-
binationsof company-driven initiatives andadministrativepolicies; practice in-
dicates that combinations of solution concepts from both classes typically yield
the best results. Furthermore, we consider line-haul transport as an integral
part of routes and decisions, rather than focusing only on the processes within
the city boundaries. This design choice is better alignedwith the profitmodel of
carriers and the dispatching decisionsmade by shippers, thus allowing tomore
accurately evaluate the impact of urban measures on the upstream process and
vice versa. We distinguish between three levels of decision making (strategic,
tactical, and operational) and propose solution methods for each level. The
working of the framework and the interpretation of results are illustrated with
some small numerical experiments. In line with practice, the results of these
experiments show that most measures are able to achieve environmental im-
provements, but that it is challenging to find schemes that are also financially
sustainable for the involved stakeholders. Typically, multiple measures need to
be combined to achieve both objectives; schemes that only contain company-
driven initiatives or only administrativemeasures appear to be ineffective.

In Chapter 5, we apply our agent-based simulation framework to evaluate a
large number of scenarios. To be able to generalize our conclusions, we create
a data set that represents a large number of Western European cities. To this
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end,we collect data fromamultitude of overview studies, case studies, andpub-
licly available data sources. We use the collected data to assign realistic values
for properties to the agents in urban supply chains. To reflect the large differ-
ences that exist between such supply chains in practice, we create a number of
receiver profiles that represent the ordering systems of receivers. These profiles
differ in the number of distinct shippers that deliver to one receiver, delivery
frequencies, and delivery volumes. By randomly assigning profiles to receiv-
ers, we reflect the real-life variety of urban supply chains. Furthermore, we test
several geographically distinct instances. On these instances, we test 15 distinct
measures that are either company-drivenor imposedby the local administrator.
First, we test the measures individually to obtain insights into their impact in
isolation for various parameter settings. Then, we apply a fractional factorial
design toquantify themain effects and two-way interaction effects. Thisway,we
evaluate the symbiosis betweenmeasures, in particular between administrative
policies and company-driven initiatives. Third, we perform scenario analysis
for the most promising measures to evaluate the effects of various combina-
tions of measures on both environmental KPIs and the financial performance
of the agents. We conclude that bundling of orders is essential to achieve sig-
nificant environmental benefits; this bundling may either take place upstream
at the carrier level or downstream at the UCC level. When carriers cooperate
with each other and centrally plan their order transport, emission reductions
of 56% are attainable; by consolidating at the UCC, emission reductions up to
44% are achievable. Collaboration between carriers appears to be sustainable
from a financial point of view, although for such a collaboration to materialize
in practice, significant hurdles should be overcome. The concept of the UCC is
also challenging to successfully implement, particularly from a financial point
of view. Stringent regulations or substantial subsidies allocated to carriers are
effective in altering the behavior of decision makers, but require a long-term
commitment from the administrator.

Another application of the agent-based simulation framework is described
in Chapter 6. This chapter focuses explicitly on the feasibility of UCCs. The
test instance is based on the city of Copenhagen. Using an OpenStreetMap im-
plementation, we generate a realistic network based on the street network of
Copenhagen. By making use of geo-tags, retailer locations are also obtained
from OpenStreetMap. Furthermore, we use the location of an existing UCC in
Copenhagen. Toaccuratelydescribe the supply chains andmeasures,weuse the
data collected in Chapter 5, specific data for the city of Copenhagen, and data
obtained in expert interviews. The initial state of each simulation run is a UCC
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withoutauserbase. Tosupport theUCC,subsidiesmaybeallocatedtoreceivers,
carriers and the UCC, but only for a limited period of time. After that period,
the UCC must have attracted sufficient users to operate without external fund-
ing. Furthermore, regulations may be implemented to support the UCC. We
numerically test 1,458distinct urban logistics schemes. In linewith both literat-
ure and practice, we find that aUCCwithout any support has very slim chances
for long-term survival; both external funding and supporting regulation appear
to be necessary. For less than 5% of the scenarios we find a profitable long-term
situation for the UCC (when ignoring potential environmental benefits, which
are not translated in financial terms); these scenarios mainly assume favorable
cost settings for the UCC. We find that the sequence in which users commit to
the UCC is essential for its long-term viability. The bulk of the revenues can be
generated from carriers, yet when receivers have already set the UCC as their
delivery address, the carrier can essentially outsource its last-mile distribution
for free. We therefore proposemeasures that focus on attracting carriers; zone-
access fees and inparticular (temporary) subsidies are effective for this purpose.
Despite the financial challenges, the numerical results show that the environ-
mental benefits of aUCCmay be substantial; we achieve emission reductions of
about 70% and are able to reduce the number of trucks in the city by up to 60%.

Part IV concludes the thesis. Chapter 7 reflects on both our main research
objective and the individual research questions. We summarize the key mana-
gerial insights that were obtained with our research:

• By preserving flexibility in both the dispatch times of orders and the con-
structionof routescomposedofmultiple segments, theefficiencyof fractional
truckload line-haul operations in networks with transfer hubs may be im-
proved significantly.

• Usingexplanatoryvariables forexpecteddownstreamcostsbasedontheavail-
able vehicle capacity, the volumes per latest dispatch time, and the number
of locations that might be visited, lookahead policies may significantly im-
prove the efficiency of order dispatching decisions for urban consolidation
centers.

• An analysis of urban logistics schemes should address urban supply chains
and all its stakeholder as a coherent entity, rather than treating a city as an
isolated system unaffected by upstream logistics decisions.
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• When evaluating urban logistics measures, all involved stakeholders must
be taken into account in order to find solutions that both yield considerable
environmental improvements and provide a financial incentive to the stake-
holders that are required to alter their behavior.

Finally, we provide a number of directions for further research. First, we
suggest extensions of the work presented in this thesis. Our solution method
for line-haul planningmight be enrichedby incorporating stochastic properties
such as time-dependent travel times and uncertain handling times, attaining a
closer fit to reality. For ourDDP-TWsolutionmethod,wepropose thedesignof
algorithms to intelligently reduce the action space. Furthermore, analytical ex-
pressions for richer VRPsmight be incorporated to better reflect the practice of
urban logistics. A new use can be found for our agent-based simulation frame-
work by incorporating more intelligent planning methods, so that it becomes
suitable for optimization rather than evaluatingwithin the current context. The
last model extension that we discuss is the integration of our line-haul and last-
mile planning methods, signifying another step towards an integrated logistics
system in the spirit of the Physical Internet.

The second category of further research topics is comprised of a number of
possible researchdirections that are related to the implementationchallenges. A
major challenge relates to the allocation of gains and costs; we believe that game
theory offers a suitable approach to solve this problem. Other implementation
challenges are overcoming gaps in resources and knowledge, addressing com-
petitive concerns of stakeholders, and improving the facilitating roles of both
the government and transport sector agencies.



Samenvatting

Recente ontwikkelingen op het gebied van stadsdistributie voor goederen
scheppen de noodzaak voor een geïntegreerd logistiek systeem dat een effici-
ënte planning van gefragmenteerde goederenstromen mogelijk maakt. In dit
proefschrift bestuderen we de rol van consolidatie en coördinatie in het verbe-
teren van de efficiëntie van stedelijk goederentransport. Het proefschrift is op-
gebouwd uit diverse delen en daaronder vallende hoofdstukken, we geven een
samenvatting van de bijdrage per hoofdstuk.

Deel I van het proefschrift omvat hoofdstuk 1; in dit hoofdstuk introduce-
ren we de probleemstelling. We vatten de trends en ontwikkelingen die spe-
len in stadsdistributie kort samen. De voornaamste trends zijn de toenemende
verstedelijking, een heropleving van kleine, specialistische winkels en het ver-
wezenlijken van Just-In-Time bestelprincipes. Tezamen resulteren deze trends
in gefragmenteerde goederenstromen en een lage bezettingsgraad van vracht-
wagens. Dit heeft een negatieve invloed op de economie, de omgeving en de
sociale welvaart. In de literatuur is een variëteit aan oplossingen aangedragen
omdezeproblemenaan te pakken; deze oplossingenkunnen in vier categorieën
verdeeld worden: (i) veranderingen in de infrastructuur, (ii) reorganisatie van
transportsystemen, (iii) door bedrijven geïnitieerde innovaties, en (iv) maatre-
gelen vanuit de (lokale) overheid. Hoewel veel oplossingen de potentie hebben
om de efficiëntie van stedelijk goederentransport te verbeteren en daarmee de
schadelijkeeffectenteverminderen,blijktdat indepraktijkveeloplossingenniet
het gewenste resultaat opleveren. Een belangrijke reden hiervoor is dat stads-
distributieplaatsvindt ineencomplexeomgeving,waarinmeerdereactorenmet
uiteenlopende doelen opereren. Aansluitend op deze problematiek formuleren
we de onderzoeksdoelstelling van dit proefschrift als volgt:

Het ontwikkelen van wiskundige modellen die coördinerende
actoren ondersteunen in de geconsolideerde planning van goe-
derentransport en het verkrijgen van kwantitatieve inzichten
in de uitdagingen en vereisten om een geïntegreerd logistiek
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systeem op te zetten, waarin onafhankelijke actoren hun be-
slissingen afstemmen om de efficiëntie van stedelijke goede-
rendistributie te verbeteren.

Deel IIvanditproefschriftbestaatuit tweehoofdstukken. Dezehoofdstukken
richten zich primair opmethodologische bijdragen op het gebied van geconso-
lideerde planningen van goederentransport.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een algoritme dat de dynamische planning van deel-
ladingen van transporteenheden (zoals bijv. containers) ondersteuning in net-
werkenwaarin overslag op de tussenliggende goederenstationsmogelijk is. Het
algoritme is ontwikkeld vanuit het perspectief van een 4th Party Logistics Ser-
vice Provider (4PL) die de planning van het transport verzorgt in een intermo-
daal netwerk waarin meerdere gecontracteerde vervoerders opereren. De 4PL
plant orders direct wanneer ze bekend worden, maar houdt de mogelijkheid
open de planning later aan te passen wanneermogelijkheden voor consolidatie
(het samenvoegen van meerdere orders in een transporteenheid) ontstaan. De
transportprijzen die gehanteerd worden in het netwerk zijn gebaseerd op vo-
lume; deze structuur geeft de 4PL een stimulans om de transportcapaciteit in
het netwerk zo efficiënt mogelijk te gebruiken. De overslagpunten in het net-
werk kunnen gebruikt worden om transporteenheden van de ene naar de an-
deremodaliteit over te dragen. Daarnaast kunnen orders op de overslagpunten
naar andere transporteenheden verplaatst worden. Orders zijn gebonden aan
tijdsvensters en de transportdiensten opereren mogelijk op basis van een vaste
dienstregeling. Om deze redenen moet bij de evaluatie van consolidatiemoge-
lijkheden rekening gehouden worden met haalbaarheid van oplossingen. Het
algoritme construeert en evalueert beslisbomen die rekening houden met zo-
wel de kostenbesparingen als de haalbaarheid van oplossingen die bestaan uit
meerdere verbindingen. Om inzicht te krijgen in prestaties van het algoritme,
passen we deze toe op verschillende virtuele netwerken. Daarnaast passen we
het algoritme ook toe op een echte dataset die is aangedragen door een promi-
nenteNederlandse 4PL. De numerieke resultaten tonen aan dat zowel de finan-
ciële als de milieugerelateerde prestaties aanzienlijk verbeterd kunnen worden
door flexibiliteit te behouden in zowel de structuur van routes als de verzend-
tijden. Vergeleken met transport zonder overslag is het algoritme in staat de
gemiddelde beladingsgraad van transporteenheden met 57% te verbeteren; dit
resulteert inkostenbesparingenvan34%enreduceertdeCO2-uitstootmet30%.
Wanneerwevergelijkenmethet gevalwaarinwealleenkunnenconsoliderenop
de beste routes voor individuele orders zijn verbeteringen in de gemiddelde be-
ladingsgraad van 28% haalbaar.
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In hoofdstuk 3 ontwikkelen we een algoritme dat een stelsel van beslisregels
geeft voor de consolidatie van goederen door een stadsdistributiecentrum. Om
de toekomstige kosten gerelateerd aanhuidige beslissingen te schattenmaakt de
operator gebruik van stochastische informatie betreffende het tijdsaankomst-
proces van orders. Het doel van het stadsdistributiecentrum is om de kosten
over een vooraf vastgestelde tijdshorizon te minimaliseren. Op ieder beslis-
moment bepaalt het stadsdistributiecentrum welke orders verscheept worden
naar de klanten. Door orders gedurende een bepaalde tijd vast te houden kan
het stadsdistributiecentrumanticiperen op consolidatiemogelijkhedendie ont-
staan wanneer nieuwe orders arriveren, maar er is geen garantie dat zulke mo-
gelijkheden zich daadwerkelijk voordoen. We modelleren dit planningspro-
bleem als een Markov-beslismodel. Om grote instanties van dit probleem op
te lossen ontwikkelen we een methode die gebaseerd is op Approximate Dyna-
mic Programming (ADP)met een lineaire approximatie van de waardefunctie.
We evalueren een uiteenlopende verzameling van verklarende variabelen die
gebruikt kunnen worden om de verwachte toekomstige kosten behorende bij
specifieke beslissingen te berekenen. Op basis van deze evaluatie bepalen we
de meest geschikte verzameling van verklarende variabelen. Om de operatio-
nele beslissingen binnen het overkoepelende optimalisatieprobleem te bepalen
voor grote instanties ontwikkelen we een Integer Linear Program; op basis van
numerieke experimenten wordt de doeltreffendheid van deze methode gevali-
deerd voor beslisruimtes die tot 2120 unieke beslissingen bevatten. We testen
het ADP-algoritme op verscheidene netwerkconfiguraties; de resultaten tonen
aandat demethodehet bestwerktwanneer er voldoendeflexibiliteit aanwezig is
in de mogelijke verzendtijd van orders. We vergelijken de prestaties van het al-
goritmemet diverse benchmarks; gemiddeld presteert onsADP-algoritme 10%
tot 15% beter dan kortzichtige beslisregels en 2% tot 8% beter dan alternatieve
beslisregels die ook de verwachte toekomstige kostenmeenemen.

Deel III bestaat uit drie hoofdstukken die gericht zijn op agentgebaseerde si-
mulaties van stadsdistributie.

In hoofdstuk 4 introducerenwe een agentgebaseerd simulatieframework om
oplossingsconcepten in stadsdistributie te evalueren; eenoplossingsconceptbe-
staat uit een of meerdere bedrijfsinitiatieven en/of beleidsmaatregelen van (lo-
kale) overheden. We definiëren vijf verschillende rollen voor de agenten: ont-
vangers, vervoerders, verladers, hetUCCende lokaleoverheid. Doorhetdefini-
ëren van deze rollen en de bijbehorende beslissingen, interacties tussen agenten
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endoelfuncties voorde agenten zijnwe in staat eengrote variëteit aanmaatrege-
len in stadsdistributie te modelleren en te analyseren. Het simulatieframework
is expliciet ontwikkeld omcombinaties van bedrijfsinitiatieven en beleidsmaat-
regelen te testen; in de praktijk blijkt dat dergelijke combinaties vaak de beste
resultaten opleveren. Verder beschouwen we langeafstandtransport als een in-
tegraal onderdeel van routes en beslissingen, in plaats van ons alleen te richten
op de processen die plaatsvinden binnen de stedelijke grenzen. Deze ontwerp-
keuze sluit beter aan bij het verdienmodel van vervoerders en de verzendbe-
slissingen van verladers. Hierdoor kunnenwede stroomopwaartse effecten van
maatregelendiebinnende stadvan toepassingzijnnauwkeuriger analyseren, en
vice versa. We maken een onderscheid tussen drie niveaus van besluitvorming
(strategisch, tactisch, en operationeel) en definiëren beslissingen voor ieder van
deze niveaus. De werking van het framework wordt geïllustreerd aan de hand
van een aantal numerieke experimenten. In lijnmet bevindingenuit de praktijk
zien we dat de meeste maatregelen een positief effect hebben op de omgeving,
maar dat het een uitdaging is om oplossingsconcepten te vinden die ook finan-
cieel acceptabel zijn voor de betrokken actoren. Meestal zijn combinaties van
meerdere maatregelen noodzakelijk om beide doelstellingen te behalen; oplos-
singsconcepten die alleen initiatieven van bedrijven of alleen administratieve
maatregelen bevatten zijn in onsmodel niet effectief.

In hoofstuk 5 passen we ons agentgebaseerde simulatieframework toe om de
effecten van een groot aantal scenario’s op zowel omgevingsgerelateerde KPIs
als de financiële prestaties van de agenten te evalueren. Om onze conclusies
te kunnen generaliseren, creëren we een representatieve dataverzameling voor
West-Europese steden. Hiervoor verzamelenwedata van een aantal overzichts-
studies, case-studies en openbaar beschikbare databronnen. We gebruiken de
verzamelde data om de agenten in het simulatiemodel realistische karakteris-
tieken te geven. Om de grote diversiteit die in de praktijk in bevoorradingske-
tens bestaat na te bootsen, definiëren we een aantal profielen voor ontvangers.
Deze profielen verschillen in het aantal verladers per ontvanger, de leverfre-
quenties en de ordervolumes. Door willekeurig profielen aan ontvangers toe te
wijzen, houdenwe rekeningmet de diversiteit in bevoorradingsketens zoals die
in de praktijk speelt. Verder testen we een diversiteit aan geografische instan-
ties. Op deze instanties passen we 15 verschillende interventies toe, die ofwel
door bedrijven geïnitieerd zijn ofwel zijn ingevoerd door de lokale overheid.
Eerst testen we iedere interventie afzonderlijk om inzicht te verkrijgen in de ef-
fecten voor verschillende parameterwaarden. Vervolgens passen we een ‘frac-
tional factorial design’ toe om de primaire effecten van en interactie-effecten
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tussen interventies te kwantificeren. Op deze wijze beoordelen we de synergie
tussen interventies, in het bijzonder tussen overheidsbeleid en initiatieven van
bedrijven. Tot slot passen we scenario-analyse toe om de invloed van diverse
oplossingsconcepten te bepalen. We concluderen dat het bundelen van orders
essentieel is om significante verbeteringen te realiseren met betrekking tot de
uitstoot van schadelijke stoffen en een reductie van het aantal vrachtwagens in
de stad; deze bundeling kan stroomopwaarts plaatsvinden op het niveau van de
vervoerders of stroomafwaarts op het niveau van het distributiecentrum. Wan-
neer vervoerders met elkaar samenwerken en een centrale planning voor hun
orders opstellen, zijn emissiereducties tot 56% haalbaar. Wanneer consolida-
tie bij het UCC plaatsvindt worden emissiereducties tot 44% gemeten. Samen-
werking tussen vervoerders lijkt een financieel houdbare oplossing op de lange
termijn, hoewel voor een implementatie van de voorgestelde oplossing in de
praktijk diverse knelpunten zullen moeten worden opgelost. Het is eveneens
een uitdaging het concept van eenUCCop succesvolle wijze te implementeren;
de voornaamste bezwaren zijn van financiële aard. Strikte regulering of het toe-
kennen van substantiële subsidies aan vervoerders zijn effectieve maatregelen
om de beslissingen van de agenten te beïnvloeden, maar vereisen betrokken-
heid van de overheid op de lange termijn.

Een andere toepassing van het agentgebaseerde simulatieframework is be-
schreven in hoofdstuk 6. In dit hoofdstuk richtenwe ons expliciet op de levens-
vatbaarheid van stadsdistributiecentra. Onze testinstantie is gebaseerd op de
Deense hoofdstad Kopenhagen. Met behulp van een implementatie in Open-
StreetMap genererenwe een realistisch netwerk dat is gebaseerd op het straten-
netwerk van Kopenhagen. Door gebruik te maken van geografische labels in
OpenStreetMap bepalenwe ookwinkellocaties inKopenhagen. Verder gebrui-
kenwe eenbestaande locatie van een stadsdistributiecentrum inde stad. Omde
goederenstromenenmaatregelennauwkeurig te beschrijvenmakenwegebruik
vandeverzameldedata inhoofdstuk5; specifiekedata voorde stadKopenhagen
en data is verkregen doormiddel van interviewsmet experts. Iedere simulatie-
run start met een distributiecentrum zonder gebruikers. Om het distributie-
centrum te ondersteunen kande gemeente voor een bepaalde periode subsidies
toekennenaanontvangers, vervoerders, enhet distributiecentrumzelf. Nadeze
periodemoet het distributiecentrum voldoende gebruikers hebben aangetrok-
ken om zonder externe financiering te kunnen opereren. Ter verdere onder-
steuning kan regelgeving worden geïmplementeerd om het distributiecentrum
teondersteunen. We testen 1.458 verschillendeoplossingsconceptendoormid-
delvannumeriekeexperimenten. In lijnmetbevindingenuit zowelde literatuur
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als de praktijk concluderenwe dat de levensvatbaarheid van een distributiecen-
trum zonder enige externe ondersteuning zeer beperkt is; zowel financiering
als toegangsrestricties lijken noodzakelijk. Voor minder dan 5% van de geteste
scenario’s is het distributiecentrum op de lange termijn winstgevend (waarbij
overigens gunstige milieu-effecten niet vertaald worden in monetaire termen);
deze scenario’snemenmeestal gunstige schattingenvoordekostenvanhetUCC
aan. De resultaten wijzen uit dat de volgorde waarin gebruikers aangetrokken
worden essentieel is voor het uiteindelijke succes. De meeste inkomsten kun-
nen behaald worden bij de vervoerders, maar wanneer ontvangers het distri-
butiecentrum als hun afleveradres aanwijzen, kunnen transporteurs in essentie
gratis hun stedelijk transport uitbesteden. Om deze reden adviseren we het in-
voeren van maatregelen die gericht zijn op het aantrekken van vervoerders als
gebruikers van het distributiecentrum; toegangsprijzen voor de stad en vooral
(tijdelijke) subsidies zijn effectief omditdoel tebereiken. Ondanksdefinanciële
uitdagingen wijzen de simulatieresultaten uit dat de voordelen van een distri-
butiecentrum voor de omgeving substantieel kunnen zijn; we behalen emissie-
reducties van rondde70%enzijn in staat het aantal vrachtwagens inde stadmet
60% terug te brengen.

Met deel IV sluitenwehet proefschrift af. InHoofdstuk 7 blikkenwe terug op
zowel ons primaire onderzoeksdoel als de individuele onderzoeksvragen. We
vatten de belangrijkstemanagementinzichten verkregenmet ons onderzoek sa-
men:

• Door flexibiliteit in routeringsbeslissingen te behouden – zowel in verzend-
tijden als in de structuur van routes bestaande uitmeerdere segmenten – kan
de efficiëntie van transport van deelladingen over netwerken met overslag-
mogelijkheden significant verbeterd worden.

• Met behulp van verklarende variabelen voor verwachte toekomstige kosten,
gebaseerd op (i) beschikbare voertuigcapaciteit, (ii) volumes voor de laatst
mogelijke verzendtijd en (iii) het aantal locaties dat bezocht kanworden, kan
de efficiëntie van verzendbeslissingen door het stadsdistributiecentrum sig-
nificant verbeteren.

• De analyse van oplossingsconcepten in stadsdistributie moet de goederen-
stromen en de betrokken belanghebbenden als een geheel beschouwen in
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plaats van de stad als een geïsoleerd systeem te beschouwen dat niet beïn-
vloed wordt door stroomopwaarts genomen logistieke beslissingen.

• Wanneerwe interventies in stadsdistributie evalueren,moet rekeninggehou-
den worden met alle betrokkenen om oplossingen aan te dragen die signifi-
cante verbeteringen in de leefomgeving bewerkstelligen en daarnaast finan-
ciële drijfveren aanreiken aan de betrokkenen die hun gedrag dienen aan te
passen.

Aansluitend op het gedane werk in dit proefschrift beschrijven we een aantal
mogelijke richtingen voor toekomstig onderzoek. De eerste categorie van toe-
komstig onderzoek bestaat uit uitbreidingen op de in dit proefschrift gepresen-
teerde modellen. Onze oplossingsmethode voor het plannen van ordertrans-
port via eennetwerkmet overslagpunten kan verrijktwordenmet stochastische
elementen zoals tijdsafhankelijke reistijden en onzekere handelingstijden, hier-
door kan een betere aansluiting op de realiteit verkregen worden. Voor onze
oplosmethode voor de DDP-TW is het ontwikkelen van algoritmes die op in-
telligentewijze de beslissingsruimte verkleinen een zinvolle uitbreiding. Verder
kunnen analytische uitdrukkingen voor meer gedetailleerde routeringsproble-
men geïntegreerd worden om de praktijk van stadsdistributie beter te modelle-
ren. Een mogelijke nieuwe toepassing van ons simulatieframework zou intel-
ligentere planningsmethoden kunnen bevatten, zodat het framework ook toe-
pasbaar is voor optimalisatie. De laatste uitbreiding die we hier noemen is de
integratie van onze oplossingsmethoden voor netwerken met overslagpunten
en het planningsprobleem voor distributiecentra; dit zou een stap kunnen zijn
richting geïntegreerde logistieke systemen naar analogie van het concept van
het Physical Internet.

De tweede categorie van toekomstig onderzoek omvat een aantal mogelijke
richtingen die gerelateerd zijn aan uitdagingen in de implementatie van oplos-
singen in stadsdistributie. Een grote uitdaging is de allocatie van opbrengsten
en kosten; hiervoor zien we de toepassing van speltheorie als een geschikte op-
lossingsmethode. Andere uitdagingen zijn het adresseren van tekortkomingen
in middelen en kennis, het overbruggen van concurrentie-tegenstellingen tus-
sen besluitvormers en het verbeteren van de ondersteunende rollen van zowel
de overheid als de transportsector in het opzetten van nieuwe initiatieven.
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List of abbreviations

ADP Approximate Dynamic Programming
DP Dynamic Programming
DDP Delivery Dispatching Problem
DDP-TW Delivery Dispatching Problemwith TimeWindows
IRP Inventory Routing Problem
ILP Integer Linear Program
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LP Linear Program
LSP Logistics Service Provider
LTL Less than TruckLoad
SND Service NetworkDesign
TSP Traveling Salesman Problem
UCC Urban Consolidation Center
VFA Value Function Approximation
VRP Vehicle Routing Problem
4PL 4th Party Logistics Service Provider
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List ofmathematical symbols

Weprovideanoverviewofthemathematical symbols thatareusedinChapter2
to Chapter 6 this thesis. To aid the reader, the overview is itemized per chapter.
Although the thesis contains a variety of subjects and solution methods, we try
tobeconsistent inournotationthroughout the thesis. This list ismeant toaid the
reader inunderstanding themain text; symbols that are usedonly in appendices
are not included in this overview.

We use a few standard notations and apply various subscripts, superscripts,
and accents to distinguish their roles. With respect to time indices, we use t to
denoteadecisionmoment,T todenote the totalnumberofdecisionmoments, τ
todescribea time interval, andT todefinea setof times. ThesymbolC indicates
a cost function,whereas c is a cost parameter. Weuse It to describe an inventory
at time t. Graphsare representedbyG={V,A}. Here,V is the setof vertices and
A is thesetofarcsconnectingthevertices. Thesymbolv∈V denotesavertex,a∈
A denotes an arc. Finally,π is used to denote a policy, i.e., a set of decision rules.

Chapter 2

Graph properties
VH Set of transfer hubs, subset ofV
VO Set of origin locations, subset ofV
VD Set of destination vertices, subset ofV
AF Set of free arcs that link all vertices, subset ofA
AM Set of main arcs that link two hubs, subset ofA
va Origin vertex of arc a
v′a Destination vertex of arc a
τ tra Deterministic transport time over arc a
τ tmv Transshipment time at hub v
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Cost functions and parameters
Ctr

a Volume-dependent cost function for arc a
Ctr(i,n) Function for transport costs of route ri,n
Ctm(i,n) Function for transshipment costs of route ri,n
Crl(i,n) Function for reload costs of route ri,n
ctmv Costs for placing a transport unit on amode at hub v
ctmv′ Costs for lifting a transport unit off amode at hub v′
crlv′ Costs for a reload at hub v′

Order properties
l Volume of an order
i Indicator for current order
j Indicator for open order
vOi Origin of order i
vDi Destination for order i
tmin
i Earliest pickup time of order i
tmax
i Latest delivery time of order i
li Volume of order i
L Set of order volumes

Route properties
Ri Set of k stored routes for order i
Rj Set of k stored routes for order j
ri,n Stored routes for order i in setRi

rj,m Stored routes for order i in setRi

ai,n,z zth arc in route ri,n
tedi,n,z Earliest possible departure time at arc ai,n,z given route ri,n
tldi,n,z Latest feasible departure time at arc ai,n,z given route ri,n
Ti,n,z Set of feasible departure times on arc ai,n,z

Ta Function that maps departure window for ai,n,z to the set Ti,n,z

Algorithmic input
k Number of routes stored per order
β Threshold value, upper bound for route costs
M Number of main arcs in a route
Mmax Maximum allowed number of main arcs in a route
#RoutesM Number of routes generated withM main arcs
#Routesmax

M Maximumnumber of routes generated withM main arcs
J Set of open orders that have not yet reached their destination
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Action properties
q Container index
q′ Container index, q ̸=q′
t̂edi,n,z Mutually feasible earliest departure time at arc ai,n,z for consolidated orders
t̂ldi,n,z Mutually feasible latest departure time at arc ai,n,z for consolidated orders
Ωq,a Set of order and route indices that may be assigned to container q on arc a
Ω̂q′,a Set of order and route indices currently assigned to container q′ on arc a
Ωq′,a Set of order and route indices after consolidation action, i.e.,Ωq,a∪Ω̂q′,a

Si,n,z Evaluation set, containing all consolidation opportunities on arc ai,n,z

Xi,n Action space, containing all consolidation opportunities
for route ri,n, i.e.,

∏ri,n
z=1Si,n,z

x Consolidation action inXi,n, defined by
∪ri,n

z=1Ωq,ai,n,z

S(x) Cost savings for action x
xi,n Best set of actions on route ri,n

Policies
πk=k′

Policy that operates on k′ routes
πdir Policy that selects direct road transport for each order
πint Policy that selects the cheapest individual route for each order
πtim Policy that replans orders in a sequence based on their latest delivery time
πrnd Policy that replans orders in a random sequence
πopt Policy that returns the optimal planning, given some constraints

Chapter 3

Vehicle properties
Qpr Set of primary vehicles
Qse Set of secondary vehicles
q Indicator for a vehicle inQpr∪Qse

rt,q Route duration for vehicle q dispatched at decisionmoment t
τMaxRoute Maximum route duration for any vehicle
Vt,q Subset of locations visited by vehicle q dispatched at t
∆ Routing function, returning the route duration givenVt,q

τt,q Earliest dispatch availability of vehicle q relative to t
τxt,q Earliest dispatch availability of vehicle q relative to t, after applying action xt
Qt Dispatch availability of all primary vehicles, (τt,1,...,τt,|Qpr|)
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Order properties
v Destination vertex of an order
l Load size of an order, expressed in fractional vehicle capacity
te Earliest dispatch time of an order
tl Latest dispatch time
L Set of possible load sizes
T e Set of possible earliest dispatch times
T l Set of possible latest dispatch times
τMaxAhead Maximum time interval an order is announced in advance
τMaxWindow Maximumwidth of an order dispatch window
It,v,l,te,tl Number of orders of an order type, i.e., a unique

combination of destination, volume, and dispatch window
It Number of orders in system per order type
Ixt,v,l,te,tl Number of orders of an order type in post-decision stateSx

t

Ixt Number of orders in system per order type in post-decision stateSx
t

Systemnotation
St State of the system at time t, defined by (Qt,It)
S State space, containing all possible states
xt(St) Action givenSt, denoting howmany of each order type to dispatch,

and with which vehicle q to dispatch them
x̃nt (St) Best action in stateSt at iterationn, given

estimated downstream costs V̄(S
x
t )

n

Xt(St) Action space, set of feasible actions given stateSt

lmax Maximumnumber of orders that can be simultaneously held in inventory
Sx
t Post-decision state, state after applying action xt on stateSt,

but before order arrivalsωt+1

Cost functions
C(St,xt) Cost function, returning costs given stateSt and action xt
V(St) Expected downstream costs in stateSt

V̄(S
x
t ) Estimated downstream costs (value-function approximation)

for post-decision stateSx
t

V̄(S
x
t )

n Estimated downstream costs at iterationn
for post-decision stateSx

t

Ṽ(S
′
t,ω

m) Estimated downstream costs under policy πsample,
given sample stateS′

t and sample pathωm

V̂(S
x
t ) Estimated downstream costs for post-decision stateSx

t

under policy πsample
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Policies
πt Consolidation policy, set of decision rules that returns

an action xt given stateSt

Πt Set of all consolidation policies
πADP Consolidation policy obtained with approximate dynamic programming
πdirect Consolidation policy that directly ships orders in inventory,

provided that primary vehicle capacity is available
πpost Consolidation policy that postpones the shipment of orders,

unless dispatched vehicles have idle capacity
πmin Consolidation policy that minimizes the direct

costs at decisionmoment t
πsample Consolidation policy that uses sampling to estimate

lookahead costs for each action inXt

τsample Length of sample paths corresponding to policy πsample

ωm Sample path corresponding to policy πsample

Ωm Set of sample path corresponding to policy πsample

m Number of sample paths generated per decisionmoment
under policy πsample

Transition function
Ot Random variable for the number of order arrivals at time t
V Random variable for the customer location
T e Random variable for earliest dispatch time
Twindow Random variable for length of dispatch window
T d Random variable for latest dispatch time, given by

realization T e+Twindow

Wt Exogenous random variable, describing all order arrivals
at time t before decision xt

Ĩt,v,l,te,tl Information variable, describing the number of
order arrivals at t of a given order type

SM Transition function, yielding stateSt+1 given stateSt,
action xt, and order arrivalsWt

SM,x Transition function, yielding post-decision stateSt+1

given stateSt and action xt
ωt Realization of order arrivalsWt

Ωt Set of all possible order arrivals
ot Realization of number of order arrivalsOt

omax
t Maximumnumber of order arrivals at time t
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Algorithmic input
S ′ Set of initial states (subset of state spaceS)
Sn
0 Initial states used for iterationn, obtained fromS ′

n Iteration counter when learning the estimated downstream costs
N Number of iterations to learn estimated downstream costs
ωn Set of order arrivals during iterationn, {ωn

1 ,...,ω
n
T }

v̂nt Observed costs during iterationn for decisionmoments t,...,T
ϵ Preset probability with which a random order is selected during learning
ϵ̂t Sample value, random action is selected if ϵ̂t≤ϵ
UV Updating function for estimated downstream costs corresponding toSx

t−1

F Set of explanatory variables or ‘features’
f Individual feature in setF
ϕf Basis function of feature f , yielding a value given post-decision stateSx

t

Φ Set of basis functions used to lean consolidation policies
θnt,f Weight associated to basis functionϕf at decisionmoment t,

last updated at iterationn

Chapter 4

Graph properties
C Set of carriers
R Set of receivers
S Set of shippers
H Set of UCCs
VR Set of receiver vertices
VS Set of shipper vertices
VC Set of carrier vertices
VH Set of UCC vertices

Order properties
c Carrier in C
r Receiver inR
s Shipper inS
γ Indicates whether order is delivered via UCC
l Volume of an order
te Earliest delivery time of an order
tl Latest delivery time of an order
It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ Number of orders of a specific order type
It Vector of number of orders per type in the system at t
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Route properties
Qc Set of vehicles operated by carrier c∈C∪{h}
q Indicator for an individual vehicle
ψc,q Capacity of vehicle q operated by carrier c
τ lhc,q Line-haul speed of vehicle q operated by carrier c
τ lmc,q Last-mile speed of vehicle q operated by carrier c
δcart,c,q Route at time t, performed by vehicle q of carrier c
δucct,q Route at time t, performed by vehicle q of the UCC
δcar,lht,c,q Line-haul component of route δcart,c,q

δcar,lmt,c,q Last-mile component of route δcart,c,q

δucc,lmt,q Last-mile component of route δucct,q

∆car
t,c Set of routes performed by carrier c at time t

∆ucc
t Set of routes performed by the UCC at time t

∆t Set of all routes performed at time t
ηlh Length of line-haul component of a route
ηlm Length of last-mile component of a route
ducc Routing function for UCC, providing∆ucc

t given action xt
dcarc Routing function for carrier c, providing∆car

t,c given action xt

State properties
γrec
t,r Binary variable, indicates whether receiver r uses delivery via UCC
γcar
t,c Binary variable, indicates whether carrier c uses delivery via UCC
St State of the system, described by [It,∆t,γ

rec
t,r ,γ

car
t,c ]

xt Dispatch action applied on inventory It
xt,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ Number of orders of certain order type dispatched
Sx
t Post-decision state after applying action xt onSt

zc Binary indicator for the use of carrier c
Ĩt,te,tl,vr,r,·,s,l,· Demand of a given order type at time t by receiver r
ωt Vector of order demand at time t for all order types
Ωt Set of possible order arrivals at t
Wt Random variable that generates order arrivals at t
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Cost and price functions
α Fixed price/cost component
β Variable price/cost component
Crec

t,r Cost function of receiver r at time t
Cshp

t,s Cost function of shipper s at time t
Ccar

t,c Cost function of carrier c at time t
Cucc

t,h Cost function of UCC h at time t
P rec,sb
t,r (lt,vr,r,γ|γ=1) Income subsidies if r selects UCC
Crec,rc

t,r (lt,vr,r,c) Costs for receiver r when receiving shipments
Crec,lm

t,r (lt,vr,r,γ|γ=1) Costs for receiver r when
outsourcing last-mile distribution

Crec,val
t,r Costs for receiver r when performing

in-house value-adding services
Crec,val,ucc

t,r Costs for receiver r when
outsourcing value-adding services

Cshp,tr
t,s (lt,vs,c,s,η

lh) Costs for transportation incurred by shipper s
Cshp,sp

t,s (lt,vs,c,s) Costs for shipping incurred by shipper s
P car,sb
t,c (lt,vc,c,γ|γ=1) Income from subsidies if c selects UCC
P car,tr
t,c (lt,vc,c,η

lh) Shipping price by carrier c
Ccar,tr

t,c (ηlh,ηlm,S ′,R′) Costs full transport for carrier c
Ccar,lm

t,c (lt,vc,c,η
lh,S ′) Costs for carrier cwhen outsourcing to UCC

Pucc,sb
t (lt,vucc) Income from subsidies for UCC
Pucc,val
t (r) Price value-adding services for receiver r
Pucc,rec,tr
t (lt,vr,r,γ|γt,rrec=1) Price for distribution if r selects UCC
Pucc,car,tr
t (lt,vc,c,γ|γt,ccar=1) Price for distribution if c selects UCC
Cucc,rc

t (lt,vucc) Costs receiving for UCC
Cucc,tr

t (lt,vucc ,ηlm,R′) Costs distribution for UCC
ϕc Shapley value allocated to player c
C′ Coalition of carriers, C′⊆C

Sampling procedure
T tac Set of tactical decisionmoments, subset of T
n Indicator for sample path
N Number of sampling paths
τsample Length of sample path
ωn
t Sample arrival at time t of sample pathn
S̃n
t Sample state at time t of sample pathn
γ̃rec
r Sample indicator that mandates use of UCC for receiver r
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Chapter 5

Graph properties
C Set of carriers
R Set of receivers
S Set of shippers
H Set of UCCs
VR Set of receiver vertices
VS Set of shipper vertices
VC Set of carrier vertices
VH Set of UCC vertices

Order properties
c Carrier in C
r Receiver inR
s Shipper inS
γ Indicates whether order is delivered via UCC
l Volume of an order
te Earliest delivery time of an order
tl Latest delivery time of an order
It,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ Number of orders of a specific order type
It Vector of number of orders per type in the system at t

Route properties
ψcar

c Capacity of vehicles operated by carrier c
ψucc Capacity of vehicles operated byUCC
∆car

t,c Set of routes performed by carrier c at time t
∆car,pu

t,c Set of pickup routes performed by carrier c at time t
∆car,lh

t,c Set of line-haul routes performed by carrier c at time t
∆car,lm

t,c Set of last-mile routes performed by carrier c at time t
∆ucc

t Set of route performed by the UCC at time t
∆car,lm

t,c Set of last-mile routes performed by the UCC at time t
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State properties
γrec
t,r Binary variable, indicates whether receiver r uses delivery via UCC
γcar
t,c Binary variable, indicates whether carrier c uses delivery via UCC
xt Dispatch action applied on inventory It
xt,te,tl,v,r,c,s,l,γ Number of orders of certain order type dispatched
Ĩt,te,tl,vr,r,·,s,l,· Demand of a given order type at time t by receiver r
ωt Vector of order demand at time t for all order types
Ωt Set of possible order arrivals at t
Wt Random variable that generates order arrivals at t

Cost functions
Crec

r (∆ucc
t ∪

∪
c∈C∆

car
t,c ) Cost function for receiver r

Ccar
c (∆car

t,c ,[lt,·,·,vshp
s ,·,c,s,·,·]s∈S) Cost function for carrier c

Cshp
s (l

t,·,·,vshp
s ,·,c,s,·,·) Cost function for shipper s

Cucc(∆ucc
t ,lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1) Cost function for UCC

P car,tr
c (l

t,·,·,vshp
s ,·,c,s,·,·) Volume-dependent transport price charged

by carrier c to shipper s
Ccar,tr

c (∆car
t,c ) Transport costs for carrier c for

performing route set∆car
t,c

Cshp,sp
s Fixed shipping fee per shipment for shipper s

Cucc,hd(lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1) Handling costs for UCC for order
volume lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1

Cucc,tr(∆ucc
t ) Transport costs for UCC for

performing route set∆ucc
t

Pucc,tr(lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1) Price charged byUCC for last-mile
distribution volume lt,·,·,vucc,·,·,·,·,1

Crec,rc
r (∆ucc

t ∪
∪

c∈C∆
car
t,c ) Receiving costs for receiver r

for routes∆ucc
t ∪

∪
c∈C∆

car
t,c
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Agent intelligence
πshp
s Dispatching policy of shipper s
ζs Volume threshold applied by shipper s
lreadyt,s Total volume thatmay be dispatched by shipper s at time t
lurgent
t,s Total volume thatmust be dispatched by shipper s at t

tomeet the imposed delivery windows
lshippedt,s Volume shipped by shipper s at time t
J urgent

t Set of urgent orders of shipper s at time t
J nonurgent Set of non-urgent orders of shipper s

that are ready for dispatch at time t
γ̃rec
t,r Help variable that indicates whether receiver

r outsources to the UCC at time t
E(Qt,r|γ̃rec

t,r =0) Expected number of trucks visiting receiver r
for orders placed at twhen not outsourcing to the UCC

E(Qt,r|γ̃rec
t,r =1) Expected number of trucks visiting receiver r

for orders placed at twhen not outsourcing to the UCC
βucc Price charged by the UCC for outsourcing a full truckload
γ̃car
t,c Help variable that describes whether carrier c

outsources to the UCC at time t
∆t,c|γ̃car

t,c =0 Route set for carrier c at time t if it does not
outsource last-mile distribution to the UCC

∆t,c|γ̃car
t,c =1 Route set for carrier c at time t if it

outsources last-mile distribution to the UCC
P car,sb
c (lt,te,·,vcar

c ,c,·,·,·,·) Subsidy received when carrier c outsources volume
lt,te,·,vcar

c ,c,·,·,·,· at time t
Vclu
i Cluster of receivers, subset ofVR

zt,i Binary variable indicating whether clusterVclu
i

is visited at time t
∆ucc

t |[z1,...,zk] Route set for UCC at time twhen visiting
clusters according to [z1,...,zk]

ω̂t+1 Sample of order arrivals at t+1

∆̂ucc
t+1|It,ω̂t+1,[z1,...,zk]) Sample route for UCC at t+1 given

order position It, sample arrivals ω̂t+1 and
cluster visits [z1,...,zk]
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Chapter 6

State properties
T tac Set of tactical decisionmoments, subset of T
R Set of receivers
C Set of carriers
L Set of order volumes
h Indicator for UCC
r Indicator for receiver inR
c Indicator for carrier in C
l Order volume inL
It,c,r,l Number of orders at time t of order type (c,r,l)
It Vector of number of orders per order type
γrec,tr
t,r Binary variable, indicates whether receiver r uses delivery via UCC
γrec,val
t,r Binary variable, indicates whether receiver r outsources

value-adding services to UCC
γcar
t,c Binary variable, indicates whether carrier c uses delivery via UCC
St State of the system at time t, described by [It,]

State properties
Ĩt,c,r,l Number of order arrivals at time t of order type (c,r,l)
ωt Vector of order demand at time t for all order types
Ωt Set of possible order arrivals at t
Wt Random variable that generates order arrivals at t
SM Transition function tomove fromSt toSt+1, based onWt+1

Sampling procedure
T tac Set of tactical decisionmoments, subset of T
n Indicator for sample path
N Number of sampling paths
τsample Length of sample path
ωn
t Sample arrival at time t of sample pathn
S̃n
t Sample state at time t of sample pathn
γ̃rec
r Sample indicator that mandates use of the UCC for receiver r
γ̃car
c Sample indicator that mandates use of the UCC by carrier c
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Route properties
q Vehicle indicator
Qucc Set of vehicles operated by the UCC
δucct,q Route of vehicle q dispatched by the UCC at time t
δcart,c,q Route of vehicle q dispatched by carrier c at time t
∆ucc

t Route set for vehicles dispatched by the UCC at time t
∆car

t,c Route set for vehicles dispatched by carrier c at time t
ducc Route function for the UCC, providing∆ucc

t givenSt

dcarc Route function for carrier c, providing∆car
t,c givenSt

Cost and price functions
Ccar Cost function of carrier c, based onSt

Ctr Transport cost function of carrier c, based on∆cr
t,c

Ctr,out Cost function of carrier c for outsourcing last-mile distribution
to the UCC, based on∆cr

t,c

P car,sub
t,c Subsidy income for carrier c, based on∆cr

t,c

Crec Cost function of receiver r, based onSt

Crec,rc Receiving costs for receiver r based on route set
∪

c∈C∪{h}∆c,t

Crec,val Costs for receiver r performing value-adding services in-house
Crec,val,out Costs for receiver r outsourcing value-adding services to UCC
Crec,tr,out Costs for receiver r using last-mile distribution service of UCC
P rec,sb Subsidy for receiver r using the services of the UCC
Cucc Cost function for the UCC given stateSt

Cucc,tr Transport costs for the UCC given route set∆ucc
t

Cucc,hd
t Handling costs for the UCC (incoming orders) given

∪
c∈C∆

c,t
t

Cucc,val
t Costs for the UCC to perform value-adding services for receiver r

Pucc,car,tr
t Price charged to carrier c for last-mile distribution of route∆c,t

t

Pucc,rec,tr
t Price charged to receiver r for last-mile distribution
Pucc,val
t Price charged to receiver r for value-adding services
Pucc,sb
t Subsidy income for UCC based on stateSt

Cucc,hd,min
t Lower bound for handling costs for UCC

Cucc,hd,max
t Upper bound for handling costs for UCC

Pucc,rec,tr,min
t Lower bound for transport price charged to receiver by UCC
Pucc,rec,tr,max
t Upper bound for transport price charged to receiver by UCC
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